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Abstract 
This thesis explores the meanings of emotions. particularly love, anger and sadness in 
late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century England. Based on the extensive records 
of York church courts, it rejects the main meta-narratives of seventeenth-and 
eighteenth-century history, (which in the wake of Elias's (' 0112-ing Proce. 1's are 
primarily concerned with the development of `modern' subjectivities), in favour of a 
more episodic and meaning centred theory of emotion as cultural performance. 
Exploring the complex relationship between emotional experience and its forms of 
communication, it uses love-letters, slander suits and matrimonial separation cases to 
reconstruct the verbal, material, symbolic and bodily significance of affect. In so doing, 
and in drawing attention to the complex epistemological traditions surrounding theories 
of emotion, it demonstrates that accounts of early modern social relations need to move 
beyond the existing divisions of mind and body, self and social that typify existing 
historiography. For only then can we move towards a history of emotion that 
acknowledges its gendered and performative nature in the field of social practice. 
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Conventions and Abbreviations. 
Quotations from primary sources retain the original spelling and punctuation. I/j and u/vv 
have been distinguished, and `th' substituted for `y' where appropriate. Capitalization has 
been standardized, and commas inserted where necessary to clarify obscure passages. 
References to court cases are given as Plaintiff c [ontra/against] Defendant, with first 
names, date and archive reference number given in the first citation. Later references give 
the archive reference number and surnames of disputants. Dates follow Old Style but the 
year is taken to begin 1 January. The following abbreviations are used throughout: 
BI Borthwick Institute. 
CPH & CPI York Consistory and Chancery Court Cause Papers. 
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Chapter 1. Emotion in Early Modern England, 1660-1760. 
emotion [ad. L. emotion-em. n. of action f. e-move-re. fe out + move-re to move. J 
t 1. a moving out, migration, transference from one place to another. Obs. 
t 2. a moving, stirring. agitation, perturbation (in physical sense) Obs. 
t 3. transf A political or social agitation. a tumult. popular disturbance. Obs. 
4. a. fig. any agitation or disturbance of mind. feeling. passion; any vehement or excited 
mental state. 
b. P. sychology a mental 'feeling' or `affection' (e. g. of pleasure or pain, desire or aversion. 
surprise, hope or fear. etc. ) as distinguished from cognitive or volitional states of 
consciousness. Also abstr. `feeling' as distinguished from the other classes of mental 
phenomena. ' 
1. Introduction. 
The history of emotion is in its infancy. Yet under the influence of work in other 
disciplines, the subject is increasingly influencing the research agenda of social and 
cultural history. 2 A series of works by Carol and Peter Stearns, for instance, into the 
development of particular emotion beliefs, attempts to isolate and chart the historical 
categories of `anger' and `jealousy' in modern American history. 3 In the process, they 
have emphasised the need for greater methodological sensitivity on the part of 
historians into emotion research, a theme taken up in the work of Theodore Zeldin. 4 
This point is also implied by the research of Michael MacDonald and David Sabean into 
the subjective and collective meanings of emotions like sadness and fear in early 
The Oxford English Dictionary, S. V. 
- The debates are too wide-ranging to be covered here in any depth. For an introduction see Amelia 
Oskenberg Rorty (ed. ), Explaining Emotions (London. 1980), Introduction. Physiological approaches 
include P. Black (ed. ), Physiological Correlates of Emotions (New York, 1970), passim, and D. C. Glass 
(ed. ), .1 "europhvsiologv and Emotion (New York, 1967), passim. Biological approaches include Charles 
Darwin. The Expression of the Emotions in Alan and Animals (1896). ed. Paul Ekman. (London, 1998). 
passim. and C. E. Izard. The Face of Emotion (New York. 1971). Introduction. Psychological studies 
include J. de Rivera, A Structural Theory of the Emotions (New York. 1977). passim, and M. Suckerman 
and C. D. Spielberger (eds. ), Emotions and. Anxieiv (New York. 1976), Introduction. Sociological and 
anthropological developments are discussed below. 
3 See Peter N. Steams and Carol Z. Stearns (eds. ). Emotion and Social Change: Towards a Vew 
Psychohistory (New York, 1988), Introduction; Idem. (eds. ),. -l nger: The Struggle for Emotional Control 
in. I merica 's Histon, (Chicago. 1986). Introduction. and P. N. Stearns. Jealousy: The Evolution of an 
Emotion in America'. History (Chicago. 1986). Introduction and chapter 1. 
-' Peter N. Stearns and Carol Z. Stearns, 'Emotionology: Clarifying the History of Emotions and 
Emotional Standards'. American Historical Review. 90 (1985). pp. 813-36; T. Zeldin. 'Personal History 
and the History of the Emotions'. Journal of Social Hi stony. 15 (1982). pp. 339-48. 
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modern English and German culture, respectively. 5 And while historians of medieval 
England are unravelling the complex and varied meanings of anger as expressed 
through such forms as monastic curses, others are keen to historicize emotions as 
psychological, lived experiences. 6 
In important ways, such studies raise as many questions as they answer about the 
meanings and nature of emotions, and about the ability of historians to capture, identify 
or convey affective experience. For emotions are elusive phenomena, whether regarded 
as `feelings' or thoughts, instincts or volitions, cognitive or sub-conscious processes. As 
the definitions listed in my epigraph suggest, this is not simply a matter of semantics. 
For the meanings of emotion are themselves unstable, a product of wider cultural beliefs 
about the relationship between mind and body, self and society. ' And as this thesis will 
demonstrate in an exploration of emotion in late seventeenth- and early eighteenth- 
century England, those meanings were not abstracted from, but embedded in the 
everyday context of social relations. 
See for instance Michael MacDonald, The "Fearefull Estate" of Francis Spira: Narrative, Identity and 
Emotion in Early Modern England', Journal of British Studies, 31 (1992), pp. 32-62; Idem, Mystical Bedlam: 
Madness, Anxiety and Healing in Seventeenth-Century England, (Cambridge, 1981). Introduction; David 
Sabean, Power in the Blood: Popular Culture and Village Discourse in Early Modern Germany (Cambridge, 
1987), chapters 1-3. 
6 See for instance Lester K. Little, 'Anger in Monastic Curses', in Barbara H. Rosenwein (ed. ), Anger's Past: 
The Social Uses of an Emotion in the Middle Ages (London, 1998), p. 9; G. Rosen, 'Emotion and Sensibility in 
Ages of Anxiety: a Comparative Historical Review', American Journal of Psychiatry. 24 (1987), pp. 770-784: 
G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter, 'Introduction: Towards a Natural History of Mind and Body', and Roy Porter. 
`Barely Touching: a Social Perspective on Mind and Body' in G. S. Rousseau (ed. ), The Languages of Psyche: 
.l 
find and Bodv in Enlightenment Thought: Clark Library Lectures (Oxford, 1990). pp. 3-44.45-74; H. Medick 
and D. W. Sabean (eds. ). Interest and Emotion: Essays on the Study of Family and Kinship (Cambridge, 1986), 
Introduction; J. C. Spurlock and C. A. Magistro, ' "Dreams Never to be Realized" : Emotional Culture and the 
Phenomenology of Emotion'. Journal of Social History, 28 (1994). pp. 295-310. 
Anthropological and sociological research is instructive. See Jean Briggs, Never in Anger (Cambridge, 1970), 
Introduction and chapter 1: Robert Levy, The Tahitians (Chicago, 1973). Introduction; Richard A. Shweder and 
R. A. LeVine (eds. ), Culture Theory: Essaus on k find, Self and Emotion (Cambridge, 1984), Introduction: K. G. 
Heider, Landscapes of Emotion: Three Cultures of Emotion in Indonesia (Cambridge. 1984), Chapter 1. For a 
sophisticated appraisal of the history of emotion anthropology, see Catherine Lutz and Geoffrey Ni. White, 'The 
Anthropology of Emotions'. Annual Review ofAnthropologv. 15 (1986), pp. 405-36. 
J 
This claim goes again the grain of most social history since the 1970s. For whilst such 
social constructs as `patriarchy', `class' and `gender' have been subject to sc iny, 8 
emotions like `love', `anger' and `sadness' are typically invoked as transhistorical or 
pre-cultural human experiences. Thus some of the most commonly posed questions 
make quantitative comparisons between emotional landscapes in the past, and the 
present: did early modern men and women for love or money? 9 Did they experience the 
same pangs of love for their children as we do, the same grief when those children 
died? 10 Does an arguably higher homicide rate and more physical forms of punishment 
indicate early modern people were more prone to anger and violence and less prone to 
compassion than us? " And was society as a whole torn by faction and tensions or 
dominated by closely formed social bonds and kinship patterns? 12 
R For an introduction to these themes see Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New 
York, 1988), esp. pp. 28-53: Joan Kelly, Women, History and Theory (Chicago. 1984), esp. pp. 51-64: 
Judith M. Bennett, 'Feminism and History', Gender and History, 1 (1989), pp. 250-272. 
9 The existence of this question is found in such diverse works as Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and 
Marriage in England, 1500-1800 (London, 1977). Introduction; Mary Abbot, Life Cycles in England 
1560-1720. Cradle to Grave (New York, 1996), p. 95; and Amanda Vickery, The Gentleman's Daughter: 
Women 's Lives in Georgian England (London, 1998), pp. 91,97,123. 
to Compare Philippe Aries, Centuries of Childhood (New York, 1965), Introduction and conclusion, and 
Linda A. Pollock, Forgotten Children: Parent-Child Relations from 1500 to 1900 (Cambridge, 1983), 
Introduction. 
" Early modem homicide statistics have been the subject of some debate. See J. A. Sharpe, 'Debate: The 
History of Violence in England: Some Observations'. Past and Present. 108 (1985), pp. 206-216, 
Lawrence Stone, `Debate: a Rejoinder'. Past and Present. 108 (1985). pp. 216-224; Susan D. Amussen, 
'Punishment, Discipline and Power: The Social Meanings of Violence in Early Modem England', Journal 
of British Studies, 34 (1995). pp. 1-35. On the theatre of early modern punishment see J. A- Sharpe, ' -Last 
Dying Speeches": Religion, Ideology and Public Execution in Seventeenth-Century England', Past and 
Present, 107 (1985), pp. 144-167. 
12 See Keith Wrightson. English Society 1580-1680 (London, 1990), chapter 2: Elizabeth Foyster, 'A 
Laughing Matter? Marital Discord and Gender Control in Seventeenth-Century England", Rural History, 
4 (1993). pp. 5-2 Viand more recently Idem, Manhood in Earl ti-Modern England. * Honour, . Sex and 
alarriage (London, 1999). chapter 5; Martin Ingram. 'Ridings, Rough Music and the "Reform of Popular 
Culture" in Early Modem England', Past and Present. 105 (1985). pp. 80-I 13: Miranda Chavtor. 
'Household and Kinship: Ryton in the Late Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Centuries'. History 
Workshop Journal. 10 (1980). pp. 25-60: Anthony Fletcher and John Stevenson (eds. ). Order and 
Disorder in Early Modern England (Cambridge. 1985). Introduction. 
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The answers to these questions are no less formulaic, conforming to xvhat might be 
dubbed the `pessimistic' and `optimistic' models of pre-modern social relations. '3 Thus 
numerous historians since Stone have focused on the pre-Restoration period as a time 
dominated by spousal and inter-personal violence and hostilities, as compared to a post- 
Restoration flowering of affective individualism, the reasons for which are considered 
below. The counter models to this pessimistic view take issue with its neglect of affect 
(and individuality) in earlier periods. '` J. A. Sharpe argues the claim that there was a 
major shift in affective relations in the eighteenth century is 'totally wrong-headed', for 
there is `considerable evidence' that early modern men and experienced `passionate 
attachment... like the romantic love with which we are so familiar'. Is And Alan 
Macfarlane has found individualism well established by the Middle Ages. 16 
While the progressive and continuity models claim to offer quite dichotomous views on 
the past, therefore, their methodologies are remarkably similar, and equally problematic. 
In their claims to locate affective experience, both rely on written or verbal affect 
displays as evidence of interior or unmediated `feelings'. In the process, certain 
epistemological assumptions have been overlooked. The most important of these is the 
claim that emotions like `love' or `anger' exist in some pre-cultural or interior space, 
unproblematically expressed through such `individual' sources as letters and diaries. 
Thus in a recent critically acclaimed work, Amanda Vickery continues and reinforces 
the much earlier Aries/Pollock debate by claiming it is 'laughably-easy easy to disprove [the 
I' These arc paralleled bA 'optimistic' and 'pessimistic models of nornen's histon-. See Amanda 
\'ickerr 
. 'Historiographical 
Re\ ieww : Golden Age to Separate Spheres'? A Review of the Categories and 
Chronology of English Women's History '. Me /li, storica/Journa/, 1'6 (1993). pp. 18i , 414. 
' Scc Nataalic Canon Davis. 'Boundaries and the Sense of Self in Sixteenth-Century France in T. C 
[Iciler. tI Sosna and D. E \\ clibcm (cds. ). Rc'collstructinS, Ind/ 'u/ual,. vm... Iu! onomv, Indii"idna/itt' and 
the gell in It c',, rthrn Tin mg/il (Stanford. 1O,, )6). pp. 5. -())'. Ii J.. \ Sharp<:. Faar/i' i loderii f nglandl: a Social /li. vtori, 1 -ý. iO-17h(i (London. 1993). p. 62. 
\latn \laacfarlatne. The Origins cif biglislr individualism: hie Fcmrihv, Property and Social iransicion 
(Oxford. 197S). Introduction and chapter 1. 
7 
claim of parental indifference or severity by] using letters, diaries, and depositions' 
17 
Most of Vickery's subjects cannot contain their inner feelings; in letters William 
Ramsden's 'paternal satisfaction gushed from his pen', and Ellen \\- eeton's letter books 
`leave no doubt that she lavishly cherished her dumpling of a baby girl'. 
At a basic level, this approach radically oversimplifies the relationship between 
emotional experience and expression, and the conventions of genre, style and content by 
which emotions are structured and communicated. '9 And though such accounts of early 
modern parental or marital relations actively solicit a particular emotive response on 
behalf of the reader, the rhetorical strategies and conventions of early modern people are 
overlooked. In part, it is the very ubiquity, yet invisibility, of such emotional practices 
that limits the historians' ability to view emotions as cultural artifacts. More 
significantly, however, this mode of writing reinforces Western philosophy's eternal 
search for the birth of the circumscribed and interiorised monad or subjective `self . 20 
As we have seen, the social historiography of post-Restoration England is primarily 
concerned, through comparative analysis, with the identification of `modern' ways of 
thinking, feeling and behaving. In the process, emotions themselves are oversimplified, 
abstracted and reified as human universals, with little acknowledgement of their 
culturally and historically situated meanings. This tendency is not restricted to social 
history, but is implicit in a range of medical, intellectual, philosophical and literary 
CI. f/n to. Vieken. Gentleman '.,, Daughter, p. 93. 
18 Vickcr . 
(: entlernan '. s Laughter. pp. 121,123. 
19 Sec chapters and 4. - 
On this theme, see D. Acrs. 'A \\: ltisper in the Ear of Early Modernists: or. Reflections on Literare 
Critics Writing the "Historn of the Subject" ". in D. Aers (ed. ). Culture and Hi\torl 1 1ý5ti-1ÖOd: E. Nsc, -. \ 
can Englrs/r Communities. Identities arnl I riting (London. 1992). pp. 177-19-1. The historical evolution of 
individualism as . in ideology is discussed in Louis Dumont. f vvU%\ on Inclividuali. an:. Ilc)clern Ideolo, ý in 
1nlhropolo Eca1 t'c'r%fvctri e (Chicago. 1986). pp. t, 0-92. Sec also I. Burkitt.. tiwla1Scli es Theories of 
the . ýýc rcýl 
Vornintion of lclentirr(London. 199 1). Introduction and chapter 1. 
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histories that share, and uphold, its epistemological assumptions. One of the most 
profound indicators of this is the language used to describe and discuss emotion. As 
Solomon has observed, a historically constructed myth of passivity dominates Western 
European discussions of how men and women `fall' in love, are `paralysed' by fear, 
`plagued' by remorse, `haunted' by guilt and `distracted' by grief. 21 We verbally locate 
emotion in the body: love resides in the heart, envy in the bile. There is an obvious 
potential for histories that chart the decline and emergence of a particular culture's 
emotion beliefs through its emotional lexicon. What is important here, however, is that 
our use of the language of passivity accords with the use of the Freudian languages of 
repression, control and catharsis - expressed through such terms as `drives', `urges' or 
`instincts' - that dominates historical discussions of emotional change. Nowhere is this 
more apparent than in historical adaptations of the principles of the sociologist Norbert 
Elias and the `civilizing process'. 22 
2. Sentiment and Civility: the Legacy of `Psycho-genesis'. 
Norbert Elias's The Civilizing Process represents a self-conscious and historically 
specific attempt to account for the `civilizing of the West', and the perceived. psychical 
developments that took place between the Middle Ages and the twentieth century. 23 
Using the European works on `civilite' which appeared from the sixteenth century, Elias 
charts the apparent emergence of such feelings as disgust and shame, particularly in 
relation to bodily proprieties, alongside the decline of such `spontaneous and 
2' R. C. Solomon, The Passions (New York, 1976). Introduction. 
-' See Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: The Histor of: lfanners and. State Formation and 
Civilization trans. E. Jephcott, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1978,1982), passim. 
23 Elias. Civilizing Process. 1, p. 16. The work dates from 1934-9. For a discussion of its specific socio- 
historical background see Brigitte H. E. Niestroj. 'Norbert Elias: a Milestone in Historical Psycho- 
Sociology: the Making of the Social Person'. Journal of Historical Sociology, 2 (1989), pp. 136-158. 
9 
unrestrained' impulses as physical aggression. In perceiving such diverse -driv es' and 
`impulses' as part of the `affect structure in man as a whole', Elias suggests a filter- 
down and teleological account of psychological and sociological development. To 
simplify, individual psychological structures are seen to have evolved under the 
influence of a variety of broader socio-economic and political configurations, more 
specifically the structural and social differentiation resulting from state formation. The 
subsequent development of new codes of behaviours, manners and feeling filtered down 
through the social levels to become `socially institutionalised' forms of `self-control 
that were again reproduced through social relations. 25 This process of individual and 
social inter-reaction, with individual psyches replicating and influencing the demands of 
the social structure, Elias terms `psycho'- and `socio-genesis' .2 
Although Elias's work views psychological structures and 'feelings' as socially 
constituted - thus attempting to overcome Western philosophy's emphasis on the 
individual as opposed to society - he retains an innate or biological component to 
emotion that is shaped by, rather than produced in social interaction. 27 And in 
discussing the `affect structure in man [as] a whole', he simultaneously fails to account 
for the specific ways female bodies and emotions were influenced by social 
configurations, and the gendered nature of psycho-' and 'socio-genesis' [emphasis 
added]. 28 Moreover, the neglect of gender as an element in the construction of emotions 
''Elms_ Civilizing, Pr(, ec's. \. 1. p. 164. 
Elias. (ivili. -ttºg Process, 1. p. 166. 
-`' Elias. ( 'irili: itrg Prcýce. s. ý. 1. pp. 18-19.156. See also Ident, On Human Beings and their Emotion, a 
Process-Sociological Essay', in M. Featherstone et a!. (eds. ). The Bo v: social J'roceS. c and Cultural 
Theori- (London. 1991 ). pp. 1O - 126. 
Sui' Elias. ( 'ivili: irig Pro( c.. s. 1. pp. 164-166, and S. Mcnncll.. Vorhert LlIa. \: C'ivili: ution and the Yuman 
ýý 1ý=1nra e (Oxford. 1989). pp-202- 2uO. 
s, Elias, Civilizing Proc c. ý. ý. 1, p. 15(, On this theme sec Lv ndal Roper, Oedipus and the Devil: (Witchcraft, 
. ýr-runlin - cutclReligion in 
Earh'. lloclern L'uroje (London. 1994). Introduction. 
10 
in Elias's work confirms his identification of the psyche as a pre-cultural space, 
"' as 
seen in his languages of `instincts' and `urges' versus `control' and restraint'. -"I 
Leaving aside for the moment Elias's methodological selectivity, it is unsurprising that 
the themes of control and restraint continue in various accounts which invoke or 
replicate the `civilizing process' as a model of psychological and social development. 31 
For whereas Elias stressed the inter-dependence of `psycho'- and `socio-genesis', most 
accounts of emotional development focus on the developmental shaping of individual 
`drives' and `urges' as a result of external forces, whether the theme is of emotional 
repression, or sentimental indulgence. 32 Thus in the `pessimistic' histories of sixteenth- 
and seventeenth-century England outlined above, the growth of `affective 
individualism' and the decline of brutality are part of the same phenomenon. The rise of 
Protestantism, capitalism and political and economic individualism, the decline of 
patriarchy, and the corresponding rise of contract theory were among the factors making 
emotional coarseness as socially inappropriate as wiping one's nose on one's sleeve. '; 
In place of traditional behaviours - marked by violence and aggression - came a series 
of European codes of `civility', `courtesy' and `politeness' which stated the measured, 
rational behaviour required of a cultured and urbane nation. 34 And this demonstrated, 
29 Roper, Oedipus and the Devil, Introduction. 
3" Elias, C'ivili: inc Process. 1, pp. 164-6. 
;' Scc Mcnnel1.. \`cincert Elias, pp. 60-61. 
;, Sec for instance P. Spiercnburg, The Broken Spell: a Cultural and Anthropological Elistorý, of Pre- 
Indu. vtrial Europe (London- 1991), Introduction and conclusion, G. J. Barker-Benfield, The 
Culture 
. 'il 
"'; en., lihility: 5ce. v and N()ciehv in Eighwc'nth-('eurturv Britain 2nd ed. (London.. 1996), esp. p. yyxiv, pp. 78-81, 
F. A. Childs, 'Prescriptions for Manners in English Courtesy Literature. 1090-1760 and their Social 
tmplications* (DPhil, Oxford. 1984). Introduction. 
'; Sec Stone. l-annilv. '. v and. tlarriage, chapter 6 and conclusion. Sec also Susan D. Anrussen, ' "Being 
Stirred to Much Unquietness" Violence and Domestic Violence in Early Modern England', Journal of 
If'Om('/l 's 11i. ýtory. 0 (1994), pp. 70-89: Margaret Hunt, \Vife-Bcatin; -,. Domesticity and \Voincn's 
Independence in Eighteenth-Century London', Gender and history. 4 (1992). pp. 10-'4 
' This usually translates into Histories of manners, as seen in Paul Langford, .4 Polite and Commercial 
People: kngland. 1727-1 Th (Oxford. 1989). chapter 2: and \I. T. Quinlan, 1 "ictorian Prelude: a History 
Oi lýnýýli. lr . 
1lannrý .1 
"00-1 ý_, 0 (\'c\\ York. 1941), Introduction. L. E. Klein, . lhaf eshunv and the Culture 
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according to Lawrence Stone, `the most important change in mefrtalite to have occurred 
in... the last thousand years of Western history. 35 For it marked the beginning of 
`modern' subjectivities and affective familial and social relations. 
In addition to its role in histories of the pre-1750 period, the civilization narrative is felt 
in histories of mid eighteenth century and beyond. For the post-Restoration emergence 
of `affective individualism' is viewed as an important precursor to sensibility and 
sentimentalism. As Barker-Benfield explains, `affective individualism' and `sensibility' 
are part of `the same "movement" but viewed from a different perspective' . 
36 For both 
represent an `upsurge of new attitudes and emotions' which resulted from broader social 
influences. 37 The 'different perspective' used by Barker-Benfield derives almost entirely 
from the material and bodily grounding of emotional change in the `new 
psychoperceptual system' of nerve theory, identified by G. S. Rousseau and others as 
`national, even European or universal, common knowledge' by mid eighteenth 
century. 38 In addition to the reforming influences of consumer capitalism, the arguable 
privatisation of the domestic, social mobility and -a factor missing in Elias - religious 
ideology, medical and scientific developments are therefore seen to have shaped the mid 
eighteenth-century `cult of sensibility'. 39 And as a wide-ranging cultural and social 
of Politeness: Moral Discourse and Cultural Politics in Early Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, 
1994), Introduction. 
35 Stone, Family, Sex and Alarriage, p. 22. 
6 Barker-Benfield, Culture of Sensibility, p. xxxi, %v. 
;? Barker-Benfield, Culture of Sensibility, p. xxxiv. 
;"G. S. Rousseau. 'Science' in P. Rogers (ed. ). The Context of English Literature: The Eighteenth Century 
(London, 1978), p. 194. See also Idem, ` "Nerves, Spirits and Fibres" : Towards Defining the Origins of 
Sensibility'. Blue Guitar, 2 (1976), pp. 125-53, and Barker-Benfield, Culture ofSensibility, pp. 2-3. 
On the sentimentalizing of family life see Stone, Faºnily, Sex and Afarriage, pp. 12-23-, J. F. Traer, 
Marriage and the Fami& in Eighteenth-Century France (London. 1980). Introduction; R. Trumbach, The 
Rise of the Egalitarian Family: Aristocratic Kinship and Domestic Relations in Eighteenth-Century 
England (New York, 1978), chapter 1, Leah Leneman, Alienated Affections: The Scottish Experience of 
Divorce and Separation, 1684-1830 (Edinburgh, 1998), pp. 324-5. For a broader social perspective see 
Jean H. Hagstram, Sex and Sensibility: Ideal and Romantic Love from Hilton to, lfozart (London. 1980), 
Introduction: Isabel Rivers. Reason. Grace and Sentiment: a Study of the Language of Religion and 
Ethics in England 1660-1780, vol. 1: Whichcote to H esfev (Cambridge. 199 1), Introduction; Markham 
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phenomenon, though primarily restricted to the middling and upper classes. sensibility 
is believed to have transformed the emotional landscape of eighteenth-century England 
and Europe. At the very least, humanitarian idealism was placed at the heart of family 
and social life. At the most extreme men, women and children were united in an ecstasy 
of tears. 40 
Before we can begin to evaluate the broad implications of these progressivist or 
developmental approaches to the history of emotion, we need to address the range of 
medical, scientific and philosophical developments on which they depend. For in 
important ways, historians of sentimentalism have forced us to confront the gendering 
of emotion as part of its historicization. Moreover, that gendering is itself seen to have 
radically redefined the meanings of masculinity and femininity. Following the 
developmental narrative of psychological development discussed above, it has been 
argued that the same processes by which `modern' affective sensibilities developed 
produced `modern' gender identities. `' These changes were not merely physiological or 
representative, but rooted in organization and practice. As Barker-Benfield has put it, 
the emergence of sentimentality brought `dramatic changes in the ideals and practices of 
being male and female'. 42 
Barker-Benfield's claims, as we have seen, are largely rooted in the eighteenth century 
emergence of nerve theory as a psycho-perceptual paradigm - and a way of explaining 
moral, physical and psychological forms of 'feeling' - and the collapse of humouralism. 
Ellis. 7'he Politic. c)f \L'nsihilitV: Race, ( icnder and Commerce in the Sentimental Novel (Cambridge. 
1996). Introduction. Anne Vincent-Buffault. The Histon" of Tears.: Sen. v, /n/(ty and ' entunentalitt" in 
l"rancr (London. 1991)_ pp. 1-4. Klein. Shafteshuri _ 
Introduction; J. Mullan. Sentirrrenr and . ociahilitt": 
The Language (? l 4-oling in the Eighteenth ('enturv (London I 9, X()_ Introduction: and Barker-Benficld. 
Culture c0/ . \c'n. ' lhrlrt\ . 
Introduction and chapter 1. 
On the bodily sº. -nificrs of 'feeling, '. see chapter 5. 
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Humouralism, a series of beliefs originating with Hippocrates but typically associated 
with Galen, has been extensively discussed by early modern scholars. 4; As an 
explanatory system, humouralism - with its focus on four primary bodily fluids - 
blood, choler or yellow bile, phlegm and melancholy or black bile - rooted emotions in 
the physical body. 44 The distribution of humours suggested or influenced an 
individual's emotional temperament. An excess of choler, for instance, could produce 
irritability, a tendency towards anger, ferocity and turbulence, an excess of black bile, 
taciturnity, moroseness, suspicion and obstinacy. And a mixture of choler and black bile 
could produce pride and malevolence. 45 The proportional balance of these humours 
depended on a variety of environmental and constitutional factors, including diet and 
weather. They were also influenced by an individual's inner 'heat', however, the same 
characteristic which, it was claimed, determined gender difference. 
It has become something of a historical commonplace to announce an `about change' in 
thinking about humours and gender by the late seventeenth century, largely as the result 
of scientific developments- 46As an. English and European phenomenon, the 
philosophical identification of certain emotions as integral to intellectual and spiritual 
development was paralleled by medical debates over their physical and psychological 
origins and purpose. 47 Anatomical investigation, led by Thomas Willis, grounded 
'feeling' in the brain and nervous system, whilst the theory of the nerves provided John 
41 See Fletcher. Gender. p. xxii; Barker-Benfield. Introduction and Fovster.. Ianhood. conclusion. 
42 Barkcr-Bonfield Culture o/ Sensibility, p. 3. 
'' Galen. On the Pu.... ion. s and Frrors oj'the Noul, cd. P. W. Harkins. (London. 1963). passim. An example 
of liter r anal) sis that relies heavily on humoural physiology is Lily Campbell. . Shake. vpeare '. v Tragic 
Heroes: *,: lm- s (yl ossiO1i (London, 1961). Introduction and chapter 1. 
See J. B. Bambrough. 7I7e Little li irr/il o f_1lan (London. 195? ). Chapter 1. 
For a good introduction to the relationship between humours and emotions. `cc H. M. Gardiner et a!. 
/-('celing and »'motion., a flistorº, oI'Theorre. v (Connecticut, 1937), p. 134. Sec also T. Laqueur.. 1faking 
S'i'x. Body and ( if'nder fror n the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge. Mass. 1990). p. 35. 
46 Foy ster.. 1 fanhood1 p. -112 -' 
See also Fletcher, Cenc/er, chapter 14, and E. F. Keller. Refection. s on 
Gentler n11d ý(ience (London. I9 5). p. 43. 
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Locke and others with the material structures necessary to explore sensory reception and 
the association of ideas. 48 The language of medicine, it has been claimed, thenceforth 
ceased to be one of humours and became one of `nerves', `fibres' and intensified feeling 
or `sensibility'. 49 As George Cheyne put it: 
The Intelligent Principle, or Soul, resides somewhere in the Brain, where all 
the Nerves, or instruments of sensation terminate, like a Musician in a finely 
fram'd and well tim'd Organ-Case; these Nerves are like Keys which, being 
struck on or touch'd, convey the Sound and Harmony to this Sentient 
so Principle, or Musician. 
The ubiquity of the language of nerve theory has been well explored as a literary and 
artistic phenomenon in eighteenth-century England, for it found its way into a range of 
fictional writings. " So, too, have nerve theory's political implications for the meanings 
of gender and class difference, as the language of `innate virtue' and `universal order' 
was bound up with terms like `good breeding', `polish', `manners' and `social graces'. 
The social elite were therefore understood to have finer nerves and spirits (and hence 
finer sensibilities) than their labouring counterparts. In the words of David Hume, `the 
skin, pores, muscles and nerves of a day-labourer are different from those of a man of 
quality: so are his sentiments, actions and manners'. 52 
Of course, nerve theory was also gendered, for it was a well-rehearsed argument that 
women possessed weaker and more sensitive nerves than men. Logically, it was 
47 Barker-Bonfield Culture of Sensibility; chapter 1, esp. pp. 3-23. 
aR For an introduction, see Barker-Benfield. Culture of Sensibility. pp. 3-5. 
'9 See Rousseau. ` "Nerves, Spirits and Fibres" '. pp. 125-30. 
"" George Cheync. The English Malady (1733). ed. R. Porter. (London. 1991), pp. 3-4. 
s' Studies of sentimental literature include Ian Watt. The Rise of the A'ovel. Studies in Defoe, Richardson 
and Fielding (Hannondsworth. 1957). Introduction and chapter 1; R. F. Brissenden. i irtue in Distress: 
Studies in the L\ orel of Sentiment from Richardson to Sade (New York. 1976). Introduction: C. T. Proben. 
English Fiction of the Eighteenth Century, 1700-1880 (London, 1987). Introduction and chapter 1. See 
also Barker-Bonfield. Culture ofSensibility. esp. Chapters 1-2.6. 
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claimed women must be regarded as intellectually inferior, `because of the greater 
sensibility of the nerve fibres in their brain'. 53 They were also more prone to physical 
and psychological disorders, and to the effects of extreme emotions. As Mandeville 
explained, women's nervous delicacy meant that `Grief, Joy, Anger, Fear, and the rest 
of the Passions, made greater Impression upon them, and sooner discompose[d] their 
Bodies', than their male counterparts. 54 
The liberatory potential for women of the emerging psycho-perceptual scheme of 
sensibility was therefore negated. For though increased nervous sensibility could be 
associated with heightened moral and spiritual awareness, women's constitution became 
widely interpreted as physically, intellectually and emotionally different, and inferior, to 
men. 55 That this development could be translated as absolute difference - rather than 
the difference in degrees found in humoural theory - has been widely, but quite 
erroneously, accepted. 56 Elizabeth Foyster has recently asserted that such 
developments `enabled men to construct women as fundamentally different from 
themselves, something they had never been able to achieve fully with the graduated 
humoural model'. For `within the wider 2`culture of sensibility"... women were now 
regarded as not only physiologically, but also psychologically different from men'. 57 
Foyster's claims are made explicit by Fletcher's assertion that the period 
`` Cited in R. Markley 'Sentimentality as Performance: Shaftesbury. Sterne, and the Theatrics of Virtue' 
in Felicity Nussbaum and Laura Brown (eds. ). The Nehw Eighteenth Centurv. " Theory, Politics, English 
Literature (New York. 1987), p. 214. 
53 See Barker-Benfield, Culture of Sensibility, p. 23. 
'a Bernard Mandeville. ;l Treatise of the Hvpochondriack and Hvsteric Diseases in Three Dialogues 
(1711, London. 1730). p. 247. 
s` Barker-Benfield. Vulture ofSensibiliy, chapter 1. 
56 One of the leading exponents of this view is of course Laqueur. .t faking Sex. passim. See the recent 
critiques by K. Park and R. A. Nye. 'Destiny is Anatomy. New Republic. (18 February 1991), pp. 53-7 
Mark S. R. Jener and B. O. Taithe. 'The Historiographical Body'. (forthcoming). 
`_ Fov ster.. 1lanhood. p. 213. 
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ultimately saw the emergence of `masculinity and femininity in something like a 
modern sense' 
. 
58 
Thus far, then, we have seen that the eighteenth century is accorded a vast 
historiographical importance in the context of the development and internalisation of 
`modern' ways of thinking, feeling and behaving. The evidence produced in support of 
this view is striking. In addition to the exposition of the nerve paradigm found in 
medical theory and sentimental fiction, historians of philosophy and ideas also cite the 
period as one of defining moments in the onset of modernity. Such histories share, with 
sentimentalism, a belief in the historical emergence of the thinking, feeling and 
introspective self. And they rely on similar meta-physical developments, an important 
strand of intellectual history charting the ways in mind/body dualism -a separation of 
psyche and soma, reason and emotion - is identified with `modern' philosophy, as 
characterised by the work of Descartes. 59 By prioritising the mind at the expense of the 
body - `Cogito, ergo sum', ('I think, therefore I am') - Descartes is understood to have 
simultaneously redefined emotion and subjectivity at the same time as he elevated 
reason as the basis ofphilosophicat. truth-60 It has been suggested that this compounded 
earlier associations of men with science/reason and women with nature/emotion, thus 
reinforcing the gendering of affect, and the `incommensurability' of male/female 
difference. 61 
5" Fletcher. Gender. p. xxii. 
59 See Rend Descartes. Les Passions de l '4me translated as Passions of the . Soul (London, 1649), reprinted 
in The Philosophical Works, trans. E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Rodd (Cambridge, 1911). 
6"See Anthony Svnnott. The Body Social: Symbolism, Self and Society (London, 1993), Introduction and 
R. Scruton, From Descartes to Wittgenstein: .1 Short History of 
lodern Philosophy (London, 1981), 
29. I 
Fletcher, Gender, p. 292. Fletcher's account borrows heavily from the discussions found in Keller. 
Reflections, pp. 33-42, C. Merchant, The Death ofAlature: !i omen, Ecology and the Scientific Revolution 
(San Francisco. 1980), pp. 164-90; L. Jordanova, Sexual Visions: Images of Gender and Science in 
, ifedicine 
between the Eighteenth and Twentieth Centuries (Hemel Hempstead. 1989). Introduction and 
chapter 1. 
3. New Gender, New Thinking? The Evolutionary Agenda. 
Despite their pervasive influences. there are significant difficulties with these 
teleological accounts of emotional and psychological evolution. In the first place, 
Descartes was but one of many philosophers to explore the meanings of emotion and 
reason in seventeenth-century England. And though he - and Locke - are usually cited 
as the fathers of modern philosophical thought, Cartesian principles are often discussed 
in isolation from broader philosophical discussions and debates of the time, 
oversimplified or even misunderstood. Moreover, this is characteristic of many of the 
broader claims made about the `civilizing process', the emergence of nerve theory and 
the decline of humouralism, and the concern for psychological structures on which 
developmental accounts of emotion depend. The range of discourses about emotion in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the significance accorded to actual subjective 
experiences, and the relationship between feeling and its varied forms of expression 
have all been overlooked. So, too, have the meanings of emotion as constructed and 
negotiated as mental and bodily experiences, or as ways of informing and producing 
gender through social interaction. Instead, we have meta-narratives of emotional 
evolution that are drawn from a blend of (often conflicting and largely untheorised) 
evidence drawn from literary sources, diaries and conduct manuals. 
By way of introduction to this problem, let us turn to Anthony Fletcher's influential 
(; e, ider, Sex and Subordination in 
England, 1500-1800. Fletcher is concerned vv ith the 
emergence of 'modern' gender and, as we have seen, relies on the meta-narratives of 
psychological and emotional development critiqued above. In a prologue to the book's 
section on `modern' gender. Fletcher sets out to explore ''yew Thinking and \eN\ 
KnoNN led, -, e' - scientific and philosophical - that emerged after 
1660. the most 
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important [year] in seventeenth-century England'. '- - )2 Claiming to demonstrate the ways 
in which `men's [attempts] to transform patriarchy in England by replacing its ancient 
and scriptural basis... with a new secular ideology of gender which... has proved equally 
enduring', Fletcher relies on a range of sources which is limited and problematic in 
scope and chronology. In fact, most of his evidence on the scientific and philosophical 
underpinnings of post-1660 change derives from a brief (and misconstrued) summation 
of Descartes' `radical separation of mind and body'. 
63 Though Descartes text of 1643 is 
not cited, let alone analysed, it is no more than a paragraph before we move on to 
George Cheyne's English Malady of 1733 which is apparently used to support 
Fletcher's pronouncements on Descartes. 64 The remainder of Fletcher's philosophical 
exploration consists of a brief discussion of Pateman's account of Locke's Treatises (? f 
Government, and its implications for rethinking the `sexual contract'. 65 There is no 
consideration of the extensive tradition of eighteenth-century moral philosophy - aside 
from a brief mention of Shaftesbury's Characterrxtrckti (1711) - and subsequently no 
broader consideration of how the relationship between reason/mind/man and 
emotion/body/woman was accommodated into, or subverted by broader philosophical 
debates. 66 Nor is there any consideration of this in relation to the voluminous works on 
emotion and reason produced since the classical period. Instead, we return to a 
prescriptive and literary survey that invokes the `imaginative and ideological' 
importance of textual sources without any consideration of the shaping influences of 
authorial intent, narrative, convention, style or even genre. 
67 
'` Fletcher, Gender. p. 2'8,1. 
`'' Fletcher. (; c'ncler. p. 2i)1. 
64 Fletcher. Gender. pp. 291-2. 
`', Fletcher. Gend/cer. p. -94. 
Sec Carole Pateman. The .' erual ( 'o»rtract (Oxford. 
l9ý, t ). Introduction. 
66 For a discussion of the complexities of seventeenth- and eighteenth-centum philosophical beliefs, sec 
J. B. Schneeig irtd (cd . ).. 
flora/ Philo wf)Ifl lrom . 
tlontaigne to Karrt: an. Jýrrhli .2 vols (Cambridge, 
1990). 1. Introduction, and Susan is mcs. Passion and, !( Lion: Ac Emotions in. \eventeerrth-('enturv 
1>/u/o, vi/'/ht (Oyford. 1997). Introduction and chapter 1 
Flcljher. Gender. p. \\ 
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Fletcher's assumptions about early modern emotion beliefs and affective transparency 
are not unusual. Nor is his neglect of the interlocutory and epistemological traditions 
and conventions underpinning early modern discourses on emotion or his selective and 
unproblematised use of literacy evidence. 68 For the production of teleological or 
progressivist meta-narratives of change depends on the ironing out of conflict and the 
imposition of hegemony. Thus, in Elias's account of the `civilizing process', a selective 
range of texts provides a coherent narrative of transition. Discordant and contradictory 
elements, or subsequent reactions against hegemonic discourses of change are simply 
omitted. 69 Yet it is the very existence of conflict that, as this thesis will demonstrate, 
has significant implications, and potentialities, for the history of emotion. 
To concretise some of these claims, let us look again at the principles and conclusions 
of the developmental narratives outlined above. It has been argued that traditional meta- 
narratives of change are teleological, they use broader political, economic and social 
patterns of development alongside literary, medical and philosophical modes of 
representation to demonstrate the psychological internalisation of constraints and 
emotion beliefs. In so doing, they presuppose the existence of an internal, pre-cultural 
essence of emotion - manifested variously as 'drives', `impulses' or `urges' - that 
is 
moulded and explained by broader patterns of social expectation and legitimisation. 
And whilst the most important shaping mechanisms of the long eighteenth century 
included consumer capitalism and social mobility, (with its own `customs. behavior 
[and] manners'), religious and secular forms of regulation, the explanatory frameýýork 
Nv as one of nerves. fibres and difference, rather than humours. fluids and degrees. 
70 
Sec also FoN ster's use of 1itcr r sources in .t 
lanhoodd. pp. 14- 15. 
69 vor a similar critique, though one based on sui entirely different methodology. sec Roper, ()edipio and 
the 1)et il, pp-8-9. 
"BarkerBcnfieºd, ('iillurv 
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Although Elias addressed the individual-in-society, therefore, most historical accounts 
focus - as Descartes is seen to have done - on the separation of mind and body, reason 
and emotion, self and world, as a stage in the emergence of `modern' subjectivity. " In 
the words of Charles Taylor, `[c]oming to a full realization of one's being... requires that 
we... have to objectify the world, including our own bodies, and... to come to see them 
mechanistically and functionally, in the same way that an uninvolved external observer 
would'. 72 
Despite the claims of Taylor, there are probably few modem men and women who 
experience this sort of subjectivity. For as Margaret Lock has stated in another context, 
the body `mediates all reflection and action upon the world', and is most often the 
concrete embodiment of what constitutes our `selves' . 
73 Moreover, recent analyses of 
Descartes' position suggest that this interpretation of Descartes is fundamentally flawed. 
For Descartes' account of the mind/body relation preserved the theme of holism, 
perhaps even reinforcing it by his materialistic identification of the brain's pineal gland 
as the site of `the passions of the Soul'. 74 Moreover, like that of Lockean psychology 
and nerve theory, the influence of Descartes was actually limited until late in the 
"On this theme see N. Malcolm, Problems ofAfind: Descartes to Wittgenstein (London, 1972). 
Introduction: H. Caton, The Origin of Subjectivity: an Essay on Descartes (London, 1973), Introduction: 
and L. J. Rather. 'Old and New Views of the Emotions and Bodily Changes: Wright and Harvey Versus 
Descartes, James and Cannon', Clio . 1fedica, I (196.5) pp. 1-2.5. See also the 
discussion in Charles Taylor. 
Sources of the Self The Making ofýlfodern Identity (Cambridge. Mass. 1989). Introduction. 
Taylor, Sources of the Self, p. 145. 
'; See Margaret Lock. 'Cultivating the Body: Anthropology and Epistemologies of Bodily Practice and 
Knowledge'. Annual Review ofAnthropology, 22 (1993) pp. 133-55. esp. p. 133. 
'See for instance R. W. Rieber (ed. ). Body and Mind: Past, Present and Future (New York, 1980), 
Introduction: Theodore M. Brown. `Descartes. Dualism and Psychosomatic Medicine'. in W. F. Bynum. 
R. Porter and M. Shepherd (eds. ), The. -l natomv ofAfadness vol.!: People and Ideas (London. 1985), 
pp. 40-61. 
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eighteenth century. 75 It was far more common for physicians to explain psychological 
and physiological disturbance in traditional terms. In William Buchan's Domestic 
Medicine, for instance, published 142 times between 1769 and 1871, the writer 
expressed a holistic view of the human body that derived from a humoural model of 
illness. Body and mind could not be separated, and the passions could cause and cure 
illness in each. 76 In Cheyne's English Malady, as in the sentimental and philosophical 
literature discussed above, regulation of the passions was crucial for the maintenance of 
the whole frame. All `violent and sudden Passions' could `throw People into acute 
Diseases' and even death. `Slow and lasting Passions' on the other hand, `bring on 
Chronical Diseases; as we see in Grief, and languishing, hopeless Love'. " 
A similar preservation of mind/body holism is revealed by accounts of the subjective 
experience of illness, and particularly mental illness in early modern England. For 
whereas most accounts of insanity focus on the same kinds of modernisation narratives 
discussed above - medical professionalization, the prioritisation of reason and the 
hospitalisation of the insane as part of a broader tendency towards pathologisation - 
there have been moves towards exploring the lived experience of insanity and emotional 
distress. 78 Thus MacDonald's work on sadness in early modern England dissects the 
'` See Roy Porter, `Making Faces: Physiognomy and Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England', Etudes 
Anglaises, 38 (1985), pp. 385-396: Janet Browne, `Darwin and the Face of Madness'. in Bynum, Porter 
and Shepherd (eds. ).: lnatomv of Madness. pp. 151-165: and A. Suzuki, 'Anti-Lockean Enlightenment? 
Mind and Body in Early Eighteenth-Century, English Medicine'. in Roy Porter (ed. ).. 1fedicine in the 
Enlightenment (London. 1995), pp. 336-360. 
76 William Buchan. Domestic Medicine: or, a Treatise on the Prevention and Cure of Diseases kv 
Regimen and Simple Medicines (1772, repr. London, 1985), passim. See also C. J. Lawrence, `William 
Buchan: Medicine Laid Open'. .1 
fedical History. 19 (1975), pp. 20-36; C. E. Rosenberg, `The Fielding H. 
Garrison Lecture: Medical and Social Context: Explaining William Buchan's Domestic Afedicine', 
Bulletin of the Histo'y ofAMedicine. 57 (1983), pp. 22-33. 
Cheync. English . tfalac v. p. xiii. 
On the long-established view of the passions as an indirect cause of 
suicide see John Sym. Life 's Preseri'ative Against Sell-Ki11inQ. ed. M. MacDonald. (1637. repr. London. 
1988). preface. 
'R A formative influence on historians is Michel Foucault, . 
1ladness and Cn'ilization: A History of 
Insanity in the Age of Reason (1960, trans. New York. 1965), Introduction. On the professionalization of 
medics. sec Anne Digby.. 1 faking a . 
tledical Living: Doctors and Patients in the English . 
Harket for 
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meanings of `despair' and traces the etymology of such individual experiences as 
religious doubt, erotic melancholy and bereavement. In investigating the language used 
to discuss this emotion, and in rooting it within the context of individual case studies, 
MacDonald goes some way towards reconstructing the physical and psychological 
politics of everyday life. 79 So, too, does Roy Porter's analysis of Samuel Johnson's 
melancholy as representing a complex interaction between the subjective experience of 
sadness, and the historically-contingent cultural scripts through which emotion could be 
articulated and understood. 80 These accounts reveal the complex blend of religious, 
humoural, and mechanistic interpretations surrounding affect in the long eighteenth 
century, and the inappropriateness of ascribing hegemnonic discourses - such as nerve 
theory - to the reconstruction of the experience and communication of affect. 8' And as 
other historians demonstrate, the prioritising of a secular vision of medicine (whether of 
the language of humours or the nerves), neglects the more traditional spiritual (and 
diabolic) investment of meaning in the relationship between mental and physical 
process. In the interpretation of illness, mind/body holism continued to have a practical 
and symbolic significance; healing techniques were regarded as expressions of piety as 
often as illness was perceived as 'God-witted'. 82 
Medicine, 1720-192? (Cambridge, 1994), Introduction. On the secularization of medicine and insanity. 
see Roy Porter, Afind Forg'd Manacles: .4 History of Madness in England from the Restoration to the 
Regency (London, 1987), Introduction. For a discussion of the psychiatric bias in the histories of 
psychology, see Richard Hunter and Ida Macalpine (eds. ), Three Hundred Years of Psvchiatrv, 1535- 
1860 (London, 1963), Introduction and G. S. Rousseau. 'Psychology' in G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter 
(eds. ), The Ferment of Knowledge: Studies in the Historiographv of Eighteenth-Century Science 
(Cambridge, 1980). pp. 143 -210. 
19See Michael MacDonald and T. R. Murphy, Sleepless Souls: Suicide in Early Alodern England (Oxford. 
1990), esp. pp. 201-335. See also Michael MacDonald ' "Fearefull Estate" '. pp. 35-6, and Idem, %fystical 
Bedlam. pp. xiii-7. 
8" Roy Porter, ' The Hunger of Imagination": Approaching Samuel Johnson's Melancholy'. in Bynum. 
Porter and Shepherd (eds. ), The lnatomv of: lladness. pp. 62-88. See also Ideni, .4 Social History of 
. tfadness: 
Stories of the Insane (Cambridge, 1989). Introduction. 
On this theme. see chapter 5. 
II 
4. Emotion (or Passion? ) Ontological Ambiguity in Emotion Theory. 
A recognition of the survival of traditional interpretative practices in eighteenth-century 
discussions of affect and of the mind/body relation is crucial in any attempt to refine the 
existing historiography. For to do so draws attention to the historical complexities and 
instabilities of emotion theory. If we move beyond teleological and hegemonic accounts 
of reason versus emotion, `humours' versus `nerves' and self versus society, we find 
that the ontology, and terminology of emotion in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries was as unstable and ambiguous as it is today. Early modern attempts to 
identify emotions as psychological or physiological, humoural, mechanistic or nervous 
phenomena as evidence of a `spiritual' or `bestial' nature, or as innate or culturally 
specific, reveal disputes over the meanings of emotions, and even their definition. 83 
Moreover, humoural interpretations of emotion were no less gendered than those of 
nerve theory. By nature women were assumed to tend towards the phlegmatic or cold 
and moist temperament, since their bodies were more fleshy, softer and weaker than 
men's, and their skin more moist. The greater passivity of women also made them more 
subject to extremes of emotion, especially hysteria. 84 By contrast, men tended to display 
the qualities of courage, anger and strength of spirit compatible with their leaner bodies 
and drier complexions. 85 And the meanings of emotions such as `courage' and `anger' 
were themselves morally laden, and ambiguous. 
x` See the discussion in Mark S. R Jenner, `Quakery and Enthusiasm, or Why Drinking Water Cured the 
Plague', in Ole Peter Grell and Andrew Cunningham (eds. ). Religio1fedici. Religion and. tfedicine in 
. Seventeenth-Century 
England (Vermont, 1996), pp. 313-38. 
8.1 The terminology of emotion is considered below. On the terms and traditions of emotion theory in the 
wake of the Renaissance. see Gardiner et al. Feeling and Emotion. Introduction, and more recently'. 
James. Passion and. 4ction, Introduction and chapter 1. 
xa See for instance John Downame.. 1 Treatise of. Inger (London. 1609) reprinted in Hunter and 
MacAlpine. Three hundred }ears. pp. 71-3: I. Veith. Hysteria: The History ofa Disease (Chicago, 1970). 
Introduction; G. K. Paster. The Body Embarrassed: Drama and the Disciplines of Shame in Early Modern 
England (Ithaca. 199.3). Introduction. 
x' The physical effects of emotions under humoural theory arc addressed in chapter 5. 
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A missing component in the historiographies of emotion, therefore, is any sense of the 
epistemological and interlocutory context in which philosophical and scientific theories 
emerged. Debates on emotion in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England explored 
the number and meaning of emotions, the extent to which emotions were spontaneous 
or learned phenomena, the psychical and social function of emotions and the 
relationship between mind and body, passion and reason. 86 The philosophical, literary 
and medical treatises discussed above cannot therefore be viewed in isolation. Rather 
they need to be seen as part of long established (though often conflictual) traditions of 
writing on the human passions. For though often associated with the new philosophy, 
the themes and concerns of philosophers like Hobbes, Locke and Hume referred to and 
borrowed from the writings on emotion which reached back to the classical period, but 
reached unprecedented interest in scope and volume in the wake of the Renaissance. 87 
Philosophers like Susan James have noted the spectacular range of textbooks, essays 
and treatises that emerged from the sixteenth century, and which attempted to catalogue, 
describe and account for individual emotions in relation to God, animals, and the rest of 
humankind. 88 These included Ludovicus Vives' De Amin (1538), Michel Montaigne's 
Essais (1580), John de Indagine and J. Baptista della Porta's De Humana Physiognomia 
(1586), Otto Casmannus's De Noscendis et Emendandis Animi Affectionibus (1597), 
Thomas Wright's Passions of the Minde (1601), Rene Descartes' Les Passions de 1 'Äme 
(1649) and de la Chambre's Les Caracteres des Passions (1658) and Le Systeme de 
86 Such questions are too large in scope to attempt to answer here. For a good introduction to the main 
themes of debate see Gardiner et al. Feeling and Emotion, Introduction and conclusion. The terminology 
of emotion is discussed below. 
"- Shaftesbury's philosophy, for instance, has been seen as `a complicated fusion of Stoic and Platonic 
thought, plus such diverse elements as Bayle's skepticism. Cumberland's doctrine of the public good, and 
the humanitarianism of the Latitudinarian divines'. Sec S. Grean Shaflesburv's Philosophy of Religion 
and Ethics: a Study in Enthusiasm (Ohio. 1967), p. 7. For inter-referentiality and connections between 
Hume and Locke, see A. O. Hirschman, The Passions and (he Interests: Political. lrguments for 
Capitalism before its Triumph (Princeton. 1977), p. 241. 
2 
1 'Äme (1665). 89 It is not irrelevant that certain of these texts are well known, whilst 
others are less so. For despite the rigorous small-scale comparati% e analyses conducted 
by James, there has been no significant wholesale examination of the range and types of 
texts on emotion produced during the period. 90 Partly because of this lack of research it 
is difficult to account for the varied definitions and classificatory principles used by 
contemporary writers. Yet the briefest investigation reveals that the mode and manner 
of emotion theory expounded by these texts varied enormously. As James observes, 
writers included `divines who explicate their place in Gods creation and in the history 
of humankind... Christian orators who work to arouse them in their congregations 
devout Christians who bridle them to attain quietness of mind... magistrates who seek 
to understand their subjects... [and] civil gentlemen' concerned with displaying 
appropriate social behaviour. 9' 
In light of this, there is clearly a need for the textual and ideological characteristics of 
these works to be addressed according to such themes as narrative structure, convention 
and genre. For there is rather more separating seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
discourses on emotion than chronology, as suggested by the contrast between the 
devotional texts of William Law, for whom the `imaginations and desires' induced by 
emotion were the `greatest realities we have' and Thomas's Wright's earlier 
condemnation of passions as `domesticall enemie[s]' that needed to be 'brought into 
James. and. -lction. Introduction. 
149 For a connprchciisi e lia s« Gardiner ci at Feeling and F'nnOfr(»r. p. 120. 
9" James. J iL \rcýn ond. lc ! ion. passirr. 
JaI I Icý. 1 ,, s' " und Irrton. p. 4. 
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servitude'. 92 Similarly, for every Hobbesian expression of the animalistic brutality of 
humankind, there was a Shaftesbury, arguing that there was `in every Creature a certain 
Interest or Good... To this END if anything, either in his Appetites, Passions, or 
Affections... make him in any way injurious to [others, it will]... make him ill also to 
himself 
. 
93 Thus through the themes of compassion and sensibility, political discourses 
of the eighteenth century identified passion and emotion not only with narrow interest 
and socially destructive fantasy, but as components of social harmony and mutual 
benefit. 94 The reasons for this were not located only in the socio-economic, political and 
medical discourses that emerged in the long eighteenth century, but in traditions and 
beliefs rooted in classical precedent, and divisions between Stoics and Peripatetics, or 
Epicureans. 95 
The Christian Stoic tradition held passions as inherently evil, or `thornie briars sprung 
from the infected root of original sin'. 96 In this view, men and women were given 
emotions as a consequence of the fall, before which reason predominated in the human 
breast. Those passions, then, that made one `in pleasure... dissolute, in sadnesse 
desperate, to rage in anger, to tremble in fear, in hope to faint, in love to languish' 
constituted `those temptations that S. Paul did punish saying.. .1 challenge my 
body, and 
bring it into servitude' . 
97 Thomas Hobbes' comment that `Passions unguided are for the 
92 William Law, cited in J. Sambrooke, The Eighteenth Century: The Intellectual and Cultural Context of 
English Literature, 1700-1789,2nd ed. (London. 1993), p. 52 and Thomas Wright, The Passions of the 
blinde in General (1601, facts. repr. New York, 1973), p. 8. 
4-' Shaftesbury.. -In Inqui' ' Concerning Virtue, Book 1. Part 2. cited in L. A. Selby-Bigge (ed. ). British 
. Vforalists: Being Selections frone [Friters Principally of the Eighteenth 
Century, 2 vols., (1897, repr. New 
York, 1964). pp. 3-4. See also Thomas Hobbes. Leviathan (London, 1651). ed. R. Tuck. (Cambridge. 
1992). preface. 
9' For an opposing view. see J. G. A. Pocock. The. llachimvellian41foment (Princeton, 1975), Introduction. 
"` For a valuable introduction to this theme in relation to the work of Samuel Johnson. see K. M. Grange. 
'Dr Johnson and the Passions', (DPhil, University of California 1960). Introduction and chapter 1. 
96Wright. Passions of the . 
L(inde, p. 2. 
`'' Wright. Passions ?f the .1 
linde, p. 8. 
i, 
most part meere Madnesse' needs to be viewed in this historical and literary context. 98 
For despite the claims of Elizabeth Foyster, there was nothing new about the discourses 
on anger and self-control that emerged in the eighteenth century. 99 Nor v as anger, by 
that stage, consistently viewed as a force for ill. To this end, it is Hobbes' use of the 
term unguided' which alerts us to equally well established views of the passions. 
including anger, as a force for social good. 
When Lord Karnes described emotions as `by nature [or, by God] modeled and 
tempered with perfect wisdom for the good of society as well as for private good', he 
echoed the sentiments of generations of writers who rejected the diatribes of the 
stoics. 1°° The Aristotelian doctrine that emotion was associated with the pursuit of 
pleasure (good) and avoidance of pain (evil) was well-established long before the 
eighteenth century, and upheld by scholars who pointed out the relationship between 
emotion and the divine. As Thomas Wright observed in 1601, `Christ our Saviour was 
subject to... passions' on the cross and in the Garden of Gethsemene. 'Ö' And the God in 
the Old Testament was also subject to the passions of `love', `ire' and 'zeal'. 102 
Moreover, since emotions thus partook of the moral and the divine, they were 
inescapable facts of existence that could not, even should not, be overcome. In the 
words of J. Lowde, `the Stoicks would make Man so wholly rational. that they will 
scarce allow him to be sensible, and so would wholly exclude all natural affections and 
bodily passions out of humane Nature'. 103 Under Peripatetic doctrine, then, the passions 
should be tempered by and used in conjunction with reason, though they were not 
Thomas Hobbes. Leviathan. (1651) cd. R. Tuck. (Cambridge. 1992), p. ý5. 
99 Elizabeth FoN stcr. 'Boss \1 ill Be Boys? Manhood and Aggression. 1 ýýi º-1 ýý ºiý', in T. Hitchcock and 
M. Cohen (eds. ). J ncZlish. \Iwcrclinitieý (London 1999), pp. 151-166. Sec also chapter 'I. below. 
100 Lord Kam»es. F/enk'nt. v cY ('riticiynr in 31 o/m»es (Edinburgh I p. 1 
10° \\ right. 1'ivom)', " ol. the . 
11inde, p. 2ti. 
102 \1 rig hl. f'ý.. %l( /? cif thc'. 1lincle. p. 77. 
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reason's inferiors. It could even be construed as the reverse, since emotions could 'assist 
the feeble Influences of our Reason in the practice of Duty for our own and our 
Neighbour's good'. 104 As Charles Hickman, Bishop of Derr)- argued in 1700, [r]eason 
is a cold and heavy Principle, that moves us slowly to our Work, but Passion puts an 
eagerness into our Desires, and a warmness into our Prosecutions, and makes the Work 
go cheerfully and vigorously on'. 105 
Unfortunately, the limits of scale and scope imposed on this thesis, and the paucity of 
existing historical research, mean we cannot explore the complex and contradictory 
traditions of discourses on emotion in any depth.. Yet sketching some of these 
complexities and ambiguities reminds us of the problematic nature of teleological views 
on the passions, and of such commonly invoked dichotomies as emotion versus reason, 
thought against feeling. Indeed, even the terminology used to discuss emotion was 
problematic. For such designations as 'passions', `perturbations', `affections', 
`sentiments' and `emotion' were dominated by uncertainty, imprecision, and doubts 
about what emotion actually 't'as, let alone how to describe it. 
Thus in the definition which introduces this chapter, the now obsolete languages of 
`perturbations' and, to a lesser degree `passions' (implying passivity) draws attention to 
the physical and mental unrest created by `feeling'. And though the term `emotion' ºt as 
used in the seventeenth century, it did not come into popular or everyday uS, a1le until the 
early eighteenth century. 106 Thus even the use of such terms as 'Publick Emotions' to 
denote popular disturbances or unrest demonstrates the lack of direct linkage to the 
"" J. Lo«de.. 1 Di. «c oun ' Concerning the Naturre (of. \lan (1694, rcpr. London. 1979). p. 24. 
' c'' I. \\ atl s. The J)odr, ne of the 1'a. \ s mils Fxplarn 'd and Irrpro d (London. 1739), p. 75 
I()- Cited in R., Crane. 'Suggestions Towards ýa Genca1ogy of the -\ hhn of Fcclink F1,11.1(19'4). 
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narrow psychological definition given by the Oxford English Dictionarly. 107 Far more 
common were invocations to `passion' to describe a state of mind and body in general. 
and extreme `feeling' in particular. The Oxford English Dictionary's listings are again 
instructive: 
passion v. #a. OF. Passionner (Godef. ). f. PASSION sb. j 
1. trans. To affect or imbue with passion. 
tb. To move or impel by passion. 
t2. To affect with suffering. to afflict. 
3. intr. To show, express, or be affected by passion or deep feeling, formerly esp. to 
sorrow. ' 08 
As this brief description indicates, there are distinct ontological implications for the use 
of such terms as `passion' and `emotion' as descriptive or analytical categories. Though 
both terms were used to describe states of physical and psychological 'feeling. 
invocations to passion have traditionally invoked a more comprehensive (and 
theological) bodily experience than references to `emotion'. Yet `passion' was very 
often used to describe degrees or classes of emotional experience, especially sorrow, 
rather than any cognitive or experiential difference. And at a broader level the term 
cý. 1t, ciio (the originator of `affect') was the name for any physical or psychological 
modification, as opposed to the `essence' of mind and body. As Gardiner has shown, the 
term 'affectio' was also used in a narrower sense to denote emotions and passions 
indiscriminately, and at its most limited, those emotions which were most gentle, or 
least turbulent in nature. 109 By the sixteenth century, the term crf fc clris bore the closest 
resemblance to \vhat we would today term 'emotion', whereas such terms as `passion' 
or 'perturbation' moved in and out of favour. 
1 "6 Cf. Locke, h. 'clucalicººº, cited in The Oxliºrd knkli., lr L)ictionnrv. S. %'. 
107 C. Addi ou, Taller 24. cited in the Dictionary. S \'. 
WS 7lºe O. rf orcll"n liyh I)ictioýnarv. SA'. 
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Unfortunately, the semantic mutations and implications of the terminology of affect, 
passion, emotion and `feeling' require far more discussion than is possible here. There 
has been no analysis of emotion terminology for the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries to support the scholarly but neglected work by Erämetsä into eighteenth- 
century usage of the term `sentimental'. 110 For this reason this thesis, albeit 
problematically, uses the term `emotion' to refer to mental and bodily `feeling', though 
where possible or appropriate contemporaries' own terminology is used. The more 
general term `affect' is also invoked to describe passions and emotions throughout. In 
part, this decision reflects the broader aim of the thesis: to demonstrate that `passions', 
`emotions' and `affects', however weighted in contemporary rhetoric, were not entities 
to be abstracted from their specific communicative context, but were structured in, and 
derived meaning from, specific instances of human interaction. And it is only when we 
move beyond the search for human constants and individualism, and beyond the desire 
to plot teleological or developmental modes of psychological evolution, that historians 
can creatively explore, rather than paper over, conflicts and uncertainties, fissures and 
instabilities in the meaning and practice of emotion. 
5. Performativity and Practice: Refining the History of Emotion. 
To this end, this thesis draws on the recent research methods and aims of work in other 
disciplines, including psychology, sociology, anthropology and literary theory, to 
construct a new agenda for emotion research. Scholars in a range of disciplines no 
longer regard emotions as `simple, non-cognitive phenomena' or `drives, to be 
experienced and expressed at an individual level. "' Instead emotions are diversely 
° Gardiner et al. Feeling and Emotion. p. 123. 
110 See E. Erämetsä, _4 
Study qf the Word 'Sentimental' and of Other Linguistic Characteristics of 
Eighteenth-Century Sentimentalisin in England (Helsinki, 1951). Introduction. 
"' For an introduction. see Rom Harne (ed. ), The Social Construction of Emotions (Oxford. 1986). p. 2. 
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interpreted as biological, physiological, psychological or cultural phenomena, and 
invested with a broad range of political significance. 112 At the same time, traditional 
concepts of the experiential and subjective self have collapsed under the weight of post- 
structuralism and post-modernism. Past and present subjectivities are increasingly 
viewed less in terms of individuality and interiority, than as the product of language, 
social production and performance. 113 All too often, however, the attempt to analyse the 
meanings of subjective experience through the realm of the social collapses into a 
dispute between the discursive and non-discursive worlds, between experience as 
language and experience as bodily reality. 114 Thus in opposition to the influence of 
discourse analysis, Lyndal Roper declares that `[b]odies have materiality, and this too 
must have its place in history'. 115 
Since women's history has to come to terms with a legacy of abuse having taken place 
in, on and through women's bodies, this dilemma is more than academic. It is also 
particularly pertinent to the histories of emotion and gender. As discussed above, the 
separation of mind/reason and body/emotion has traditionally been viewed as part of the 
`coming of age' of individualised, sexed difference. And the ability of men and women 
to suppress, control, and curtail bodily urges, as seen in the work of Elias and 
subsequent discussions of the `civilizing process', becomes incorporated into 
'1` Examples include Rorty (ed. ), Explaining Emotions. Introduction; P. A. Anderson and L. K. Guerrero 
(eds. ), Handbook of Communication and Emotion: Research, Theory, Applications, and Contexts. 
(London, 1998). Introduction: Lutz and White, 'The Anthropology of Emotions'. pp. 408-410. 
1" For a variety of approaches see Elizabeth Grosz, Jacques Lacan. a Feminist Introduction (London, 
1990), Introduction; Burkitt. Social Selves, Introduction; Erving Goffman. The Presentation of Self in 
Ei-ervdaiy Life (London, 1984), Introduction: E. Doyle McCarthy, 'Emotions are Social Things: an Essay 
in the Sociology of Emotions', in D. D. Franks and E. Doyle McCarthy (eds. ), The Sociology of Emotions: 
Original Essays and Research Papers (London. 1989). pp. 51-72. 
T 1' See for instance Michel Foucault. The History of Sexuality vol. 1: an Introduction (London. 1979), 
passim: D. Riley. 'Am I That Name ? Feminism and the Category of 'Women ' in Ifistorv (Basingstoke, 
1988). Introduction; and Roper. Oedipus and the Devil, pp. 9-27. For a more recent discussion. see Mark 
S. R. Jenner and B. O. Taithe, 'The Historiographical Body' (forthcoming). 
"ý Roper, Oedipus and the Devil. p. 21. See also Kathleen Canning. 'Feminist History after the Linguistic 
Turn: Historicizing Discourse and Experience', Signs, 19 (1994), pp. 368-404. 
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developmental narratives of modernity. Yet whatever interpretation was placed on 
emotion in eighteenth-century England - as a product of the humours, the nerves, the 
diabolic or the divine - emotions were regarded, as they are today, as bodily and somatic 
experiences. We `feel' emotions like anger, shame, sadness and love, and these 
`feelings' have distinct internal effects, such as raised temperature and heightened 
heartbeat. They are also accompanied by physical effects: we blush with anger, shame 
or pride, shed tears with sadness, smile with happiness and pale in fear. We learn to 
observe these characteristics in others, to associate them with particular emotional 
states, and to use these observed impressions as indicators of an individual's 
temperament or motivation. And early modern emotion theorists extensively detailed 
the physical and verbal characteristics associated with particular types of emotion, 
whilst manuals for painters, actors and rhetoricians advised how those signals might be 
reconstructed in performance. 116 A similar recognition of bodily identity as subjective 
reality is observable elsewhere in early modern culture, ranging from pornographic 
images to invocations of spirituality and the divine. ' 17 
The challenge for emotion history, then, or for the history of emotion as lived 
experience, must be to address its complex meanings in the lives of men and women in 
eighteenth-century England. In other words, we need to analyse the significance of 
emotion as felt and talked about, and as produced in and through the day to day 
communication of such experiences as love, anger and sadness. In so doing, we can 
look at emotions less as abstractions or human fixities, but as gendered practices which 
16_ See chapter 5. 
On pornography sec Bridget Off. Whore's Rhetoric and the Maps of Love: Reconstructing the 
Feminine in Restoration Erotica' in C. Brant and D. Purkiss (eds. ), If'omen, Texts and Histories, 1575- 
1760 (London. 1992), pp. 195-217. On the relationship between the physical and the divine. see Roper. 
'Exorcism and the Theology of the Body', in Oedipus and the Devil, pp. 171-199-, Merr E. Weisner. 
Nomen and Gender in Earl ti" : 1lodern Europe (Cambridge. 1985), pp. 41-81. 
ýý 
1 
are realised, naturalised and embedded in and through the relational and organisational, 
psychological and material processes of daily life. The benefits of this to the study of 
gender are obvious. Too often, gender is reified and isolated from ever` day practice, 
viewed through the lens of prescriptive ideology and literary evidence, rather than in the 
context of lived experience. ' 18 And since gender is naturalised, in part, through 
perceived emotional difference (as under humoural and nerve theory), deconstructing, 
the everyday significance and meanings of affective relations can only add to our 
understanding of the processes by which gendered subjectivities are produced and 
reproduced in the field of social relations. 
In constructing a history of emotion as embodied lived experience, this thesis does not 
claim to offer any definitive account of the meanings of emotion in the past. Yet it does 
aim to demonstrate ways in which early modern historiography can be refined through 
the recognition of emotions as cultural artefacts, structured and produced through a 
series of context-based rhetorical and bodily practices. The argument presented in this 
thesis derives from the close textual analysis of a series of disputes brought before York 
Consistory and Chancery courts between 1660 and 1760.119 Of course it is not claimed 
that the evidence found therein provides any more 'real' or 'unmediated' access to early 
modern 'feelings' than any other historical source. For as intimated above, and 
discussed in chapter two, historians have no unmediated access to any 'interior' world 
of affect, performances of emotion are always located within specific discursive and 
non-discursive fields. In the case of verbal and written languages of `feeling', emotion 
is ahwavs shaped by and mediated through a series of structural and textual conventions 
Sec Flctchcr. (; ender. passim. 
119 A detailed discussion of the source base and methodology used is provided in the follomng chapter. 
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and expectations. '2 And as chapters three and four demonstrate. this claim is no less 
true of such putatively individualistic written sources as love-letters than it is of legally 
crafted accounts of anger found in slander litigation. 
To understand the complexities of emotional performances, however, we need to move 
beyond the rhetorical and discursive construction of affect to examine the realm of non- 
discursive or bodily display codes. As seen in chapter five, such somatic indicatory of 
`feeling' as sighs and tears are themselves culturally situated. Moreover, the bodily 
practice and display of emotion is not confined to the boundaries of the individual . soma. 
Using matrimonial separation suits, chapter six refines the historiography of domestic 
violence by highlighting the centrality of concepts of emotional and psychological 
cruelty to the interpretation of spousal abuse. In so doing, it demonstrates social and 
cultural expectations of marital `kindness' and `concern' were manifested and structured 
not simply through verbal and physical demonstrations of affect, but through the 
concretisation of `feeling' in the material world. 
This approach borrows heavily from the non-Cartesian social ontology of Pierre 
Bourdieu, who rejects the conventional distinctions between mental and social 
structures dominating We-stern modes of thinking about the individual. 121 Rather than 
viewing psychological and emotional experiences as a result of the shaping mechanisms 
of external forces - socio-economic, political, theological or medical - it roots meaning 
in the conflicts and negotiations which took place between men and omen in early 
modern society In the process, mental and bodilv experiences are viewed as the 
internalization of social processes, and social processes as the embodiment of individual 
The c\tcnt to which 'emotion' exists outside those performances is a theme considered in 
the 
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dispositions and actions. Emotions are, as Rosaldo puts it, 'embodied thoughts'. They 
are not simply `substances in our blood, but social practices organized by stories we 
both enact and tell. They are structured by our forms of understanding'. 122 This 
recognition allows us to move beyond the existing frameworks of early modern history, 
currently locked into sterile debates over attempts to trace the development of individual 
psychological structures, or to view those structures as products of social forces. To this 
end, this thesis argues that emotions are most usefully analyzed not as interior or pre- 
cultural experiences, but as a series of performances - verbal, gestural, physical, 
material and symbolic - structured by, and concretised through the realm of the social. 
See Pierre Bourdieu. Outline of a Theory of Practice, trans. R. Nice, (Cambridge. 1987). Introduction. 
122 Michelle Z. Rosaldo. 'Toward an Anthropology of Self and Feeling', in Shw-eder and LeVine (eds. ). 
Culture Theory. p. 143. 
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Chapter 2. Affective Testimonies: Narratives of Litigation. 
In 1701 Sara Tyndall appeared before York Consistory Court in a case appealed from 
Chester. ' Sarah claimed that she and Thomas Tyndall, a gentleman ww ho lodged with 
her in Holy Trinity parish, Chester, were married at a local church in 1695. Before 
Richard Neathway, an ordained minister, Sarah and Thomas exchanged V, O«\ s of 
matrimony. Though legally binding, this was a clandestine ceremony; no wti itnesses 
were present and the marriage took place outside the hours permitted by la, , v, 
2 After 
the marriage, the two continued to live under the same roof, though Thomas was 
`desirous for some reasons to have the said marriage kept private'. To this end, 
Thomas `did with great concern & earnestness request & with a considerable reward 
prevail upon Hanna Woodcock (then a maidservant to the said Sara) to make some 
solemn vows & protestations not to discover the said marriage'. 3 When Sara showed 
concern at Thomas's behaviour, he assured her of his commitment, declaring his love 
and bringing Sara a home-made contract of marriage `writ... voth his own hand in his 
own blood'. ' 
The contract was soon broken. Four years later Thomas married Elizabeth Booth, a local 
gentlewoman believed to be a better match for Thomas `both in their persons and their age 
and fortune. This time the marriage was `publickly solemnized' in the home of the 
BI. Trans CIP 1700/2 (1701) Sara T\ ndall c. Thomas Tindall. 
Social and political ; agitation over clandestine or irregular marriages gave rise to a' ariety of lcval 
measures during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, culminating in the 17533' \. larna,: c 
Act. o George II. cap..?. Clandestine and other forms of marriage formation are discussed in more detail 
below On the former. sec R. B. OnUi aitc. Clan (lest ine 1Iarri(ige in Englnncl. 1500- l MO (London. 
199 5). Chapter 2. esp. pp. -71.171. 
Libel in Trans C/P 1700/2 Tyndall c. TN ndall. 
' libel in Tran, C/P 1700/2 i. Udall c. T) ndall. 
Testiiuýýný of Thomas -\llcn. 40-\ car-old cntleman in Trans C/P 1 ^MU2 T\ ndall c. T\ ndall. 
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bride's father. ' In the face of this insult. Sara launched a suit against Thomas to force him 
to revoke this illegal second union and to acknowledge his marriage to her. Thomas 
refused to do so, denying any contract with Sara and claiming to 'utterly abhhor[ J... an; - 
such designe'. ' 
A number of Sara's friends and acquaintances testified on her behalf. R Despite the secrecy 
of Thomas and Sara's union, witnesses observed `a familiarity' existed between the couple. ' 
Hannah Woodcock, a 23-year-old spinster testified that as Sara's servant she observed 'a 
mutual] behaviour betwixt' Thomas and Sara, seeing them `obliging to each other, & often 
such familiarity & conversation as is usual betwixt lovers'. On more than one occasion, the 
couple sat up `late togeather after the usual] bed time of the Family, and some time till two 
or three or four of the clock in the morning'. At such times Hannah saw Thomas `clipping, 
kissing, and sporting or toying with the said Mrs Tyndale (then Turner) so that this dept did 
judge the said passages as more than ordinary conversation'. 10 In the absence of any 
concrete evidence of union then - Richard Neathway having long since absconded - Sara 
relied on more informal and less tangible indicators of emotional commitment. Central to 
these were the gestural and verbal performances of affection exchanged between the couple, 
which were widely interpreted as evidence of Thomas's `great love and kindness' to\ýards 
Sala. 11 
Tcstimonn of John TaN W. 30-Near-old gentleman in Trans C/P 1700/2 Tý ndall c. "hndall. 
Responses of i honias rý ndall in Trans C/P 1 7()(), '-' Tv ndall c. T\ ndall. 
Libel in Trans C, 'P 1700? Tyndall c. Tyndall. 
Test inion of Rchcý.: ca Critclhlc> in Trans C/P 17110/? TN ndall c. TN ndall. 
I'cstimonn of Hannah Woodcock in Trans C/P 1-(X)12 Tyndall c. Tyndall. tics also the 
tcstimom of l)oroth\ Crichlc\. 41S-, car-old ww ifc of Alderman. 
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In 1707 Alice Launston from Nether Poppleton also appeared before York Consistory. this 
time as the defendant in a slander suit brought by George Barrett_ \lavor of Hull. I, Barrett 
lived next to the Freeman family, who employed Launston as a servant maid. One 
afternoon he noticed someone had `swept some dirt to [his] door', and, suspecting 
Launston was to blame, confronted her about it. Launston apparently admitted 'she had 
done itt, and said you Rogue I will doo it againe'. Barrett claimed Launston then chased 
him with her broom, calling him `rogue, Rascall, and Villaine' before she `putt the broome 
into the wett & dirty channel] and struck him therewith on the back and spoyled all his 
cloathes'. ' ; 
Launston denied these allegations, responding with a separate slander suit against Barrett. 14 
Launston claimed she had been about her duties outside the Freeman's home in Hull when 
Barrett began to abuse her, calling her `whore and an Impudent whore', `bitch and & 
impudent troll', and claiming she `minded nothing but soldiers'. 1' During the course of the 
disputes between Launston and Barrett, as in the case between Sara and Thomas Tyndall, 
notions of blame centred on the themes of emotional and psychological responsibility and 
culpability. And in both cases, considerable emphasis was placed upon the interpersonal 
context of conflict. In Launston's testimony against Barrett much was made of the fact that 
Barrett spoke In an angry and passionate manner' against her. 
16 In his testimony against 
Launston, Barrett claimed the defendant was `a rude, passionate & evill tongued girle', 
xvhose treatment of him was conducted in a passionate and rude manner'. And as they noted 
the `manner' in \\ hich `words and deeds' were spoken and performed, vti itnesses observed 
12 BI. CPI 27 0( 1707) George Barrett c Alice Launston. 
Libel in CPI Barrett c. Launston. 
M. CPI 27oti (I'07) Alice Launston c. Gcorgc Barrett. 
Libel in CPI LaunSton c. Barrett. 
ýý Libel in CPI 1 (ý` 1 imiston C. Barrett. 
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and interpreted the emotional states and behaviour of litigants. 17 As this chapter will 
demonstrate, therefore, church court depositions provide an unusually rich source for the 
examination of early modern emotional practices. 
*** 
1. The Courts of York, 1660-1760. 
Concerned with the enforcement of spiritual and secular discipline, and forming a 
hierarchy of overlapping jurisdictions that centred on the diocese, church courts dealt 
with a broad range of offences in early modem England. '8 Aside from party litigation 
- which included matrimonial formation and slander disputes, as well as matrimonial 
separation and testamentary disputes - the courts had disciplinary jurisdiction over 
cases of adultery and fornication, incest, non-payment of tithes and church 
disturbances. 19 No less than any other court, ecclesiastical courts were concerned 
with individual grievances, hopes, disappointments and regrets. Furthermore, 
ecclesiastical courts were required to transcribe verbatim the testimony of men and 
women like Sarah and Thomas Tyndall, Alice Launston and George Barrett, who 
gave evidence as litigants, defendants and witnesses. The information produced often 
exceeded the rudimentary details of the dispute, depicting scenes of angry 
See testimony of William Watson and Man, Cowper in CP1 2768 Launston c. Barrett. 
For an introduction to the role and function of ecclesiastical courts in early modem England see R. A. 
Houl brooke. Church Courts and People During the English Reformation, 1520-15 70 (Oxford, 1979). 
chapters I and 2-, R. A. Marchant- The Church under the Lcm?: Justice,, Idministration and Discipline in 
the Diocese of York 1560-1640 (Cambridge. 1969). chapter 1; C. 1. A. Ritchie, The Ecclesiastical COurts 
of York (Arbroath. 1956). Introduction and chapter I -, Martin Ingram, Church Courts, Sex and Marriage 
in England, 1570-1640 (Cambridge. 1987). Introduction. A more basic introduction to the court system 
is provided by Anne Tarver. Church Court Records: an Introduction for Family and Local Historians 
(Chichester. 1995). esp. pp. 1-3 1. 
19 Some tNWs of cause. such as defamation. could be brought by the office of the judge depending on 
such factors as the actual words in contest. For a comprehensive 11st of causes, see Hcnry Conset in The 
practice of the S'piritual or Separation Courts. 2 nd ed. (London. 1700). pp. 16-18. 
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confrontations, personal hostilities. romantic delusions. spousal betrayals and sexual 
rivalries. 
Unsurprisingly, therefore, church court testimony has become an invaluable resource in 
the historical reconstruction and evaluation of social and marital relationships. Since the 
path-breaking procedural accounts by Houlbrooke and Marchant, a number of historians 
have used defamation material to explore the role of church courts as a forum for social 
conflict. 20 The often-implicit accounts of sexual beliefs and practices in these studies 
become explicit in the work of those who, through the use of adultery and fornication 
material, have attempted to reconstruct early modern sexual relations. Largely as a 
result of the nature of the sources - disciplinary action over sexual offences often 
resulting from disputes over poor rates or bastardy presentments - these studies are 
primarily concerned with the lower social level S. 21 Scholars deploying techniques of 
gender and literary analysis provide a more nuanced (and less salacious) approach to the 
study of sexual politics. ZZ Historians investigating early modern experiences of marriaýýc 
and the family have also made extensive use of party litigation, especially spousal and 
separation suits. `; Unlike studies of `correction' causes, matrimonial studies tend to 
I() See Marchant. ('htirch uncler the 1. aiv. Chapter I and Houlbrooke, Church Courm Chapters 1-3. 
Examples of the literature of dispute include J. A. Sharpe. ' "Such Disagreements BONN, % x 'Neiglibours-ý 
Litigation and Hmnan Relations in Early Modern England". in J. Bossv (ed. ). Di. spute. ý anclSettlements: 
Law mid flummi Relotions in the West (Cambridge. 1983). pp. 167-87., Itlem. Dýfapnatio)i and Sexuol 
Slawlet- in Fat-ýv .1 lo(lern 
1ý-nglancl: The Church (`ourrý at ) ork Bordmick Papers. ý8 (York. 1980). C. 
Hah, h, 'Slander and the Church Courts in the Sixteenth Century". Traimaciions of Lancashire and 
07e. shwc . bifiqitat-ian Socwi. v, 78 (1975), pp. I- 13. 11 See for instance. G. R. Quaife. Wawoii ff'eiiches and 11-a i 
vivard Peasaw-, ý aml Illicit ý,; cx b7 Farlý- 
Sci k'nSlancl (London, 1989). passim: Jolm Addy. Sm anclSocieýl- in SCventeenth- 
Ceimirv F)ig, /and (London. 1989). passim. 
See Steve Hindle. 'T'lic Shaming of Margaret Knowsley Gossip. Gender. and (lie Experience of 
. i\uthorit\ in 
Eirl\ Modern England'. Continuit. i., and Change. 9 (1994). pp-391-419-. Susan D. Aniussen. 
1/1 (hWel-e(lSocieýv: (; cnclei- anel C/a. s ý in 1, arývýlfoclet-n Fnglan(l (Oxford. 1988). Chapter I- klum 
Gowln, ", ý 
Oomc. sric Oaiký,,, crs 11*0mcii, Words an(l,,; (, x in h. or4vModem London (O\r0rd. 1996). esp. 
Chapters 1-3, An obviotis earlier cvunple is Nmalic Zcnion Davis's cxtrcrnc1. \ inflimmal x%ork- Fiction in 
dic. lrchivc-, ý. Pardmi Tvlc., ý and their Tellers in. 'ýiA-tc(, nth-Ccnf1ay Fronce (Stanford. 191, Q). po. smm, 
Scc for instancc Lim rcncc Stone. I ncei-tain I mons an(I Broken Lives. lfam(ýQe anel Divorce in 
1600- / \, 5 - (Oxford. I 995)ý pp. 1 -53%. `99-5 1 -1. and Ilic 
discussion in Idem, Road to Divorce: 
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focus on the middling and upper levels of society, again due to the characteristics of the 
source base. 24 With their concern for the embourgeoisement of English culture and the 
desire to construct long-term accounts of conjugal sensibilities - usually charting a 
`move away from vulgar, earthy, "animal" passions to "civilised" conduct' - such 
accounts often support the progressivist or sentimentalist agendas critiqued in chapter 
one. 25 By contrast, this thesis uses church court evidence to move away from the 
developmental approach to emotional relations in favour of one that is meaning centred 
and socially produced. Before discussing this approach in detail, we must examine the 
body of evidence on which this thesis is based: cases brought to the York courts in the 
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. 
Compared to the considerable amount of research into Tudor and early Stuart court 
material, records for the Restoration and early eighteenth century are under-explored. In 
part this reflects broader historiographical trends. For despite the historical importance 
accorded to the Restoration period as a time of social, political, economic and 
intellectual transition - the dividing line between `pre-modern' and `modern' 
sensibilities - the early eighteenth century is one of the least studied areas of English 
social, political, economic and intellectual history. Perhaps as a result of this neglect, 
the courts have traditionally been seen as insignificant after the civil war, never 
recovering their pre- 1640 peak. Recent research contradicts this view, demonstrating the 
h"lWhvid. L530- 1 9S7 (Oxford. 1990). Introduction-, Susan Amussen. ' '*Being Stirred to Much 
Unqulelness-ý Violence and Domestic Violence in Early Modern England'. Journal of If 
6 (1994), pp. 70-89. - Margiret Hunt. 'Wife-Beating. Domesticityand Wonleii's Independence m 
Eiv, liteenth-Century London'. Gender ond Ihstoi-v. 4 (1992). pp. 10-10-. Antlion\ Fletcher, Gemler, Sex 
anciSitbot-chnation i1i hlwlancl, LiOO- 1800 (London. 1995). pp. 99-201. Leah Letieman. . 
lhenate(l 
lffecholvý: Ple Ncollish F, Xperiew-c of Divorce andSeparation, 16, N4-P, --', 0 (Edinburgh. 
1988). pp. 13-30. 
Ii The class and gcnder basis of lm, _, ýmoii i-ccmcs discussion below 
ffiectton\. pA Sce also Stone's attempt to measure maritt] \ iolctice and diNerce 
III tile pa-st bN -modeni standards' in his Road to INvorce, p. ', 6. %lan-mi-el Hum cmiciscs the prop_vc,,,. I\ i,., t 
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considerable strength and influence of the post-Restoration courts. 26 Yet most research 
focuses on the Court of Arches, and the lesser courts of the southern province. The 
records of the Northern Province, the focus of this thesis, are still under-explored (see 
fig. 1). And unlike much Court of Arches material available on microfilm, (often also 
available to the eighteenth-century reading public in the form of anonymous tracts), 27 
York court records have been largely untouched. 28 
The Restoration church courts of York, as earlier, came under the auspices of the 
Archbishop and formed part of a complex, often overlapping series of courts. 29 Serving 
a population of over 800,000, York diocese stretched 125 miles from North to South, 
and 95 miles from West to East (fig. 2). Its courts also possessed appeal court status. 
Prior to the civil war, both the Chancery and Consistory courts heard cases from inferior 
courts within the diocese, including the Episcopal courts of Chester, Carlisle, Durham 
and Sodor and Man, and the independent consistories of Richmond and Nottingham. 30 
account of middle-class marriage by noting the preservation (and privatisation) of spousal abuse in the 
face of notions of "politc' behaviour. See 'Wife-Bcating', pp. 10- 12. 
26 See I. M. Green, The Re-Establishment of the Church ofEngland, 1660-1663 (Oxford, 1978), 
Introduction. Studies of the post-Restoration courts include Tim Meldrum, *Defamation at the Church 
Courts: Women and Community Control in London., 1700-1745'. (MSc, London School of Economics 
and Political Science, 1990); Idem, 'A Women's Court in London: Defamation at the Bishop of London's 
Consistory Court, 1700-1745'. London Journal, 19 (1994), pp. 1-20-, D. C. Beaver. Parish Communities 
and Religious Conflict in the ['ale ofGloucester, 1590-1690 (London, 1998), passim. See also Dave 
Peacock, 'Morals, Ritual and Gender: Aspects of Social Relations in the Diocese of Norwich, 1660- 
1703', (DPhil, University of York, 1996), passim, and Barry Till, 'The Administrative System of the 
Ecclesiastical Courts in the Diocese and Province of York, Part III: a Study in Decline", (Borthwick 
Institute, 1963). chapters 1-3. 
,- See for instance Anon, Arches Court Law... Containing 3 Remarkable Cases (London, 1735), passim. 
211 It goes %ithout saying that British histories of divorce are not merely southern-based, but Anglocentric. 
See Leneman's criticisms in. 4lienated. 4ffections, p. 2. Important exceptions of northern research include 
Sharpe, 'Defamation', passi . m; Philip Tyler, 'The Church Courts at York and Witchcraft Prosecutions. 
1567-1640', Northern Hisloýv, 4 (1969), pp. 81-109, Peter Rushton, 'Women. Witchcraft and Slander in 
Early Modern England: Cases ftom the Church Courts of Durham', Northern Hisloiýv. 18 (1982), pp. 110- 
32-, Revd. M. D. Smith, Pastoral Discipline and the Church Courts: the Hexham Court 1680-1730. 
Borthwick Papers, 62 (York, 1982). passim, M. Kennear. 'The Correction Court in the Diocese of 
Carlisle, 1704-1756'. Church llistoýv, 59 (1990). pp. 191-206. David Harley, 'Provincial Midwives in 
England: Lancashire and Cheshire, 1660-1760". in H. Marland (ed. ). The. 4H qfifidwifie, ýv (London. 
1993), pp. 27-48. 
29 Ritchie. Ecclefiavfical Courts. Chapters 1-2, Marchant. Church under the Law-. pp. 12-17.39-40: Till. 
'Study in Decline'. Chapter . 
1. 
30 See Marchant. Church under the Law. pp. 64-66. 
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Unlike the province of Canterbury, which developed its own appelate or appeal court 
(the Court of Arches), there was no separate appeal from the diocesan court to a 
provincial court. 3' After the Restoration the Chancery was solely responsible for appeal 
business, including that from York Consistory. 32 
The re-establishment of the York courts in the Restoration period, as elsewhere, was 
something of a piecemeal process. 33 Not until the autumn of 1661 would church courts 
acquire statutory authority, by the repeal of the Long Parliament legislation. From 1661, 
however, the York courts received a steady, if modest flow of business. 34 Both the 
Consistory and the Chancery courts experienced an increase in all types of litigation in 
the 1660s and 1690s (table 1 a). 35 Indeed, the number of new cases entering the 
Consistory between 1664-7 (292) was higher than the 243 noted for 1585-6, when the 
church courts were supposedly at their peak . 
3ý' A similar picture emerges from the 
Chancery court, with a substantial increase in business between 1682-3 (table l b). As 
elsewhere, the church courts resumed their status after the Restoration, though changes 
in the levels and nature of litigation suggest a shift in the social role and function of the 
courts. As shown in table 2, for example, there was a proportional increase in the 
On the Court of Arches. see Stone, Road to Divorce, Introduction. 
Oil (lie jurisdiction and procedure of York's appeal status and function. see W7.1. Shells. h*Ccle. viaytical 
Caum, Papers of )-ork: h-iles Trammilled on Appeal, 1500-1(lýS-5,, BortliNvick Texts and Calendars. 9 
(`i'ork. 1983). Introduction. The Court of Delegates in London occasionally received appeals froin (lie 
Archbishop's diocesan and provincial courts. though their numberand occurrence Nvas significantly less 
than those from (lie Southern province. For an Introduction to the Court of Delegates see Ritchie. 
Vc, clesiwaicol CmIrIs. Chapter 3, and G. I. O. Duncan, The High ('ourt (ýf Delegate., ý (Cambridge. 197 1). 
Itilroduction. 
Green. Re-F., atiblishment. Introduction. On York, see the discussion in Till. ' StudN in Decline'. p. 5 Scc 
also tile regional studies by J. BaM-. "Hie Politics of Religion in Restoration Bristol'. In T. HaM's. P. 
ee PoliII(s (ýfRehgioii III Re., ýIoration Englaml (Oxford. 1990). ppý V` S, c, mardand M. Goldle. ( ds. ). A 
1,10. Foranaccount which looks at the theme from the perspecme of parish recoristniction. Beaver. 
PaH. "ll Cmplmmlttlcý,, ý chapter 
7. 
7 for [lie Consislon and Chancen cotirvý re, ýpcclivch. See BI. W books stin 1% c IrOm 100 1 and 166 11 
Cons. AB 7 () and Chanc. AB 
Ii 11. 'S i tidý i it Dec Ii lie *. pp. 
Oil S ixteeill It -Cela it rý levels of Nismess see Ritchie. (ourt\. p. 17. Table-ý, 1 -21 are bascd 
k)ll tile 1, A)m ww, Act Book rescmch undertaken bý Till. Sec 'Studý in Decline*. pp. 61-4. 
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number of instance suits (those initiated by individuals. rather than 'office' suits that 
were initiated by churchwardens or other officials) after the Restoration. At York, as 
nationally, this was paralleled by a corresponding decline in the number of correction or 
disciplinary causes. This type of shift has been viewed elsewhere as evidence of the 
courts' role away from the theme of control, (except in the sphere of matrimony), and 
towards arbitration, as court litigation formed a key stage in the settlement of dispute. 37 
In place of the previous influence exerted by the courts, it has been claimed, secular 
modes of moral and social `control' developed, most notably the Societies for the 
Reformation of Manners. 38 
The interconnecting themes of control and decline do not concern us here. For rather 
than viewing the church courts in terms of agency and structure, I am interested in the 
qualitative analysis of church court records as sites for the investment of meaning and, 
as intimated by the disputes which introduced this chapter, the production of emotional 
performances. Although it will be stressed here that we cannot detach ecclesiastical 
depositions - or any medium for emotional communication - from their circumstances 
of production, the depositions of litigants and their witnesses are accessible through 
cause paper analysis. And while there is no substitute for Act Book studies in 
interpreting levels of business mrtiated in the courts, these are unreliable indicators of 
the reasons and nature of litigation, and even its outcome. After initial citations wt ere 
noted, disputes could be referred to again several months later, or not at all. In the event 
that a suit was terminated soon after its initiation, there was usually no reason given for 
01, tills theme. see. Sharpe. ' "Such Dmigreemetits" 
cc R. Trumbach. Ne v mid the Ocnder Revolution vo/. 1: fleterosexualif 'v 
oml the Third Gender in SS 
I. owloli (Lotidoji. 1998). pp. '19ý 91-4. SeeAso Robert Shoemaker. the City 
The Reformation ofNimmers Canipawmi in London. 1690-17-38. ' in Lee Davison et al. (eds. ). Stilling the 
/lit, Resj)on sc to 
SOcial and A`conomic Problents in Engl( 16ý'9_171 
50 (\cii York. 
1992ý. ppQ9-120. andJohn Spurr. 1-he Church. the Societies. andthe %loralReNolimonof 168'S, _' in 
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the withdrawal or collapse of the suit, or the actual details of dispute. And since going, 
to court was often a tactical measure, intended to provoke an out-of-court settlement. it 
has been estimated that up to 50% of all suits initiated in the courts ended 
prematurely 39 Moreover, Act Books do not record depositions or details of the litigant, 
providing only minimal information about their court appearance (or more often that of 
their proctors), according to the dates when the courts were in session. For these reasons 
alone, cause paper analysis is a useful statistical exercise. 
In the course of my research, therefore, I have constructed a computerised database of 
the 3,777 individual cause papers that survive for the period 1660-1760, as listed in the 
Borthwick Institute Indexes. The causes to which they relate are shown by number and 
type in tables 3 and 4, and represented in fig. 3. I have also transcribed i'erhatim almost a 
third of the total number of surviving cause papers, which provides an extensive and 
detailed source base for the argument developed here. 4° Particular attention has been 
paid to litigation concerning adultery and fornication, irregular marriage, matrimonial 
formation and separation, pew disputes, slander suits and, to a lesser degree, tithe and 
testamentary matters. Moreover, York's status as the first point of appeal for the 
Northern Province means that in many cases, the testimony produced was more 
extensive than that found at other church courts. 41 My analysis of this broad data set 
John Walsh et a/. (eds. ). The Church of'Ei1glawl c. 16,104N-33 (Cambridge. 1993). pp. 127-142. The 
regional influence of such societies awaits further research. 
39 See Sharpe. ' -Such Disagreenients'" ". pp. 182-7. From lier study of London Consistory court. GoNN ing 
noted that fewer than 2 i`o of cases progressed to sentence. See Domestic Dangers, p. 31 9 Stone found (fiat 
around 60% Of inatTI1110mal cases brought to the Court of Arches during tWs timewere ternunated before 
sentence. See Road to Divot-ce, p. 3 7. This NA as a phenomenon also found in secular courts. Robert 
Shoemaker estimates that betwecri 50"'0 and 73% of disputes for assault- not and defamation coining 
before Ps in Willshireand Hackney xA cre settled infornially. See lus Piw. w(ution and Punishment: Pem. 
Crime alld Ille Low ill hmdmi an(IRuraIAIi(IdIc., w. x-. c. 1660-1725 (Canibfidge. 1991). p. 5-5. 
-I() I lim c transcribed o% er 1,000 cases vet-bafim. -flifs lias provided nic i% Ith a &-ita set of 2.000 individual 
libels. responses and counter-allegations produced bý plaintiffs and defendants. and more than ',. O(X) 
1% itlicss statemcnisand mici-ro. galoncs The process involved in litigation is considered in detail belox%. 
" For an obvious exception- see Storie's discussion of Loiidoii*s Court of Arches. Road to Divorce, 
I ntroduct ion. Thanks to DaN c Peacock for providing information about the detail and struct tire of 
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has therefore informed my understanding of narrative technique and legal process. Yet 
some cases are obviously more amenable than others to the analysis and reconstruction 
of emotional performances. As in the cases of Sara and Thomas Tyndall and Alice 
Launston and George Barrett that introduced this chapter, matrimonial and slander 
disputes often became social rather than individual concerns, involving the testimonies 
of large numbers of interested parties. In the process, such cases reveal much about the 
specificities of individual disputes, as well as wider marital and social negotiations of 
class and gender relations. 
Reconstructing the socio-economic base and lifestyle of litigants in matrimonial and 
slander disputes, however, is not straightforward. In part, this reflects the fact that 
church courts often omitted to include the occupations of plaintiffs and defendants. In 
accordance with most sources from the early modern period, they also tended to include 
women under their husbands' occupations, or by marital status. ', Reluctantly, this 
system of classification is, albeit problematically, followed here. Yet there are further 
complexities to consider in reconstructing socio-economic status of litigants, not least 
the sheer size of the York diocese. Leaving aside the courts' appelate or appeal status, 
early modern Yorkshire was economically, politically and socially diverse, and home to 
men and women from vastly different backgrounds, lifestyles and cultural beliefs. 43 And 
there were regional differences in the frequency with which men and women visited the 
hiWallon at tile Norwich courts. For an invaluable introduction and guide to the appeal cases bi-might to 
York during the period. see Shells. F-c-c/c, sj(jvwa/ Cause Poper. v. pa. s-. vim. 
. 12 Oil this theinescc Penelope J. Corfield, 'Defining Urban Work'. in PS Corfield and D. Keene (eds. ), 
Work itt 7ýmw-s. SýiO- 18-iO (Leicester. 1990), pp. 207-231 1. 
I" For all introduction to Yorkshire's diversitý. see N. McCord and R. Thompson. The Northern Commes 
fi-Oln. 11) 1000 (London. 1998). pp. 173-188 and the noi% aged but compreficiisl\ c Fic-tot-io Cowqv 
The ('m1111Y ()ITork. 4iire. 2. ed. W. Page (1912. repr. London. 1974). pp., 29-45'N. -nAis is 
supplemented bA the more recew and e\tensiN c Ae. 1, grailan Hisloi-v qfEl? g1amland W(i/cs- ed. GE 
%litwiv.. vols. 5 and (,,. kCambridge. 1989). For a discussion of the link-ages bcv%wen regions. economics 
and cultures. see R. W. [, 'im m, 'Tradmonand Transition. Nlark-et Toi% ris of the Vale of York. ]()()4)- Is"lo". 
Vor[hcOl Htswrvý 10 98 1). pp. --, -I I T. Furilicr regional studies are discussed bclo\\. 
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courts, a factor which must be attributable to the more populous, accessible, and 
wealthy nature of the West (see table 5). This diversity was arguably exacerbated by the 
socio-economic developments of the eighteenth century. Historians of northern England 
have identified the same kinds of commercial, industrial and social changes taking place 
as outlined in the previous chapter, all of which are assumed to have had direct 
consequences in the living, working and affective lives of eighteenth- century people. 
Of particular significance are the late seventeenth-century growth of the wool and 
textile industries in Yorkshire, and the perceived emergence of new working practices 
and class relations. 44 
Of course eighteenth-century Yorkshire cannot be isolated from the kinds of 
demographic and economic developments seen elsewhere. These included a rise in 
population until around 1700, and its subsequent stagnation until the latter part of the 
eighteenth century, 45 the emergence of industrial centres like Leeds and Sheffield, as 
well as the emerging cultures of mercantile consumerism found in spa-towns and urban 
centres alike. 46 Yet as Maxine Berg ably demonstrates in her account of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century industrialisation, revolutionary models of change fail to take account 
of economic continuities and contradictions. 47 Moreover, such linear accounts, which 
invoke `modern' class-based forms of social organisation, are tempered by observations 
that though certain regions of Yorkshire - particularly the West Riding - experienced 
44 See Derek'Gregory, Regional Transformation and Industrial Revolution: a Geograpkv of the Yorkshire 
Woollen Indust, ýv (Minneapolis, 1982), Introduction, Maxine Berg, TheAge ofAlanufactures, 1700-1820. - 
Industry, Innovation and Ifork in Britain, 2 nd ed. (London- 1994). pp. 41-3-. John Smail. The Origins of 
.1 fiddle-Class 
Culture 11alifar, Yorkshire, 1660-1760 (Ithaca, 1994). p. 56. 
-15 On this theme see Phyllis Deane, The First Industrial Revolution 2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1992), p. 59. and 
E. A. Wrigley and R. S. Schofield, The Population Histopy ofEngland, 1541-1871: a Reconstruction 
(London, 198 1), pp. 178-9. 
46 Paul Langford.. 4 Polite and Commercial People: England, 1727-1783 (Oxfor& 1992), chapter 3. For a 
regional example of the emergence of a particular fonu of merchant clothier class. see Smail. Origins. 
chapter 3. 
-1- Berg.. Ige ofAlanufactures. pp. 7.65. 
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economic expansion from the late seventeenth century, its impact was not felt until the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth -centuries. 
" And the less populous North and East 
Ridings continued to be scarcely populated and based primarily on livestock and 
agricultural production. An awareness of the limits of modernisation narratives and of 
the historical instabilities of concepts like `class', has resulted in a number of nuanced 
regional attempts to reconstruct everyday patterns of work and culture. 49 Central to 
these endeavours is the attempt to locate particular versions of class-consciousness, 
particularly as the eighteenth century is increasingly viewed as the time when the 
`middling classes' began to form a coherent and expansive social group. 50 This 
historical sensitivity to the meanings of class as construct, or `culture' is relevant, 51 for 
it necessitates a move away from the long-term progressivist narratives of change 
critiqued in the previous chapter, towards a theory of identity formation based on the 
everyday themes of social practice. 52 To understand how these considerations might 
influence our analyses of the kinds of people testifying in matrimonial and slander 
disputes and to consider what their testimony brings to our understanding of eighteenth- 
century subjectivity and social relations, we need to turn to the evidence found in 
matrimonial and slander suits. 
4" For a regional example see Donald Woodward. A fen at Work: Labourers and Building Craftsmen in the 
To wns ofNorthern England, 1450-1750 (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 10- 11 - 
Changes in female work patterns - 
and the impact of such patterns of broader macro-economic models have only recently been appreciated. 
See Berg, Age ofHanufactures, chapter 7. 
49 Smail, Origins. chapter 3 -, Woodward, Men at f Vork, p. 11. 
50 S mail, Origins, p. 12. Examples include Langford, Polite and Commercial People, passim, and Peter 
Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance: Culture and Society in the Provincial Town, 1660-1770 
(Oxford, 1989), pp. 226-3 1, as well as much of the literature of sentimentalism and 'manners' discussed in 
the previous chapter. 
-; I Smail, Origins. p. 16. 
52 To this end, promising research focuses on the relationships between class formation and propert)- 
relations. and the construction of (gendered) identity through language. See for instance Loma Weatherill, 
'The Meaning of Consumer BehaNiour in Late Seventeenth- and Early Eighteenth-Century England*. and 
Amanda Vickery, 'Women and the World of Goods. a Lancashire Consumer and her Possessions. 1751 - 
8 1'. in J. Brewerand R. Porter (eds. ), Consumption and the 1f; qrld qf Goods (London, 1993). pp. 206-217. 
274-30 1. See also the themes raised by P. Burke and R. Porter (eds. ). Language. -Self and Socie(v: a 
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As detailed in tables 3 and 4, there are 53 surviving cause papers for matrimonial 
separation at the courts of York. A list of the 40 most detailed cases - and consequently 
those studied in this thesis - is provided in appendix 1. Explanations of some of the 
socio-economic categories used are detailed, with their originating sources, in appendix 
2. There is insufficient space here to discuss the legal criteria for separation during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, though this theme, or a re-evaluation of this 
theme, is addressed in chapter six. " If we look at the socio-economic structure of 
litigants, however, we find that matrimonial separation suits were largely the reserve of 
the wealthiest members of society. As shown in table 6,40% came from the `middling 
sorts', a category which included wealthy clothiers, professionals and yeomen. 54 A 
further 34% of male defendants were problematically defined as 'gents' or `gentlemen', 
a term taken to mean, following Margaret Hunt, the gentry class whose income derived 
from property and rents, though the connection between gentry status and the 
professions at this point was mutable. SS Though small, the proportion of titled 
aristocrats litigating (10%) is also significant, as only a handful of litigants came from 
the mass of textile workers, craftsmen and lower middle levels of society. 56 And there 
were no litigants at all from the very poor, a factor which seems unremarkable when we 
remember that the costs of litigating in marriage separation suits could be extremely 
high. 
soý *ial Histot- i-(? I'L euWwWe (Ca iii bridge. 1991). passim. 
i; For an introduction to the most important issues see Stone, Road to Divorce, Introduction. 
'; 4 The socio-cconomic classificatiojis used licre are explained in appendix 
" see mar"'Irel Huntý The A Iiddhl7g "; 01-1: Commerce, Gender and the Vamilv bi h. '; iglaml, /61,0- 1 --, 0 
(London. 1 99())ý pp. 15 -I- See also I he discussion of Ici surcd ýi rid profcssional gentry i ri G. E. %Ii 
Elloh. "ll I'mided No( wtv ill the Eighteenth Cemurv (London. 1963). p. 6, wid Sinail. Origins. I 11troduct 1011 
011 the Yorkshire ýinslocrac see P. Roebuck. Yorksliire Baroners. 1640-1, -00 (Londoii. 1980). 
f Fightemth-Century England 1 mroduct lon. Scc Aso J- 01111011. -I ristoc ratic 
Cemurv: The PeerRize o 
(Cambrid. vc. 1980). jw-ssim- mid J. V Beckett. in Ei? glancl. 1660-191-4 (CaInbrId'-, c. 
19S4). Introduction. 
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All ecclesiastical litigation could be expensive, though, as detailed belmý, there were 
some financial measures in place to assist impoverished litigants. Cost of litigating 
depended on the type of dispute, the quality of legal counsel, the length of time the case 
lasted, the numbers of witnesses testifying, (for the latter received expenses, ww hich 
could escalate it they lived some distance from the courts and had to stay in lod`gings), 
and the volume of paperwork involved. The cost of litigating at York varied 
enormously, from a few shillings to tens of pounds if the suit was continued to its 
conclusion. 57 Moreover, marital separation was the most expensive and contested form 
of litigation. Along with the usual costs involved in the production and maintenance of a 
suit, separation increasingly involved hi Ii ist counsel, and could drag on special' 
indefinitely .5 
8A suit for separation on the grounds of cruelty or adultery could force a 
man to provide his wife with a separate maintenance for the rest of her life, or 
conversely, absolve him from any economic obligation. 59 In addition, the losing party 
would be required to pay the court costs of the victor. 60 
The second type of cause addressed in this thesis, matrimonial formation litigation, ýýas 
less expensive, though to a lesser degree it was also dominated by the middling and 
upper social ranks. As shown in tables 3 and 4, there are 55 cause papers concerned 
with matrimonial formation surviving at York. Of the 30 which inform the argument of 
this thesis, 22% of litigants came from the gentry ranks, and 17% from the `middling 
Expense Nvas one of the reasons why cases tended to peter out after the initial citation, as discussed 
above. 
One example is the case of Anne and Zachariali More. discussed in a case study in cliapter 5. Anne's 
case againsi Zacharlah involved no fewer than 24 x% itnesses. and dragged on for ticarl) 4 years. See BI. 
CPI 699 (1 , 19-22) Anne c. Zaclianali %, lore of Loftliouse. In her study of Scottish court records Leali 
Leneman sinillar-13 notes (fie length of time involved in mammonial separation suits. 0 7",, of the she 
analyscid lasted for more tlian -1 ýcars. See. lhenare(L Iýre( tiolls. p. 14. 
See Stone. Road to Pivoi-ce. chapter 8. 
Though separation stilts at York , ccm to liave cost a fraction of those identified bý Stone at the Coun of 
Avchc, -, ý. if x%as 1101 111"Istull for basic costs and fees itivoIN ed (excltidnw, witnes,, and pany expeweý and 
file -ser-, iccs of proctors). to total tI -'-11. Oil Ilic Court ofArclics. sec 'Stonc- Road to I)ivorce. p. 180. and 
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sorts', (see table 7, and appendices 2-3). Yet a relatively large number of disputants 
came from the servant class, and the existence of such inter-class litigation is not 
coincidental. There were many types of matrimonial formation dispute brought to court 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 61 Most common among these was contract 
or spousal litigation, or disputes that resulted over the existence of a pre-nupt'al contract 
or a promise to marry. And whilst conflicts over dowry payments and matrimonial 
oI 
agreements charactcrised formation disputes among the upper levels of societ\,,, - the 
petitions of servant women were almost always directed against their employers. Thus 
the petition of Elizabeth Balgie, a servant maid from Fetherstone, was fairly typical. 
In 1684, Elizabeth claimed that she had entered into a contract of marriage with her then 
employer William Wrightson, before becoming sexually involved with him. When she I 
became pregnant, William apparently assured Elizabeth's mother that the two would be 
married in church, telling her to 'goe to Pontefract and buy her said daughter an Easter 
hat'. 6' The wedding was prepared and,, juests invited, but William did not show up. He I 
later refuted any notion of a relationship between he and Elizabeth, insisting that he had 
never offered 'any love kindnesse or affection to the arlate Elizabeth Balgie in the way 
of marryagge'. ""As this evidence suggests, matrimonial formation and separation suits 
were alike concerned with the contestation and neggotiation not only of economic or 
practical unions, but affective commitments that had been betrayed or rejected. Before 
we consider the sq)nificance of such testimony for the performance of affective relations 
for an c\ample from York see Bl. Trans CIP 1748/1 (1748) George SLmees c. Ell/. abctli Surices. 
(" For an introduction. see Stone. Roa(I to Divot-ce. pp. 49-12 1. 
62 ', ýcc for Instance Michael Rý mer's petition iii, ainst Francis Fairfax in 16S, 6. RN mer. a clerk, claimed that 
licand Francis i% cvc contracted to marry Francis. daughter of Lord Fairfax of Denton. denied the 
existence of such a contract. Bl. CPH -', 
695 (1686) Michael Rymer c. Francis Fairfax. 
ol I'csilmom of Anna Bah-, Ic. mother of the plaintiff and William Wnightsoll in BI. CPH ', 838 (1684) 
Elizabeth Balpe c William riolitson. See also libel in Bl. CPI I (1702) Hannah Oh\ er c. Robcn 
Noriliend. 
Re,, ponsc,, in (TI I 3831K Bah-me ý: Wnghtson. 
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in early modern marriage, we need to address the third and final sample on which this 
thesis is based: slander disputes. 
Like matrimonial formation and separation suits, the records of slander litigation have 
been much studied in recent years. " in important ways the dispute between George 
Barrett, a local dignitary, and Alice Launston, a servant, which introduces this chapter 
was not unusual. Slander disputes involved a greater cross-section of the population 
than any other form of party litigation, as detailed in a sample of 100 suits showii in 
table 8, and listed in appendix 4. Unlike matrimonial litigation, a relatively small 
proportion of litigants (4%) was designated 'gent' status. and there were no di I- isputants 
in the sample studied from the highest social levels. There are some commonalties 
between these findings and those noted elsewhere. In her study of London Consistory, 
for instance, Gowing notes that the majority of seventeenth-century slander disputants 
derived from 'London's large variety of trades and crafts, with some middliil(_) class but 
no noble or gentry involvement . 
66 And Trumbach's more recent study of the 
eighteenth-century business of London Consistory found the majority of litigants in 17P 
slander suits to be `master artisans or poorer'. 67 
In this context, it is important to note that York also had a high number of female 
disputants in slander causes as compared to other forms of litigation. Though to a lesser 
degree than that identified by Gowing and Meldrum, the proportion of female litigants 
in slander suits at York is striking. 
68 Women accounted for onIv 280, o of plaintiffs and 
scc 
1-/ 
1110. 
Goi% in,, - 
Polne. sl, 'ý Devigei-. s, pp, 48-9ý 12-19. 
Trmnbach..,: cv imil [lie Gemler Revolution. p. ý4. Yci Meldnuii notes significant numbers of nien and 
j%ollicii 1-1-om ilic 'mIddlln-- sort' in his studA of the London Consistor% records. SLýc .A Women's 
Cotirl'. 
esp. p. 7. 
Goj% Oolnevilc /-)alwers. p. 33- McIdnim. 'A Women", Court'. p. 5 
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24% of defendants in the 3,777 cause papers surviving for the period studied (see fig. -*5) 
Yet 55% of all slander suits were presented by, and 41% defended by. female litigants. 
The effects of this on cross-gender disputes is made clear in fio, 4, produced from the C) 
analysis of all surviving slander suits from the period 1660-1760. Women sued other 
women for slander in 26% of cases and they sued men in 29% of cases. Men's litigation 
was primarily directed at other men, (30%), with only 15% of suits featurin(Il inale 
litigation against women. Though far lower than the involvement of ý, \, -omen as plaintiffs 
and defendants observed in Gowing's study of London Consistory court, these figures 
provide striking evidence of women's involvement and investment in the management 
of slander disputes at York. 69 
Yet the narratives of dispute also reveal much about the performance and performativity 
of affect. Indeed, there are some interesting discursive parallels between the 
performance of emotion at the level of social practice, and an expanded interpretation of 
the 'vocabulary' of subjective identity found in Smail's discussion of clas S. 7) For the 
evidence found in slander and matrimonial disputes at York reveal the ways individual 
and collective identities were produced in and through a nuanced range of display codes 
that centred on discursive and non-discursive, physical and symbolic modes of 
communication. Thus in matrimonial formation disputes, men and women of all social 
levels invoked the range of emotional, matenal and symbolic practices involved in 
signalling and communicating affective intent . 
71 in separation suits, moreover, they 
contested and negotiated the meanings of a lack of 'kindness' or conjugal affect, and 
again that \\as prodUced and arilculated through a variety of bodIly, rhetorIcal and 
material performances. Equally suggestive is the ways slander suits demonstrated, 
(") 
I, 
Scc GioNving. p. 60. 
Small. Orlatf/. N. P. - 1ý 
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through a particular discursive register-, the production and performance of 'ano-er' as a 
subjective and social, aural and verbal display of feeling. While traditional 
historiography views the expression of emotion in the church courts as relatively 
unproblematic, therefore, - matrimonial separation suits providing evidence of 
patriarchal aggression and slander disputes as evidence of 'hot blood' - the matter is far 
more complex. 72 
2. Structure and Process: Narrativity and the Church Courts. 
The implications of this claim are far-reaching, not least in terms of historians' 
traditional use of church court records to justify the kinds of evolutionary narratives 
critiqued in chapter one. In each of the kinds of case discussed here, elaborate recreation 
of the mental and social world in which conflict occurred was central to the depositions 
of litigants and their witnesses, as each party sought to prove their moral and legal right. 
Let us consider for a moment the suits that Introduced this chapter or the matrimonial 
formation dispute between Wrightson and Baloie discussed above. In these cases, as in 
each that came before the courts, litigants invoked a range of forms of 'prooF in support 
of their cause. In the process, the gestural, physical and verbal characteristics displayed, 
the persons present and the times, places and dates of dispute - even the possession of 
an Easter hat - were unravelled through a unique blend of legalistic jargon and 
colloquial phraseology that suggests privileged access into litigants' experiences. In 
Storie's terms, the historian seems to become a 'voyeur', 'peering through key-holes' 
and listenino to 'conversations around the fire in the kitchen' as 'the dead rise up from 
Lhaptcr 4. 
2 Se-e chapter, ; and t,. 
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their graves and speak to us in their own words about %vhat they saw, heard, felt and 
thought,. 73 
Yet this sense of intimacy is illusory, for there was and is nothing unmed'ated about the 
construction o positions in the church courts. Although they are a uniqueIv rich 
source of information about the day to day emotional and psychological experiences of 
men and women, church court testimonies are no more able to 'penetrate into the hearts 
74 
and minds of persons in the past' than any other historical source. The depositions of 
litigants and witnesses were subject to a highly specific series of shaping mechanisms 
which historical analyses need to take into account. Moreover, the neglect of these 
constraints, and the legalistic and literary conventions in which church court testimony 
was embedded has served to bolster the progressivist bias of much literature on 
marriage and the family during the long eighteenth century. As discussed in chapter 
one, this thesis challenges such traditional meta-narratives as sentimentality and 
progressivism, and explores the meanings and constructions of emotions - particularly 
romantic love, anger and grief or sadness - as culturally situated performances. It also 
addresses broader questions about the relationship between legal structures and social 
practice, the complexities of emotional rhetoric-, the relationship between experience 
and expression, and the traditional dichotomies of self/society, mind/body, and 
discursive/non-discursive phenomena that dominate theories of affect. In so doing, it 
challenges some methodological principles of church court historiography. 
Despite the traditional 1 sm of Stone, there has been a recent shift awav from vievving 
ChLII-ClI court testinionv, and indeed all forms of litigation material, as ýý lncloýý s onto the C 
' titonc. I? oail to Div on t'. p. 14. 
ýtoný. Roorad toi /Divorce. p. 14 
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past. Ever since Natalie Zemon Davis's account of pardon tales in sixteenth-centLii-%' 
France, many historians have demonstrated greater sensitivity to the processes by ýý filch 
narratives of litigation are crafted and disputed in the courtroom setting. Gowing' s 
account of the 'story-telling frame' employed by witnesses is instructive, as she 
sensitively attempts to reconstruct the conscious and unconscious patterning of church 
court testimonies in relation to culturally available archetypes. 76 In the process.. the 
deposition is politicised as 'an unusual verbal and narrative opportunity' for women 
typically excluded from platforms of self-expression. As Gowing sees it, this ýý as a 
chance for women to tell stories in court 'using linguisticpFactices, familiar StOf-N, '-IIIIeS, 
and shared perceptions through which their audience, lay or legal, could engage in the 
story' . 
77 Secular court records are similarly interpreted as instruments in the articulation 
of female experience. Thus Miriam Chaytor finds in seventeenth-century assize 
depositions evidence of women's suppressed memories of rape, in the belief that textual 
absence represents 'thoughts which cannot be read directly' . 
78The work- of Zemon 
Davis, Chaytor, Gowing and others has been deservedly influential, opening up new 
areas of research and prompting a number of histonans to focus on church court 
testimony as 'multi-layered stor[les]' in their own right . 
79 In this context, 'what really 
matters', as one recent account insists, 'is what people said of each other and how they 
chose to structure their stories'. 80 
Yet there are significant problems in this approach. As in more traditional 
ni et hodol ogles found in the work of Stone and others, inner feelings. sentiments and 
Zcnion DaN is. Fictimi m the. Irchwe., s. esp. Cliapters 1-2. 
GoNNm, -,. Omnesm 
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beliefs are unproblernatically accessed through the historical record with insufficient 
consideration of the legal and inter-personal constraints placed on litigants' testimonies. 
Of course it is crucial to deconstruct the language found in court testimonies to expose 
the widely held cultural beliefs, conventions and assumptions in which it is embedded. 
After all, this is consistent with a vast body of literature addressln-(-, the opacity of 
language and the narrativity of everyday life. 8' All too often, however, there is a lack of 
engagement with the sýj)ecýficitles of textual production, the needs and expectations of 
the church court process and participants, and in particular, the roles of proctors, clerks 
and judges in influencing the ultimate shape and content of litigants' or witnesses' 
testimony. 
Such figures have not, of course, been completely iornored. Gowing, and more recently 1) 
Peacock have both accepted that the interventions of proctors and clerks impacted on 
the final shape of a litigants , story as it was transcribed in the historical record. "' But 
these are no more than passing; acknowled, gements of the context of textual production. 
As a result individual psychological experiences are conceived as pre-existing, 
individualist structures comino into contact with and mediated by - rather than being Z, - 
produced in and through - the institutional framework of the courts. And individual 
psychological experience stands outside the realms of the collectiveý as historical actors 
men and women mM)ht borrow from a shared stock of imagery, stories, beliefs and 
I 'fizabah Foyster. I lanhooýlin AarIvAloclern Englanck Honour, Sexand. 1farriqge (London. 1999). 
1). 14. See also Peacock. 'Mor,, As. Rituals a_nd Gender'. esp. Chapter 3. 
Peacock. 'Morals. Rituals and Gender', p. 65. 
See for instance Barbara Hemistein Smith. *Narrative Versions. Narratiw -Meories'. in WTT. Mitchell 
(ed. ). OnYarrative (Chicago, 198 1). pp. 211-2 18, Hayden White. *The Value of Narrativity in the 
Representation of Reality'. mMitclicil (ed. ), (MYtirrative, pp. 1')-14-. wid M. Foucault. Language, 
Coll/l/c/. -Hemol-l" h-actic. c.. awl Into-views-. ed. D. F. Bouchard- (New York. 19771). 
ptj, vom. Eviniples of historical interest in langwqc include Peter Burke. 'Laiiguages and Ami-Langwigcs 
in Earlý Modem halý'. lhsfoýv If'orkshopJourmil. II (198 1). pp. 214-32. and 
Burke and Porter (eds. ). 
I, n ig Modcrn London', Ili "iOrv , wige. pav,, mv , 
Uum GoNN 1 no. 'Gender and the Language of I nsult in Early 
11,01-A-shol), low-nal. 15 ( 1993). pp. 1-2 -1 
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linguistic conventions. but the), retain 'verbal agency' and the control of the script. " 
84 Ultimately, in other words., the 'authentic voice of witnesses can still be discerned' . 
This approach provides an overly simple account of the relationship between self, 
language and the law in the courtroom setting. For narrative strategies are alwa%, s 
embedded in, and inextricable ftom the circumstances of their production. 85 This has 
theoretical implications, for the notion of an 'authentic' voice presupposes the existence 
of an 'authentic' and stable self that lives beyond and outside the historical record. And 
that, of course, is the very issue that this thesis seeks to overcome through the analysis 
of emotional experience as processual, performative, and contingent. To concretise 
some of these issues, and to establish the modes of analysis pursued in this thesis, we 
must first address in detail the actual narrative processes involved In the construction Of 
church court testimony, and the broader, legal context in ývhich it was produced. 
We have seen above that unlike most other forms of litigation, ecclesiastical testimony 
was recorded i, el-hailni. We have seen that the scope and influence of the church courts 
was diverse and all encompassing, and that women were provided with unparalleled 
access to engage in litigation in their own right. Yet there were also a number of 
required procedures to be followed by litigants and their witnesses in office and partv 
It Ig , ation suits alike. And the influence of those procedures cannot 
be overstated. All 
plaintiffs and defendants were required to employ the services of a church court la%ý-yet- 
Goii in and Peacock. Alorals. Rituals and Gender*. pp. 6(, -07. Pomc, sliý 
GoNN i ng p. 20 2, 
Pc; icock-. forals- Rituals and Gender'. p, 6 7. 
Fora rcccM c\po,, Itloll of this le\\P0111t which explicilk challenges the conclusions of Cha\tor. see 
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or proctor to act on their behalf 86 Proctors were trained in ecclesiastical law and 
87 
admitted to specific courts as practising counsel . That proctor would 
be constituted as 
the plaintiff or defendant's proxy through the drawing up of a 'publick Instrument or 
through a private agreement witnessed by a Notary Public and others. 88 Technically, the 
potential litigant could hire more than one proctor, but there is no evidence of this at 
York during the period. 89 In party litigation the institution of a proctor was followed 
immediately by the production of a citation against the defendant. Usually delivered to 
the defendant's home, the citation (described as a 'Judicial Act' by Conset), contained 
the name of the judge, the nature of the suit, the name of the plaintiff, and the date, time 
and place where the case would be heard. 90 The defendant did not necessarily need to 
appear in person, depending on the nature of the cause. Citations could therefore be 
general, asking the defendant to appear for the 'whole cause and order of proceedings', 
or specific, when s/he would be asked to appear for a particular purpose on one or more 
')1 
occasions. 
Once the citation had been issued, the defendant's legal options were limited. If he or 
she was a minor, then the case became invalid, as there was a minimum age at which 
litigants and witnesses could testify. However, there was considerable confusion at 
York, and perhaps nationally, over the designation of minority, as definitions were 
variously given as 7,14,20,2 1, or even 25 depending on the nature of the cause. 
92 At 
York disputes arose over the age of defendants and witnesses on more than one 
Ecclesiastical court procedures are detailed in Chapman. E(clesiastical Com-Is. esp. chapter 2. For an 
introduction to the work of church court proctors, see C. W. Brooks. 'The Common La%%ý ers in Engla-nd- 
c. 1558-1042'. in W. Prest. (ed. ). Lau'vers iii FarývAfoderii Eumpe and. Imerica (London- 1981). pp. 42- 
0-4. 
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occasion. In 1754 for instance. Joseph Webster was cited a slander suit by Susannah 
Bellas, who alleged that Webster told her to 'hold thy tongue nasty whore. 93 Joseph 
Webster did not respond to the citation but his guardians did, claiming that he ýý as no 
more than 20 years old, and consequently not responsible for his actions in the churcli 
courts. Bellas testified that Webster was 21, and therefore accountable, but her case 
failed because she could not prove this to the satisfaction of the court. Ordinarily. the 
age of the contested party would have been established by tracing and producing the 
relevant certificate of baptism. But in this instance, Joseph came from a family of 
dissenters, and had not been baptised in the parish church. 94 
Aside from the claim of minority, there was no legal justification for a defendant (or his 
or her designated proctor) failing to appear to answer the plaintiff s accusations. Indeed, 
refusal to attend could result in a charge of contumacy, leadino to excommunication, 
and even imprisonment. Excommunication could be minor or major. in the former, the 
excommunicate was prevented from attending church or receiving communion, in the 
latter s/he could be refused the company of the faithful, and become a social outcast. If 
the excommunicate remained in this position for 40 days, with no satisfaction made to 
the church court, then the secular authorities could become involved. The defendant 
Could Ultimately be imprisoned until the accusations of contempt of court were 
satisfactorily responded to, and contumacy fees were paid. This exertion of court 
discipline was not common at York, but it could and did happen. 
In 1730, for instance, Martha Kearsley, xvife of Samuel Kearsley. an inkeeper from 
Manchester, brought a slander suit against Hannah Shuttleworth, wife of Georve 
Collset. I, ractice. pp. 34.5 1. 
Libel in Bl. CPI 13, lo (1 -54) -Stisanna N% Ife of William Bellas c. guardians of Joseph \\"cb,, Icr 
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Shuttleworth, yeoman. 95 Martha claimed Hannah had 'uttered spread and 
published... several scandalous and defamatory words to of or against . her, includim-, 
that she 'was a whore &a poxed whore' who 'kissed with young gentlemen for half a 
guinea a time in the absence of her husband'. 96 The case proceeded as usual, with 
witnesses being called to testify for the plaintiff and the defendant, when routine 
enquiries revealed the plaintiff was 4 suspected to keep a lewd & disorderIN, house and to 
encourage young men and young women to be naught together'. Moreover, it seemed 
that Kearsley had recently been 'suppressed by the Justices of the Peace for keeping the 
same' and ordered to 'quit the said House' . 
97 As was usual in such circumstances, 
Kearsley was summoned to court in person at the request of the defendant's proctor, to 
respond to these claims. Yet Kearsley refused to appear. 
Some months passed before Kearsley was again cited to attend court. Again, she failed 
to do so. On 21 April 17-336 Kearsley was declared contumacious, and the 'udoe a 
cmandate for denouncing her to be excommunicated'. 9' Despite this action, Kearsley t: ý II I 
refused to pay the necessary fees of contempt. She was arrested, and placed in Lancaster 
gaol, where she seems to have remained until 4 December 1740. Act Books record that 
on this date her proctor signified Kearsley's willingness to pay the f6/6- mý Ing, to the 
court in costs and to 'take her oath to obey the law'. 99 Kearsley was then released from 
(Yaol and from her excommunication, but immed ateINI, found herself sub, 1-1) 111 ject to an appeal 
() I CPl 1326 Bc1las c. Wcbstcr 
gs B 1, Tra IIsC, P 1 -, 740/-', ( 1740) Martha Kcars1cN c. Hannah Shuttle%%orill. 
0(, Libel inTi-ans C/P 1740/3) Keusley c. Shut1lc\\orth. 
9.1 111 tCITO "ý I 1011, CS III Trans CIP 1740/.,, Kcarslcy c. Sliultlci%orlh. 
Writ of I \coniniiimcmion iii'l-rans C 1) F 40 "'ý KcarsleN c. SlilittleNNorth. 
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from Shuttleworth, which demanded the payment of Shuttleworth's litigyation expenses 
and fees (total II ng f 12/01/03). 1 ()0 
In the majority of cases, there was no alternative but for a defendant and plaintiff to 
enlist a proctor and follow the dictates of the court. Despite the costs of litgatill(y In I 
detailed above, poverty was not sufficient grounds for a defendant's refusal to act, for 
there was scope for litigants to be dealt with via iqforma paulmi-is. This meant that s/he 
might - in the case of legacy or tithe - be obliged to pay the necessary fees to the court 
and to the proctor at a future date if his/her case proved unsuccessful. In some other 
cases the plaintiff or defendant could be excused from paN'ing, fees altogether, providing 
it could be proven that s/he was not 'worth above five pound in his o\\ n proper debtless 
Goods'. W' In such a case the plaintiff or defendant would be assigned a Proctor 
obliged, or even compelled to act free of charge for his client. This was a considerable 
loss to the officials concerned- on average, proctors charged 6-8 shillings per day. 102 
There were also a number of informal means by which a litigant mi(. ), ht seek the 
financial assistance of the courts. In 1703, for example, Benjamin Whitton, a labourer 
from Leeds, was accused of slandering John Purdue, also of Leeds. Whitton sent a 
petition to the Archbishop of York, asking to be liberated ftom the prosecution on the 
grounds that he was poor, but also because the slander involved - that Purdue was 'a 
cheat a Rogue &a Knave'- were not strictly actionable in an ecclesiastical court. 
'0' 
Whitton denied having spoken these words, and informed the Archbishop that he was a In 
I poor labourer... left by his deceased father (who was Ilke\vise a poor man) the charge & 
care of bringing up three small children of his fathers' without ariv thing but his 
Trans Cil' 1-40i", Kcarslc\ c. Sliutllc\\orlli. 
fit the *InlCrior couris' of London Consiston and thcarclideaconncs of Middlcscx this figure %%as 40 
shillim-, ". 'S., cc collsel. Practice. pp. 50-- 
SludN in Dcclinc'. p. 140, 
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abours'. For these reasons, Whitton continued, he was 'not able to contest the matter 
with the said Purdue, but is likely to be denyed communion with the church of God for 
his inability to answer the said Purdue's groundless suit'. Fearing 'the censure of 
excommunication above all things' Whitton went on to ask for a 'stay' in the 
proceedings. Christopher Wilkinson, curate of Arnley and eleven other men from the 
village counter-signed this petition that stated the accused to be 'a very Industrious 
sober man, &a constant frequenter of divine service. ' 104 The Archbishop's response is 
not recorded. 
In the majority of cases, defendants directly contested the allegations of plaintiffs, and 
the case thenceforth followed a prescribed pattern. The plaintiff s proctor would issue a 
libel, a written statement of numbered paragraphs setting out the details of complaint. 
The textual conventions of those complaints depended on the type and date of the 
cause. 105 Each article of allegation required a response from the defendant, and t-c. vj)oas-a 
jwvwwilia could either deny or accept the matter in contest. In the case of denial, the 
libel would thereafter be termed the 'Allegations'. The content of those allegations 
could be amended only before the suit was contested, (i. e. before the defendant made 
his or her answer to the libel). This answer could be 'affirmative' or 'negative'. In the 
former, the defendant would admit to the allegation by offering a 'qualified' or 
unqualified confession. An unqualified confession meant that the defendant ýNould 
'submit himself to the Judge andoffer Nvhat Charges are to be Taxed'. 106 A qualified 
confession, however, urged extenuating circumstances \N hich had yet to be taken into 
account, and implied that 'some certain Qualities or Circumstances... [had 
Petition in Bl. ('PI 19 (170-)) Office pp. Joilli Purdue c Benjamin W'hitton of Leeds. 
CPI P) Purdue c. Whillon. 
\ficr 17313 the delads of Ilic libel x\crc recorded in the %-cmacular. rather than in Latin. and lendcd to 
bc I-ar morc detailed than in previous CelitUnes. 'Siee Tarva. Church Court Recor&;. Introduction. 
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been] 
... silentlý- past over by the Defendant'. 
107 In 17' ) I., for instance., Richard Web ster 
of Worston, Clitheroe did not deny that he had slandered Anne Tavlor. also of 
Clitheroe. But he claimed that 'in case' he did speak the contested words, he did not do 
so 4 out of any malice hatred or ill will' towards the plal iff inti , 
'nor out of any desi-one to 
injure prejudice or defame' her. '08 In this way, the defendant hoped such mitigating 
circumstances would be taken into account by the sentencing Judge. An altemative to 
confession was to contest the suit 'negatively', by denying either the facts in the case or 
the grounds of the plaintiff s accusation. Thus in another suit brou(yht bN,, Ruth Edi'vards Zý - 
against Alice Watson of Halifax in 1701, the defendant testIfied she 'did not within the 
time and place arte nor at any other time & place spread or repeate any scandalous or 
diffamatory words to of or against Ruth the wife of James Edwards and more 
particularly not any of the words libellate nor words to the like effect so that the good 
name and repute of the said Ruth Edwards could not be hurt lessened or impaired by 
reason of speaking any words by this rondt'. ' 09 
In affirmative and negative responses, then, the composition of defendants' depositions 
was influenced by court practice. This was part of a more generallsed concern for the 
language, structure and shape of litigants' testimony, shown in the ecclesiastical lavý 
manuals used by proctors and clerks. In Conset's Praco'ce, for instance, the writer 
stressed that personal responses must be structured 'after the same manner, as the 
question was propounded, and provided careful examples of acceptable modes and 
styles of narratives. 1 "' That this condition influenced the content and shape of litigants' 
106 Conscl, Practice. P. 80 
N" C01IS& Procho" P. 8, -. 
"BI. CPI 1013 Tran, ý CIP 1-3,112 (1731) Anne Taylorol'Chatburn in ClItherocc. Richard \Vch, ýicr of 
Worston in Clitheroc. The imphcýmons of 'nialicc* in slander litigation aTe c\plored in chapter 'ý. be-low 
'('9 CPI ()() Ruth Fdiwrds. i% ife of Janics Edi% ards c Alice Watson of Halifa\ 
110 conset. Practice. p. 97. 
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testimony is apparent in the slander dispute between Sir William Loxýlher and Thomas 
Taylor, an agricultural worker from Pontefract. "1 Lowther claimed that Taylor had 
written and publicised a scurrilous poem about the Lowther family. Taylor's subsequent 
denial of this charge reveals fundamental similarities between the language used by 
plaintiff and defendant: 
Allegation of Lowther: 
Article 5. 'That you the said Thomas Taylor within the time in the precedent arlate did I 
upon reading & publishing the schedule aforesaid [poem] declare that the mad knigilt 
mentioned therein was Sir William of Durston who was then dead, And then 
discoursing of William Lowther Esquire (the party promotent in this cause) Some one 
or other of the witnesses then present told you that the said William Lowther Esquire 
would give you Twenty pounds to know the Author and you the said Thomas Taylor 
then replyed, the Author would not be ashamed to owne it to his face, with many other 
circumstances and expression, you the said Thomas Taylor then uttered & spoake, 
whereby the witnesses then present did understand that your reading publishing & 
declaring the schedule aforesaid was with an intent to declare and scandallse the said 
William Lowther (the party promotent in this cause). ' 
Responses of Taylor: 
Article 5- 'That this Rondt did never read or publish the Pretended schedule arlate, or 
declare that the madd knight mentioned therein was Sir William Lowther dec'd, nor did ID 
any person discourseing upon the arlate Mr Lowther tell this Rondt that he would give I'D In 120 to know the author, nor did this Rondt declare Reply & say that the Author of the 
pretended diffamatory libell would not be ashamed to owne itt to his face, nor did any 
witnesses understand that this Rondt had any intent to defame & scandallse the said 
William Lowther. 
Excluding the possibility of further allegations being brought against either party, the 
initial libel and responses were the closest litigants came to telling their oNkn stories n 
before the courts. Plaintiffs and defendants did not, as is the case in modern civil and 
i. in court, or of cross- criminal suits, have the option of directly addressing the I- 
questioning witnesses. Rather, the responses produced bv the defendant to the 
allegations of the plaintiff merely signalled the onset of the nem stage in the sultý the 
plaintifrs request for a term to bc assigned to provc the allegations. ' 12 The defendant 
II Thomas Taylor of Pontefract. lAbel and rcspoliscs in Bl. CPI "767 (17,08) William LoWlicr C. 
Thcre Nva,, a comple\ hicrarchy of Vpcs of 'prooF dunw-, the period. Scc Conscl. Proctice. p. 101K. 
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could appeal against this request at any stage, and often did so as a delaying tactic. 113 If 
the judge allowed a term to prove the allegations, then the onus ý\-as on the plaintiff to 
produce witnesses to testify on his/her behalf Since witnesses could, perhaps 
understandably, be reluctant to become embroiled in familial or social antagonisrns, 
they could be compelled to appear on pain of excommunication or imprisonment. 114 The 
plaintiff would 'tender... or at least to promise [the witnesses] their Charges of Journy', 
and his or her proctor was compelled to be present when the witnesses were 
examined. 115 Once they had taken an oath not to show any 'love, favour, affection, or 
malice to either of the parties in suit', the witnesses would testify as to what they knew 
about the case, and answer any interrogatories produced by the opposing proctor. 
It is at this point that we need to remind ourselves of the claims made by those 
historians who have stressed litigants' agency in the courtroom. Gowing and others 
have focused particularly on witnesses' testimonies in order to make broader claims 
about the legal and narrative strategies open to deponents. Men and women are seen to 
have exercised considerable freedom of self-expression in their depositions through the 
embellishment of detail, the inclusion or exclusion of particular incidents, or the order 
in \ý, hich a story was told, all of which are said to have contributed to 'notably 
individual' statements of experience. 116 As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, 
in the case of plaintiffs' and defendants' testimonies, this claim overlooks key aspects 
r ies as evidence Of corruption. or of the draggm 1 The policN of appealing was criticised by conte'nPO an 
out of cases for the benefit of the defendant. Certainly it could provide a convenient waý for die defendant 
to stall proceedings. whilst forcing the plaintiff to maintain linn/herself and his/her witnesses indefinitcly 
See Conset. Practice. p. 106. 
Consct. III-(7cficv. p. 107, If the Ivitnesses' expenses Nvere not agreed %% ith the plaintiff theN could 
demand the same through the. judge before taking their oatlis. The swii decided bý the judge NN ould 
depend oii a number of factors. including 'the distance ofthe witnesses' I h1abitation from the place of 
Judgement. as also mlieflicr tlicý be Horse-Men- or Footmen with respect also to their qualitý and their 
abode at the courl. before their Examination be perfected'. If at any sti, -, c the plaintiff refused to paý 
c\penscs within a 40-day period. then the witnesses could proceed against them N ia excommunication and 
imprisonment in the usual way. See Conset. Pract7cc. p. II 
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of the textual construction of court depositions. It is a no less problematic claim about 
the testimony of witnesses. Equally problematic is the related claim that ýýitnesses' 
interrogatories - and particularly those directed against women - were primarily 
replications of a series of broader social conflicts surrounding women Is lack of'credit' 
(denoting 'reputation, trust, and name'), 117 Whilst the notions of credit v. -ere indeed 
heavily gendered in the courts as elsewhere in early modern England, these claims 
disregard the influence of law and tradition in the production of depositions and 
interrogatories. This must reflect the fact that Gowing's analysis is based on Personal 
Answer Books and deposition material, the interrogatories, which provide the 
framework for these sources have not survived. At York, however, interrogatones I 
were frequently kept with the rest of the deposition and libel material relating to a cause. 
Used in conjunction with works like Conset's Pi-aclice, which laid down the legal 
process recommended or required in church courts of the period, these reveal much 
about the limitations of agency in the courtroom. 
Let us focus first on the question of witnesses' testimony, and the process by which 
witnesses provided information for the benefit of plaintiffs or defendants. The court 
clerk took witnesses' depositions 'Individually and privately' in the presence of the 
opposing proctors. 119 Witnesses were examined and interrogated about the specifics of I- 
the libel, and their answers transcribed by the clerk. Until 1733 those answers %vould be 
the only part of the document in English, as the remainder was in Latin. 
' 20 The clerk 
WOUld then read back to the witnesses the sum of their statements, giving them the 
16 1' Gomng, Oome. sli(-Da/iKers, p. 47. 
II GONN Ing. I )0mc. "lic I )allgel-s, pp. 50-5 1. 
11 Scc Goi% 1 tip. L)oineslic OwWers. p. 50. 
119 (7011"ctý Il-octice. P. I lo, 
Aside from --eneud problems of illiterac. \. the alicnating, potential of 
Laun arlicIcs and positioný wvý 
not lost on conlcmpmine, ý Conset \Nanied that snicc most mtne, ýscc, 'cspeciallý Comm) -mcn' \\ere not 
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opportunity to make amendments, subtractions or additions to their testimony before 
signing It. 
121 The effects of this process is visible in the York court testimony - some 
witnesses') statements were physically restructured by the clerk, and others had whole 
sections unsigned by the deponent. "' The Judge would then read the testimmy back to 
the witnesses to reaffirm the veracity of the statements, and interrogatories were 
produced by either proctor to clarify or contest particular points of witnesses' testimonv. 
Throughout this process, it is clear that clerks shaped the statements of witnesses to 
ensure the meeting of the criteria laid out in the libel and interrogatories. There is no 
doubt that the character of testimonies must have been influenced not merely bN, the 
legal process or tradition of individual courts, but by the particular characteristics and 
working practices of clerks. In some cases, whole words and even sentences were 
reproduced vet-bcaini in witnesses' testimony at York. Time and again abbreviations 
such as 'and so forth' were used to represent elaborate legal conventions. The phVsIcal 
appearance of documents - the body of the text written in one hand, with the witnesses' 
names, ages and personal details inscribed in another - suggests that at times deposition 
sheets were prepared in advance, with blank spaces for the details provided by 
individual witnesses. 
12.1 
In 1744, for instance, Thomas Beecroft, a yeoman from Middleton, north Yorkshire, 
brought three suits for slander against three separate individuals. Beecroft claimed that 
his brother John, a farmer ftom Hutton in the Hole parish, Lastingharn, had been 
able to read Limn. the onus was on Clerks to ensure every part of the documents NNas explained to 
deponents before being, signed. See Practicc- p. 117. 
," conset. Proclicc. P. I 10. 
I- See for instance the test imoný of-Georgc I-Nndlcý. 29-ýcar-olclclothlcr from Kirk Burion InBI. CPH 
4-1 ', 9 (1 o02) Oicovgc L. Nndle% c Joshua KeN of Kirk Burton. 
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travelling on horseback from Hernsley to Beadlarn when he passed Thomas Brewster, 
Robert Dalton and William Marshall, all of whom were known to the plaintiff It was 
claimed that John Beecroft had overheard the conversation between the three men as 
they passed, and that one of the men declared that Thomas Beecroft was a 
whoremasteri-. 124 Neither the plaintiff nor his brother was aware which of the three 
men had spoken these words, for the three cause papers identified each of them 
individually and separately as the culprit. 125And in each the allegations, and the 
testimony of the witnesses, are virtually identical aside from the substitution of the 
name of the defendant, as seen in the following extract from the testimony of George 
Boyes, a 35-year-old tailor from Westerdale- 
Example 1: 
he saith that upon the eighteenth day of June last past the Dept was goitigy from Hernsley 
libellate to Westerdale the place of his abode That in his road bet\\, i\. t fiernsley and 
Beadlarn about two miles from Hernsley and about a quarter of a mile from Beadlarn he 
rnet with the libellate Robet-i Dalloti Ircivellitig toivat-ds Henisle 
,v 
hi conij)am, ivith 
Ihoma. -v Breivsfer cuid William Marshall, that as they passed this Dept in the road he 
heard them talking together and heard the said Robet-I I)alfoii say that the said Thomas 
Beecroft was a whoremaster He saith that that part of the road where he heard the said 
Robert Dalton speak the said defamatory words is within the parish of Hernsley 
aforesaid That the dept apprehended by what the said Robert Dalton then said that the 
said Thomas Beecroft had been guilty of the cfime of ffornication and further he cannot 
depose [emphasis added]. 126 
Examule 2: 
fie saith that upon the eighteenth day of June last past the Dept was going from Hernsley 
fibellate to Westerdale the place of his abode That in his road betwixt Hemsley and 
Beadlarn about two miles from Hemsley and about a quarter of a mile from Beadlam he 
met with the libellate Thomav Bt-eivsler It-cmelling loivat-ds Hemsle. v it/ comI)CII1.1,101h 
Robei-i Pallon tintl William Allai-. vhall, that as they passed this Dept in the road he heard 
them talking together and heard the said lhonias Breit'stel- say that the said Thomas 
Beecroft was a xvhoremaster He saith that that part of the road where he heard the said 
Thomas Breý\ ster speak the said defamatory words is within the parish of Hemslev 
aforesaid That the dept apprehended by what the said Thomas Brewster then said that 
Scc for instance Bl. CPI 1 )89 (1757) Proctor of Man Bell c. John Pindar of St %Iar-%'s. Kingston upon 
Hull. 
124 Libel in Bl. CPI 1209 (1744) Thomas Beecroft c. Thomas BreNNster. 
1" ýcc ýIlso BI. CPI 1107 (1744) Thomas Beecroft c. -1-lionizis Dalton and CPI 1268 Tltonwý Beecroft c. 
Willmni Marshall. 
Fcý I- Geor--,, c Bo% cs CPI 1269 Tlionias Beecroft c. -Hiomas Brcx% ster. st 111011ý 01 
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the said Thomas Beecroft had been guilty of the crime of ffornication and further he 
cannot depose [emphasis added]. 127 
It seems obvious in this instance that the bulk of the narrative resulted fi-om the pen of 
the clerk attempting to shape the witness's testimony to the legal requirements of I- 
slander litigation. Elsewhere, witnesses' testimony clearly followed the Ian-(), rua-(-),, e and 
form of the original allegations, as seen in a spousal dispute between Thomas Haswell 
and FlIzabeth Dodgson, of Durham in 1729.128Dodgson and Haswell were Quakers 
and, according to Dodgson, were informally married at a Friends' meetiiig, (xvhich 
explains the lateness of the cause, since Quakers were excluded from the requirements 
of the Marriage Act). 129Haswell denied the two had made anv commitment, testiýving 
that he had agreed to marry Dodoson, a widow, only if she proved to be financially It) 
independent. He subsequently called off the arrangement when it was revealed that I 
Elizabeth had substantial debts. 
Elizabeth's libel stated (as was usual in such cases) that she was 'a person of a sober life 
and conversation & one who would make a fitt wife for the said Thomas. "0 It went on 
to detail how over a five year period Thomas 'became acquainted with... [the plaintiffl 
and made his application to and courted her in the way of marriage & expressed much 
love and affection to her'. During this courtship Thomas did 'treat & entertain the said I 
Elizabeth Dodgson kind & loveingly ... 
& make many vows and protestations of the 
mportunities and great love and kindness he bore to her'. Finally, through his 'urZglent III Z7, - 
TcstimotiN of Gcorgc BoN es in CPI 126- Thomas Beccroft c. Thomas Dallon. 
I IN Bl. CPI 1004 (17-19) Tlionias Hasiicll c. Elizabeth Dodgson. 
NNC contrast Roman Callioli-, nonconformist,,,, ii sed by the church. Bý 1"' 10% Ish lllWTw'-'Cs -rc also recov i 
and non-bdieN cl-, ý "cl-c "ot c\c"]Pted from the requirement of church marriage. See J. H. Baker. An 
IIIII-oduction 1() Flighsh Theorv. ', *'' cd., ýLondon. 1990), p. 545 F/n 1. p. 55(1. 
1,1bel in CPI 1004 Hasý%cll c. Dod-oson. 
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repeated declarations of his affections for the said Elizabeth', the plaintiff claimed. 
Thomas did 'prevail upon her to consent to marry him'. 131 
The witnesses summoned by Elizabeth gave an almost identical statement in suppori of 
her claims. Elizabeth Watson, a 43-year-old Quaker who lived near Dodgson testified 
Elizabeth was 'a person of sober life and conversation'. Watson recalled that six \, ears 
prior to the case 'Thomas Haswell became acquainted with and made frequent visits to 
& courted the said Elizabeth Dodgson in way of marriage'. During their courtship, 
Thomas "did treat & entertain the said Elizabeth Dodgson kind & loveingly & make 
many protestations of the great love & kindness he had for her'. Finally, by his 'urgrent 
importunities and repeated declarations of his affections for the said Elizabeth 
Dodgson', Watson believed that Thomas did 'prevail upon her to consent to marry 
him'. 1"2 Jane Shutt, a 24-year-old servant from Newton Hall agreed that her then 
mistress, Elizabeth Dodgson, was a 'person of sober life and conversation'. Shutt was 
present when Thomas Haswell visited Dodgson at home, and remembered that he did 
L expresse much love and affection to the said Elizabeth Dodyson and courted her in the 
way of marriage'. Shutt heard Thomas 'make many protestations of the great love and 
kindness' he had for Elizabeth, and did therefore 'believe that the said Thomas Haswell 
by his urgent importunities & repeated declarations for the said Elizabeth Dodgson did 
prevail upon her to consent to marry him'. 133 John Dodgson, the 20-year-old son of the 
defendant, also recalled that Hawell had shown 'great love and kindness to [Elizabeth 
Dodgson] and entertained her kindlN"- Like other vvitnesses, John testified that the 
t, ibel in CPl 1004 Haswell c. Dodgson. 
'oti in CPI 1004 Hasiý ell c. Dodv , -rc,,; j, jjjonv of- Fli/abell, Wats , son. 
I-CS1*11,011\, of Jýjiic Slum in CP1 10(4 H-, is,, \cll c Dodoson. 
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urgent importunities & repeated declarations of [Haswell's] affections towards his 
mother the arlate Elizabeth Dodgson did prevail upon her to consent to mam- hi m' 
134 
The patterning of witnesses' statements was replicated in their responses to 
interrogatories, again as a point of legal practice. Rather like the relationship between 
libels and responses, interrogatones were structured as a series of numbered questions, 
the tone and implications of which depended on the needs and agenda of the producing 
party. An example of this process is found in the 1679 matrimonial dispute between 
Johnathon Lockwood and Anne Lockwood als Sherneld. 135 Johnathon Lockwood, a 15- 
year-old boy from Sheffield, testified that he was tricked into marrying Anne Shemeld 
by her family in an elaborate plot to secure Lockwood's inheritance. Lockwood claimed 
that he had been playing football in the street with his friends when he was called into 
the home of Anne's father and plied with alcohol, then forced to participate in an illicit 
marriage ceremony. 1 10 After the exchange of vows, Lockwood returned to play football 
in the street, and he and his bride continued to live separately from one another. Two 
years later, Lockwood sought to marry another woman. It was then that Shemeld's 
farnilv clairned the existence of a prior contract of matrimony between Lockwood and 
their daughter. 137 During the course of the dispute, interrogatories for the plaintiff asked 
\\ ittnesses: 
To depose anythim-, touching a pretended marriage betv., -ixt the said Johnathon 
Lockwood & Ann 4emeld in what house was it solemnised on what day of the %ýeek- 
and hour of the say or night & what were the precise words by which they did contract 
themselves to each other and in what roome of such house was the said pretended 
niarriag, c madc.. 
Ho%ý lomy had the said Johnathon Lockwood been at the house of Castall Shemeld 
before the pretended marriage \vas celebrated NOio was it that invited him to the said 
Testunom of John Dod,, _, son in CPI 1004 Has\%ell c Dodgson. 133 131. ('1111 3399 (1679). Iohnathon Lockwood c. -\nne LockN\ood als Shemeld. 
1.1[)ci m CPH3399 Lock\%ood c Lock\%ood als Shemeld. 
()II tills theilic see Sione. Road to Oworce. Introduction and chaptcr 1. 
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house at that time & whether was the said Johnathon at the time much overtaken with 
drink and had he not more strong drink given him at the said Castall Shemolds house 
and did he not vomit there, and how long did the said Johnathon stay at the said Castall 
Shemold's house after the said pretended marriage was solemnised... 
Whether did the said Johnathon use any courtship in the way of marriage to the said 
Ann Shemeld before the time aforesaid & what habit was the person in that did officiate 
and minister at the said pretended marriage & what was his name. 
Whether the said Johnathon L. & Ann S. at any time cohabit or live together as man and 
wife and whether that the said Johnathon ever had the carnall knowledge of the bodN. of 
the said Ann S as you believe... 
Whether was not the pretended marriage (if any such were made) kept secret from the 
said Johnathon Lockwood's relations and not spoken of for the space of two Years or 
more and for what time And what fortune hath the said Johnathon L. or the said S in 
Lands or moneys and are they and either of them likely to have. 
Witnesses' responses to these questions followed closely the style and form in which 
they were asked, as seen in the testimony of Anthony Firth, apprentice to the 
defendant's father- 
That the marryage betwixt the said Johnathon Lockwood and Ann Shemeld was 
solemnised in the house of Castall Shemeld father to the said Ann, about nine of the 
clock on the night, and that they the said Johnathon and Ann did pronounce after the I:: ) 
minister the usual words sett downe in the booke of common prayer and that they were 
marryed in a chamber of the said Castle Shemelds house... 
" That the arte Johnathon Lockwood had frequented the house of Castle Shemeld for 
about three quarters of a yeare before he & the said Ann were marryed ... 
That at the time 
of the marryage this rondt could not observe that the said Johnathon was any way over 
taken with strong drink-... 
" That the arte Johnathon Lockwood for the said time of three quarters of a yeare did 
court the said Ann in the way of marryage and that they were marryed by Mr John 
Bourlace who was in priests habit having a long black gowne... 
AF That after the said Marryage the said Johnathon Lockwood did often go to the house of 
the said Castle Shemeld & kept company With the said Ann Shemeld... 
Ar That for some tirne after the said Marryage the same was kept secret from the said 
Johnathons relations but how long this rondt knows not, And that the said Johnathon is 
supposed to have three score pounds per annum in lands, but what Ann is likely to have 
fie knoxý's not. 
The objections issued against x\ itnesses by opposing proctors xý ere no less a product of 
convention. Go\\ ing, has obser\ ed a series of N\ ranglings taking place over the 
le(-)Itliiiac\- of \\ itnesses at London Consistorv court. She notes that the underminin(-, of 
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witnesses' veracity %vas a common part of the witnessing process, as 'men and women 
witnesses were subject to attempts to discredit their words'; but women were 
interrogated particularly closely on the truth of their words'. 138 Women were asked how 
they lived, for example, implying that they received money from the plaintiff to testify, 
and asked whether they understood oaths. They were objected to on the grounds of 
over-familiarity with the plaintiff or defendant, or accused of a generallsed 
deceitfulness. The existence of such questions - challenging the social status, financial 
independence and particularly the sexual behaviour of female witnesses - is interpreted 
by Gowing as evidence of the social tensions and hostilities surrounding dispute, and 
the fact that women's 'testimony was understood differentIN7 from that of Illen,. 139 
Yet a rather different picture emerges from the evidence found at York. Male and 
female witnesses were both criticised by opposing counsel, and often in verv similar 
terms. In 1748, for instance, Georg), e Surtees of Ryton, Tyne and Wear, brought a 
1 40 
separation suit against his Nvife Elizabeth on the grounds of adultery and cruelty It: ) _n - 
Margaret Crow, a 28-year-old servant of the Surtees family was called to testify on 
behalf of her master. Margaret claimed to have acted as a mediator between Elizabeth 
and her lover John Thompson, a neighbouring gentleman, and to have colluded in the 01- 
deceit of her master by informing Thompson when her mistress was alone. Marcyaret n 1-1) 
claimed that she had seen Thompson arrive at her mistress's house and drink coffee 
with her, before he 'loosed his breeches... took his privy member in his hand' and 
engaged Elizabeth in an 'adulterous act'. 141 Elizabeth's proctor refuted Margaret Is 
claims, clairnim-, that Margaret was 'verv industrious and endeavouringy to persuade and 
Goii 11 w, . 
Pomc. s It c- Oa/Wel-s -P- 
50. 
GoNN lil, -,, P. 
5 I- 
Trans GP 1-48/1 Smices c. Stiriecs. 
Tcsliilioilý of Margaret CroN% in Trans C, P Surlecs c. Suriecs 
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bribe or corrupt several people to forswear themselves' against her ex-employer. 
Condemned as a 'person of ill fame character and reputation'. Margaret's testimony was 
given 'no faith or credit' by the defendant and her counsel. 
1-42- 
A cognate treatment of witnesses (male and female) is found in a much earlier spousal 
dispute of 1672 between Anne Wettenhall and William Henshall of Stockport, 
Manchester. 14 ' Anne claimed that she and William had contracted matrimoný- together 
through the verbal exchange of vows. In the face of strong opposition from William's 
witnesses, Anne (or rather her proctor) rejected the testimony of women like Alice 
Hooley, a spinster from Cheadle Heath, Chester. The plaintiff clan-ned that there was 
'no credit to bee given at least sufficient in the lawe' to Alice's testimony, 'for that at 
the time of her production swearing and examination in this cause, and before and since 
she was and is an excommunicated person'. Moreover, she was vvidely reputed to be a' 
person of very ill fame, report credit and esteerne, amongst her neighbours and others 
that know her and one whose oath will not be believed or taken and alsoe for that shee 
came voluntarily without a compulsory to depose in this cause and has received or Is 
promised great rewardes'. The testimony of James Torkingham, another witness for the 
defence was similarly rejected on the grounds that Torkingham ' was and is a person of n 
-epute, credit and esteem amongst his neighbours and others that knowe him and one 
x0iose oath will not be believed or taken And also for that hee is reputed for gain or 11) 
reward to favour' through his testimony. At the same time, the defence's challenge to 
Anne's oxvii witness was rejected. Richard Hogge. a servant was not, as the defence 
claimed, a person of 'ill repute, credit and esteem', but esteemed to be a 'a person of 
Cý)jjjjtCr-ýjjjc, -,, jtlons in 
Trans GP 174SVI Surtees c. Surtees. 
F31. CPH i241 ( 10-2) Al"IC Wc(Miliall c. William Henshall of Bradbun-. Stock-port. 
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good repute and credit and one that for favour or affection to am, partv or hope or gaine 
or reward would or will not forswear himselfe or give in evidence false testimony'. 144 
The almost identical structuring of witness criticism demonstrated here was far from 
coincidental. Accusations of partiality, bribery and corruption, or econornic and sexual 
bankruptcy were levelled at male atid female witnesses. Moreover, those criticisms, or 
exceptions were embedded in legal theory as well as practice. In his description of the 
strategies deployed by proctors in party litigation, Conset noted the ways in which 
witnesses' testimony could be brought into doubt. Legitimate objections to witnesses 
included claims that 
they are intimate Friends to the Party producing them, and Enemies... to that Party I=) 
against whom they are produced, that they are... of an III Fame, Vicious, Poor, Indigent, 
and of Consangulty, or Affinity, or Domesticks... And are clothed, and receive a stipend 
by the said Party, and lastly, such to whom no Credit is to be given. 1-45 
As a matter of course, then, proctors would protest against witnesses in the same spirit 
that they appealed against 'the generality, ineptitude, obscurity... and undue I) 
Specification of the libel'. 146 In both cases, objections were standard and expected ways 
of contesting a suit. The opposing proctor did not need to have any basis for making In 
such objections, they were simply a judicial practice designed to stall the proceedi IJIII ý7 ings, 
or to catch out witnesses to whom such descriptions might, by a fateful coincidence, be 
proven to apply. The recognition of the influence of legal process does not deny, of 
course, that the exceptions might be gendered, or that female ýý itnesses might be 
particularly subject to exceptions on the grounds of financial incompetence or sexual 
incontinence. BLA the distinction between male and female credit identified bý Gowing 
Furtlicr responscs and allegations ofAnnc Weltenhall In CPH 5-241 Wcuenliall c. Hcnsliall 
Cojjscjý J)racwc. pp. 140-141. 
collset. Prac I, " c. P. S7 
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was not so evident at York, and men and women were normafly discredited through the 
generallsed conventions discussed above. 
The Judge would decide whether or not to allow exceptions brought against wimesses. 
If they were allowed, he would assign a certain period of time -a 'Term Probatory' - in 1=) - 
which those exceptions must be proven. If the party presenting the witnesses was 
convinced that these were delaying tactics only, then his or her proctor would object, 
again in a formulaic manner, 'that the said Allegation so made bv N. are false, and must 
protest of the Generality, undue Specification, the ineptitude, the Nullity and the 
Inconcludency of these Exceptions, and alledc; e that the same ought not to be 
admitted'. 147 If the excepting proctor failed to prove the exceptions, then they would be 
rejected out of hand. The Judge would then issue a Term-Probatory or non-referable 
I deadline for further submissions. 
At this stage in the proceedings, the plaintiff and defendant had done all in their power I 
to prove their respective causes. Provided no further matters arose, the Judge assigned 
the proctors 'a competent term to propound all acts' in order to establish a reasonable 
deadline for concluding the case. 148During this period, largely spent tying up loose 
ends, no further evidence could be submitted and a date for sentencing was decided. 
When that date arrived, each of the proctors would present the Judge ýN ith their desired 
Outcome (inevitably, each proctor would ask for the case to be found in favour of their 
client, xý Ith costs), and the Judge decided which, in his view, ýý, as most appropriate. n 
, ilty sentence could result in public penance 
for the Depending on the tvpe of cause, a gui . 
Collset. pp. 140-1 
Cjjjpjjjjjjjý 1. -cle,, oa., ýocal Courts, p. 4() 
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defendant and/or award of costs to the plaintiff. 149 In matrimonial disputes, plaintiffs 
and defendants were reconciled or separated according to the requirements of the laxv. 'ý" 
A final opportunity was available for the defendant to give reason why the sentence 
should not be executed. If unsuccessful, the sentence would be implemented and costs 
paid within 15 days on pain of excommunication. 
Throughout the course of party litigation, then, from the decision to initiate proceedings 
to the issuing of a sentence, church court testimony was heavily shaped bv the traditions 
and demands of court practice and ecclesiastical law. We cannot know what litigants 
and defendant actually, vaid to clerks, or how far those clerks prompted, corrected and 
reshaped statements as they converted first person stories into third person depositions. 
Nor do we know the extent to which litigants and witnesses were prepared by proctors 
before their statements and responses were heard. Of course, we do have snippets of 
testimony suggestive of colloquial or everyday speech patterns nestling uncomfortably 
alongside legalese, as when the plotting of time in testimony revolved around witnesses' C) 
own psycho-perceptual memory scheme. 
An instance of this is found in the 1727 slander suit between Anne Whishaw of 
Middlewich, Cheshire and John Earl, a brazier, also from Middle" Ich. Hannah Smith, 
the 44-year-old wife of an agricultural worker testified that she recalled little of the I 
events surrounding the slander, though she did recall that the dispute took place 'in 
gooseberry time for that they were then picking melloNv goosebei-FVs at the said Thomas 
1 ") In slander suits. penance usually MN olved the guilly party wearing a NN lute shroud and admitting in a 
pliblic pjýjce. such as a church or market. that s/he -hath greviously offended God. bý niaficiouslý uttei-1111-1 
7 DcfaniatorN NNords -, wmnst his Nci-libour'. Sec Conset. Practicc. pp. -', 
17-8 and Trans 011 172,,,,, ( 727) 
Office. promoted bý Anne Whishmi c. John Eiti-I of %liddlewich. Cheshire. 
Sce Baker. Introdummi. Chapter 27. 
Cojjscjý I)i-actice. p. 172. 
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Sampsons'. 151 In the spousals suit brought by Maria Slingsby against Thomas 
Wigglesworth in 1662, Maria's sister testified that she had witnessed exchanges of 
affection between the plaintiff and defendant. Amongst other, more formallsed 
declarations of his intentions towards Maria, Thomas had apparently 'wished her to be 
of good cheere, for she should want nothing that was fitting for a woman, soe long as he 
had a groate'. 153 And III veoman in the adultery suit broutuht against Henry Cockroft, a- 
and Susannah Kirshaw, a widow from Heptonstall in 1720, the official language of the 
'detestable crime of fornication or Adultery' sits awkwardly alongside the more 
descriptive and less value-laden testimony of witnesses. This is particularly apparent in 
the deposition of Jonas Stansfield, a 35-year-old yeoman. Jonas, one of the promoters of 
the suit, described how he had stumbled across the defendants in the act of sexual 
intercourse: 
... the arlate 
Susan Kirshaw lying on her back upon some hay in the said barn her the 
said Susan Kirshaws ]eggs being spread open and her pettycoates about her breast he 
the arlate Henry Cockroft lying then and there upon the arlate Susan Kirshaw with his 
breeches down about his feet, and all the buttons of his cloaths (save two or three 
towards the topp) open, and he this dept saith that before he was discovered by the 
ariate Henry Cockroft he did actually see them the arlate Henry Cockroft & Susan 
Kirshaw use such motions as are common in cases of the like nature, and did after the 
arlate Henry Cockroft gott of the body of the arlate Susan Kirshaw see his yard stick, 
which he (being in confusion) could not hide readily from this dept by reason of his 
breeches being about his feet and his said yard bearing up his shirt, by all which he this t) dept is very well assured that the arte Henry Cockroft had the carnall knowledge of the 
bodv of tile arlate Susan Kirshaxv. ' 54 
Nevei-theless, the existence of everyday speech patterns in the legal record does not 
imply access to individual, unmediated or 'authentic' experience. It simply highlights 
the comple\, oflen ad-hoc, ways collective expressions mingled with those of the IaNý 
Testiniony of 1-13"Mill S, 1111111 in Trans C/P 1727/8 (1727) Wliisliaw c. Earl. 
Tcstunoný of Mictta Sllngsbý in BI. CPH -5482 ( 166-1) 
Mania Sfingsbý c. Tliomas Wigglcs%%orth. 
-restinionN or jonas -; uinsfield in Bl. CPI 61 - (17 20) Office c. Henn Cockroft and ýusanna Kirslimv 
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and its lawyers to illuminate a range of contemporary cultural discourses and gestures. 
And this recognition can allow us to overcome some of the problems traditionalk, 
associated with church court testimony as historical evidence. For if ýýe mo%-e a%ý-ay 
from the belief in all individual experiences as circumscribed, interior, and somehoýN 
existing outside its various manifestations (written, verbal or boclik, ), and towards a 
more socially grounded view of experience, we can view court testimony as a site for 
the investment and contestation of meaning. 
Of course the rhetoric and gestures of emotion reproduced and articulated in the 
courtroom are no more unproblematically accessed - and no more 'real' - than anv other 
platform of expression. But as men and women described, evaluated and debated their 
experiences within a rigid and narrowly defined set of perimeters, the narrative 
structures of legal process provided a framework for the acting out and realisation of 
beliefs about affective experiences. References to emotional performances found in 
church court testimony therefore provide evidence of the wa-v's emotion was thought 
about, talked about and interpreted in everyday life, and in the courtroom. 
To this end the value of church court testimony lies not in its ability to capture and 
ti-ansi-nit the unchanging structures of emotional experience - though, as we have seen, 
this is the claim of some historians - but rather in what it reveals about the consiructioti 
of that experience. For we have seen that deponents debated the "manner' in \ý hich 
Nýords were spoken, (as in the case of Launston c. Barrett), and the use of 'faml II ar' or 
'sporting' ý, Yestures. (as seen in tile dispute between Sara and Thomas Tyndall) in order 11ý - 
x to structure and negotiate psychological and emotional needs and e, pectations. This 
\\ýIS 110t LIIILISLial. References to discursive and non-discursive signifiers of affect are 
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commonplace in church court disputes, though many have previously been overlooked. 
These include the sighs and tears of the abused wife to the shouts of slanderers and the 
love-letters produced by jilted lovers. Drawing on such evidence, the folloxN ing chapters 
demonstrate that emotions like love, anger and sadness cannot be viewed primarily as 
isolated, circumscribed or individual experiences for they were (and are) produced in 
the context of interpersonal relationships, and refracted through the prism of the lavv. To 
explore these claims in more detail, we can examine the articulation of affect in one 
particular type of cause- slander litigation. For though historians traditionally use 
defamation narratives as evidence of the emotionally charged atmosphere of dISPLIte. 
this neglects the complex i nter-relat ion ship between the verbal and aural politics of 
Langry words' as a social phenomenon, and the legal and textual conventions in which 
they were embedded. 
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Chapter 3. An Fury and Passion' Angry Words and Slander Narratives. 
In 1701 Elizabeth Steele, a farmer's wife from St Oswald's parish, Durham, brought a 
slander case against Margaret Raine, wife of a fellow farmer. Elizabeth claimed her 
husband's milkmaids were working in the fields when they \ý ere disturbed bý, Margaret 
Raine, who 'stood on the hedge beside' the women and 'fell to scould, and raile in (),, reat 
fury & passion against ... 
Elizabeth Steele'. ' 'Amongst other ill language... MaT-Lyai-et 
Raine did 
... with a 
loud voice and in great anger & passion ... call 
her the said Elizabeth 
Steele a whore, saying your dame is a whore ... 
& ask the whore your dame If she xý as not 
drunk when she went to bedd to the steward'. Margaret denied these allegations, 
claiming it wasshe who had been slandered by Elizabeth .2 
Margaret told the court how 
Elizabeth did 'upraid and scandalize' her by declaring 'in anger and passion ... 
Margaret 
Raine was a drunken hussy &a drunken sow' who 'received the sacrament in the 
forenoon & went to the devil in the afternoon'. Moreover, Margaret continued, the It) 
testimony of Elizabeth's witnesses proved only that their minds were 'venamed and 
sowred with ill will & malice against' her. Although Margaret brought two witnesses to 
support her story, the outcome of the case is unknown. 
*** 
1. Slander and Anger in Early Modern History. 
Slander suits such as this are used to illuminate many key themes of earl-v modem 
historv, InClUding), marital relationships, illicit se\ual]tN,, and notions of honour and 
Libel In BI, Tn, vs C, "P 1 -0 14 (1701) Fhziibeth Steele c %hr-, -, arcj Raine. 
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reputation. 3 Whilst Laura Gowing uses London Consistory depositions to analyze 
relationships of gender, language and power, more traditional histonans focus on 
slander litigation as a way to access social tensions and hostilities, and to construct the 
emotional landscapes of past communities. 4 Thus Ingram observes that slanders were 
C spontaneous outbursts, usually uttered face to face and in hot blood' ;5 Sharpe uses 
York court evidence to show slanders resulted from 'loose words spoken in anger rather 
than as a consequenceof long-standing and eLiborate denigration of good name'. 6 More 
recently Dave Peacock has concurred, noting 'the majority of Norwich deponents... state 
that arguments erupted with an outburst of "hot and angrie words", with slanders being 
uttered in a "raileing passion v) . -j 
7 -Such outbursts were, Ingram has asserted, 'consciously 
or unconsciously tinctured with malice'. ' At a broader level, such invocations to 
emotional outbursts and 'hot blood' reinforce the identification of early modern 
societies as more angry and aggressive than our own, as suggested by progressivist 
histories that build on the work of Norbert Elias. 
2 Responses and counter-allegations in Trans C/P 1701/4 Steele c. Raine. 
3 Examples include J. A. Sharpe, Defamation and Sexual Slander in Early, ifodern England: The Church 
Courts at York, Borthwick Papers, 58 (York, 1980), passim; Martin Ingram Church Courts, Sex and 
A-farringe in England, 1570-1640 (Cambridge, 1987), Introduction, Laura Gowing, Domestic Dangers: 
If omen, Words and Sex in Ear4v A4odern London (Oxford, 1996), passim-, C. Haigh, 'Slander and the 
Church Courts in the Sixteenth Century', Transactions ofLancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Societv. 
78 (1975), pp. 1- 13; Peter Rushton, 'Women, Witchcraft and Slander in Early Modern England: Cases 
from the Church Courts of Durham'. Northern ffistoýv, 18 (1982), pp. 116-32, T. Meldrum 'A Women's 
Court in London: Defamation at the Bishop of London's Consistory Court, 1700-1745', The London 
Journal, 19 (1994), pp. 1- 19, M-B. Nortom 'Gender and-Defarnation in Sevcriteenth-Century Maryland'. 
William andAlarv QuarterlV, 36 (1979), pp. 3-39. Dave Peacock, 'Morals, Ritual and Gender: Aspects of 
Social Relations in the Diocese of Norwich, 1660-1703', (DPhil, University of York. 1996), Introduction. 
4 See Gowing, Domestic Dangers. Introduction and chapter 1. 
5 Ingram, Church Courts, p. 292. 
6 Sharpe, Defamation, p. 26. 
7 Peacock. 'Morals, Rituals and Gender', p. 81. 
" Ingram, Church COurts. p. 314. 
9 Norbert Elia& 1he Civilizing Process: The Histoty of. Alanners and State l"ormation and Civilization 
trans. E. Jephcott. 2 vols. (Oxford, 1978,1982). See the discussion in chapter I of this thcsis. 
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If we look again at the testimony found in the dispute between Margaret and Elizabeth - 
particularly the 'angry and passionate' and 'malicious' nature of confrontation described 
by litigants - it is easy to understand how such interpretations have arisen. Slander suits 
describe men and women fighting, shouting and brawling, and, it is implied, reveal 
intimate portrayals of such universal human experiences as anger and shame. This sense 
of intimacy is undeniably a feature of the sources, as the detail they provide, Stone has 
suggested, allows us to 'penetrate into the hearts and minds of persons in the past'. 
Even more than other court records, church court depositions are believed to offer 
largely unmediated or privileged access into the minutiae of dispute, as they chronicled 
the beliefs and motivations of early modern people. " 
Yet as discussed in chapter two, this view of church court testimony is oversimplified, 
for it downplays the shaping influences of legal and court process. Equally problematic CI 
is the assumption that emotional experiences like anger are transparently accessible 
through the historical record, with no cons1deratIon of the complex relationship between 
'feeling' and its forms of communication. 12 To this end, such approaches share the 
common assumption that L anger' is quantifiable as a human universal, rather than 
culturally situated and even constructed, a possibility raised by much recent sociological 
and anthropological research. 13 
" Stolle. Road to Divorcc, p. 14. 
Scc Gowim-, 
- 
Dome. sm pp. 54-56. and Peacock. 'Morils. Rititals and Gender*. p. 05 
See also 
\M. Clim tor's discussion of assi /c records in 'Husband(rý Narratives of Rapc in the Seventeenth 
and lhsloi-v. 10 ( 19801). pp. ')78-408. esp p. "82. 
Scc chaptus I and 4. 
Scc chapter I 
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Building on the previous chapters' analysis. therefore, this chapter examines the 
discursive conventions and legal requirements shaping representations of anger in 
slander litigation. In so doing, it demonstrates that the Invocations to 'anger', -passion' 
and 'malice' found in court testimony cannot be read as 'background' or contextual 
information to dispute, for they were legally consti II1 1011. itutive elements of slander fitigati 
Moreover, though there is no more access to 'real' emotion or feelings through court I=) 
testimony than through any other source, slander narratives demonstrate the verbal and 
non-verbal communicative practices through which anger was constructed and 
performed in social practice. They exemplify, therefore, the interdependence of 
individual and social, lay and legal narratives of affect as produced and situated in 
particular discursive fields, a theme raised in the previous chapter. 
2. 'An Angry and Passionate Manner': Narrative Conventions of Slander Suits. 
There are 76 1 surviving cause papers concerned with slander for the period studied. 14 
Though the structure and form of this broader source-base informs the evidence 
presented here, this chapter uses a sample of 100 cases, listed in appendix 4. The socio- 
economic classifications of plaintiffs and defendants involved are shown in table 8. 
Some of the testimony that survives is scant or damaged, but this sample nevertheless 
contains a considerable body of material suitable for analysis. If we move beyond the 
case of Margaret Raine and Elizabeth Steele to look morei4enerallv at the language used 
in these cases, therefore, the formulaic descriptions of anger is striking. When in 1691 
John Kay brought a suit against William Beever of Kirkburton, interro(yatores asked ltý IIII I=) 
N\ liether the defendant did 'speak the words in an aii(, YrN,, passionate or reflectingy manner 
Sec chapter -1 for a 
discussion of slander litwmtion. 
No 
or with any malicious intent against the plaintifP" Elsewhere, the 'malicious' and 
L angry' manner of defendants' speech was variously described as 'angry and 
passionate', 'boisterous' and 'angry' or 'violent and angry' 
In 1704, for example, John Thompson from Rothwell, West Yorkshire, brought a 
slander suit against William Clarkson, also of Rothwell. Thompson claimed he entered a 
public house in the town with a group of male friends, and 'past by' the defendant 
without speaking. Yet Clarkson followed him, and began to 'abuse this respondent' by 
calling him 'whoremaster a rogue a whoremasterly rogue and a theife', a 'sheepstealer' 
and a 'coiner'. 16 Witnesses claimed these words were spoken 'maliciously' and in an 
L angry and passionate manner'. In 1722, Robert Wilson of Cayton, North Yorkshire, 
testified for William Redhead when the latter accused one Thomas Hopper of slandei-1110, 
him. Wilson reported that Hopper 'did in an angry boisterous manner' declare Redhead 
a 'Rogue and Ile prove him a Rogue'. 17 In 16,66, Elizabeth Taile, the wife of one Robert 
Taile, a yeoman from Methley, West Yorkshire, testified in a slander case between one 
Peter Collins of Methley, and Matthew Walker. She claimed that she had seen and heard 
Walker 'in a vet-y atigry matmer say unto the sad Peter Colhns, thou art a whore- 
maister'. 18 Thomas Barstow, a 29-year-old gentleman from Leeds similarly testified 
that he heard one Martha Laycon, a widow from Otley, 'in a great warmth and passion 
speakin(y to one Edmund Barker Esq., 'in an angry and passionate manner say that he 
the said Edmund Barker had got or gotten a hundred bastards'. 
19 And in 1710, Maria, 
Interrogatories m Bl. CPH 4264 (169 1) John Kay c. W1111am Beever. 
16 Libel in Bf. CPJ 80 (1704) Office pp. John Thomson c. William Clarkson 
Vestinionv of Robert Wilson in Bl. CPI 680 (1 '22) William Redhead c. Thomas Hopper. 
'Fc,,,. i imonv of Efi/. aboh Taile m Bl. CPf 1280-5 (1660) PcIer Collins c. Nlattima- WAker of Metillev. 
19 Tc, ýttniom of Thomas BarstoNN in Bl. CPI 886 (1729) Edinund Barker Esq. c. %larha Laýcoit 'ýce alo 
lestinion) of Thomas Stocks, a 30-year-oldJoincr of OtleV. who deposed that lic hea-rd Mrs, Laýcon 
, I)cAnw, man angrý and pa, ý, sionatc manner to limi the said Mr Bark-cr*. 
ýý 
the wife of William Brewing of Newark, Nottinghamshire, alleged that one Anne Glover 
had asked her 'in an angry and passionate manner-where is the whore your mother? -20 
Thomas Castle, a 19-year-old from Newark testifying that he had been present ýý hen the 
words were spoken, and that they were spoken by Glover 'in a Boisterous & passionate 
manner '. 
21 
The repetitive nature of this testimony is not coincidental. Even allowing for damaged, 
brief or incomplete testimony, there was considerable repetition of such individual terms 
as 'malicious' (45%) 'angry' (32%), in 'anger' (33%) or in 'passion' (46%), xN ith most 
cases invoking more than one such descri 1 These terms were not used "ption (see table 9). 
exclusively, but were supplemented or replaced by other words which similarly invoked 
the emotional climate of dispute-, elsewhere, litigants referred to words being spoken 'iti 
a heat', or in 'wrath' and 'fury'. 22 Moreover, whatever pattern of words - 'angyry and 
passionate', 'angry and malicious', or 'malice and anger' - was used by the plaintiff, the 17, 
samefOFMU]a was used in the testimony of hisOFher witnesses. " 
Stich repetitions are frequent enough to suggest there was far more involved in the 
construction of slander narratives than the transparently reflected speech of litigants. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, though it was a legal requirement that the testimom, 
of deponents was transcribed vei-balim, it was influenced, shaped and structured by the 
legal conventions, the influence of the proctors or lawyers, and the peculiarities of the 
clerk. in this context the imputation of a passionate and malicious' mind was not mere 
I hel in Bl. CPI 2784 (17 10) "Iria Brewim, c. Anne Glover. I- 'Fesilinony of Thomas Cisllc In CPI 2784 Brei%ing c. GloNcr. 
See for instance Bl. CPI 50 (1700) Josepli Swinden c. William Popplc,, N-cll-. Trans UP 17() 1/4 Stecle c. 
Rainc, Bl. CPI 790 (1 24) Office pp. Robert Proctor c. Thomas Ushemood. 
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background to dispute, but a central element in social, moral and legal definitions of 
slander. To this end, Jim Sharpe acknowledges how contemporary criticism of the 
malicious' nature of slander betrayed 'a residual acceptance of the medieval concept of 
slander as a breach of Christian charity'. 24 And Ingram and Wrightson both observe 
slander was 'grounded in the principle of maintaining harmony and charity within the 
Christian community'. 25 It is all the more surprising, therefore, that the actual linguistic 
formulas used in the courtroom have been overlooked. So, too, have the legal 
implications of such formulas, and the elaborate discussions of the relationship betweeii 
4 anger', 'malice' and culpability found in legal treatises. 
3. Slander in Ecclesiastical Law. 
The history of ecclesiastical law is complex. Unlike canon law -a series of specific rules 
governing maintenance and conduct of the Church and its ministers - ecclesiastical law 
was a hybrid. From the Reformation, it was composed of 'papal and domestic canon 
law, the ecclesiastical common law, relevant parts of civil law and parliamentary 
statutes ?0 Any coherence belonorino"to ecclesiastical law, therefore, probably resided in In I-n 
the professional training of judges and lawyers, in law-books and local custom. Yet 
despite this flexibility, there were certain criteria that determined the existence of a 
slander Linder ecclesiastical law. Firstly, the imputed crime had to be ecclesiastically 
Punishable. As set out in chapter two, this covered a range of offences including 
tornication and bastardy. Secondly, slander had to cause an 'ill-fame', - in other words, it 
s-, cc For instance Trans CIP 170 1 !4 Steelc c. Pune. 
Sharpe. Pejivnaijon. p. 8. 
Ingmill. Church Courts. P. 2921. and Kcitli Wnghtson. English Soc-iciý,,, Li, ý, 0-10('. 'O (London. 19%). 
ppý51-54, 
-0 111stice Valso. 'Ill(, Canon Law w ill(, Churd? ol'Fnglond: Beiikg the Report o/ i1w lrchhishop'. ý 
oil oil Canoit [aw (London 1947). p. 51 
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did not exist if it was spoken between two persons. It was the 'public' nature of slander 
that caused ill fame, a theme addressed in more detail below. Thirdly, the slander had to 
defive from malice. 27 More importantly than whether or not the contested words were in 
any sense true, therefore, was the claim that they were spoken with the intent of causing 
an 'ill-fame' and therefore that they caused social conflict. 
This was a commonplace assertion in legal textbooks between the seventeenth and 
nineteenth centuries . 
28 Godolphin's R-epenorium Canonicum (1678) for instance defined 
slander as 'the uttering of Reproachful speeches' which must not only 'aim at some 
prejudice or damage to the Party defamed' but must 'proceed ... of malice". 
29 IT Law's 
Forms of Ecclesiastical Law, an early nineteenth century synopsis of earlier legal 
writers noted that the words must be 'spoken in malice, and proceed ... 
from the 
inflammable spirit of hatred' . 
30 And Henry Conset's Praoice (1700) stipulated that 
'if ... the Words [in contest] were reproachful, he shall obtain the Victory And then the 
Party uttering them, is to be punished ... the reason 
is, because those Words were uttered 
out of a malicious and angry mind'. 
31 
There is no doubt, then, that legal theories of slander prioritized the existence of 
4 malice' in discussions of culpability. That this was also common in legal practice is 
shown by Helmholz's study of the medieval York courts. Helmholz found allegations of 
This clause was established by the Constitution of Oxford (1222). For a discussion, see R. H. Helmhok 
, Canonical Defamation in Medieval England',. -Imerican Journal ofLegal Histon% I _5 (197 
1), pp. 255-268, 
esP. p. 257. 
2" On the later period, see Vaisey, Canon Law, p. 51. 
2(4 John Godolphin. Repertorium Canonicum; or, an. -Ibridgement of the Ecclesiastical Laws of this Realm 
(London. 1678). p. 515. 
30 IT Law. Forms of Ecclesia. vtical Law, or the Afode of('Onducting, 5uits in the Consistory ourts, 2rui 
ed. (London. 183 1 1). 
p. 47. See also John &yfiffe. Parergon Juris Canonici. -I nglicani (London. 1726). 
p. 212. 
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malice were integral to proving a suit, two cases where malice xý as not proved were 
dismissed. 32 But what of the relation between malice and 'anger'? Helmholz does not 
address this question, but it is clear from the above evidence that contemporaries (M. Of 
course, as with any assertions about early modern emotion beliefs, this claim is 
- 33 problematic. Yet in terms of culpability, anger could prove malice, even when one 
person's defects were highlighted for the good of the populace. As Thomas Ridlev 
explained in A Fiew of Ihe Civil and Ecclesiashcal Law (1675), allegations, of 'leprosy, 
the French pox and other like infectious diseases' were permissible provided that they 
were 'revealed with a sincere mind' and 'rather to cause men to refrain their company 
for feare of the infection than of any malicious rumours' . 
34 And even in such instances, 
the claims must not be 'uttered in any spleen or choller, as this would lead to 
'contumilie and despite'. 35 In legal theory aiW practice, then, malice and anger were 
aligned. As Margaret Raine claimed, the uttering of slanderous words in 'passion & 
wrath' was widely conceived as 'an instance or strong & undeniable argument' of 'I II 
will grudge or malice' on the part of defendants. 36 
So far, this chapter has argued that anger and malice were legally important in slander 
litigation, and that this influenced the construction of slander narratives. The importance 
of this cannot be overstated, for it allows us to view the contextual information provided 
by deponents in a new light. In their analysis of slander suits, historians have focused on 
the words uttered by defendants, using those words to illuminate contemporary ideas 
31 Heim Conset. The Pramcc (? f the Spiritual or Ecclesiastical Courts. ed. (London. 1 700). p "-5 32- Helmhol/. Tanomc,, -il Defamation", P. 2,7. ;; This theme is discussed in more detail beloNN. 3.1 Sir Thomas Ridle 
- N. 
View ofthe Ecclesiamical Law (London. 107- p. 343. 
Ridle). Fiew. p. 344. 
Comiler-allcgeations of Margaret Raine in Tr, -m--, iC/Pj 7J)1/4 SeI lie. ' le ic c. Rai 
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about reputation, gender and sexual relations . 
37 The remainder of this chapter will 
demonstrate that no less important than the words in contest was the ýýav in which those 
words were spoken. For as men and women sought to prove the malicious and angry 
manner of defendants, they drew on a range of verbal and bodily proofs that the slander 
38 took place, as Conset put it, 'in a heat' . 
It is here that we can identify e,,., eryday 
discursive and non-discursive practices being refracted through the prism of the legal 
process. For the proofs offered by litigants and their witnesses were not confined to the 
'brawlings, chidings and the like' recommended by Conset . 
39 Instead, thev vvere 
composed of a far more complex register of social performances in which internal 
emotional states were articulated through words and gestures. 40 
Elsewhere in this thesis, the material and bodily manifestations of affect receive 
attention . 
41 In this analysis of slander suits, we will focus on verbal and aural displays. 
For one of the most obvious ways for plaintiffs to demonstrate an 'angry mind' on the C 
part of defendants was to draw attention to their patterns and modes of speech. Agaiii, I 
this is a neglected aspect of early modern history. Despite recent interest in the bodily, 
spatial and material cultures of social and marital relationships - in gift-giving, say, or 
the reconstruction of living space - the meanings of verbal and aural communication has 
been overlooked . 
42 Perhaps this reflects the obvious point that historians, unlike 
anthropologists, cannot hear the voices of their subjects. Yet precisely because slander 
3' See Gownw. Domeslic DaiýQers, chapters 1 -3 - Sharpe, De mation. esp. pp. 7-14- Peacock. 'Mon, Is- Z" . 
fi7 
Rituals and Gender'. chapter 
-Ijccý P. 31 Consel. /, 1-(1( 5 
Conset, Iliwcticc. p. 3315. 
On the relationship bctx%ccii Ieelliqv' ýind cxternal displays. see chapter 5. 
See chapters 5 and (). 
See for ni,, tance Diane 0" Hara. "The Language of Tokens and die Making of Marriage'. Rur(d lhstw-v. 
11cicr Rusliton. Jbc Tcstanient of Gifts- %1a iage Tokciis and Disputcd Contra, ýts (1993). pp. 1-40 M In 
North-East Ingland- 150- 1630'. Folk Life, 24 (1985-6). pp. 25-, 1. Loma Weatherill. ConNunter 
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suits were essentially concerned with the way in which words were spoken. they do 
contain references to a range of vocal strategies that illuminate the collective and 
communicative meanings of anger in social practice. These ranged from such inflections 
as the rhythm and tone of speech to the distance between disputants. 
4. A 'Loud and Passionate Manner': The Verbal Politics of Slander. 
A frequent focus of attention in slander suits was the volume and pitch of the voice. 
Litigants used evidence of 'shouting', 'brawlin, (g' or 'cryincy out' as proof of the 
defendant's emotional state and, as noted earlier, his or her intention to make an 
accusation audible to others, and hence 'public'. In 1730, for instance, Sarah Falconer of 
Leeds brought a suit against her neighbours, William and Mary Thomas. The couple had 
been sitting in their home with others when the conversation turned to the subject of 
Sarah and her hUsband, Mary and William told the company Sarah was 'a whore & had 
43 kis'd for halfe a crowne & was afterwards turn'd out at the back Doore' . 
Maria 
Dawson, a 50-year-old cloth-dresser, lived next door to the couple. She recalled she had 
been working in her home when she was alarmed by the defendants speaking 'in a loud 
and passionate manner I, and their homes 'only divided ... 
by a thin brick wall' [emphasis 
a ded]. 44 Anne Pearse, the 50-year-old wife of a musician lived opposite the defendants. 
She was also disturbed by the defendants 'talking loudly, and with much passion' ýýhile 
she was 'standinc), by herself at the Nook or Comer of her dwelling' [emphasis added]. I 
Anna xvas able to hear more than usual on this occasion because the defendants had left 
their fi-ont door open. 
45 
Behaviour twell kilerial Culture in Britain, 1600-1,1 00 (London. 1988). chapters 1 -3. 
-13 L, Ibcl M Bl. CPI (1710) Sarah Falconer c. William Thomas. 
-1csinnom of, % lana Dawson in CPI So-' Falconerc. Tlioinas. 
Tcstlniom of Aillia Pearse in CPI 892 Falconer c. Thomas. 
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In such testimony, a loud and intrusive voice was presented as polluting the aural space 
of others as they lived and worked. To this end the social meanings of anger were 
constructed through men and women's failure to 'live quietly and peacably' amongst 
'the neighbours', as their shouting and brawling impacted on their local environment. 46 
Thus in 1756, Thomas Smeaton, a 46-year-old tailor from St Peter the Little parish, 
York, testified in a slander suit between Elizabeth Calvert and John Ward. Smeaton 
deposed that he was 'in the open street' near his home when he heard the defendant 
speaking to 'Elizabeth Calvert in a boisterous manner', say that 'she was a common 
whore and sherriff Matthew's whore'. '47 Juliana Gibson, the 30-year-old wife of a 
waterman from the same parish, had also witnessed the incident. She testified that 
cobserving a tumult in the street', she 'went to her own Door' where she saw and heard 
'the fibellate John Ward speaking in a loud boisterous manner to the said Elizabeth 
. 
48 ilner's suit against Mary Micklethwaite of Penistone, South Calvert' In John Ki 1 1-7 ýIIII 
Yorkshire, in 1727, Margaret Batty, a 24-year-old spinster, was collectin water from a 9 
49 
(Y well with neighbours when she encountered Mary and the plaintiffs wife Margaret 
saw them speak briefly before parting, when Margaret heard the defendant shout after 
Sarah Kilner Voudli, and passionately '0 Rot thee for a Barren whore and a bitch'. 
Margaret and her companions took particular notice because the words were 'spoke verv C" 
loudly & with much heat or passion I. 50 And in a suit from 1760, Elizabeth Leedall 
testified on behalf of Elizabeth Clayton against Catherine Mangey of Leeds. Leedall, the 
48-vear-old N\171fe of a cordwainer, was at a nei(yhbour's house \\hen she N\ as alerted to a 
- FestinionN of NVilhani Sellars in Bl. CPI 80 (1704) Office pp. John Thompson c. William Clarkson. 
Fcstiniom of Thonias, Smcaton in Bl. CPI 1 -, 56) Elizabeth Calvert c. John Ward. 
TeslinionN of hillana Gibson in CPI 1316-1 Calvert c. Ward. 
. 19 Libel m Bl. CPI 'So", s), (1 -7-2-) Office pp. John Kiltier c. Mar\ %lickletImaitc. 
k)4 
'great noise' outside. At this she and her friends -looked out of the wncloxý to sce what 
the matter was'. They saw Elizabeth and Catherine in the street, and heard Catherine call 
Elizabeth 'an old whore, a pimping whore' who 'played nought on the board of a keele 
ip] 51 Others t [i. e. a shi . estl ted how they left their homes to see what caused the noke, 
and gathered in the street to watch the brawling women. 
Elsewhere, witnesses testified that they were alerted to a slander by a 'disturbance', a 
4quarrel' or a 'clamour'. They claimed that they heard one of the parties 'crvekig out at', 
cabuseing' or 'scolding' one another and felt obliged to intervene and 'keep the peace'. 
More often than not it was women who mediated between slander disputants as they did 
between matrimonial disputants. 53 Thus in 1719 Margaret Mason, a 50-year-old 
gentlewoman from All Saints' Pavement, York, testified on behalf of her neighbour 
John Dalton. Margaret deposed that she was disturbed about her business by a 'noise in 
Dalton's... shop'. When she hurried round 'in order to make peace', she found the 
defendant haranguing the plaintiff 
54 
In addition to the volume of speech, the repetition of words conveyed an agitated and 
uncontrolled speech pattern, as seen in the 1757 case between Mary Bell, a spinster from 
55 Hull and John Pindar, a local gentleman. Witnesses recalled how John called the 
plaintiff 'whore', and that he also 'used att the same time other very indecent and 
Testinion) of Margaret Batty in CPI 868 Kilner c. Mick, IctliNvaile. 
Teslinionv of Efizaboli Leedall in BI, CPH 2976 (1670) Elizabeth Cla)-ton c. Cathenne Nlangey. 
Libel in CPH -1976 
Clavton c. NlaiiOcN. 
On dus thenie. see Gowing. Doinesllc Datýgers. chapter 6. and juý 'Oeconoiny- of Violence? Marital 
Conflict in Early Modem England'. (M. A., York, 1996). chapter -1. 
Tcslijuony of Nlason in Bl- CPI 5, X, 7 (1719) Office pp. John Dalton c. Antic -\IIcn 
Bl. CPI 13ý89 (I -, 5 7) Mar\ Bell c. John Pindar. 
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defamatory words and repeated them often overý . 
56 Such repetition often formed a 
stream of epithets against the plaintiff Thus in 1705 Charles Lister, an attornev ftom 
Ripon testified that William Walker accused him of being 'a whoremaster, a rogue and 
acted rogueishly, a knave and acted knaveishly, a proud rascally silly fellow, a silly 
rascally fellow, a mean pittiful silly fellow, a proud rascally beggarly silly felloýý and a 
rogue to all mankind that he dealt with in way of practice'. 57 And in 170-3) Hugh Jo%\ett, 
a clothier from Bingley brought a case against Susanna Clavton of the same town. 
Susanna's daughter had given birth to an illegitimate child, fathered on Jowett. 
Witnesses confirmed Susannah had 'fall[en] into heat and passion', and declared Jowett 
to be 'a whoremaster ... troub4ed with the French pox', which 'she reiterated and spake 
several times'. '8 
These verbal signs were a well -e-stabl i shed part of anger displays. Contemporary 
treatises like James Burgh's Art (? fSj)eakMg emphasized the different stylistic registei-s 
common to various emotions, noting that by the age of three, infants 'express their gilýf 17ý 
iti a tone of voice, and with an action totafly different to that which they use to express 
their anger, and they utte-r their joy in a manner different from both'. 59 Burgh's claims 
were echoed in advice manuals, literature and acting guides. For in the same way that 
other emotions had distinct aural indicators - melancholy making words 'dragged out 
rather than spoken-, the Accents weak and interrupted [with] Sighs breakingi, into the 
Middle of Sentences and Words' - anger was identified by the tone and structure of the 
Yestfinoin ofAnna Bell in CPI 1.389 Bell c Pindar. 
Libel in 131. CPI 5(), s'(l70, -S) 
Office pp. Charles Lister c. Williaii-i Walker. 
Libel in BL CPl 20 (1703) HuO)i JoNiett c. Susannah ClaNion. 
Q James Burgh, Pie. Irt vf', 'ýwaking, Containing- Rides. for Expressing ProperlY thc Principal Pa. ssiowý 
and flwnour., ý. 2"" ed. (I ondon. 17,69). p. 1 2). 
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spoken word . 
60 As Foote explained in A 7ýealise oti the Pas. viotu., anger transformed the 
tone and rate of speech, as 'the expression of the Voice and Eyes are Quick', and there 
is a 'Loudness in the Tone of Voice [and] a Rapidity in the Utterance' 61 Si Ilariv, in 
Daniel Burgess's Ha. vwie. -Y, ý Unfo Attgel- the author lamented how in anger 'the heart 
[takes] its fire as redily as the driest tinder- and the mouth flamincy it forth as qulcklv as In- 
gun-powder before that the company, or the man himself, is aware ofit'. 
(12 
Such texts were inherently gendered. So, too, were the representations of anger found in 
slander litigation. Historians have observed that women's participation in ecclesiastical 
disputes - especially slander - was far higher than that found in other courts. 6 -1 Pus is no 
less true of the York courts. As discussed in chapter two, women accounted for only 
28% of plaintiffs and 24% of defendants in the 3,777 surviving cause papers for the 
period studied . 
64 In slander suits, however, those proportions rose to 551/' and 4 P" 
respectively. Historians have also focused on the Cgenderin', j of the language used in I 
slander suits. "" At York, as at London, the terms of abuse were gendered. Women ývere 
called 'whores', 'bitches' and 'strumpetts', men as 'cuckolds', 'rascalls', and 'thieves' 
And as in Gowing's account of London suits, and Peacock's study of Norwich, the 
67 
pliNsical places where slander occurred were similarly and significantly gendered . 
Less 
emale emotional examined are the differences between descriptions of male and f 
expression. 
N) Anon-A lo lloculion and Floquence (London. 1770). p. 2 5. 
Samuel Footc, .1 
Treotisc on the Passions ... as thev 
Regard the Stage (London. 14p. 1. 
Daniel Burgess. llasfine-s. ý unlo. -I iýizer Described aml DiTraceel (London- 1698). pp. 1 -34. 
Scký GoxN ing, . 
Oomestic Oango-. N. p. 33 and Meldrilm. 'A Women's Court'. p. 5. 
Scc chaptei 21,; jnd 
fig. 5 
65 Scc chapter 2. and 4. 
Scc in [ximicular Gowing. Pomestic DaRiýýcrx. chapter 1. 
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The sample used in this chapter contains 20 references to words being spoken in a 
scolding' or'scoulding' manmr. 68 What is interesting is not the overall sqYnificance of 
this phrase in slander litigation (after all, it occurred in only 20% of those cases 
sampled), but the gendering of the term itself In 98% of cases where disputant, ý were 
accused of 'scolding', the parties concerned were ernaLe In the 172 f. 
69 
"7 case bem een 
Joan Forrest of Robin Hoods Bay against Elizabeth Harrison, for instance, Richard 
Parkinson testified on behalf of the plaintiff He recalled standing at his- sliop door and 
hearing the two women 'at about five or six yards distance a scolding oiie aiiother ,. 70 
Women also used the term amongst themselves. Thus in the slander suit brought by 
Mary Smith of Skipton against her neighour Anne Cottam, NAitnesses noted the \\ onien 
quarrelled then settled their differences, Anne sayltig, 'prithee, let us not scold like two 
strumpetts -) . 
71 
This gendering of language was consistent with the gendering of anger. For ývhile 
physiological models of emotion - humoural, mechanistic and nervous - acknowledged 
emotional capacities varied according to age, sex, class and environment, most treatises 
viewed anger as incompatible with womanhood. 72 As Richard Allestree e\plained in 
Me I. adies'C(711itig, women should be in 'subýjection'- for an unruly woman was 'a 
plague to her relatives, and a derision to -strangers, yea, and a torment to her Self. 73 Far 
more than men, women were required to 'reduc[e] the passions to a temper and 
(, 7 
See Gownig, Domi, stic Dangers, chapters I and Peacock, *Morals. Rituals and Gender'. chaptcr 
See for example BI, CPH 2778 (1668) Sarah Mitchc1l c. Elizabetb Antrobus, BI, CPI 13,50 (17-54) 
Elizabeth Porter c. Thornas Calev. CPI 892 Falconer c. Thomas. Charles Green c. Anne Lanipslum. 
A good example i's provided by the dispute between Elizabelli Raineand Margaret Steele 1hal 
introduced this chapter. See Trans C/P 170 14 Steele c. Raine. 
o Testimony of Richard Parkinson in BI, CPI 800 (1727) Joan Forrest c. Elizabeth I lamson. 
71 Libcl in B1. CPI II 10 (1 -316) \brv Smitli c. Anne Cottam. 
'2 For a discussion of medical and physiological interpretations of emotion. see chapter 5. 
3 Richard Allestree. Vie I. adie-\ CalliiW in Two Parts. ') rd ed. (London. 1675). pp. 44-4-5 
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calmness, not suffering them to make uproars with which to disturb oneselfe. nor 
ot ers. 774 This injunction should not have been difficult to obey, since humoural theory 
gave women less choler than men, and nerve theory made them physiological IN, weaker. 
Women's anger was, in the words of Allestree, only an 'impotent rage ). 75 ""omen ývho 
were physically violent, as seen in matrimonial separation suits from the period, %ý ere 
characterized as grotesque perversionsof femininity. 76 Yet as the evidence provided 
here illustrates, women were stereotyped as verbally aggressive and potential scolds C 
through recourse to the 'feminine weapon. the tongue'. 77 This association between 
women and verbal violence continued in a range of literary and medical x, \Torks into the 
eigliteenth century. 
79 
The meanings placed on male and female behaviour was clearly contested as defendants 
disputed the nature of dispute and the manner in which words were spoken. The nature 
of their defences supports this chapter's emphasis on the relationship between malice 
and anger in ecclesiastical law. One option, of course, was for defendants to deny 
speaking the words in question, though this was a defence which usually worked only in 
the absence of witnesses. 79 It was also possible to argue, according to the strict legal 
criteria of slander, that although the words ivei-e spoken, the 'good name' of the plaintlif 4 
was 'not in the least impaired by any words spoken' by the defendant. "O This defence 
was ambigruous, for it allowed the possibility that the words had been spoken, but were 
Allestree. Ladies'Calling, pp. 47-48. 
Allestrec, I. aehes'Calhiýe. p. 48. -6 See Bou nd, 'Oeconomy of Violence'. p. 2 4. 
Allestree, buhe-CCallhW. p. 48. 
,S Itillan. (ONford. 1996). instance Daniel Defoe's Roxana: Ae F)rtunate. kfistre-ýs. (1714). ed. J. 1% Scc for 11 
xý Inch conta His a mistress NN ho 'scolded--- like a mad woman*. as well as Narious other references to 
s ton-lics. pp. 17 -17). p. 
19 1. NNO111CII, 20.1 '10. and Mm Dav\ s. The. -h-complishetl Rake (London -Q Note the responses of the def6idam in a case not sampled licrc- Bl. CPI 18 (170')) Office pp. Tliomas 
JcffercN c. Thomas Smith. 
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inconsequential in the face of an existing lack of credit held by the plaintiff. 
Another form of response - which also subverted the claim of malicious intent - ýas for 
defendants to claim that plaintiffs had misheard or misconstrued the disputed words. In 
1694, for instance, Simon Weelby of East Retford, was litigated against by Elizabeth 
Wharton. 8' Elizabeth claimed that James had pointedly remarked in mixed company that 
Ga young whore is noe maide', before suggesting to James Wharton that he 'goe home 
and rub his head'. 82 The implication of this statement was of course that Wharton was a 
cuckold, since a horned head was a common symbol of the cuckolded husband. 83 
Weelby's response was to redefine the nature of the verbal exchan-ge which had taken 
place. He testified that it had been Wharton who appeared 'very angry and passionate 
with and gave ill word to this respondent'. As a result of this unwarranted and 
unnecessary hostility, claimed Weelby, he 'told the said James Wharton (without any 
reflection on his wife) that he was hott and might goo home and rub his head'. 84 
In addition to claiming plaintiffs misheard or misinterpreted the disputed words, Z- 
defendants redefined the context and 'manner' in which the words had been spoken. 
Defendants claimed the words were uttered innocently, out of concern for their 
employers or in the fulfillment of their official functions. Refiorurino the emotional 
significance of those words, they claimed they had spoken calmly, rationally, or simply 
in jest. In 1704, for instance, George Lotherington of Thornton in Craven defended 
himself in a slander suit brought by Robert Allen, Rector of the nearby parish of C 
Responses of defcndant in CPI 18 (1703) Jeffercy c. Smith. 
Libel in BI. CPH 43SO (1694) Efi/abcth W'liarion c. Simon Weelby. 
-rcstiniow, of Latircticc King in CPH 4' ) 50 W'harton c. Wcelby. 
Scc Go%% i no. 11oniestic Daiýgers. pp. 96 -1) 7. 
Sneaton. Lotherington was Overseer of the Poor f--I or Sneaton and legally required to 
investigate bastardy, So it was that he investigated rumours that Robert Allen's servant 
had given birth to an illegitimate child that she fathered on Allen. As Lotherington 
explained in his defence, he accused Allen of adultery 'without any heat passion or 
malice, and with no intent to defame or lessen the reputation of the said Mr Allen, but 
purely in discharge of his Duty & offjce'. '-ý A number of witnesses supported these 
claims. Christopher Ellis, a 47-year-old agricultural worker from Eskdale-side parish, 
Whitby, was paid by Allen to house Allen's servant, Lucretia, during her preunancv. 
Ellis described how Lotherington had approached Allen, 'very civilly and ýý Ithout any 
anger or passion , in order to 'speake about the said Lucretia Lake being likely to 
become chargeable to the town.... which the said George Lotherington did only in 
discharge of his office as overseer of the poor... & not in the least with ariv intent to 
scandalize or diffarne the said Mr Allen'. 86 
Similar examples are found elsewhere. In 1711, Martha Mortimer of Doncaster brought 
a slander suit against John Parkin, whose employer stored grain in the room above 
Martha's shop. Parkin accused Martha of stealing the grain. When brought to court to 
explain himself, Parkin denied blame, testifying he had not accused Martha of theft 'in 
an angry or passionate manner & with a malicious intent or designe to defame or injure' 
her. Rather, he 'spoke the same mildly, coolely & sedately, & with an intent & clesigne 71 
only to discover & find out the robber ... of the said come 
& to brim-Y such person or 
persons to condigne punishment'. In support of his claim, and to prove the seriousness C" 
of his allegations, Parkin told the court that the evidence he had collected against 
Responscs in CPH 43 50 NVImilon c. Wcclb 
, Responscs in K CPI K'5 (1704) Roberl Allen c. George Lotherington. 
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Mortimer had already been given before the Quarter Sessions of Doncaster, 'which said 
prosecution [was] yet depending and undetermined. ' 87 
Elsewhere, men and women invoked sociability, rather than the lack of charity involved 
in slanders by claiming that the contested words were spoken, and recel in a i ved, i 
'bantering' or 'jocular' manner. In another case from 1730, Thomas Lotherington of 
Dunnington rejected allegations he had slandered Elizabeth Horsley by declaring 'he 
believed 
... 
Robert Taylor had fuck't her for that... he saw [her] upon a bed in his parlour' 
Witnesses confirmed Thomas's claims that he had spoken these words 'in a bantering 
way' and hence meant no malice. 88 And in 1731 Anne Taylor, wife of John Taylor from 
Chatburn, Clitheroe, charged Richard Webster with calling her husband 'a t) I 
cuckold ... thereby 
further meaning that she the said Anne was a whore'. 89 Webster did 
not deny speaking the words, but insisted that they were not intended to cause offence, 
but spoken in the context of homosocial banter and companionship. Webster claimed the 
two were involved in conversation when Taylor asked him 'whether Webster had kissed 
another man's wife and made him a cuckold', to which Webster had allegedly 
responded - as a 'supposition' - that 'if all handsome women cuckolded their husbands 
then he [Clitheroe] might be one'. 90 In this spirit, the defence's interrogatories asked 
xvitnesses, 'Did you not apprehend and take it that the said words and expressions of the 
defendant were but in banter and jest and out of merriment and Joke and not out of 
malice and revenge, nor with any attempt to defame' the victim? 9' 
"N't, Tcstnnoný of Chnislopher Ellis I CPI 85 Allcn c. Lotherington. 
Responses in Bl. CPI 200 (1711) Martha Mortimer c. Jol-ui Parkin. 
Responscs, in Bl. CPI 971 (17., ()) Efimbeth Horslev c. Tlionlas Lotlicnngton. 
N'9 Libel in Bl. Tratis C, T 17') 1/22 (1 -312) Anne Taylor c. Richard \\'cbstcr. 
QI) -1 (1 "M Taylor c. Wchslcr. Responses In Tnins C, P 1-3 1i 
91 Responsc,, in Trans C, 11 1731 1, -' 
Taý lor c. Webster. 
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5. A Case of 'Hot Blood"? Rethinking Narratives of Slander. 
The evidence presented here suggests that we need to rethink historical accounts of early 
modern slander and anger. Firstly, it has been shown that references to the 'hot blood' of 
verbal exchanges do not transparently represent the testimony of litigants. 92 Nor do thev 
unproblematically represent any pre-cultural or non-discursive somatic experience of 
anger. What they do provide is a representation of anger within a particular discursIVe 
field- slander litigation. Rather than reading depositions as entirely legalistic formula, 
however, this chapter has attempted to demonstrate the ways in which the 
communicative practices of individuals Interacted with the le-gal requirement for men 
and women to demonstrate particular modes and models of ang ger. In other words, as 
deponents attempted to prove the affective significance of slanderous words, they 
located them within socially and collectively recognizable beha,,,, ioural codes. 
Obviously, we do not know how far such codes were internalized in and reproduced 
Ihi-ough the field of social practice, though this is a broader interest of this thesis. 93 Nor 
is it clear how far these displays were acted out, or re-enacted, in court testimony purely 
as a response to legal criteria. Of course, if we are vieýving anger as social and meaning- 
centred, rather than individual and spontaneous, this does not matter. What is relevant is 
that invocations to anger found in the courtroom alluded to the verbal, gestural and Z-: ) 
spatial negotiations through which 'anger' xvas structured and performed in social C- 1ý - 
interaction. 
ol Immmi. Church Courrs. p-29". 
This flicnic isaddressed in the conclusion. 
I () 11 
It is this recognition of anger as a conflictual and contested site of meaning -a theme 
pursued below in relation to romantic love and sadness - that highlights the inadequacies 
of traditional historiographical models. For as discussed elsewhere in this thesis, 
developmental approaches to human emotions work only by ironing out conflict and 
imposing consen SUS. 
94 In contemporary theorl II ies of affect, as in the realm of soc al 
practice, interpretations of emotion were multiple and contentious. Treatises on anger 
disputed its role as a product of the hurnours, the devil or the divine. 95 Following 
classical principles, some stressed the importance of the soul, others of the p. ývche or 
soma. 96 And while writers like Daniel Burgess described anger as 'a curse that (: )-)oeth 
over the face of the whole earth', others, like John Downame, had traditionallN, 
applauded the passion as 'lawfull' and 'laudable', provided it was tempered bN, 
humanity and religion. 
97 
The existence of such dichotomous positions can largely be attributed to the traditional 
and diverse perspectives of Stoics and Epicureans, both of whom tend to be overlooked 
in the history of emotion. 98 Yet it is this neglect, combined with the unproblematic 
reading of such sources as conduct manuals without reference to their textual and 
epistemological conventions, which facilitates teleological accounts of emotional 
9` See (lic discussion in chapter 1. 
Ws For an cxaniple of the li-adilional association of anger (or wrafli) with God. see C. Chauncy, 
VOrthquakes a Tokeu o0he RighteousAnger of God. - A Sernion (Boston. 1755), Preface. For a broader 
consideration of ilie theological ineanings of human passions, see Michael MacDonald, 'The Inner Side of 
Wisdom- Suicide in carly modem England', [ývchologicalMedicine, 7 (1977), pp. 565-58211 M, 
MacDonaldandTR Murphy. in l-, arýv. 116clernk. tWland (Oxford. 1990). 
Introductionand chapter 1. 
Qf, Compare \VI I liarn Ayloffe. 77w Governinent(? f the Passiouv. Accoi-diný(,, to the Rule, ý (4 Reason and 
Religion (London. 1700). pp. 1-2and AL11011. . 
117 Ino-whiction Towards an 
*v 
on the Or(gin of the 
PossiouN (London. 176 1). pp. 3 4. A more detailed discussion of the relative influences of pliý sical and 
Iý sýcliologik:, d interpretations of affect is provided in chapter 5. 
Burgcss. Hastine. vs unlo . 
lnýizer. p. A3: John Downarric- I Ti-eati. ve of, lnýizer: Wherein isN17CIved the 
Law/UH, I'all(lah/e, and. Vc( CNA01-11 Uwol'-Just ond lloýv. -Inger (London. 1609). 
Introduction. 
Scc the discussion in chapter 1. and K. %I Grange. 'Doctor Johnson and the Passions'. (DPhil. 
I 
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evolution - largely conceived as a move away from anger and towards sentiment - in 
post- Restoration England. Consider, for instance, Liz Foyster's recent account of anger 
control which is couched in this traditional framework. 99 Claiming 'it was in the 
eighteenth century that the language for referring to and reproving an emotion like anger 
initially came into use', and that only then was it believed 'possible, and indeed 
desirable, for men to learn to control their anger', Foyster ignores a lengthy tradition of 17) . 
anti-emotion iterature. 100 For Thomas Wright was one of manv to invoke biblical 
precedent as an element in the structuring of anger. In 1601 he wrote that 'to ra(ye in 
anger, to tremble in fear, in hope to faint, in love to languish. These were those 
temptations of the flesh that S Paul did punish, saying... I challenge rny body, and 
bring it into servitude'. 'O' 
As Wright's words suggest, it is only by reconstructing the specific discursive It) In 1. ) 
conventions and traditions surrounding theories of affect that we can understand the 
contemporary meanings of such 'universals' as anger. And it is only by historicizing 
those meanings that we can unravel the significance of context- situated interpretations 
of emotion. Thus whilst the ecclesiastical courts' relation between 'anger' and 'malice' 
- which has little relevance in our understand inL-Y, of anger as spontaneous, unplanned 
and hence an opposite to malice - needs to be rooted in medieval interpretations of the 
Lvice' of anger as it evolved from classical tradition and the church fathers. 102 By the 
Univcrsllý of California. 1960). chapter'? 
(p) Elimbeth Foyster, 'Boys will be Boys? Mardiood and Aggression. 1660-1800'. in Tim Hitchcock and 
MiclMe Colien (eds. ). English. 11asculinities 1660-1%%'00 (London. 1999), pp. 15 1-166. 
Foysler. 'Boy's will be Boys', p. 159, 
Thomas Wriolit. Ple Paýsion. N o0he Alinde in General (1601. facs. repr. NcN\- York. 19'. 3). See also L, 
Blackbume. Pie OweasonableneN-s of. Iiil(,, (, r. -.. l Sermon Neachedbýfi)re the Oueen, (it Iflutehall-Jult- 
xxix, 1094 (London. 1094). preface. 
ýec Cciicvi6c Bfilircr-Thicm -'Just Ajipcr" or **\'cngcftil Am-, cr-Illic N"slimem of Blinding in 
the kii-IN Mcclic\al \\'cst*- m Barbara H. Roscimcin. (cd. ).. IlTer'. ý Pasr TheS(wial ses f)faji h'monon 
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eighteenth century, the appropriateness of the association between anger and malice was 
itself in dispute, as treatises on ecclesiastical law debated the fact that anger did not 
always equate with malice, and vice vei-sa. It was argued, therefore, that malicious 
words could be spoken - in the eighteenth century as today - in a 'coole' or 'banteriny' Z, 
manner. 103 Thus Sir Thomas Ridley's Fieu, of the Ecclesiamical Law (1675) 
categorized the levels of culpability attached to various ways of speaking III words 
against another, noting that a 'scoffing and jesting manner' could easilv conceal rankor 
and malice'. 
104 
The full significance of these findings awaits further research, both into the history of 
ecclesiastical law as it developed between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, and 
into legal practice as conducted in ecclesiastical courts throughout the country. Aside 
from their implications for the histories of anger and slander, however, these findings 
have a inore general significance for historians' ability to gain access into the emotional I 
performances of men and women from the past. For whether viewed as an element in 
the reflection or production of meaning, any textual representation of experience is 
influenced bý, the specific requirements of the medium. Here, we have looked at the 
discursive manifestation of anger in a particular legal context. Yet there was nothing any 
more 'real' or 'unmediated' about the language of affect found in such putatively 
indk idualized performances as diaries, autobiographies and letters. For as the next 
chapter dernonstrates through the analvsis of the love-letter, emotional expression \\as 
ill the. 11i(hIle. lgcs (London. 1998). p. 7-5. See also Lester K. Lltdc. 'Anger in Monastic Curses*. it] 
Roscimcm (cd. ).. Inger 's Pa,, r. p. 9. 1ý Fins is Goiý nw-'s inici-pi-clation of inam slanders coming before Ilic London couris. See Donle-WIC, 
1)(mgers. p. 1 '4. 
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never beyond the social, but embedded in it, shaped by its circumstances of production, 
and by contemporary beliefs about the meanings and effects of romantic love. 
IM Ridley. Iieiv. p. 340. 
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Chapter 4. The Rhetonc of Affect- Love and the Letter. 
1. A Woman's 'Secret Anguish'. 
Between August and December 1742, Thomas Mascall, an Attorney from St N/lary-le-bow. 
Durham, received six letters from Ursula Watson, a merchant's niece from Houuýhton-le- 
Spring near Sunderland. ' Responding to Thomas's concern about her relationship vý ith one 
Thomas Griffith, Ursula wrote to assure Mascall that she loved only him. In her letters, she 
expressed remorse for the sorrow she had caused Mascall and fear that her actions had 
lessened his regard for her. invoking the style and form of words found in the Common ltý 
Prayer Book -a common practice in courtin rituals - Ursula expressed all urgent desire that 9 It: ) 
2 
their relationship would continue 'till Death us do part' . 
Less than a year later, Ursula 
apparently had second thoughts. She denied having a relationship with Thomas, claimino that 
any intimations of a contract had been 'careless and unintentional'. " Infuriated by Ursula's 
rejection, and the fact that Ursula was now betrothed to Griffith, Thomas Mascall appeared 
before the Consistory Court of Durham, and later the appeal Court of York. He testified that 
after a courtship lasting two years, a promise to marry had been exchanged between himself 
and Ursula on four occasions .4 
If correct, Ursula could have been forced to cohabit with 
Mascall as his wife, for a verbal contract in the present tense was legally binding. 5 Ursula 
was therefore to regret the letters she had sent, for they were exhibited as evidence against I 
her. " And despite her subsequent disavowal of the intent, though not the authorship of those 
The 1NNo places arc approxiiiiatel) 12 miles apart. B I. Trans C/P 1744/-ý (1744) ThonlasMasuill 
c. Ursula Walson. 
Exhibit no. I in Frans CIP 17,44/ý Mascall c. Walson. 
Testimony of Ursula Walson in Trans CIP 1744/, %Ltscall c. Watson. 
'Trans CIP 1744/*ý Mascall c. Watson. 
ý'Foran introduction to canon IaNN on marruwc. see UNN rcnce Stone. Road to I)ivorce: Fngland 
(O\ford. 1992). Introduction and part 2. 
of Thomas %1-iscfll in Trans CPP 17,4415 %tiscall c. Watson. 
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letters, the 'secret anguish' they revealed seemed to support Thomas's claims. 7 Ursula's 
letters are reproduced in appendix 5 as they were transcribed by the court clerk. 
Unfortunately, the original letters do not survive. 
To understand the import of Ursula's letters, and the emotional states thev described, xý c 
need to look further into the context of their production. Relations between Ursula and 
Thomas had been deteriorating since the previous February, when Thomas first accused her 
of infidelity. Mascall claimed that by that time he and Ursula had embarked on a sexual 
relationship, Mascall having 'free access to... Ursula Watson' on several occasions, 
particularly on 25 February 1742 when they 'had carnall copulation of each others bodys 
three times'. ' According to Thomas, this physical exchange was emblematic of their t 
contract, coming after a series of verbal and material exchanges, cemented by his (lift to 
Ursula of a weddincy ring. 9 Ursula obviously felt differently. Although she had accepted 
Mascall's gifts, kept company with him, and even advised on the re-decoration of his house, 
Ursula continued to spend time with Griffith. Time and again Mascall pressed Ursula to 
reject Griffith's advances, and time and again she agreed to do so, only to change her mind at 
a later date. Ursula's letters mark a particular point in her relationship with Mascall, for 
between August and December 1742, Mascall seldom visited Ursula, leaving mediators or 
the written word as their only channels of communication. By the following March, the I- 
situation was still unresolved. Although regular contact ýN,, as re-established, Mascall was 
pressing Ursula to move closer to his house in Durham, so that he could keep an eye on her. 
Ursula agreed, but less than a month later absconded, refusing to see or receive 
E\hlbil no. 5 inTrans CIP 1744"; Mascall c. \Valson. 
'I-cstinionv of Thomas Nlascall. in Trmis C/P 1744/5 Nhscall c. Watson. 
Trans CP 1744t, 7, \hscall c. Watson. See Stone. Road to I)ivorce. Part 2. 
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Communications from Mascall, and pledging to marry Thomas Griffith. It xý as at thiý---, stage 
that Thomas Mascall sought the assistance of ecclesiastical la". 
Unfortunately, we know little about the personal circumstances of Ursula and Thomas 
Whilst ecclesiastical court records are typically rich in detail, the ages of the couple are 
not given. We know that Thomas worked and lived in Durham until his death in 1769, 
whilst Ursula divided her time between the lodgings in Durham that she rented from a 'Mrs 
Lamb and one Mark Johnson, and the home of William Watson, her uncle, in Houghton- 
le-Spring. '0 Obviously, we know that both were fit-erate, and that as an attorney Thomas 
Mascall would have been knowledgeable about the workings of matrimonial law. 
Certainly, he refers to Henry Swinburne's Iýeailse qfSpomwls' or lhurlmomal ('owrucis, 
a (still authoritative) legal tract published in 1686, for the finer points of contract law. 11 
We cannot Ursula's knowledge of matrimonial law, though she claimed to be 
ignorant of the same. 12 Since Ursula was, like the majority of litigants In matrimonial 
cases, from the middling sort, we can assume that she enjoyed a standard of living 
commensurate with that status. But we do not know what books she enjoyed readingy, 
how she spent her time, or even how she felt about Thomas. What , ve do know is that 
when Ursula wrote to Thomas, and when Thomas produced those letters in court, both 
acted according to cultural precedent. To understand the expressions of affect found in 
I () Burial critry for -Thonias Mýiscall. Attorney at Law' on May 9.1769 in The ReWisterv 
le-Bow in the (. 'itv ol'Durhafn, ed. Herbert Maxwell Wood. (Newcastle, 1912), p. 1-55. 
Testimony of Thomas Mascall, in Tmns C/P 1744/5 Mascall c. Watson. Henrý Swinburne. 
7ýeatisc or. 1 latrimonial (ontract. v (London- 1686). pa. v. viln. 
Tc,, tltiioiiN of Ursula Mascall. in Trans C/P 1744", Mascall c. Watson. 
13 On court costs. see chapter 2. The surviving bill in Trans CIP 1744'5 Mascall c. Watson wis L5/12/6. 
though there NN cre probablN other expenses not included. Char, -, cs at the Court of Arches nmN have bcen 
higher. but Stonc only -, iN es deutils for separation cascs. See Stone. Roatt to Divorce. pp, On the 
lijesivics of the middling sons sm Peter Earle. AcHakin(y oj-the Ehýgl0h. kfi&lle Cla. Ns. Busine. s-s. Sociell, 
antl 1-innilv Lifi, in Lon(hm, 1600-17-1'0 (London, 1989). Introduction and John Smail. The Orilgins qJ'Alid(fle- 
Chj. 'ý. N Culture: liolýlllx. Yorkshire, _V) (ltliaci. 1994). esp. chapters 6-7 
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Ursula's letters, therefore, and to reconstruct the contemporary significance of the same, 
we need to examine the writing and exchange of love-letters as a form of social practice. 
2. Love Letters in Early Modern England. 
It was not unusual to write a letter to a loved one in early modern England. 14 This was the 
case at least from the sixteenth century, and amongst those vvith sufficient leisure, literacN, 
and capital. Nor was it unusual, by the late seventeenth century, for those letters to appear 
in matrimonial court cases, although this was probably an innovation. For though canon 
law had accepted letters as exhibits since the medieval period, there is little or no mention 
of their exchange between lovers in Ingram and Houlbrooke's studies of the church courts 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. And Gowing's study of the early seventeenth- 
century London courts notes only two instances. 15 Yet Lawrence Stone's later study of 
the Court of Arches shows that letters were frequently exchanged at all social levels. In 
the case of Troope v. Henson ( 1662-1664), for instance, Stone notes that letters of 
Lincreasing warmth' were exchanged between the gentry protagonists at particular crisis 
points in their relationship. In 1661, George Ryder and Priscilla Jones, members of what C 
Stone calls the 'provincial middling sort', struck up a romance through secret 
correspondence, and letters were passed between thern when they were physically distant. 
In an example from the 'London middling sort' Jack Lingard, a law student, wrote 
-several endearing letters" to Abigail Harris, and in an example of 'cross-class' courtship 
See Alan Macfarlane's comments in I farrioge and Love it? England, 1-300-1840 (Ox-ford. 1986). 
motivational differences clearly existed between amatory letters exchanged in the case P. 301. Although 
of courtship. and those that x%crc passed bctNN-cen couples Involved in adulterous liaisons, the Icriii 
Iow- 
letter' licrc i-cfers, to both. 
grain. 
Church Cout-ts, ý'scx and1larriqLze in 
Englaml, I i-, 0-1640 (Cambridge. 1997). passim- "Nlartin Ing, 
Ralph Houlbrooke. Church Com-Is awl the People Puring the Fnglish Rýfi)rmation, 1520-1570 (Oxford. 
1979). lu. ýsinv Laura GoN% ing. Pomesm Pangers: Women, Wor(Is an(lSex in 
Far4vAIo(Iern London (Oxford. 
1996). pp. -74.160. fýor the canon la, %v on letters as c\hIbits. see H. Conset. The Practice of theSpirmial 
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in 1746-7, a number of letters were exchanged between Arthur Collier, a civil lawyer, and 
Elizabeth Moseley, daughter of Sir Edward Moseley, Baronet of Rolleston, 
Staffordshire. " In each of these cases, as in the case of Thomas Mascall and Ursula 
Watson, the sending of a love-letter helped form a relationship, and prove that a 
relationship had existed. Yet despite their apparent ubiquity by the Restoration - as modes 
of communication, and as expressions of emotional experience - love-letters have received 
little historical attention. 
17 
Recent historical analyses Gf mJddle and lower class courtship in early modem England 
have at their core behaviour that was once viewed as irrelevant, or incidental. In such 
work, material exchanges such as those that took place between Ursula and Thomas are 
recognised to have important social significance. Historians are increasingly aware that the 
exchange of gifts, (especially a ring or a bent or broken coln... [were] ... popularly 
believed 
to carry special symbolic meaning-). 18 O'Hara, Rushton, Gillis and Gowing have all drawn 
upon the anthropological work of Mauss and others to reconstruct the broadly political 
role of gifts in cementing and articulating emotionalcommitment. 9 Yet such a nuanced 
Courts, 2 nd ed. (London, 1700), p. 147, and R. H. Helmholz, Canon Law and the Law ofEngland (London. 
1987), p. 335. 
16 Lawrence Stone, Uncertain Unions and. Broken Lives: Marriage and Divorce in England, 1660-185 7 
(Oxford, 1995). pp. 58,64-66,68,89-90,100. 
17 An important exception, though one concerned primarily iNith the themes of orality and literacy rather 
than emotions and selthood is Elizabeth S. Cohen- 'Between Oral and Written Culture: The Social Meaning 
of an Illustrated Love-Letter' in B. B. Dicfendorf and V. Hesse (eds. ), Culture and Identiýv in Ear4v-Modern 
Europe 1500-1800: Essqvs in Honor ofNatalie Zemon Davis (Michigan, 1997), p. 18 1. See also Roger 
Chartier et al. (eds. ), Correspondence: Models ofLetter-11ritingfrom the. 11iddle Ages to theNineteenth 
Centutý% trans. Christopher Woodall (London. 1997), passim. though contributions focus largclý, on the 
internal structures of letters, rather than on their affective significance. 
18 Stone. Uncertain Cnions, p. 13. 
19 Diana O'Hara. ' "Ruled By My Friends": Aspects of Marriage in the Diocese of Canterbury. 1540-1570". 
Continuiýi - and Change. 6 (199 1), pp. 9-41 -. Idem, 'The Language of Tokens and the Making of Marriage'. 
Rural Historv. 3 (1992). pp. 1-40. Peter Rushton, 'Property. Power and Family Networks: The Problem of 
Disputed Marriage in Earl), Modem England". Journal of Fami4v llistoýv. 3 (1986). pp. 205-219-, Idem, 'The 
Testament of Gifts: Marriage Tokens and Disputed Contracts in North-East England. 1560-1630'. Folklife. 
14 (1985-0). pp-2-5-3 I -. J. R. Gillis. 'From Ritual to Romance: Toward an Alternative History of Love'. in C. Z. 
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approach to the economy of courtship makes over-simplified accounts of the love-letter 
even more surprising. 
Where letters between courting couples have been noted, by Stone and others, their 
structural and epistemological peculiarities have been neglected. Unlike (Ofts, xý hich are 
understood to be shrouded in social meaning, letters are used as unproblematic vehicles of 
subjective feelings. Just as Norbert Elias uses letters to identify and chart the 'depth of 
20 feeling' experienced by men and women in the past, so do more recent analyses. According Y 
to Stone, letters were exchanged between couples to 'soothe [each other's] feelings', to give C 
expression to 'fond' feelings, or to serve as a form of 'oullty evasion' in place of verbal 
communication .2' This view of letter-writing is also apparent in studies of husband/wife 
relations drawn from the personal writings of the Oite. In 7he E'tiglrýdi hamilv, Houlbrooke 
finds in private letters a fuller 'expression of individual feelings of affection', than may be Z" - 
22 found elsewhere. Wrightson, Sharpe and Slater have similarly sought to reconstruct 
affective life through the study of contemporary letters. Arguing against the characterisation ZIn ý) 
of early modern marriage as harsh and unloving, Sharpe uses Thomas Knyvett's letters to his 
wifie as evidence of a 'touching and real affection' between the couple, '., ' In a similar fashion, 
Keith Wrightson argues for close familial relat onsh ps based on the 'verv revealing Insights' 
Stc. irns and P. N. Stearns (eds. ). Emotion awlSocial Change: Towarcl aNew P. Nychohisiot: v (London. i 
pp. 87-1 151 GoNving). Domestic Danucrs. esp. pp. 159-164. 
Norbeti Flias. The Civih.: ifig Process: The Ifistorv of. kfannet-s antl.. S'tale I-ormation an(I Civilization 
trans. I` . 
1cphcolt. 2 vols.. (Oxford. 1994). 1. p. 16. See also the discussion in chapter I tbo\ c 
Stone. Uliccrtain Unions. pp. () 1.64.8 1. 
llotilbrookc. Thc Fii, (1, li-sh Fmniýv, p. ', -'. and pp. 1031-4 
for an example of this nictliod- 
Sharpe. Vat-ýv. lfoclet-n A'iTlamt. p. 66. S-cc also KcIth WrWhtson. Fiýglvdi 1-ý, "046V) (London. 
199', ). chapter 4. Miriam Slater. 'The Weightiest Business: %lari-Mgc in ail Uppcr-Gentr\ Fanilk in 
, c\ cnicenth-Ccutuir) England'. Past an(I hw. \cwý 71 (19, 76). pp. ) 5-54. 
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into subjective experience provided by such evidence as love-letters. 24 And Macfarlane also 
finds in the love-letter 'eloquent testimonies of domestic affection' among the elite. 
Amanda Vickery has recently produced a more nuanced interpretation of the structure of 
love-letters in eighteenth-century England, by drawing attention to the self-conscious craftincy 
26 
of love-letters. ect that are displa\-ed in Yet Vickery does not consider the meanings of aff 
love-letters, or the relationship between emotional experience and expression. And elsewhere 
she uses diaries and letters as unproblematic mediators of inner experience. 27 Like 'diaries, 
wills and eulogies', letters 'testify to the long standing expression of love within marriage'. 2' 
It remains the case, therefore, that neither the meanings of romantic love as a cultural 
phenomenon, nor the peculiar specificities of the love-letter as a form of emotional 
expression have been addressed. The love-letter is viewed less as a fictional construct, or as a 
textual space undergoing revision in the construction of 'self-hood', than as a fixed 
representation of subjectivity, stabilised by the underscoring, of an author's name. '9 I- 
Yet, as has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis, recent research suggests that neither I- 
emotional experience nor its forms of representation is straightforward: "' And at the same 
time that all forms of emotional expression have become subject to scrutiny, autobiographies, 
diaries, and other forms of 'personal' expression are seen as problematic in their rendering of 
the 'self behind the T. If therefore, as Webster argues, autobiographical writings need to 
ýV'riglitson, F1wIi. \h Socictv. p. 94. 
Macfarlane. I fari*? ý-Ye. p, 30 1 -2.193,189 
Amanda Vicker. \. Pic 6entleman's Paughlei-. - WOmen's Lives 117 GeoTian E'ngland dLondon. 199', S'). 
chapter -1. - Scc for instancc Vickery's analysis of Ellen Wecton's letter-books in The Gentleman's Paughter. p. 7- 
Ix 'I'hc \Iickcn-. g,, hfer. p. 5 7. 
Scc Ntissbauni',, comments on autobiography in utobi(WraphicalSubject: (; ender and Ideol(ýý- in 
joliteenih-Centurv 1-. nývlond (London. 1989). p. 18. 
Scc ch"11)(cr I S 
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be viewed less as documents of individual experience than as examples of a particular literary 
genre, letters in general, and love-letters in particular, need to be vle%\ed with the same 
caution .31 For as modes of self-expression, they must participate in a similar process of 
literary construction. 
For these reasons, this chapter rejects the essentialization of self and ernotion implicit in 
traditional historiographical analyses of the love-letter. Whereas this thesis has previousk, 
highlighted the textual and rhetorical conventions surrounding the expression of anger in the 
court deposition, this chapter explores the apparently authentic language of romantic love 
produced in the course of liti ants' testimony. It argues that though love-letters provide 9 
evidence of the ways contemporaries performed and structured affect in the context of 
individual relationships, their content and structure were no less crafted than church court 
depositions. Analyzing the form and content of Ursula's letters alongside that of other love- 
letters produced as exhibits in the York Courts, therefore, this chapter explores their 
meanings as literary and material artefacts and a form of social practice. And it demonstrates 
that at a time when issues of sel f- represent at ion received unprecedented attention - as seen in 
and epistolary fiction - love-letters were a highly specific the development of autobiography 
way ofshaIntig as well as t-ýflectftig, emotional experience. 32 
3. Writing the Self: A Matter of Convention? 
We clearly cannot simply ignore or reject the emotional distress described by t'rsula in her 
lettei-s to Thomas. Yet though she claims that 'my heart dictated to niv pen', and that she 
Fom Webster. '\Vriling to Redundancy- Approaches to Spiritual Journal,, and Eark Modern Spiriluahv% 
11) (1996). pp. "'-56. 
I I'l On the risc of-antobiographical fonns. see Nussbaum- Tlie. littobiogi-al)lii(-al. ý'iihje(, t and PaIrc ck 
(7 Iniobiography and the, Vovel in Fighieenth-Cewuýl, Fngland (Harvard. 1970). 
Introduction I'lic ri,, c of the epistolary form is discussed bclox% 
I 15 
only writt my own sentiments the authorship of those sentiments is problematic -, i ý' When 
Ursula assured Thomas that 'when pleasing you, [1] most pleas myself . 'N\ 
hen I cees to love 
you I must cees to live', A neither can will or ever desire to be happy ýý, -Ithout you', or 'for 
God's sake dont abandon me now, for life without you will ever be haitfull', the emotional 
rhetoric she employed was par-afleled in fictional writing of the time. 34 Nowhere is this more 
apparent than in the case of letter-writing manuals, which in seeking to initiate readers into 0 
the art of 'love-epistles', helped shape the development of a romantic epistolar-y 'self. .`; 
From the anonymously published The Secrefailes Sludie (1652), Henry Care's Ihe Peniale 
Secrelaly(1671), and The Lovet-s'Secrelaty tit Fout-Parls, (1692), to the outpouring of 
ei ghteenth- century publications such as Polife E'j)isIo1ai: v Corresj)ondence (175 1), Pic 
Complele Letter-Wriler (1757), and Ihe BrII/A Leifer WrIfer (1765), letter-writing, manuals 
laid out the content and style of letters appropriate for particular situations, with examples 
for the reader to Copy OUt if feCeS_SarV. -, 6 In the caseof love-letters, the models were largely 
tI ormulaic, dealing with protestations of love, the despair of the lover, the lover's betrayal and 
the belief that love will conquer all. 7 During the eighteenth century, as part of the so-called t) 
Lcult of sensibility', invocations to the suffering of the 'soul', to 'tears', and to the 'torment' C 
or 'anguish' of lost love became part of the emotional lexicon specific to such 
1'. xhibits 2 and 4 in Trans CIP 1744/ý Mascall c. Watson. 
3" Exhibits 5 and o in Trans C, T 1 4415 Mascall c. Watson. 
3i On published letters see Ruth PeM,. Wo men. Letfcrs and the Aovel (NcxN York. 1980). chapter 1. 
For in Introduction. , cc Godfrey Frank Singer, The Episfolai-i-Novel: iiý Otlgin, Pcvelopmew. Pechne and 
Influence (Ne%% York. chapter 1. 
3- ]'r, )ns C, 1) 17,44,5 %lasc; ill c Watson. 
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circumstances. 38 In 'The seaman's sorrowful parting with his dear love', for instance, an 
imaginary sailor writes* 
Dearer to me than Life itself, Could my faultering Tongue express the Sorrow of nly 
bleeding Heart, that now must be compelled to leave thee, and expose nlyself to the 
Hazard of the Sea ... yet the greatest of my Fear is, lest thou that art the joy of niy Heart, 
the Comfort of my Soul, should'st in my Absence, in any measure Miscarr% ý'9 
Such over-blown emotional discourse was frequently satInsed, one fictional character \\ riting 
to his 'Charming Tyrant', 'tho' you forbid me to repeat Suns, Rocks. Mountains, 
Earthquakes, which are as essential to a Letter of this kind as Gilt-Chapter, yet you forgot to 
except against Sighs, Prayers, Vows, Tears, and the many other little Rellet's, the unhappy fly 
to I. 40 Yet such expressions remained commonplace in romantic correspondence, often 
supported by invocations of the psychological and physiological consequences of emotional 
betrayal. As Ursula wrote to Thomas in letter 5, 'the discontent you left me in makes [me] 
allmost abandon my self to melancholy. I am betwixt faint hope and reall despair for I have 
never had one easy moment sins, when I refl-ect on your pain and myself the cause'. " 
Elsewhere she complains of sleeplessness and 'uneasyness', familiar images of suffering to 
readers of contemporary literature. In Me Complete Letter Writer, an abandoned lover finds 
the evening a time of torment- 'all Night long, dreadful Fancies haunted me, and drove all 
soft and pleasing ideas from me... I could not, durst not slumber'. 42 Similarly, in Pic Ladie. s' 
A( 173 8), Silvia upraids Octavio for his treatment of her, informing him that 'I have 
1; S' Sce (lie discussion in chap(cr 1. and G. J. Barker-Bciificld. Culture ol, 'Yensihilitv: and. ý'()cietv ill 
1,. 'j(Yhtvcnth-Ccnmrv Brimin. 2nd ed. (London. 1996). Introduction. 
39 'The Scanian's Sorrm% ful Parting, With His Dear Love'. in Anon... I Neiv., Icademy of Contplimenl. N 
(London. 1748). p. 3 1. Furilier exaniples mav be found in Aiion.. The British Letter It riter (London- 1705) 
csp part 3. and \non.. / 1w Polite Correýpontlence or, Rational. Imusement, Being a, ý'cri(, N of [etters 
Philosophical. Poetical, Ilimorical (London- 1750). In(roduction. 
"0 non.. The 1. whes ' Complete Letter- II 'riter (London. 1763). p. 136. 
F\Iubil no. 5 in Trans CIP 1744/5 khscýfll c. \Výjtson. 
.. 
\11on.. The Complete Letter-11 . rifer, or, Polite English l, 'ccrct, ýv. (London. I-5 -f ). p. 
I I-/ 
not slept, nor once had you out of my thoughts' since their last meeting. '-; In a culture that 
viewed romantic failure as a cause of depression, insanity and even suicide, such emotional 
44 displays were a staple of popular entertainment . 
And although both sexes could be 
affected, women were peculiarly susceptible, their weaker nervous systems meaning that - as I 
Mandeville put it - 'Grief, Joy, Anger, Fear, and the rest of the Passions, made greater 
Impression upon them' than upon men . 
4' Aware that such expressions could reduce her 
sentiments to clich6 as easily as they could induce sympathy, then, Ursula was careful to 
point out that her experiences are subjective and spontaneous. In letter 3 she wroteý '[d]oan't 
imagine my concern is but what is commonly tirm'd our sex's arts, no, it proceeds from a 
reall uneasyness which you have but too often experiencd I. 
40 
4. Romantic Love and the Economics of Exchange.. 
() yet morally victorious draws attention to the Ursula's self-positioning as passively endurln, -, -, 
II 
functioning of gender in romantic discourse. For women were, as Mandeville's words 
suggest, archetypal victims of romantic suffering. It is not insignificant, then, that in the 
example cited above, the sailor who writes to his love is the one who is departing. For the 
task of waiting for a lover was as traditionally female as that of suffering. A standard lopas Z 
of epistolary literature since Ovid has, in fact, been the female letter of 'suffer-ing, and 
victimisation'. 47 Ballaster notes that each of Ovid's fifteen heroines possessed a silent lover 
13 Anon.. I lit, I, athes'Aliscellan v. (London. 17-338) p. 131. 
See Michael NLicDonaldand Terence N/hirphy. SIcepless Souls: Suicide in Earýv. \Iodern I.. 'ngland 
(Oxford, 1990). chapters, 1-2. 
Is Bernard Mandeville. .I 'I'l-calise of the 
Iýipochondriack and Iývsterick Diseascý (I -1 1). cited in Barker- 
Benficid. Pic Cidim-c ol,, 'ciisibiliývý p. 217. 
Exhibit no. 3, in Trans CIP 1744/5 Mascall c. \Vatson. 
Fh/; &cth V Goldsmith (ed. ). IT'rifing flit, 1--emale Joicc: Fssavs on hpislohn-v Liferaturc fflo,, ton, 1989). 
p. N'l I I. For an cvirnple of IhIs scc Martha VoN\kc. Cho andStrephon. - Being the Second andl, a. ýt 
Pair qI the 
lqýjj, mjc Lovtv-. ý (London. paý ýlm. 
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who had abandoned, seduced or betrayed them . 
48 
kVith the publication of the Lew-es 
Porfugaise. ý (1669), (translated into English by Roger L'Estrange as Fivc Lovc-Leuei-,, ý. fmm 
a Nwi to a( aiwlier), the Ovidian convention of the letter 'as a form of complaint from the 
victim of seduction' was re-established in seventeenth-century prose fiction . 
49The FA, e 
Love-lxller. v, detailing the romantic betrayal and abandonment of a Portuguese nun by a 
French officer, was reprinted 21 times before 1690, as part of a burgeoning European 
interest in letter fiction. '0 Adams Day suggests that epistolary works made up -100 in eveiý, 
500 published works between 1660 and 1740. Examples range fi-om epistolary romances, 
like Behn'sI, oiýe-LellervbetiveenaNoble-Alatiatidhi. s-, ýistei-(1683-7), to such novels as 
Richardson's Pamela (1740) and Clai-issa (1747-8) and Rousseau's La Nouvelle HýIoi., w 
(1761 ). 5 1A recurring theme throughout many such works was the ima(j,, e depicted bv Ursula 
Watson- the female subject, virtuous, emotionally bereft, and abandoned or betrayed by her 
lover. 
Yet there was power in passivity. Firstly, there was an obvious fiberatory potential for 
women in using the letter as a vehicle for self-expression. 52 Secondly, in representim-, that self 
as a suffering being, emotion became a commodity to be purchased or exchanged. This 
rerninds us of the social nature of emotional states, and of the ways emotional expression 
drew upon an economy of credit and loss. As Ursula informed Thomas in letter 5, her own 
. 18 R. Ballaster. Sc(luctivc Fol"ns: [Vomm'sAmatoi-y Fictionfirom 104 to 1740 (Oxford. 1992). p. 60. 
AQ Ballaster. Sc(luclive Fonns. p, 63. 
ý() K. A. Jenson. 'Male Models of Feminine Epistolarity or. How to Write Likea Woman in 
SeNentmith-Century France'. in E. C. Goldsmith. (ed. ). Writing the Female 1oice: Evsqv. s on 
Pj)i, vtohv-v [itei-atui-e (Boston. 1989). pp. 25-38. esp. p. -)O. ý, I R. Admis Daý. ToN in Letters: 1,. ýPistolat-v Fiction Býfi)re Richat-&; on (. Ann Arbor. 19()0). p. 2, In addition 
to published fictional correspondences. the period saw Icitcr-Nýriting, employed for a N%-Idc range of ptirpo,, c,:,. 
mcluding travel accounts. letters of social and political inti-igue. satires on social conditions. medical and 
philosophical discussions. stories by and of the rich and I'amous. and so on. See PcM-. Women, Lcllei-. ý an(I 
the Vovel. cimpter. ', 
On women as i% riters ,, cc F Gm, ham et al (eds. ). Her Own LyC . 
lutobiographical 10'ltmg,., ý bY 
, ý(, l v/ In 1-1 - lVoincii (London. 1989). Introduction. 
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grief cancelled out his own, for if 'tears and remors will make [him] any Satisfaction [he 
was] amply paid for all [her] faults. 53 In a similar fashion, Sarah Turner, a xviclow ftom 
Chester, testified to her feelings for Thomas Tyndale, a gentleman with whom she claimed to It) 
have made a contract - 'I must took upon all these things, as a just judgement and rex, ýzrd, for 
my actions ... tho itt be the ruen of your ever fathfull frend, S. T. ý. 54 This commodification of 
emotional expression as something to be purchased, exchanged or bartered, meant that 
lovers could measure their experiences by the emotional displays of others. Thus in 17551 
Dorothy Wentworth, a gentlewoman from Knaresbrough in Yorkshire's West Riding, ýý rote 
to her lover- 
Beverley, November the 8"' 1755 
My Dear Preshous luele [Jewel], 
I ad heard the malloncoley newse you wrote me word of in your letter befor and a man at 
Rodrarn that as killed his Lover that shoud have been married the day after to her, upon 
another man keesing her and wishing her joye, poor woman. The mans in York castle. 
They ad a song at Beverley on the feare day, thears pashon to a great hight carried on. I 
think no bodey can love moar than we do. I shud be all was hapey with you without a 
cornpliament... 
Dor. Wentworth. 5 
Michael McDonald and Terence Murphy have shown that seventeenth- and eighteenth- 1. 
century newspaper reports of suicide 'transformed [its] hermeneutics', as men and xvomen 
structured their final letters in accordance with published examples . 
56 A similar process ýý as 
at work in Dorothy's letter to Samuel, and in each of the letters discussed above, as lovers 
turned to culturally comprehensible narratives in order to make sense of experience. In turn 
their letters reinforced conventional understandings of the appropriate language, and effects, 
ý 11 Exhibit no. 5 in Trans CiP 1744/") Mascall c. Walson. The cultural meanings of tears are considered in 
chapter 5. 
i F\Iubil in Bl. Trans CIP 17()(), '2 (17()0) Sara Tyndall als Tumer c. Thoimwý Tyndale, 
Bl. CPI 1.376 (1-56) Godfrc\ \Vcnl\%orlh c. DorothN \Vcnmortli. 
"' See MacDonald and p. 'Io I 
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of romantic love. Contemporaries were not unaware of this phenomenon; in some cases it 
was even encouraged. Letter writing manuals stressed that regular perusal of fictional models 
could help the reader internalize skills of self-representation. The Ladies' Complete Leffer- 
Writer (1763) for instance, advised readers that 'by frequently perusing, copying, and 
imprinting the Language of them on their Memories', they would 'soon learn to express 
themselves with Grace and Freedom upon all Manner of Sub ers were similarly ject[s]' 57 Reade 
encouraged to become familiar in the rhetoric of parallel cultural models, as 'the Lubrications 
of the Spectator, Tatler, Guardian, Rambler, Connoisseur and Adventurer ... W1111 ... 
fashion 
not only their Manner of Writing, but their Manner of Thinking' about love. " Yet it was not 
only the rhetoric of romance that influenced emotional expression, for the mechanics of self- 
representation were embedded in the material culture of the letter. 
Unlike the conveying of emotional expression through speech and gesture, letter writing 
provided an embodiment of emotional experience that lasted long after the emotion had 
passed. And unlike verbal expression, a letter could be revised and re-read time and again by 
the reader and the writer. Moreover, the physical act of writing partook of an elaborate 
social ritual that varied according to such issues as the letter's function and the social status 
of the recipient. In The Complete Letter-Writer, for instance, readers are reminded that 
& when you write to a Person of Distinction or Gentleman, let it be on Ot Chapter, and 
without sealing the Letter itself, inclose in a Cover, which you are to Seal over it, and write 
the Superscription thereof . 
'9 Epistolaty Correspondeme advised the reader how and where 
on the letter to add the date and the place of writing, how to employ margins, and even how 
57 Anon.. Ladies' Complele Letter- If)-ifer. pp. 2-3. 
58 Anon.. Ladies'Complete Letter- Wrifer. p. 3. 
5' Anon.. ('omplefe Letter- Writer. p. 6 1. See also Antoine de Courtin. 7he Rules of Civjljq-, - or theMarim of 
Genteel Behaviour 3"' ed. (London. 1703s) and John Shebbeare-I Love-Epistle in Ferw (London, 17i6). 
passim. 
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to fold the letter-O In this context, the formallsed discourse used by Ursula in her letters to 
Thomas Mascall - her use of the address., 'Dear Sir' (notably in all e\cept the 6h exhibit). and 
her concluding with 'U. Watson', for instance - must be seen as conforming to literarv 
convention rather than, as Anthony Fletcher's analysis su gests, evidence of the narroýýJ\- 91D 
61 
patriarchal nature of early modern marriage. 
In addition to the linguistic framing of emotions found in the love-letter, its material 
components - pen, paper, wax - carried a variety of meanings. All the letters discussed It) 
here were written in ink, on manuscript paper of varying sizes. As seen in Ursula's letters 
to Thomas, the date, the place of production, and the names of the addressee and sender 
were noted. It was commonplace to add a post-script, (as Ursula does in the first exhibit), 
ensive in a particularly in the love-letter. For whilst the use of a postscript could pro e off 
letter to a superior - having 'the Appearance of your having almost forgot them' , 
accordino to the Conij)lefe Lellet- Willet- - in love-letters, it gave an impression of I ltý 
unwillingness to part with a lover, or of emotional expression being unable to be 
contained by the parameters of the teXt. 
62 
As Jonathan Gibson has argued in his recent study of 'significant space' in seventeenth- 
century manuscript letters, these apparently insignificant conventions were meaningful, for 
they influenced the ways in which contemporaries read the text. 
6 Since they also added to 
the authenticity and memorability of a letter, individual idiosyncrasies could be crucial in the 
determining of a case. Thus, when Dorothy Chrichley testified that Thomas Tyndale had sent 
John Gl"lloliv Corre. -, powlerice . 1kide Pleasant and 
hantiliar (London. I -i9). pp-iii-i%, 
ng , \ntliom Hoclicr. ('endo-. andSithoi-dinotion 
in I-, * lan(I I iOO-/,, ()O (London. 1995). p. I ý5. 
Anon.. Comp/c/C P-6 I 
Qcc Jonathan clibsoll. -c pt Letters*. Seventcoith Centlln-. 12 (1991 pp SI, -, 
nit-icant Spacc in Manus n5 
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Sarah Turner a contract of marriage in a letter, she recalled that the contract was 'writt on 
the compass or volume of a quarter of a sheet of paper... [and that] ... the name 
Thomas 
-- 
Tyndale [was] subscrib'd ... in red... in a 
larger character than the... contract xý as writ in 
The colour of the ink is significant here, for Thomas apparently told Sarah that 'he had writ 
with his own hand in his own blood'. Unfolding a dramatic scene of composition for the 
court, Sarah claimed that when she had doubted him, he had 'open'd his breast & told her, if 
shee wou'd not believe the... contract was writt in his Blood, hee would draw blood from 
thence, and write it anew' . 
65 Sadly, we will never be able to verify whether this xý-as the case, 
for Sarah was unable to produce the letter for the court. Despite its extreme nature, this case 
illustrates the point in question- the material culture of letters was embedded in the bodv of 
the writer, as well as the body of the text. 
In eighteenth-century England, the physical act of letter writing was suggestive of the givino II --- 
of the self For despite their conventions, letters provided an imprint of the writer's identity, 
not simply by the signature, but through the 'traces of the body that produced them in 4ý 
66 
11 ved in inkbiots, teardrops, erasures'. Gibson has shown how the style of handwriting deplo, 
seventeenth-century letters expressed social meanings. Scribal and italic/roman writings, for Z) 
instance, 'signified respect for the addressee', whilst 'secretary-hand... signified the writer's 
personal investment in the letter'. 67 In addition to writing styles. however. invocations of the 
use and movement of the hand that wrote helped convey meaning. Thus the letter sent by 
Dorothy Wentworth to her lover Samuel Hawkridge, betrayed by its '-hasty scraole and 
Testimony of Dorolhý Cllrlclllcý. xN Ife of Benjamin. ail Alderman from Chester, in Trans UP 1700/2 
Turner c. TN-ndalc. p. 46. 
Libel in Trans CIP 1700/2 Tumer c. Tyndale. 
Fli/. abeth Heckendoril Cook. Fpwolarv Bo(hes. Gender and Oenre in the Fighteenth-Cewun- Republic o/ 
[ellers (Stanford. 1996). p. 
Gibson. -. Qignificant p. 7.1', n 4. 
12 's 
paper', and 'a very bad penn', the hurried and emotional circumstances of Its production. 68 
Those circumstances could be exploited for rhetorical effect. When John Toller ý\ rote to 
Elizabeth Buller's father about Elizabeth's pregnancy, he invited his reader to imagine the I 
scene of writing, claiming that his 'hand trembl[ed] to write' what he found hard to 
69 
express . 
In a similar fashion, Ursula Watson encouraged Thomas Mascall to visualize the 
consequences of his actions by reference to her physical act of reading- 'I thote my 
uneasiness had been incapable of addition, but 0 Good God what did I not suffer at the 
reading [oq your letter'. "' 
Such invocations to the practices of reading and writing highlight the specific symbolic 
properties of the letter form. We have seen how emotional representation was a commodity 
of exchan(ye in the economy of emotion. The act of letter writing was a particularly 1-n, Cý 
appropriate expression of this economy, for it was predicated on a dynamic of exchan-ge. The 
writing or receiving of a love-letter was not a solitary act, but a social one, cementing both 
sender and recipient in a relationship of obligation and expectation. As Alice Chaworth wrote 
to her lover William Heppenstall in 1759, '1 desir you to rite to me... prea dont feall ritinpir, to Z- 
me warning that 'I shall think one day ass Iona as a month till I heafe that pleasor and n) It) 
, 71 
satisfaxon to hear from you . 
On several occasions, Ursula Watson urged Thomas to write 
to her- 'Pray let me hear from you very soon' - complaining that it was 'impossible to force 
72 
a line from [Thomas] without [her] writing first' . As time passed she 
became more earnest 
'let me beg let me conjour you for love for pitys sake to see or hear from you'. 
'ýý Thomas's 
I'Ahibit in CPI 1376 Wentworth c. Wcnmorth. 
I -, xliibit in 131. CPI -140 (1714) 
Elizabeth Buller c. John Toiler. 
Exhibit no. (, inTrans 011 1744/5 N/lascall c. \N, "alson. 
Exhibit in 131. CPI 1414 (1-, W) Willmin ChaNvorlh c. Alice Chawortli. 
72 Exhibits nos. I and 2 in Traws CT 1744/5 Mascall c. \Vatson. 
Exhibit no. 5 in Trans C 11 17,44/5 Mascall c Watson. The obligation to respond is found elseNNhere in 
letters of flic period. Scc for instance Alice Chaworili's appeal to lier lover. William Hcppcnstall -Praý don't 
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reply to her final letter apparently signalled a resolution between them, 'Beginning my 
Dearest wife and Ending the fondest tenderest truest faithfullest Husband living or words to 
that or the like effect-). 74 Unfortunately, Thomas's own letters cannot be reproduced, for 
though Thomas had clearly kept copies, only the originals could be produced as evidence. 
These Ursula refused to present, claiming on the advice of her proctor that she was 'not by 
law oblig'd' to do so. 75 Yet her sentiments demonstrate the importance of reciprocality in 
letter writing, seen elsewhere in contemporary culture. 76 As Chartier has noted in 
Correspondence, 'every letter, by describing where and when it is being written and by 
mentioning other letters (received, expected or hoped for), takes as its main topic the pact 
that binds the correspondents -) . 
77 
This issue of reciprocality is important because letters were physical objects, requiring 
transportation. At a time when postal services were infrequent and costly, letter-writers 
often relied on friends and acquaintances as carriers. " Since letters between lovers often 
fail writing to me, for I shall rejoice to hear of your health and welfare', Exhibit in CPI 1414 Chaworth c. 
Chaworth. 
74 For details of Thomas's letters, see testimony of Thomas Mascall in Trans C/P 1744/5 Mascall c. Watson. 
Testimony of Ursula Watson, in Tran C/P 1744/5 Mascall c- Watson. It is likely that Ursula's refusal to 
supply the letters, and Thomas's inability to force her to do so, was the main reason for the eventual failure of 
Thomas's suit. For removed from the context of exchange, Ursula's letters were not sufficient evidence of an 
agrcei-ncnt to marry. 
76 The act of writing could in itself convey obligation and commitment'. In a contract suit brought against 
Thomas Haswell by Elizabeth Dodgson in 1729. for instance, the prosecution alleged that Haswell had 
I approved the said marriage by many signs of familiarity with ... 
Elizabeth Dodgson ... 
by Nimteing kind & 
affectionate letters to her'. See BI, Trans C/P 1729/10 (1729) Elizabeth Dodgson c. Thornas Haswell. In 
Ladies'. Vfiscellanýv, Octavio threatens Silvia that he would commit suicide if she did not reply, p. 16. 
Similarly, Mary Davvs's Artander writes to Berina. 'I earnestly sue for a speedý- ansNNrcr to evenl letter I 
write, which will greatly alleviate my present disorder', The Refornid Coquet (1724), ed. J. Grieder. 
(London. 1970). p. 266. 
77 k Chartier. 'Introduction'. in Chartier et aL (eds. ). Correspondence. p. 18. 
18 From 1660 when the Post Office was established local mail offices spread slowl), throughout the countrý. 
but only three posts a week were generally available. The cost of delivering a letter outside of London during 
the period has been estimated at 6s. and that cost would be bome by the recipient. With the Stamp Act of 
1711. a tax -, -, -as imposed on 'stamped vellum. parchment and chapter'. which pushed up the price still 
furtlicr. See Perry. T1 'onien Letters and the NmW. p. 63. A more detailed account of the postal scrvicc is found 
in Kenneth Ellis. Zhe Post Office in the Eighteenth Centurv: a Studv in. -Idministrative Historvl (London. 
1958). Introduction. 
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contained details that the couple preferred to keep secret - Ursula Watson desinng her 
faults to be 'Buryed in eternall Oblivion', for instance - the fear of discovery, and the 
perils of finding a trustworthy mediator loomed large. Popular literature was full of stock- 
situations when the loss, discovery or interception of a letter spelt disaster for a couple. 79 
In such a context, the problem of conveying a letter could shape the form and content of 
the letter itself "' In John Toiler's final letter to Elizabeth Buller, John referred to a 
hostile interception-. 'your mother sent me word never to write to you aggain'. 81 The fear of 
a 'busy insinuateing false toung' hangs over the head of Ursula Watson and Thomas 
Mascall, whilst Ursula's writings reveal the broad network of obligation on which their Z: ) 
correspondence depends. Ursula's letters were directed to Thomas via one Elizabeth 
Chapman of Houghton-le- Spring, a spinster, who gave them to the Sunderland postman 
to convey to Mascall at Durham. Only the fifth letter was sent by a different route. This 
Ursula gave to her sister Elizabeth Watson, who passed it to William Cooper, a butcher of 
Houghton-le-Spring, who gave it to Thomas Mascall, presumably during a business trip to C) C) 
Durham. This elaborate scheme was perhaps necessary because of the indisposition of 
LlIzabeth Chapman, or the Sunderland postman. At any rate, communication was not 
easv, as Ursula wrote to Thomas in letter 5, 'by the method I take of sending this you may 
easyly oess at my concarn'. '2 Here, as elsewhere, then, the concerns of the letter 
influenced its form and structure. 
For mi introduction see Ballaster. Setluctive h'orms. p. 6 1. 
This is in example of the ways in which meaning in the letter could derivc 'from the structures and 
poicillial specific to the letter form' rather than an) external influence. See J. G. Altman. Epistolarity. 
. 
Ifywoachc's to a (01110.1 982)ý p. 4. For a further example. see Anon.. Ladie. N 'A liscellan * 
1'. P. 2 (). In 
which Silvia's father discoN-crs her letters from Octavio. and forbids ftirther contact betwcen the lovers. 
F\lubit III CP1 240 Miller c. Toiler. 
1: 01bit no. -5 in 
Trans C, P 1744 5 Mascall c. Watson. Communication was easicr for Thomas Mascall. Hllý 
leticrs \Nk: i-c com c\ ed dircctlý bý his smant. John Robinson. Sec testimony of Thomas Mascall in Trans 
174415 Nh,, call c 
"WMson 
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5. Love and the Letter: Form and Meaning. 
Although the limited number of letters addressed here means any conclusions must remain 
tentative, the recurrence of certain themes raises questions about historical accounts of eark, 
modern love-letters, in particular the assumption that emotional expression is an 
unproblematic mediation of subjective experience. Firstly, the material properties of the love- 
letter helped to construct the experience being articulated- from the choice of its components 
to the method of delivery, form informed meaning in the love-letter. This recog), nition raises I 
doubts about the ability of love-letters to express atýv subjective emotional experience, and 
indeed the extent to which emotional experience can ever be recaptured. For however far 
subjective experience may be said to exist beyond its forms of expression, the rhetoric of 
affect was, as today, embedded in and structured by a series of cultural archetypes. The 
rhetoric of love-letters was therefore paralleled in epistolary fiction, romances and letter- 
writina manuals. As self-conscious representations of experience they drew upon broader -In 
medical, literary and artistic understand, n, --u,, s of the psychololIc-i5ical and physiological effects of 
romantic love. This finding is echoed by recent explorations into 'folk-psychology, which 0 
suggests that men and women organise or frame experience in narrative form. "' 
This approach to the relationship between the individual and society is a useful one griven our 
lack of evidence about the particular mental world of women like Ursula Watson. For it 
could be argued relatively low rates of literacy, and high costs of literary kkorks durlmy the I'll C) -- 
period militated against most men and women shaping their experiences in accordance with 
literary models. Yet N\e must remember that the division between oral and written culture 
was a tenuous one. In addition to books and periodicals- narratives of experience dreýý upon 
am -ari - of collective cultural reserves. including half-forootten stories, myths and ide \ 'Ct\ Zý I 
1-)7 
fables, which might bear little relation to individual reading practices. " Thus Natalie Zemon 
Davis found that even 'simple women' and 'poor Plowmen' used a range of narratives 
strategies (including popular storytelling and courtly literature) to recast their crimes into 
C culturally acceptable - and therefore excusable - forms'. 8' 
If, as this analysis suggests, love-letters tell us less about any interiorised e\perience than 
about the rhetorical strategies by which affect was structured accordina to available cultural I: ) 
paradigms, then they tell us as much about 'emotionology' as they do about emotion. 86 This 
term, coined by Carol and Peter Stearns to describe the emotional standards of a given 
community, suggests a disjuncture between emotion as 'felt' or lived, and the language used 
to describe it. Because traditional historiographies of marriage and the family have taken 
emotionology as a barometer of actual experience, this distinction has been blurred. Thus 
Sharpe views parallels between early modern and modern writing- as evidence that early 
modern people experienced 'passionate attachment ... 
like the romantic love with which \ý e 
are so familiar. " And Stone reads the rise of particular literary forms, like the love-letter, as 
indicative of shifts in emotional life, as much as in emotional lexicons, or the mechanisms of 
expressi 011.88 Yet the increased popularity of love-letters from the late seventeenth centurv 
need not indicate a corresponding shift in sentiment, any more than the rhetoric of romantic 
lovc is evidence of ernotional experience. " Although the early modern 'love-letter' ýý, as 
81 See Jcronic Bruner. Acts otIle(ming (London. 1994) esp. p. 5 5. 
NI See Michael MacDonald. 'The -FearcUl Estate" of Francis SpIra- Narramc. Identity and Finotion in 
'; idy Modern England', Jouriwl ol'Brjtvýh Slit(lies, 'I (I 992)ý pp. '2-62. esp. pp. 3 )6-- 
Ni See the discussion in Diefcndorf and Hesse (cds. ). Culture an(I Mcntiýv. 'Introduction'. p. 7. See Natalie 
Zemon Davis. Fictimi m the. Irchh-CS. - Por(lon Tales an(I their Tellers u0; ixteenth-Centurv Fran(c 
, Stanloi-d. 
. I%'(, , Peler N. Stcariu, and Carol Z. Stearns. 'Emotionolom - ClarifNino the Histon of Emotions and Emotional 
')Iandards'.. Imerican Ilisforical Review. 90 (1985). pp. 8 13-) '6. 
Sharpe. h. 't7rývIlo(lern FiýQlon(l. p. 62. 
LaNN rence Slone. Fomilv- ', 'c-v (lilt/ .1 forria e in En-lan(I. 1500- INOO (London. 1977). esp, p. 22 7. 9 
On the pr-o, -n-cssiN ist school of emotion histor,,. see chaptcr 1. abovc. 
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defined in similar terms as it is by the OED, as 'a letter written by a lover to the beloved, and 
expressing amatory sentiments', the structuring of those sentiments depended on a number of 
conventions and beliefs about the nature of romantic love. 9" And of course thev xý ere 
historically and culturally contingent. 
For these reasons, this chapter has suggested a need to reconceptualize the histoiý' of love 
and the letter. Moving away from the view of emotions as bounded, individual sentiments, 
this chapter has demonstrated their socially constituted and performative nature. In analysing 
the ways Ursula Watson and others ordered their subjective experiences accordint) to 
available cultural paradigms, it has posited the existence of a dialectical relationship between 
emotional experience and representation. In this approach, the historical value of love-letters 
lies not in any alleged ability to allow access into inner experience, but in their positioning. 
Placed at the intersection of the subjective and the collective, love-letters provide evidence of 
the ways contemporaries adopted, rejected and transformed existing cultural archetypes in 
order to make sense of experience. They may therefore be analysed not as transparent 
conduits, but as active participants, in the production and articulation of romantic love. 
Yet the discursive construction of emotion needs to be analysed in the context of the non- 
discursive. For the production and articulation of affect in the eighteenth century - as today - 
\k as not limited to the textual strategies described here, but concretised in and through such 
somatic indicators as sighs and tears. In many 'histories of the body', and in the meta- 
narratives of sentimentality critiqued in chapter 1, such physical expressions are politicised as 
a 'pre-cultural' space. As the next chapter illustrates, however, bodily displays of emotion 
gi) The h i-,, l recorded uswc of the term is noted as 1240 1n The (). ý10rd English Dictionarv, S. V. 
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were - no less than the discursive constructions of affect found in love-letters and slander 
narratives - socially produced and constituted. 
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Chapter 5. The Limits of the Discursive? Somatic 
Indicators of Affect. 
1. The History of the Body. 
The preceding chapters have examined the verbal and written significance of emotions as 
constructed and played out in slander litigation and love-letters. Bý, examining the legal 
and social significance of anger in slander suits, and the linguistic and cultural 
conventions of love found in romantic missives, they have demonstrated that emotions 
were not fixed or stable phenomena in early modern England, but performative and 
contingent elements of social practice. In focusing on the rhetoric of affect, however, we 
must not neglect its physicality. For in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as today, 
emotions were viewed as somatic experiences. We 'feel' emotions like anger, love and 
grief, and those 'feelings' are understood to manifest themselves in and through the 1- 117 
physical form. In today's terms, anger brings a raised heartbeat, a flush of blood to the 
face and an involuntary clenching of the fists. The feelings associated with grief are no 
less fori-nulaic- we experience a lump in the throat, and a sickness in the pit of our 
stomachs. And the physical effects of emotions - the blush of shame, the tears of sorrow 
- are observed and interpreted by others as indicators of our internal feelings and 
experiences. 
It is little wonder. then, that somatic indicators of affect are a bulwark to traditional 
historiographies. Historians of sentimentality and 'cl%, Illt6' alike vle%ý the emergence of 
'modern' psvchological and physical sensibilities as manifested first and foremost in the 
bod%, and the forms of bodik, behaviour deerned suitable (or unsuitable) in certain 
periods. Thus Norbert Idias focuses on the evolution and curtailment of urges and bodily 
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drives with a Freudian agenda, though it must be noted that historians often vulgarise this 
argument by over-emphasizing constraint rather than psycho- and socio-geriesis. 1 By 
contrast, but with the same emphasis on the shaping of individual psyches and bodies as 
a result of socio-political and economic processes, writers on sentimentality prioritise 
affective indulgence and excess through tears, sighs, moans and a generalised depth of 
feeling. Foremost in this development is the alleged decline of humoural physiology and 
the rise of the nervous paradigm. 2 
The treatment of bodily experience and signifiers found in Elias and Barker-Benfield 
share a number of key assumptions. The most important of these is that despite the 
influence of cultural factors in shaping psychological impulses and standards, both 
accounts allow the bodily a pre-cultural or 'real' dimension. In Elias's Ovilizzing 
Process, that is identified through the language of 'instincts' and an innate, biological 
component to emotion that is cited outside the realm of the social. -3 Similarly, and despite 
his (literary-based) analysis of bodily display as the product of widespread socio- 
economic and political developments, Barker-Benfield regards the body as the 'border of 
the most private-public split imaginable ", and the boundary between the subjective and 
social worlds. 
1 Norbert Elias. The CA, ifizing Process: The Historv ofA fanners and State Formation and Civilization 
trans. E. Jcphcott. 2 vols. (Oxford. 1978,1982), 2, pp. 27-113 and Idem, 'On Human l3cings and their 
Emotions: a Process-Sociological Essay'. in M. Feadicrstone et al. (eds. ), The Bodv: Social Process and 
CUltural Theo, ýv (London, 1991). pp. 103-126. See also Stephen Mennell's comments on the historical 
appropriation of the 'civilizing process , in Norbert Elias: Civilization and the Human Self-Image (Oxford. 
1989). p. 49. The relationship between Ehas and early modern historiography is addressed in chapter 1. 
above. 
2 G. J. Barker-13crifield. The Culture ofSensibihn- Seýr andSocietv in Eighteenth-Centurv Britain, 2nd ed. 
(Chicago, 1996). Introduction. 
3 Elias. Civilizing Process, pp. 164-166 and Mcnnell,. Vorberl Elias. pp. 202-206. 
' Barker-13crifield. Culture qf Sensibili4% p. 295. 
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This approach to affective expression is paralleled by research in cultural and feminist 
history that (understandably in the latter, given the tradition of violence perpetrated in, 
on and through women's bodies) politicises bodfly experience as an extra-discursive 
reality. As Lyndal Roper has famously declared, '[b]odies have materiality, and this too 
must have its place in history' 5 For the body 'mediates all reflection and action upon the 
world', and is most often the concrete embodiment of what constitutes our I sek es'. 6 The 
attempt to identify bodily experience (or, more accurately, suffering) is in part a reaction 
against the perceived sterility of the discursive body .7 
In the main, this has resulted in 
accounts of bodies being sexualised, tortured and dissected, and bodies experiencino 
physical pain. 8 There are, ofcourse, impo-rtaintexceptions to this characterisation of early 
modern historiography, as was discussed in chapter one. Firstly, some accounts of 
medicine have been attuned to questions surrounding the subjectivity of illness and 
distress, and the cultural interpretations of bodIly display-9 The work of M, chael 
MacDonald and Terence Murphy has done much to illuminate the experience of sorrow 
as lived experience. 'o And there has been recent interest in the cultural construction of 
Lyndal Roper. Occhpusancl the Devil: Witchcraft, Scxttaflti,, anclRelýgion inEarli,, 116clet-11 Europe 
(Londoiiý 1994), p. 2 1. See also Kathleen Canning. 'Feminist History after the Linguistic Turn-. 
Historici/ing Discourscand Experience*. S'tgns. 19 (1994). pp. 368-404. 
"See Margnret Lock. 'Cultivating the Body Anthropologý, and Episteniologles of BodilN Practice 
and Knowl edge', A lin ital Review (#Anthropologv, 22 (1993) pp. 133-55. esp. p. 1331. 
A formative influence is Michel Foucault*s genealogical approach. See for instance Die Ihstor. iý qfSextiality, 
i ol I an Infro(hiction, trans. R. Hurley. (London. 1979), passim. 
"' Examples include P. Spierenburg. The Spectacle of Sziffering (Cambridge. 1984), chapter 1. Jonathan 
Sa%% daý, Ibc Boc4- Etnblazone& Dissection an(I the Human Boc4,, in Renaissance (idttlre (London. 1995). 
Introduction-, R. J. Evans, Rimals of Refribiai0ii: Capitol Minishinent in ( 7erýnan. v, 1600-19N7 
(Harniondsworth. 1997). chapter 1. 
') See for instance Roy Porter, 'Lay Medical Knowledge in the Eighteenth Centurý ý The Evidence of the 
Gewleliiali'sl fagwzine', Ile(lical Hisimy. 29 (1985). pp. 138-168, lcleln. ' -The Hunger of hnaglnation-ý 
, 
Sainuel Johnson's Melancholy'. in W. F. Bynum. R. Porter and %1. Shepherd (eds. ). The Approaching 
111(710/1ý1. I facbie-s, \ - Fýsqi -. ý in the llistoýv (? f 1). %. i -chiatýi -i -ol. I: I-)eople an(I klca-ý (London. 198 5). pp. 6 
88.1 Ide)II, A lbsimy of Afaihie., o. Niories of thc Insaw (London. 1989). Introduction-, Adrian Wilson. 
or Palicid" Se%entccnth Centnn- Childbirth front the Mother's Point of Vici%'. in Porter (cd, ). 
1), mcia. s imd I)roclmoiwvýý pp. 129-44. 
N 11chael % lacDonald and T. R. Mtirphý. -Vcý yde. vN I; oid. ý. Suickle in k4ern P, 'tWIaml (0\ lord. 1990). 
1"b 
po, vm? v See also \, lichael %ticDonald. Aýi-Nfica/ Bedloni: Dixiety aml Healing, in Seventeenth-( 'entiwy 
EiWlancl (Canibridge. 198 1). chapter I 
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physical pain and suffering. " Yet in the main, there have been few accounts of bodies 
touching, feeling, and engaging in the day to day experience of living. 12 There is also a 
marked absence of research into the cultural and social meanings of affect displays. 
In the history of emotion, then, as in certain schools of sociology and anthropologgy, somatic 
displays of emotion are naturallsed as a pre-cultural space. This is apparent in the narrative of 
human evolution found in the work of Darwin, and in the more recent research procedures of 
Paul Ekman. " Compatible with this approach to human physiology is a distinction between 
emotional 'expressions' - the blush of shame, the tears of grief and other 'universals' - and 
such 'gestures' as a nod of the head or a shrug of the shoulders. Of course these 
methodological and empirical assumptions have not been unchallenged, and cultural 
relativists have questioned the universality of the most basic expressions. "' Less explored is 
the extent to which the distinction between 'expressions' and 'gestures' is itself unhelpful, as 1: 0 
the term 'expression' implies something 'real' waiting to be expressed, and reinforces the 
notion of affect as a pre-cultural or innate world of experience. ''; 
11 Scc for instance Esther Colien, *The Animated Pain of die Bod%',. -Itneric-anlfistoric-alRei-icii,. 105 (2000), 
pp. 36-68. 
II See the discussion in chapter 1. For a sinular critique see Mark S. R. Jenner. 'Rcv1cw EssaN: BodN. linage. 
Tc\1 in EarlN Modern Europe'. The Social Hjsloýv ofAledicine. 12 (1999). pp, 14-33-154. esp. p. 154. 
See Charles Darwin, 7/w I-Xprcssion (? f thehinolions in. 11an anclAnimalv 0 872). ed. Paul Eknian (London, 
1998), possim, and Paul Ekinan, The 1, ace of. klan: Pxprc., s., m)vs of'Universol Eniohmvý ii7 aNew Gumea I 'illage 
(London, 1980). Introduction. 
II See for instance Jean Brig. gs-Vever in. Inger (Cambridge. 1970). Introduction. Robert Levý-. The Tahaian. s 
(Chicago, 197.3). Introduction, Richard A. Shwedcrand R. A. LcVine (eds. ). ('tilture 017.11110, 
, 'ýclfnrid V))iofion (Cambridge. 1984), Introduction, K. G. Heider. Landscape. \ qf Fiýiotio; v Three Cultures 
1"Illotioll ill hickmestel (Callibridec. 1984). Chapter 1. For a soplusticated rc-appraisal of (lie history ind 
antllropolog, ý of ciilotiollý see Catherine Lutz and Gcoffrey %1. While. 'The Anthropolopý of Eniotions'.. -Inijual 
Revicic qf. lwhropol(ýKv. 15 (1 98o). pp. 405-30. 
ý On this thenic. see Sally Planalp. 'Communicating Emotion Hii EN cryda, % Life- Cues, Channels and 
Proccsscs' in RA Andersoti and L. K. Guerrero (eds. ). 11anclhook olVolmnitnication cnicl k*lnouon. 
Rcýsearch, i hcor. v. and ('owevvs (London. 1998). p. 29 
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Redefining this distinction between 'expressions' and 'gestures' is invaluable to refining the 
history of the body. 16 For debates over the 'innate' or 'learned' nature of affect displays 
ignore the question of interpretative context. What matters, surely, are the meanings 
particular emotional expressions take on in specific socio-historical and cultural situations. 
Significant epistemological differences between blushes and shrugs (or, to borrow from 
Geertz, between blinks and winks) become inconsequential if we focus on the question of 
mecim . ngs, and the performative strategies through which affect displays were produced and z:: ) 
interpreted. 17 
To this end, the remainder of this thesis demonstrates that gestures, no less than expressions, 
were symbolic and functional indicators of emotional experience. While the preceding 
chapters have focused on the discursive production of affect within church court testimonies 
and love-letters, this chapter explores the physicality of affect, and the role of bodily displays 
like tears in establishing emotional states. In so doing, it argues that the affective body was 
not a given or pre-cultural aspect of human interaction in eighteenth-century England, any 
more than it is today. Nor is it true to say that by the eighteenth century nerve-theory 
provided ihe prism by which emotion was viewed. 18 Rather, the body was then, as it is now, 
a cultural space for the investment and negotiation of meaniný, Y. This analysis, concretised in I 
a case study at the end of this chapter, has significant implications for the methodological 
principles of histories of sentiment and the body. Demonstrating the lingering influence of 
humoural physiology in the interpretation of emotional distress, and the series of conflicting 
beliefs about the communicative body in social practice, this chapter ultimately questions the 
discursive/non-discursive split of early modern histonouraphy. For it suggests that no less, 
For an elaboration of tills 111cille. scc chapter 
sce CI I fl-ord Gecrf/. Pic Ifife, i prelcm oli o/'( 'ulture. ý. - , 'elecfedh. 'ýsavý repr- London. 1993). pp-6-- 
Scc flie discussion In chapter 1. abovc. 
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than the discursive constructions of affect found in love-letters and slander narratives. bodik- 
displays of emotion were social and cultural artefacts. 19 
2. 'Of Sighs and Tears': Somatic Indicators of Affect. 
As was discussed in chapter one, church court litigation involved disputes over Z-: 5 
emotional and psychological expectations, commitments and betrayals. Previous chapters 
have shown how negotiations over the existence of particular emotional states - such as 
romantic love and anger - were an integral element of legal process and social practice. 
We have seen how men and women brought material and verbal evidence to the courts - 
such as the physical evidence of love-letters, or the aural evidence of 'angry words' - to 
structure and convey particular articulations of affect. More frequently, invocations to 
emotional expectations or confrontations were fleeting and transient- witnesses noted the 
Lsad' or 'downcast' state of litigants, or generally invoked the misery or disappointment 
that accompanied social or conjugal conflict. 20 Nowhere was this clearer than in the case 
of matrimonial separation suits. For as the following chapter explores in detail, 
separation suits were among the most lengthy, expensive and hard-fought of all litigation 
iii the York courts. And at their core was a range of disputes over the emotional and 
psychological entitlements and obligations of spouses. 21 
In their testimonies, men and women testified to the emotional trauma they experienced 
as a result of coqiu, (Yal breakdown, neglect or abandonment, but emotional distress 
revealed itself particularly in the testimony of abused wives. In the 1719 suit brought by 
Anne More of Loflhouse a0ainst her husband Zachary, for instance, kx,,, itnesses supported 
19 A recent and nuanced account of this split is provided in Mark- S. R. Jernier and Bertrand 0. Taitlic. -Thc 
IIIS(oriographical Bodý. ' (fort hcorn I lig). 
Sýcc for instance Bl. Frans C/P 10971-1 0097) Anne Slia-%A c. Robert Shaw 
Sec chapter 6 
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Anne's claims of domestic misery by detailing her physical distress . 
22 They observed 
how Anne was 'much disordered by crying', that she had 'redd eves' and a downcast 
frame, and was generally 'pensive and sorrowful' . 
23 Similarly, in Margaret Walker of 1ý 
Otley's case against her yeoman husband Joseph in 172-5, Stephen Overend, a 73-ý'ear- 
old yeoman recalled how Margaret 'comed... to this dept's house in tears and complained 
that her husband had turned her out of doors'. 24 In the 1721 case between Elizabeth 
Laughton of Tickhill near Doncaster and her husband John, a 35-year-old servant, 
Katherine Arthur testified she had 'several times heard Mr Laughton with tears in her 
25 
eyes' lament her marital unhappiness. And Elizabeth Armitage, a 60-year-old midwife 
from Doncaster recalled how John Laughton had spoken 'very roughly and unkindly' to 
his wife and that 'Mrs Laughton in tears ... 
begged him to desist' from abusing her. 26 
As discussed in chapter six, it was commonplace in separation suits for women to 
highlight the emotional 'unease' and misery their husbands' treatment had brought to ý-) Z 
them. It was also commonplace for the rhetoric of marital 'unkindness' to be structured 
according to existing archetypes of male aggression and female passivity. Somatic 
indicators of emotional distress were equally tunctional elements of women's testimony. 
Just as female litigants presented bruises, scars and wounds to others as evidence of their 
husbands' physical brutality, emotional suffering revealed itself through a listless or 
disconsolate frame, sighing, and, most of all, through tears. Yet despite its politicisation C) C) 
as a display of feeling, the history and language of tears is a largely unexplored element I- 
of social practice 
BL CI) I Amic More c. Zachan Nlorc of Lofthousc. A ime Nlorc's c. xpcricticcs rccciNc cictal led 
consideration in the case studN Found beloNN. 
23 
'SCC 
ICS(1111011N ofA mic Clialloncrand William AN slcN in CPI 699 Afmcc ZacliarN Morc 
2'Tc,, iinioiiý of Stephen Overend in BL CPI 8 12 %largarct Walker c. Joseph Walker of Otlcý. 
(1721 ) Elizabeth Lati. ghton c. John Laughton of Eastficid in ' Tcsjunonv ofKatherine Arilitir in Bl. (TI (, -, 
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There are exceptions to this historiographical trend. Although they do not focus 
specifically on tears, MacDonald and Murphy accommodate crying into the generallsed It) It) 
physical debilitation associated with sadness as lived experience in early modern 
Eng and. 27 Vi ncent-Buffau It's account of weeping In eighteenth-century France 
acknowledges the cultural specificity of tears, but, as discussed above, she does not 
discuss the historical conventions surrounding affect displays, or the relationship 
between affect displays and experience. Increased crying is directly linked to intensified 
'feeling'. 28 A more recent account acknowledges the cultural symbolism of tears in an 
exploration of the relationship between narcissism, melancholy and loss in Renaissance 
writing. Since the author of that study, Lynne Enterline, is concerned with interpreting 
the language of melancholia through the prism of Lacanian psycho-analysis, there is no 
attempt to examine te meanings of tears as an element in social practice, or to locate 
them in any typology of affective display. 29 Yet tears were not only communicative 
phenomena, but also elaborately schernatised representations of affect. Along with 
blushing, glaring, pouting and other physical proofs of 'feeling', tears were analysed and 
described in a growing number of works on the passions found in the post-Renaissance 
wor d. -10 It is therefore impossible to construct their social significance without 
considering the elaborate physiological tradition in which tears were embedded. 
26 Testimony of Elizabeth Ann'tage in CPI 63 1 Laughton c. Laughlon. 
See MacDonaldand Murpli)-. Sleep/ess Soid. v, pp. 99-102.194-6.291-4. See also MacDonald. Iývsfical 
13'edlam, pp. 90-92.122-12'1. 
Is 
., \fine vincent-B(Iffault. 7he Ilistot-v ol 7ý-ars: Sensibilin. - anclNentimentalin- in 
brance (London. 199 1). 
p. 4. 
") See Lynn Enfer-line. Pic kars and. Uasculiniýv in Earýv. kfoclern WrI111W 
(Stmiford. 1995). Introduction. Further litcrary examples include R. Henke. ' "Gentleman-Like Tears" 
AO'ecliNký Rcsponsc in Italian Tr-, i,, I-('oiiicdN and Shakespeare's Late PlaN-s*. Comparative Literafure 
Nim/w. N, I 99o), pp., 27-50. and M. Swiss. ' "Lacrimae The Theolog) of Tears in N1111on", 
-Lycidas- and Donne's Sernion 13. -Jcstis \Vcpt". lWhiteliall. Lent. 16-122-1J. 'Ifiltoll Olwrterýv 22 
(I () N' 8). P. 10 -, 
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Along with practical and ethical debates over the origins and nature of the passions, and 
the kinds of self-reflexive analysis of humanity discussed in chapter one, seventeenth- 
century theorists chronicled and tabulated the various somatic experiences of affect. In 
so doing they drew on a long-establ i shed tradition of accessing Interiority through 
bodily display. For whatever understandings were placed on the passions - as 
psychological or physiological phenomena, a product of the divine, the humours or the 
nerves - it was widely conceived that emotional experience was legible in the facial 
and bodily expressions of others, provided the beholder was sufficiently literate. 
As part of a national and European interest in the passions, a spectacular array of 
publications offered readers a formulaic repertoire of display-codes through which to 
identify the emotional temperaments and states of others. The style and form of those 
codes were inter-textual, appearing in the work of philosophers, orators, dramatists and 
painters, all of who were similarly concerned with the bodily communication of affect. 
There is insufficient space here to Aiscus-s these publications in any detail .31 
Examples 
include Rene Descartes' Passions of the Soul (1649); Charles Le Brun's Expression of 
the Passions (1688), -, and Christian Thomasius' New Discovery (1692), the latter of 
which pledged to 'discover' through emotional expressions 'the secrets of the hearts of 
other men ... even against their 
Will,. 
32 As Peter Harrison argues in a discussion of the 
30 On this theme. see chapter 1. 
. 31 For a detailed list, see H. M. Gardineret al. Feeling and Emotion: a Historv of Theories (Connecticut, 
1937). p. 120. 
32Thc full title of Thornaslus's work is instructive: A New Discoverýv ofa Well-Grounded andfor 
the Conjinunitv ýk lost Necessajýv Science of the Knowledge of the Secrets of the Heart of Other Men 
froin Dai4v Comersation, Even Against their Will (Halle, 1692). See also Rend Descartes, Ies 
Passions de 114ine, translated as Passions of the Soul (1649), reproduced in The Philosophical 
11ýmkv, trans. E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Rodd (Cambridge, 1911), Charles Le Brun. .1 Afethod to 
Learn the Design of the Passions. trans. I Williams (1734), ed- XT. McKenzie. (facs. repr. Los 
Angeles, 1980). paKvim. Lc Brun's. lfethod receives consideration below. On the conventions of 
painting more generally. see Alan T. McKenzie. 'The Countenance You Show Me- Reading the 
Passions in the Eigheenth Century', The Georgia Review. 30 (1978), pp. 758-773, and Brewster 
Rogerson, 'The Art of Painting the Passions*. Journal of the Ihsto? y ofldeas. 14 (1953). pp. 68- 
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influence and imagery of the Fall in early modern %ýriting, contemporary belief in a 
'language of nature I- that 'all natural objects bore signs indicating their use' - lurked 
behind attempts to depict and decipher human emotions. " Yet this belief also rested on a 
mind/body/soul relation rooted in classical precedent. 
For Aristotle, passions had a moral and practical function in the soul for the pursuit of good 
(pleasure) and the retreat from evil (pain). The soul's attraction to an object of pleasure drew 
the body towards it, whilst the soul's retreat from an object of pain or displeasure made the 
body recoil. Physical affect displays were an extension of this lolgic, as the movement of 
spirits and muscles in response to an object produced such physiological reactions as crying 
and blushing, The type of response varied according to the nature and degree of emotion 
experienced, as indicated in Le Brun's depictions of fri ht, desire and sadness (see fig. 6). 9 In 
Charles Le Brun (1616-1690) was director of the Acadýrnie Royale de Peinture et de 
Sculpture in 1683, and influential as painter and theorist. The Alfelhod, which 
elaborately plotted the passions depicted by Descartes in Lcs Pasmotis de V, 4me was 
reprinted several times during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and was a Z" _n 
tormative influence on such later theorists as William Hogarth and Sir Joshua 
Reynolds. 14 The associations between the work of Le Brun and Descartes, and indeed 
II in sevente the general parallels between methods and styles of depiction found i enth- 
century treatises, illustrates how far the naturalisation of somatic displays could be 
94. See also IT. Piclures ()/ Pevoiems, Fow-jes awl. lfikclion-N - Poelwoll. v Deciphered it? 11 Voriely 
()l Charactcrs (London. 164 1). 
Peter Harrison. 'Reading the Passions- The FaIL the Passions and Dominion Over Nature. ' in Stplicii 
Gaukrogcr (ed. ). The., 'wi Underhelýv ol'Reamm. The Possion., ý in theSeventeenth Centurv (London. 
1998). p. 54. The gcndering, of tliv; putatiN c transparcncN is considered below. 
-1 William Hogarth. The. Inali-sis ()f Beauty. ed. J. Burke. (Oxford. 19-7,5). and Sir Joshua Rc\ nolds. 
Pocottrsc. s on. Irt. ed. Robert R. Wark. (San Manno. 1959). both of whicharc discusscd by McKeivic in 
Le Brun. )Ielhod. Introduction. 
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interpreted as prescriptive rather than descriptive. 35 For the post-Renai ssance 
emergence of such instructive and heavily conventionalised images of affect N\ as 
compatible with attempts to standardise deportment, behaviour and gesture associated 
with the 'civilizing process', and contemporary interest in the development of an 
universally accepted 'language of gesture' . 
36 
It is clearly impossible here to evaluate the extent to which somatic representations 
actually vhal)ed physiological experience by creating, and perpetuating cultural beliefs 
about appropriate or legitimate affective feelings. A more realistic endeavour therefore - 
and one no less illustrative of the culturally embedded nature of phvsical experience - is 
to consider the ways those representations structured and sanctioned particular 
interpretations of somatic expression. Thus weeping was viewed as a physioloolcal 
expression of emotional distress, reflecting and responding to the movement of the 
animal spirits through the physical form. As Charleton put it, sorrow caused 'the soul to 
contract', so that the 'AmmalSpitlts, are... recalled inward, but slowly and without 
violence, so that the blood being by degrees destitute of a suff icient influx of them, is 
transmitted with too slow a motion' fongin-al emphasis]. 37 When this happened, the 
C pulse is rendered 11111e, v/oiv, t-are and iveak, and there is felt about the heart a certain 
oppressive sli-icitiess as if the orifices of it were drawn together, with a manifest chihiess 
congeallm) the blood and communicating itself to the rest of the body' [original I -- 
I li Further examples ofartistic conventions are found in McKenzie. 'The Countenance You Shom Me 
(). 759. and Rogerson. Jhc Art of Painting the Passions'. pp. 68-94. 
"'Seel ýI ia". Cij-ijjý, j, jj: j-)j-ocCSA, 2, PP. 2-7-'l 13 mid Dih%ýn Knox. * Ideas oil 
Gesturc and UnlNersal 
C. iý()-N)iO in John Henn- and Sarah Hulton (eds. ). Veir 1)erspccnve. ý on Renaissance 
Thotiola. Fs-s-av. s in the lhwrv ql', 'ý', Jencc, F(hication aml IlfilosolViv (Loildon- 1990). esp. p. 
102 
3 chal-letoll.. I Vofllra/ lksloýv (? / llit, 1-)as, ýions (London. W4). p. 150. 
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emphasis]. 39 The resulting physical indicators of sorrow included 'an uncomely 
distortion of the face' as the emotion began to 'vent itself in sighs and tears'. '9 
The specific origin and materiality of tears was a subject of some controversy in the 
seventeenth century. Some claimed tears derived from fluids in the brairi. others that 
they were the products of excess animal fluids in the blood, or that thev derived from 
fluids in the eyes themselves. 40 Less cont-entious was the claim that tears, like sighs. 
functioned as a release-valve to protect the delicate equilibrium of body and soul. For 
when an excess of spirits made the sensitive soul overcome with grief, the of 
the heart... are by the blood in abundance brought into them, more than usually 
crowded and distended'. At the same time, the lungs became 'stuffed and inflated' and 1. 
unable to 'perform the action of respiration but bysobbs intermixed; and the Midrýff, to 
give room to such distension of the heart and Lungs, is pressed downward... which 
great depression and brisk contraction beina, repeated, is the efficient cause ofSobbilig, I 
[original emphasi S]. 
41 Finally, the brain was affected by this 'disorder' and 'the arteries 
surcharged with too great an afflux of blood from the oppressed heart' that 'the palace 
of the Soul itself is brought into danger of a purple deluge. For prevention whereoF ý 
The nerves encircling and binding the trunks of the arteries in many places, 
strongly constringe them, so that the commotion of the blood Is much repressed, 
the liquor thereof (in the beginning of the passion highly rareified) suddainly 
condensed, and the ferous part of it being, put into a flux, is transmitted into 
the-Glandules of the Eyes, there placed and designed by nature to receive it. 
And then because these Glatiditles are in like manner constr-inged, and as it were 
Charlelon. Naturol Ifvsiot-v. p. 15 1. 
10 Anon. The. ýIirror o/ Human Aature (London. 1775). p, 29. See also William Ayloffe. Ae Governmew 
offhe 1'11, s, ýIolls. Iccor(ling 10 thc Rules ofReason aiull? elýgion (London. 1700). p. 117 ind Charleton. 
. 
Vafura/ Ili viol-l'. pp. 
Compare Charleton. A'atitral flistorv. esp. p. 154: J. Buliier. Pathonivotomia. or a bi. vw(tioti ol the 
bfsclc. ý ofthe. llfi'"ioll-v QffhC. 11i1I(1(' (London. 1649). pp. 14 and \ Steno, Anatomical 
()J). ý,, rvations ol'ihe Oant1v ofthe h'Ve awl thci? -Neýi 1exwls therebY Reveahlkg the Trite Source (! fTcars 
(London. 1602). pp. 16- IS' 
. '' Chariclon. Votural llisfoi-v. p 15(1 
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squeez'd by certain nerves that are of the same original and community with the 
Pcahellc nerves of theface and hecirl. the serious liquor is expressed out of them 
through their excretory chatmetv leading to the corners of the Eyes ... and 
forced to 
42 distil in a shower of tears [original emphasi S] . 
Physiological explanations of the tears, as those of affect displays more generally, were 
inherently gendered. Depictions of certain emotional states, like fright and anger, tended 
to use the male form, as seen in Le Brun's Method. By contrast, a spiritualised form of 
desire and sadness were often associated with women (see fig. 6). This was not 
accidental, for men and women alike were believed prone to types and degrees of 
emotional expression, well before the emergence of nerve theory. 4-I . -Mong, with 'infants 
and old men', women were traditionally understood as subject to tears under hunioural 
theory because their blood was 'more thin and diluted with. veruni' (which was 
subsequently more likely to cause an 'Effusion of the Sensitive Soul') than in young 
adult males. -44 And as a result of their weaker, softer and moister bodies, women were 
more prone to blushing (accumulated blood being more visible because of their thinner 
skin), and to sudden but fleeting flurries of passions like rage, visible in the face, limbs 
and eyes. 
45 
3. Affective Strategies and the Mutability of Meaning. 
What then of the physiological and emotional changes associated with the eighteenth 
century as a period of transition) No less than in the previous century, intellectual and 
physiological accounts of the passions in the 1700s saw the continuation and 
preservation of classificatory and representational structures rooted in classical 
'12 Charleton. Noinrol lhstoýv. p. 157. See also Bulwer. PathomYotonna, pp. 14 1 
, On the belief that ncrA c thcory radically altered i rituproat ions of gender and emotional cxpcncncc. scc 
Barker-Benfield. Culture vlNoi. Ohihýv. pp. 1-3. 
('11arleton. Natural lflstoi-v. p. 158. Sec also (lic discussion in chapter 1. 
For a dated but compreliciisIN-C introduction to humoural theory , cc J. B. Barnborough. 7he Little 
()/. I kin (\ei% York. 195 pl) ()4-4,0 
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precedent. Thus works on oratory and painting, and treatises on the passions continued to 
discuss affect in humoural terms, and to invoke the static physiological models used by 
Le Brun. 46 There was also continued emphasis on external display as the key to internal 
feeling, a link reinforced by philosophical, political and medical discourses on the 
sociability of affect . 
47 And there was the rise of more systematic attempts to classify 
affective display, as seen in discourses on physiognomy and pathognomy, the latter of 
which addressed not the permanent characteristics of the face which resulted from 
personality or character traits, but the fleeting facial expressions of emotion. 48 
Of course we cannot ignore the emergence of new ways of viewing the affective body, or 
new cultural registers in which emotion was constructed, though- as will be seen - these 
developments did not necessarily coincide with changes in feeling, or even become 
49 
widespread until the late eighteenth century. Yet a rise in the literature of manners and 
civility probably increased the self-conscious and socially situated nature of emotional 
representation. Thus, when The Spectator discussed affect displays as 'the inward 
disposition of the mind made visible', it did not rely on the schematic indexes of the face 
46 See for instance J. Burgh, The A rt of Speaking. Containing ... Rules For Expressing Properýv the Principal Passions and Huniours, 2ded. (London, 1768). pp. I- 10. For an historical account of the 
continued influence of hurnoural theory in eighteenth-century medicine and culture see Roy Porter, Afind 
Forg'd Alanacles: a History ofMadness in Englandfirom the Restoration to the Regenqv (London, 1987), 
p. 47. 
Examples include David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (London, 1739). ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge 
(Oxford, 1978), esp. pp. 575-6; Adam Smitk The Theory ofMoral Sentiments (London, 1759), ed. D. D. 
Raphael and A. L. Macfie, (Oxford, 1976), p. IL Francis HutchesonAn Essqy on the Nature and Conduct 
ofthe Passions, with Illustrations on the. i foral Sense (1742, facs. repr. London, 197 1). Introduction. See 
also V. M. Hope, Virtue b, v Consensus: The , Voral Philosopkv ofHutcheson, Hume and Adam Smith 
(Oxford, 1989), Introduction and chapter 1. J. G. A. Pocock, The. 1 fachiavellian Afoment (Princeton. 1975). 
Introduction, J. Sambrook, The Eighteenth Centuivy: The Intellectual and Cultural Context of English 
Literature, 1700-1789,2"ded., (London, 1993), esp. pp. 75-6. 
48 On the evolution of physiogripmy, see Roy Porter. 'Making Faces: Physiognomy and Fashion in 
Eighteenth-Century England'. EtudesAnglaises, 38 (1985). pp. 385-396-. J. Browne. 'Darwin and the Face 
of Madness', in Bynum, Porter and Shepherd (eds. ), TheAnatomy of. 1 fadness. pp. 151-165. On the 
contemporary influence of pathognomy, see M. G. Ketchan-L Transparent Designs: Reading, Peýformance 
and Plorm in the ý'pectator Papers (Athens. 1985). chapter 2. 
49As is discussed below. the construction of ner%, ous physiology also borrowed heavily from the language 
of hurrioural theory. See for instance R. Robinson-4 New ývstem ofthe Spleen, Iapours and 
1ývpochondriack Afelancho4v (London. 1729). Introduction. 
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and hands found in the theories of Le Brun, or John Bulwer. 50 Adopting, a more fluid and 
contingent approach to bodily display, its digressions on manners acknowledged the 
myriad of social and interpretative strategies involved in communicating affect. Indeed, 
as Ketcham argues, Me Speciatot-'s account of gesture moved beyond the 'external 
catalogue' of affect in which 'one sign equals one meaning'. Instead it offered 'a 
&reading of social performances whereby the meaning of a sign must be read accordin(-, to 
its context, and... a theory of sentiment where the meani II ing of the sign resides in the 
observer's responses'. 5' The perception and judgement of the observer was ultimately 
crucial to the communication of feeling. No less than clenched fists or flushed cheeks, 
the posture, speech tone and manner of communication was understood to betray an 
individual's inner character and feelings. 
Of course the range of expressions and gestures discussed in Ihe Sl)eclaiot- were no less 4: ) 
52 What is significant for the purposes conventionalised than earlier behavioural models. C) 
of this chapter, however, is that this recognition of affect as socially constituted allows a 
far more nuanced interpretation of somatic display than found in traditional 
historiography. For whilst Barker-Benfield and others offer a unidirectional account of 
affect in which, to use the terms laid down above, one sign = one meaning, somatic 
displays of affect had a multiplicity of meanings, and were deployed for a variety of 
different ends. This is apparent in the wide-ranging meanings associated with kkeeping in In 
contemporary literature and social practice. 
ýý, cctator 86. ci(ed in Ketcham. Transparent Pc, sw/o., 1. Scc Lc Brun. Alethod. passim, arld John 
BuINNer, Clurologia: or 1he. Vatural LaiWitagc ofthe fland, and Chironomia: or the. Irt o0lanual 
j? l1t, joric (1644)- cd. James \V. Clcarý-. (Illinois. 1974). passinv 
;j Kctchain, Transparent Oc. wgns, pp. 49-50. 
-nicN conformed to the heightened models of refinement and sensibility identified in fiction bv Barker- 
Benfield. ( 'ulturc Scnsihdhý-. chaptcr 1. For a thorough N ct ncglected critique of the rlictonc of 
-, C1111111ciltality which underpinned those models- scc E, Erlýimctsl; j. .I 
Studl, ofthe Word '. 'ýcntimewal'and 
ol'other I IlkiýW, Sllc haractcrI. Nfics ol I ý'h Ct-viturv 's'Ciaimentalism in b-ngland (Helsitiki. 195 Hý 
Introduction and chapter 
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The physiological conventions associated with tears have been discussed above Their 
political and social function was far more complex. We have seen hoýý tears, no les, --, than 
other somatic indicators, invoked authentic feeling, and throughout the period writerý, 
used weeping to engage readers' empathy, or to demonstrate a character's emotional 
depth. In 7he MoralMiscellany for instance, a man composes an 'Ele, -,,, -' to a deceased 
lover, in which he laments his previous ill-treatment of her. Remorseful and grief- n 
stricken, the narrator sits alone, 'weep[ingl... with downcast eve'. 3 In Ihe Lonclon 
Merchant: or, the History (? f George Barnwell (173 1), actions speak louder than words, 
as Millwood betrays her lovefOFBarnwell- '0! Spare my Tongue, and let my Blushes 
(this Flood of tears to that will force its Way) declare vhat Woman's Modestv should 
hide'. Barnwell's response is une-quivocal- 'Oh, Heavens! She loves me, worthless as I 
am, her Looks, her Words, her flowing Tears confess it'. 54 
Yet as the triumphantly weeping posture of LIlo's Barnwell suooest'--'ý tears were 
ambiguous. Though traditionally emblematic of sorrow, weeping could signal a number 
5- 
of emotions and motivation S. r' They could, for instance, express gratitude. Samuel 
Pepys' Amy records that when he took his sister into his home at their father's request, 
albeit as a servant, she did 'with many thanks did weep for joy'. 
56 Tears could betray an 
individual's commitment and concern for others, Thus in 1725, in an adultery suit 
brought by the churchwardens of Huddersfield against one James Murgatrovd, a \ýitiicss 
53 'Elcp .' in 
Anon.. Y lic. 1 foral k /iscellaqv, (Dubfin- 1774). p. ' 63. 
5' George Lillo. The London .\ 
ferchant: or, the Ihsioi: i- of Geoyge Barnwell in J. L. Sleffenson (ed. ). Pic 
Oramatic H orks (? f Gcofge Lillo (Oxford. 1993), ýAct 
1, Sccnc 5.11.64- p. 164. 
See Charletoli. Ninural llisto)ýy, p. 15', 
5" As ýi reminder of the traimictiom] naturc of tcars, it is notcwortliN that Pcpý s rccords 
how his sister' 
nctions 'did oiN c me nd niN NN ife Some content and salisfýiccioii'. Enm for No, %-ciilbcr 
12 1660 in ý)aiiiucl 
Pcpý,,, 7he Piati, ol'Nantuel Pepi-s. ed. R. Lithain and W. N Lm hcws. 11 %, ols. (London. 1970-83). 1 
p, ,)1. Thanks to Mark Jenner for this reference. 
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recalled she had seen the accused lying with his alleged lover, Elizabeth ýVoodhead, in a 
compromising position. Woodhead was indisposed in bed, vvhile %lurgatroyd 'sat by her 
upon the Bedd-side and cryed over her, expressing a great concern for her indisposition 
or sickness'. 57 Weeping was no less associated with indignation and hurt. In 1730, John 
Corles, a gentleman from Preston, was accused of fornication with one Alice Turner, a 
servant girl who had recently given birth to an illegitimate child. The case %vas appealed 
to York from Richmond, and Maria Hodgkinson, a servant woman ftom Preston was tý I 
called to testify. Hodgkinson suggested the union signalled nothing other than rape. She 
testified that she accidentally met with 'the said Corles and her the said Alice together 
the said Corles having his Breeches down & the said Alice crying & calling the said 
Corles a Rogue & saying she wondered what he would do with her'. 5' 
These examples from the York courts could be multiplied almost indefinitely, as 
men and women used tears to sl(, Ynal and evaluate different degrees and types of 
ý9 And we must not forget their theolocylcal selfish or 'compassionate' feelings. 
import. For in addition to being associated with Christ's passion, tears were 
invoked by theoloopans and preachers as symbols of the eternal misery and despair 
awaiting the unrepentant sinner. Thus in R. B. 's Utiparalleld I'm-lefles: Or, lhe In 
.A hachIcss. 4 clioin and 
Pas. vions (? f Mankind (1683) hell is a place of 'utter 
darkness, where is weeping and wailing, and gnashing of teeth' through pain and 
abandonment. "" By contrast to the state of hell, and indeed the mortal realm Nýhich 
Testinion) of Elizabeth Wood in BI. CPI 793 (1725) Office pp. Nicholas Braildiall c. James 
Murgatroyd of Huddersfield. On the significance of affect displays in mainnionial scparition -, ults, ýcc 
chaptcl o 
ý"' Testimony of %lana Hodgkinson in BI. Trans C/P 1730/5 (1730) John Corks c. William Stratford and 
jallic" I lolines. 
ý" Sce libel in 131- Trans CJ) 1715/1 (1725) Thomas Nicholson. curate of EasbN c. late churcimardew, of 
f-.., IsbN. Scc also the discussýton of the relationship bemcen self and social passions in chapter 
1. 
6" R. B. I nporollel 'd Iarieties: or. the Afatchles, ý . 
Ictions and Pasmons o0fankind (London. 10831). p. 99 
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was also full of sorrow, the state of heaven had no sorrow, and no tears. As W R. 
noted in Ati Essay oti Grief (1695), 'Ihough lhey. ww M lears, theyshall real) hi 
Jo-i. `, for in the next life they shall 'drink Rivers of Pleasure for every Tear that fell 
from their Eyes' [original emphasi S]. 
61 
Of course tears also functioned on earth as evidence of deep spirituality, and were a 
conventional i sed part of the conversion experience. The non-conformist minister, 
Oliver Heywood, noted how at his father's death 'god did... assist my heart, both in 
expounding Job 33 and praying' until he experienced 'both a flood of teares and a 
solemn parting'. 62 The conversion of Oliver's mother was filled with 'bitter crys of 
godly sorrow, and hearty groanes for pardoning mercy', and his children's religiosity in 4- -- 
turn was evidenced by their tendency to cry during prayer. Oliver recounted in his 
autobiography how on one occasion- 
My John on Lord's Day sennight being Nov 4,1 being from home and my maid out of 
the house, at her return found him weeping bitterly, sore bleared, having begun it as he 
was readim) a cliaptei-[. S]he of a long time could not get from him the cause, he still 
sobbed and took on very heavily, at last he told her it was because he had sinned 
ag[ains]t god, and had offended him. [B]Iessed be god for this beginning of god's work 
upon his heart. "-' 
It was not unusual for the grief of puritan children to be used as evidence of 
religiosity, not least because the younger one \vas, the more likely he or she was 
to be moved by passion. In a similar fashion Rogers' A. vcourve Coticertu . ng 
TI-ouble of A 11m] observed that 'those that are converted in their younger days, the 
\urnith and heat of their olowing and beginning zeal, does more easilv melt into 
61 \\', R.. In on ll'ith the Cousc-ý and Reme(hes ol'it (Oxford. 1695). pp. 219-220. 
-0 Oln cr I icN-%% ood. Zlic Revcroul Oltvcr llc. vivoo(l, H.. 1.1630-1,2. llis. -Iutobtograplmý Otartc. N. 
Inec(lote aml L'vent Hooks. 4 vols.. ed. I Horsfall Tumcr. (London. 1. p. 3 1. 
Hc%i%ood.. Iutobwgrqj? lýv. pp. 4 -33 
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tears, and then the Rivers flow more than they do afterwards. In many %\ ays, 
therefore, the physical birth prefigured a child's subsequent spintual birth, for -as 
in the first, so 'tis in the second birth, as soon as they are born, they cry. No 
sooner are they brought from darkness into marvellous light, but they wonder at 
their folly, and at the grace of God that saved them from it, and that wonder does 
64 
produce grief and love' . 
Good Christians were therefore expected to weep for 
the sins and sadness of others, for 'the tears they shed are tears of compassion for 
the very sad and miserable condition of the world'. 65 In the words of Rogers, 
'tears and sighs' unified and cemented 'all the members of the same [social] 
body', for 'every one ... 
has lhis Language, In which Me poor qfflicled Jobspoke lo 
his hard-hearled Fi. -vilot-s, Chap 19.2 1. Have pity upon me, 0 ye my friends, for 
the hand of God hath touched me' [original emphasi S]. 
66 
The theological import of grief and crying deserves far more attention than can be 
piven here, for there are histories to be written on the various emotional registers 
67 
and conventions used by different religious denominations and group S. Yet it is 
hoped that the range of examples provided here indicates the multifarious 
meanings given to tears not merely as physiological phenomena in eighteenth- 
century England, but as social, political and religious symbols. Rather than being 
construed as spontaneous responses to inner feeling, tears need to be viewed as 
affective performances structured by, and interpreted in, a complex system of 
personal and social beliefs and expectations. This claim is underlined by the 
(, j , 1'. Rogers.. I Oi. woursc Concerning, D-ouble ofIllind and the Disease of. 1felancholt, in -" 
Parts. 
2 II'l cd. (London- 1 '()6)- p. )4 1, 
1ý0, -, Cr,, 
I)I. Scoul-sc. P. 3 1() 
Rogevs. /)twour-Nc. p. i\ 
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affective body's ambivalent status. For it was a literary and philosophical 
convention that, whilst purporting to announce the secrets of the psyche or soul., 
somatic indicators could be concealed, misrepresented, or even faked. The body, in 
other words, could lie. 
The convention that crying signalled dissimulation rather than sincerity, for 
instance, dated back at least as far as Ovid. Again, this orthodoxy was gendered, as 
women were believed especially prone to what we term 'crocodile tears' . 
68 
observed in Steno's Anatomical Observations, women had a greater tendency 
towards tears in any case, so it was 'very easy for young women to pretend to tears 
at will, having taught the -eyes to weep'. 69 There are numerous literary examples of 
this typology throughout the long eighteenth century. In Colley Cibber's The 
CI areless Husband, for instance, Sir Charles Easy reproaches Lady Modish for her 
treatment of her suitor, Morelove, and she responds with tears. Sir Charles is 
immediately sceptical: 'Ah! True Woman, drop him a dissembling Tear, and then 
7.70 
al: his just Resentment must be husht of course In Richard Steele's Me Funer 
Or, Grief a-la-Mode (1702) the concern for dissimulation is expressed by Cabinet 
who, mocking the 'Necessaries for Funerals' notice displayed by the Undertaker 
notes the irony of hiring mourners to 'Grieve, Lament, and Follow in [the] stead' 
of their relations . 
71 We then observe Lady Brumpton -a widow believed to be 
'deeply Joyful' under her 'Weeds and black Train' - boasting of her ability to 
67 On the 'heart religion' of Methodism for mstance, see S. G. D m10nd. The P-ývcholqKv ofthe, 1 Jethodho 
Revival: an Empirical and Descriptive Mudv (London. 1976). Introduction and p. 130, Barker-Benficid. 
Culture qfSensibiliol. p. 72 
6" Ovid's Remedia Amoris warned readers to 'beware of being moved by maidens' tears. for they have 
taught their eves to weep'. Cited in Steno,. -Inatomical Observations, p. 18. 69SIcno. 
.4 natomical 
Obseinwtion. v, p. 18. 
Colicy Cibber. The Care/esv Hu. -vband. Act 5. Scene 7.11.125-8. in M. Sullivan (ed. ). Collev, Obber: 
Three S'entimental Come&e. v (Landori. 1973). 
71 Richard Steele. The Funeral: Or, Griefa-la-Mode: a Comedv. in S. Strum Kenny (ed. ). 7he Plavs of 
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emotionally control her late husband. If ever the two quarrelled, Lady Brumpton 
declares, she would fall on her knees 'to implore his Pardon ... with 
Tears, Sighs 
72 
and Importunities' . 
Later she revels in the 'exquisite pleasure' of her performance 
of grief. 73 It was a well -establ 1 shed cultural convention, then, that ý\omen 
manipulated tears for their own ends, and in order to achieve moral, emotional or 
psychological power over others. As Rousseau cynically declared in Enitle (1762)- 
Women's empire is an empire of gentleness, skill and obligingness- her orders are I :nI 
caresses, her threats are tears. She ought to reign in the home as a minister does in 74 
a state - by getting herself commanded to do what she wants to do . 
As this evidence suggests, the affective body, like all forms of inter-personal 
communication, fulfilled a perilous and unstable function between experience and 
expression, the subjective and the social. This was not just a literary convention 
but an integral and constitutive element of social practice. For it was in that 
instability between performance and interpretation - in the space between a blink 
and a wink, to return to Geertz's analogy - that meaningFesided. 
75 In other C 
words, it was only in the production, perception and interpretation of somatic 
displays, and in the disputes and conflicts that arose over their interpretation, that 
the displays exi-we(l, at least as cultural artefacts. 
To concretise some of these claims, we must return to the evidence of the courts, 
and to the experience of Anne More of Lofthouse, a gentry woman whose 
Ric hanl, ý'Icclc (Oxford. 1971). Act 1. Sccnc 1.11.8-10. p, 25. 
Steele. Griel a-la-. \ lode. Act 1. Scene 1. It. II- 15. p. -') 
5. 
Steele, On(. / a-la-, l locle. Act 2, Scenc 1.11.3 8-44, p. 6 ". 
Jean-Jacques Rousscmi. F, mile. or, 0n h'thwation (170-1). trans. A. Bloom. (London. 
1979). 
p. 408. 
Geertz. bacyretonon w ('ulture. N. p. ()-7. Cf. Un I -/. above. 
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marriage caused her considerable distress. 76 In 1719, Anne More, daughter of 
Richard Harnage, %IP. brought a separation suit against her husband Zacharv- 
owner of a local alum works. The dispute lasted four years, during which time no 
fewer than twenty-eight witnesses, including some of the countr-v's most eminent 
physicians, testified. Though extreme in nature and content, the richness of detail 
provided by the suit allows a case study of the themes raised by this chapter. For 
as deponents disputed the emotional, psychological and physical origins and 
nature of Anne More's distress, their testimonies revealed the conflicts and 
negotiations surrounding affect displays, and the social nature of physical 
experience. 
*** 
4. Affect as Performance: the Case of Anne More of Lofthouse. 
One evening in September 1719, Anne More dined with her family and 
acquaintances at her home at Lofthouse, Durham. There was nothing, unusual 
about this. As members of the local 61ite, she and Zachary often entertained civic 
officials and clerics of various denominations. On this occasion Anne's friends 
Mrs Collingwood and Thomasina Maynard of Yarm had joined them, along with 
Mr Gordon, Steward to the Duke of Buckingham, Mr Hunt, the parish priest, and 
Mr Witham, a 'Romish Bishop' . 
77 Wine flowed fireely, and the evening was an 
apparent success, as the party 'play'd at cards' late into the night. 78 When she 
\. \etit to bed, however, Anne 'fell very ill in an unusuall manner in stran(ye I=N 
119 
The pains kept Anne awake all night, and the smarting pains at her stomach' .7 
next morning she told Thornasma \Iavnard that she N\as 'much out of order at her 
16 
Cf. I" i12 -' Libel in CPI 099 '\Ioi, c C. More. 
Tc-, tunoin of Thomasina %ldynard in CPI 699 More C. Nlore. 
-9 Libel in CPI WO ', Ioi-c c More. 
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stomach'. 80 Thomasina noticed Anne 'seemed to be out of order at several times 
that day', but that she nevertheless 'went up and down the house about her 
business'. 81 The following day Thomasina Maynard went home. On her return 
two weeks later, Thomasina was shocked by the change in Anne's condition. 
When Thomasina entered the More home, accompanied by Mrs Anne Challoner, 
a mutual friend from Guisborough, she found Anne emotionally distraught. Anne 
told her friends that Zachary had abused her, calling her 'whore' and 'pimp' and 
telling her that 'his coach and horses were at her service to carry her away and 
that he hoped at some time or another to see her want bread'. 82 Since Zachary 
was at home - 'threatening menaceing chiding & brawling' with his wife - the t) 
two women could not offer much assistance, though they were concerned to see 
83 Anne 'much disordered by crying', and 'her eyes... very Redd' . 
Ten days later, 
I 
when Zachary went to London, Anne contacted Mrs Challoner and other friends 
and acquaintances, telling them that she feared she was dying, and asking them to 
visit her at Lofthouse. When they did so, the full extent of Anne's physical and 
emotional debilitation became apparent. 
,, \s she sat 
by the sick-bed of Anne More, - by now intermittently weeping, 
confused, hysterical and fearful - Mrs Challoner noticed her friend's face was 
'bloated and that she appeared over [. vic] her stomach (which this dept felt and 
see) to be somethim, bigger than ordinary. )84 Indeed, so distended and s,, vollen 
K(j Test linow, of-Thomasina Maynard in CPI 699 %lore C. More. 
Tcstiniony of-Thomasma %l; i\ nard in CPI 699 Nlorc c. Morc. 
Tcsjjiuon, \ offlioniasina Nlimiard in CPI 699 More c. More. On the Icoal and cultural meanim-, s of 
scp, jr, ition fingation. scc Chapter 
Tc,, iimon) ol'Amic Clialloner in CPI 099 %lore c. More. Cf. Un I-/. 
1'equiloriN ot-Amic Challoner in CPI 699 %lore c. More. 
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was Anne's abdomen that Mrs Challoner 'and the rest of the neighbours thought 
she had actually been with child'. 85 Dorothy Hall from Kirkleatham observed 
that Anne was often sick at her head and stomach and sometimes vomited and 
this dept saith she was sweli'd at her stomach, and her face was a little sýýell'd 
and a little dull coloured'. As Anne's condition deteriorated, she 'took a fitt such 
an one as [Dorothy] never see any body in before in which fitt this dept saith she 
laid very still and graspt her hands and after that she was out of that fitt she 
immediately fell into another of the same kind'. After 'three or four of those fitts 
that night one after another', Dorothy was 'afraid [Anne] would have dyed'. 86 
In addition to the abdominal and facial swelling and fitting observed by Challoner 
and Hall, Anne complained of persistent abdominal pains, vomiting, diarrhoea 
and convulsions. Thomas Dawson, a 55-year-old magistrate from Durham, heard 
that Anne was often 'seized with burning and pricking pains in her stomach 
which were soon followed by a violent purgeing which continued about three 
, which 
lasted about three weekes and that was followed by as violent a vorniting 
weeks longer'. After a particularly extreme bout of vomiting and diarrhoea, Anne 
told Thomas that 'skins and sloughs, came away' in her 'stools and vomitts which 
according to her description this dept took to be the mucous coat of her stomach 
and guts'. 87 Sarah Hall of Guisborough, who spent some time caring for Anne at 
Lofthouse, observed that Anne 'vomited green stuff with a mixture sometimes of 
blexk in it but most chiefly green such as this dept never see in all her life'. At 
such times the 'pitt of [Anne's] N\ as 'discoloured vIz. black and vellow and 
complained of being sweli'd and in this depts opinion the said Mrs More was 
Tc,, Iiiiioii, % of Amic Challoner in CPI (, 99 More c. %lorc 
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88 
swel I'd and that her body seemed to be harder than ordinary' And the More', 
family physician, Dr Joseph Anderson, visited Anne several times at Lofthouse 
between September and December 1719. Anderson often saw Anne 'a purgenig, 
and vomiting', and noted with some surprise that 'what [Anne] vomited was a 
thin green liquor for the most part ). 
89 
These bizarre symptoms clearly disturbed and puzzled onlookers. So, too, did the 
range of emotional sufferings that accompanied them. We have seen that Anne 
Challoner and Isabella Maynard were struck by Anne's grief-stricken state. Dr Z- 
Anderson and others observed Anne seemed 'disordered [in] her head & brain' as 
she lurched between extreme emotions. One moment she was 'unhappy', tearful 
and believing herself to be 'of all women the most miserable'. 9" The next she 
was 'smileing' and peaceable, 'affectionate' with her husband and open to 
philosophical and theological debate. 9' Subsequently Anne was variously 
depicted as physically aggressive and suicidal, when she was capable of'wild and 
incoherent expressions' and gestures, or emotionally subdued and miserable, 
when she would lie on her bed 'her limbs and her body ... 
drawn all up together 
92 
upon a heap' . 
. As this evidence suggests, the physicality of 
Anne's suffering was not in dispute. 1- 
And Anne, at least, was in no doubt about its cause. She claimed her illness was 
"'Tcstintom ot'DorolliN Hall in CPI 699 %lorc c. More. 
TestinionN of Thomas Dawson in CPI 699 More c. More. 
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the direct result of Zachary's cruel and abusive treatment of her. She testified that 
since their marriage Zachary had been verbally, physically and emotionally 
violent towards Anne, inflicting her with the 'French Pox' immediately after their 
marriage, for which he offered her a prescription for mercury which 'would have 
93 killed [Anne] if she had had a hundred lives' . 
Since that incident, relations 
between Zachary and Anne had worsened further, as Zachary, a steadfast 
Catholic, was enraged by Anne's recent return to the Protestantism of her youth. 
In light of this, Anne claimed, Zachary had attempted to murder her as vengeance 
for abandoning the Church of Rome. So it was that at their dinner party in 
September 1719, the servant of Mr Witham, the 'Romish Bishop' and Northern 
Vicar Apostolic offered Anne a glass of wine. 94 Anne thought nothing of this, 
95 
though she believed it was 'nasty wine... the end of a bottle' . 
Only later, as she 
experienced the beginnings of a long and painful illness did Anne conclude that 
through the mediation of a Catholic priest and his servant - and in what strikes 
the reader as a grotesque perversion of the sacrament - Zachary again attempted 
to take her life. 
96 
/achary denied these allegations, He did not deny the extreme emotional and 
physical disturbances experienced by Anne, for he had witnessed them first-hand. 
But he did contest their origin and cause. Zachary testified that Anne was 
emotionally and psychologically unstable, that she had a 'passionate and unhappv 
temper' and ývas 'fancvful' and 'vapourish', a contemporary term used to denote 
Libel in CPI ol) More c. More. 
94 oil colitcniporary rclc%-aiicc -is a Catholic crusadcr scc Hugh -A%cl1"'-- 
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nervous disabili t 
)7 In addition, Zachary continued, Anne was both 
hypochondriac and alcoholic, consuming copious amounts of physic and alcohol. 
so that she had 'Impaired her health & disordered her head & brain'. 98 
Obviously the truth or otherwise of Anne and Zachary's testimony is uncertal". 
Though Anne ultimately lost her case, we cannot know whether Zachary had 
attempted to poison his wife, whether Anne believed that he did, or whether the 
entire complaint was invented in order to secure a separation. At any rate, Anne 
refused to return to Zachary despite the judgement of the court, as a result of 
which she was excommunicated. 99 Soon afterwards Zachary died, and the More 
estate passed into the hands of a dissolute heir who ended his days in Gibraltar. 100 
It was not long, therefore, before the family and its local influence died out. 
At the time of Anne's suit against Zachary, however, the domestic situation of the 
More family, and the physical and emotional distress of Anne in particular, was 
the subject of much local interest. As witnesses gathered around Anne's sickbed, 
and as they testified in court, her emotive and communicating body formed a 
cultural space, or site of conflict, for a series of investments and disputes over the 
origins and meaning of affect displays. We have seen how witnesses identified 
Anne's physical suffering as it manifested itself through tears, 'greenish' vornit, a 
distended abdomen, faintim), fitting and diarrhoea. In interpreting those 
phenomena, and in identifvingy those symptoms w-ith emotional debilitation, 
Cotintcr-allcgatjOlls III CPI 699 More c- More. The significance of tlicsc clamis is cxplorcd bclo%%. 
Responses of Zachary More in CPI 699 More c. More. 
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neighbours, carers, clerics and physicians betrayed a series of beliefs about the 
psychological and physiological effects of affective distress. And contrary to the 
implicitly or explicitly teleological interpretations of affect critiqued above, their 
testimony reveals there was no wholesale reinterpretation of the meanings of 
affect over the period studied. 102 There is no evidence to suggest the triumph of 
nerve theory over more traditional and holistic interpretations of emotional 
experience. 103 And there was a clear lack of the kinds of hegemonic discourses on 
the origins of 'feeling' (broadly defined) which historians of science and 
sensibility claim were 'national, even European or universal, common knowledge' 
by mid eighteenth century. 104 Indeed, the attempt to locate such meta-narratives 
denies the complex and context- speci fi c modes of interpretation deployed by the 
men and women involved. 
At face value, the dispute between Anne and Zachary could be offered as 
evidence to support the widespread emergence of the psycho-perceptual paradigm 
by the early eighteenth century. 105 We have seen how Zachary attributed Anne's 
psychological and physical distress to the condition of her 'temper, claiming that 
she was hypochondriacal and hysterical, 'fancyful' and 'vapounsh'. Several of 
/achary's witnesses concurred. According to the More family doctor, Anne had a 
history of 'Hesterick fitts' for which Dr Anderson prescribed 'broths' and 
'astringent medicines ,. 106 And Oliver Proddy, the More's apothecary. observed 
Scc aboN c and cliaptcr I- 
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that Mrs More commonly took medicines 'prescribed in Hesterick and Cholerick 
cases'. 
107 
The language used in this testimony is important, for it echoes the agenda of the 
meta-narratives critiqued above. Barker-Benfield's examination of literary models 
of affect concludes the use of such terms demonstrates the extent to which nerve 
theory was disseminated and popularised throughout the country by mid 
century. 'O"Since nerves covered the human form, and were responsible for the 
transmission of sensation to the brain, any slight alteration or weakening in the 
system was held responsible for physical and psychological disorder. As Sir 
Richard Blackmore, physician to William III and Queen Anne explained in his 
D-eause (? f the Spleen and f apow-s (1725), 'all Diseases are Deviations from the 
natural rectitude of the Constitution, and therefore break the Symmetry, and 
Subvert the regular Coherence and Subordination of the various Parts'. ' 
09 
Moreover, nervous disease of all kinds afflicted women in particular, because 
their nerves were weaker and more lax than those of men. Thus whilst Addison 
Ity associated 'the vapours' with women in two 1711 Speciator papers, the majori 
of Cheyne's case studies attributed 'hysterical' nervous disorders to women. 
' 10 
And where men suffered from nervous disability, the terminology deployed was 
ofien quite different to that used to describe that of women. 
"' For 'the vapours' 
Tcsomony of-OHN-cr Proddy in CP1 699 More c. More. On trachtional langmigcs of hystena. see 
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were to women what 'the spleen' was to men, 'and if the Vapours are subject to 
histerick fits, the Spleen is sometimes incident to be affected with the epilepsy, or 
at least disorders of the convulsive kind'. "' There is no doubt that models of 
nervous debility influenced literary models of the period. Along with such terms 
as 'low spirits', 'weak' or 'harassed' spirits, 'splenetic', and 'vapourish the term 
'the vapours' became part of the lexicon of heightened sensibility associated with 
particular female heroines. Thus Richardson's Clarhvsa suffered from 'weak' or 
(sunk' spirits, and Defoe's Moll Flander. v and Roxana suffered from the 
4- vapours'. 113 In the latter, Roxana laments how she- 
grew sad, heavy, pensive and melancholly, -, slept little, and eat little, dream'd 
continually of the most frightful and terrible things imaginable: Nothing but 
Apparitions of Devils and Monsters; falling into Gulphs, and off from steep and 
high Precipes, and the like, so that in the Morning, when I shou'd rise, and be 
refresh'd with the Blessing of Rest, I was Hag-ridden with Frights, and terrible 
things, form'd meerly in the Imagination, and was either tir'd, and wanted Sleep, 
or over-run with Vapours. 1 14 
By the time of Anne's case against Zachary, the term 'the vapours' is understood 
to have been shorthand for a generalised and overwhelmingly female debilitation 
of the mind and body. ' "Given the testimony of Zachary and his witnesses, and 
the alleged ubiquity of nervous distemper by the mid eighteenth century, then, it 
might be argued that Anne's somatic experiences were interpreted according to 
Robi nson. A A`ew ývsfem. p. 197. 
For an introduction see Barker-Benfield. Cidnire ofSensibilitv. pp. 18-23. 
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popularised accounts of female 'vapours' and 'hysteric fits". 116 Indeed, many 
contemporary works on the vapours seemed to echo the symptoms of the disease 
with those identified on the body of Anne More. Robinson's System, for instance, 
described how the patient would become 'low-spirited, and 'subject to frequent 
sighings, tremblings, and palpitations of the heart'. 117 As the disease worsened, 
she would experience 'a troublesome molesting noise and rumbling in the inferior 
bowels, which often ends in belching Eructations, and the rising of much wind 
from the Stomach'. 118 The appetite rises and fails, the patient becomes 'dismal' 
and 'fear, sadness and despair, those cruel Torturers of the Soul, so absolutely 
possess their Minds, that it's impossible to affect them with the least possible 
Hopes of recovery'. In the final stages of the illness, fainting and fitting became 
common, as sufferers 'involuntarily grasp their hands, fix their teeth and stretch 
out their limbs, as in convulsions'. Abdominal swellings and pain were not 
unusual, and some women experienced 'excruciating pains' which 'dart from the 
head into the back stomach and bowels, and there excite the hysterick cholick, 
which is attended with frequent reachings and vornitings of a green poracious 
b) 119 ile . At 
its most extreme the vapours gave rise to 'hypochondriak 
melancholy', leading to madness, perturbations, despair and multiple anxieties. It 
was not abnormal for the patient to fear conspiracies against her, or, like Anne 
More, to believe that some persons wished her dead. 
120 
116See for i nstancc Physicia m .4 Treatise of Diseases- of the 
Head, Brain and Xerves, st -i th Directions. for 
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Yet despite the commonalties between eighteenth- century works on nervous 
distemper and the symptoms associated with Anne More, neither the term 'nerves' 
nor 'nervous' features in the testimonies of witnesses and litigants. 121 Nor do they 
feature in over 1,000 cases between 1660 and 1760 that were transcribed ivi-bah'm 
during the course of this thesis. 122 Instead of the language of 'nerves, 'strings' 
and 'fibres' which Barker-Benfield identifies as predominant by the mid 
eighteenth century, invocations to an older discourse on humours continLied until 
the late I 760s. 12' Litigants talked about being 'out of humour', having a 'peevish 
humour' or a 'bad humour', or simply being 'humorous, a term also used to 
describe Anne More. 124 In the More case alone, there were 10 individual 
references to the '-humour' of Anne More and only one reference to her 'low 
spirits', a term used in both hum-oural and nervous physiology. 125 
The influence of the humours as an interpretative and diagnostic strategy was 
more than linguistic, as it continued in the medical practice of physicians 
summoned to tend to Anne during her illness. The involvement of Dr Anderson, 
the More family physician, has been noted during the family's residence at 
Lofthouse. Like many gentry families, however, the Mores also spent time in 
London, and they had lodgings in Covent Garden. On a visit made soon after her 
marriage, Anne summoned several of the country's most eminent doctors to 
advise her about a 'soreness' on her ton(ILie, which she believed was the 'French 
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Pox,. 1 26 Amongst those in attendance was Richard Mead, the famous author of a 
numbeFof medical treatises, and Sir Hans Sloane, member of the Royal College 
of Physicians and founder of the British MUSeUM. 127 
When called to testify on behalf of Zachary, the information produced bv Mead 
and Sloane was not extensive. Both men recalled visiting Anne in 1715, the 
former accompanied by Dr John Brown and Dr Samuel Palmer, both surgeons 
from Covent Garden. 128 Though their diagnoses differed - Sloane suspecting that 
Anne's 'distemper [was] venereal', and Mead disputing this - it was broadly 
agreed that Anne suffered a 'scorbatick habbit or sharpe humour'. 129And whilst 
Sloane gave Anne a 'mercurial method' for rootin(y out her venereal symptoms, 
Mead and the others physicians consulted prescribed her 'asses milke &a diett 
drink' in order to soothe her 'hystericall symptomes'. "" 
None of the physicians consulted, therefore, mentioned the possibility of 
L vapours' or nervous distemper in their diagnosis of Anne's physical condition, 
though they each (with the exception of Sloane) attributed her symptoms to a 
cause which was part-p sycho lot, ical, part -constitutional. Moreover, the attribution 
of a 'sharpe humour' can be accommodated into traditional discourses of 
emotional and physical illness which stressed the role of unbalanced humours and 
animal spirits'. Even Blackmore's iatromechanical li-eause - regarded by 
12o Libel in CPI 699 More c. More. 
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Barker-Benfield as an example of the 'popularisation of sensational psychology' - 
discussed how disordered bodily fluids upset the'animal spirits' and drove them 
into 'Disorder and Confusion'. 13 ' And the term 'vapours' itself was a traditional 
one associated with the production of choler in the spleen.. As Blackmore 
explained, vapours were produced in the body by the excessive production of 
'hurtful humours'. 132 
No less than nervous debility, therefore, excess melancholy could explain the 
symptoms found on the body of Anne More. In Rogers' Discourse Concerning 
Trouble ofMind, for instance, the author observed that 'Melancholy seizes upon 
the Brain and Spirits, and incapacitates them for Thought or Action; it confounds 
and disturbs all their Thoughts, and unavoidably fills them with anguish and 
vexation'. 133 And Richard Baxter's Preservatives against Melancholy and 
Oi)ermuch Sorrow, published in the late seventeenth century and reprinted several 
times before 1730 lamented the case of those who through 'overmuch sorrow' and 
' melancholy' became diseased or 'crazed' in the 'brain and imaginalion' as well 
as the physical form. 134 As Roy Porter notes in a history of insanity there was a 
sharp distinction between the rhetoric of medical development and healing 
practices in the eighteenth century. 13-5 
131 Blackmore, Tremise, p. xII. Barker-Benfield, Culture ofSensibilitv. p. 6. 
132 Blackmorc, Treatise. p. 3. 
113 Rogers, Discourse. p. ii. 
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Yet as the More case illustrates, humoural theory did not alone account for the 
identification and analysis of affective display. Ultimately, all hegemonic 
discourses on the origin and symptoms of emotion collapse in the face of the ad- 
hoc and context-based system of bodily strategies and interpretations found in 
social practice. The spectacular range of affective indicators displayed on, and 
emanating from, the body of Anne More was interpreted by individuals through a 
web of complex, often-conflicting theories and beliefs. Thus some witnesses 
attributed Anne's symptoms to the strains of religious conflict, the vicar Edward 
Hawkins emphasising Anne's fear of being 'Condemned to Hell' because she had 
not received the sacrament in both kinds. ' 36 This interpretation of emotional 
distress according to earlier views on 'religious melancholy' or divine punishment 
continued to be expounded in treatises on the passions. 137 Other witnesses, like 
Anne Challoner, rooted Anne's emotional distress in environmental factors, most 
notably a 'want of rest' brought on by the strain of an unhappy marriage. 
13" Her 
physical symptorns caused no less speculation, as carers and neighbours and 
acquaintances debated the possibility Anne was pregnant, as she experienced 
sickness and tiredness, and her swollen, distended abdomen was, to the touch, 
somewhat 'harder than ordinary I- 139As we have seen the physIclans who visited 
Anne attributed her suffering to constitutional factors, though many of her In I- C- 
symptorns eluded medical diagnosis. Thus when Robert Fysh, Rector of Slingsby, 
asked Dr Anderson 'what he thought of Mrs Mores illness... Dr Davidson 
ans\vered that it was hard to say what it was or to that effect for that he had been a 
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practitioner a great many years and that in all his practice he had never mett with a 
case I ike hers'. "" 
As men and women visited and examined Anne, theii, they saw. touched and 
heard her distress, and attempted to account for that distress according to their 
individual experiences and beliefs. Meanwhile, Anne was prepared to attempt any 
course necessary to secure relief That included the consumption of voluminous 
amounts of home physic, the consultation of a number of specialist medics, and 
persistent prayer. 141 On one occasion she even asked Elizabeth Proddy, the 30- 
year-old wife of the local apothecary, to 'put some leeches to the said Mrs Mores 
feet'. The leeches were brou(-Yht, but Elizabeth resisted, declaring herself 
'timerous in touching of them'. Anne was unconcerned, telllii(,, FlIzabeth not to 
worry, 'fior that... had heard they would not fasten upon any person that was 
142 
polsoned'. 
How then can we best characterise somatic display as an element in emotion 
history'? The transience of 'feeling', the inability of emotional experience to be 
i ing in any given articulated oitr-vide the conventions - rhetorical or somatic - exist 
culture, makes the meanings attributed to displays the target of analysis. And as 
we have seen, those meanings were diverse and contingent, located in the space 
between signifier (the material or gestural form of display, such as tears, sighs, fits 
II igmificance). or vornit), and the signified (its socialk, acquired and contextualised si, 
Fo this end, the notion of 'performativity' found in the work of Judith Butler is 
I-'() - I'c, - - Robctl Fydi. 25-ý car-old Rector in CPI 699 Morc c. \lore. , timony ol 
%lo 2, cc IcstinjonN of Priscilla JmscN. Dr Joseph Anderson and EdNNard HaNNk sn CPI re 
c. Morc. 
1-12 re,, 11,11ow, of I-Iliabeth Prodd-y in CPI (), ), ) Morc c. More. 
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instructive. For no less than gender, the signifiers associated with somatic displays 
were performative elements in the production and interpretation of affect. And 
just as the rhetorical articulation of love letters helped to construct and conve%- 
affective experience, the emotive self was 'manufactured and sustained through 
corporeal signs and other discursive means'. 
143 
In a very real sense, therefore, there was nothing 'private' about bodilý, experience 
as imagined by Barker-Benfield. The performativity of emotion revealed its 
socially constituted nature. This analysis does not deny the 'feelings' associated 
with somatic displays, but it does suggest that individual apprehension and 
identification of those feelings was and is no less a product of culture than the 
language used to describe them. As Pierre Bourdieu has written in another 
context, 'the body is in the social world, but the social world is in the bodv 1 144 
Thus this chapter has viewed inner feeling or experience less as a pre-cultural 
space, but (again, to adapt Butler's statement on gender) as 'an effect and function 
of a decidedly public and social discourse' aboul emotionality and affective 
experience. i's In this context, the somatic body cannot be viewed, as Barker- 
Benfield has argued, as the 'border of the most private-public split imaginable' 
46 
Z 
For theso/na straddled the subjective and social worlds, proclaiming the social 
embeddedness of interiority through sighs, tears, and the physical languages of I 
atTect. 
1-11, Judith Buticr. 6en(ler 7rouble. - beininislit ancl the -ersion (ý/ Newily (London. 1990). p. 136. 
PICITc Bourdicii. cited in P. Bourdlevi. and L. J. D. Wacquant.. Iii Invitolion io Reflexive. S'odologv. 
(Chicago. 199 P. -, o 
But ler. ( h, mler i rouble. pp. I ', 4.1 
Bark-er-Boifield in ( 'ulturc ol p. '195 
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Moreover, this recognition of the social nature of experience is helpful in 
redefining the limits of the soma itself. For despite the focus in this chapter on 
somatic indicators of emotion - from the conventional i sed language of tears and 
or and sighs to the less conventional but equally meaningful evidence of vomitin 4- II1 1) 
fitting - affective displays were not limited to the physical manifestations 
discussed here. Rather, they partook of a far more complex range of bodily 
practices - verbal, gestural, symbolic and material - which formed the fabric of 
everyday social interaction. These forms of communication cannot be termed 
Lexpressions' in any traditional sense, but as the next chapter will demonstrate, 
they were no less meaningful in the social construction and articulation of 
affect. 
147 
lip t)cjx%cen 'c-yrcssions' and , -, csi ures*. see t 
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Chapter 6. Marital 'Kindness'ý and Material Culture: 
the Embodiment of Affect. 
In 1711 Margaret Layer appeared before the York courts to request a separation from 
her husband. Margaret was not seeking a financial settlement from Arthur, but the 
right to continue liv* I ing, separately from a man who she claimed had subjected her to 
extreme cruelty. ' Like others before her, she unravelled before an all-male courtroom 
the story of her relationship with her husband, and the varied wrongs Inflicted on her 
during her marriage. 
Margaret was a widow, who had lived alone for several years before she met Arthur 
Layer. During that time she made a living as an ale-seller, and managed 'very well 
and credibly' in Walmgate, York. Through a 'large amount of industry and care in 
her business, she told the court, Margaret had secured her own home and 'household 
goods and other goods of a considerable value'. Then she met Arthur, a widowed C 
joiner with an adult son, who lived near to her. After a bnef courtship, Arthur 
proposed. Margaret was initially reluctant, her efforts in securing an independent Z 
fiving made her understandably cautious about embarking on a hasty union. Arthur I- 
was persuasive. He told her that when they married, she would not need to worry 
about finding an income, for he owned his own home, and his business as a carpenter 
"would sufficiently support... him and his family'. Sensing Margaret's resolve 
weakening, Arthur gave her 'an invitation to see his house', so she could 'udge for 
herself his ability to provide for her. This proved successful. Margaret was 
1 Libel in Bl. CPI 18- (1711) LaNer c. Arthur La, %ci-. 
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sufficiently impressed, she stopped working, and Arthur and his son moved into 
Margaret's home. 
Within a month Margaret regretted her decision. Arthur and his son became violent 
and abusive. According to Margaret Thorpe, a 60-year-old neighbour, Arthur began 
to 'beate and pinche his wife very severely' and to call her 'strumpett'., 3 On several 
occasions she and her daughter had been woken by Margaret's screams of 'murther, I- 
murther', whereupon Margaret Thorpe had 'run into [the Layer's] house where 
Margaret 'told this dept that they had been beating her and that she thought they 
wou'd have beaten her braines out & begg[ed] of this dept to stay besides her for fear 
they should murther her'. When called as a witness less than a year later, Margaret 
Thorpe was at a loss to explain such brutality. Margaret Layer, however, was not. 
Mar(yaret's testimony against Arthur revolved round the claim that the marriage was 
based on deception. After Arthur and his son moved into Margaret's home, it rapidly 
transpired Arthur had deployed 'many stratagems and falsitys to engage her' to -In 
marry him. Most specifically, Mar(garet discovered that Arthur owned few material 
possessions, and that he borrowed 'manye of his neighbour's goodes to furnish the I 
house' lie showed Margaret as evidence of his wealth. ' He ivm a carpenter, but 'a 
very poore one', unable to 'provide sufficient maintenance for his family' k1oreover, 
not content with sharing her own possessions, Arthur and his son attempted to 
deprive Margaret of her oNý n access to them. She told the court that while she slept 
the two men did 'use all tile means they could invent... to conve\- [awa\] the (),, oods 
For an introduction to Ilic laws on imuTmge and separation sce J. H. Baker- Di Imi-oductimi t, ) Fqvll. sh 
, "I [egal Histoty. 
-, ed. (London- 
1990). chapter 27 mid Lawrence Slone. Road to Divorce: A'IWIand, 
191,7 ýO\fordý 1990). pp. 1 'ý9-1 190-195. 
Iý Vcsi linom of N lan-mrci Tliorpc in CPI 187 Liver c. La% cr. 
1 -, 7() 
and effects which belonged to her before marriage'. Breaking open her locks, thev 
removed and sold everything of value, leaving Margaret financialk- impoverished. 
When Margaret attempted to stop her husband taking her propertý', they threatened to 
'kill or murther her', endeavouring to 'putt such threats in action bv pushing a large 
5 
piece of iron into her throat' . 
Margaret escaped from her home, having lost all her 
possessions in the process, and was being supported by neigfibours xvhen she 
petitioned to the court for separation. She pleaded with the ecclesiastical judges that 
she might not be forced to return to her husband 'to the danger of her life'. 
*** 
1. Marital conflict in Early Modern History. 
Unfortunately, we do not know whether Margaret's suit against Arthur was 
successful, for no sentence was recorded. Yet \ve do know that though there \ý ere 
relatively few separation suits brought before the York courts at this time, as in other I 
ecclesiastical courts, and that given her relatively humble status, her suit was 
7 
unusual Less so was the extreme nature of Margaret's complaints against Arthur. I 
As part of a recent growth of interest in matrimonial separation suits, historians have 
charted the levels of violence prevailing in early modern marriage in order to explore 
aspects of social and interpersonal conflict, and marital relations. 8 They hwve 
'Libel in CPI 187 Laver c. Laver. 
Libel in CPI 197 Layer c. Layer. 
'_' Libel in CPI 187 LaNer c. Layer. 
Statistics on (lie local and national rates of separation. arid the class base of litigants are provided in 
chapicr 2. 
Scc in pailicular S. D. Amussen. ' "Beliw, Stirred to Much Unqulctncss-ý Violence and Domestic 
Vloiencký in Earlý Modern Englancl'. Joumal W'Wmneii '., s lhstoiý-. 6 (1994). pp, -) 0-89-. Idem, 
'Punishment. Discipline and Poi%ev Tlic Social Meanings of Violcncc in Early Modern England'. 
Journal ol'British Xludiesý ', 4 (1995). pp. 1-', 5-. Margaret Hunt. *Wife-Beating. Doincsllcltý and 
pp. 1()-' 0: wonicu's Independence in EI-oliteenth-Ccimn-v London'. (; emleramllhstorv. 4 (199"). 
Latina GoNving. 1)(mle. stic Oan. gerv Women. Words (vid . 'ýcx iii Foi-4, Afotlern London (O\Ford. 1996). 
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generally reached remarkably similar conclusions - the graphic and brutal nature of 
violence experienced by wives is used to illustrate the patriarchal nature of early 
modern marriage. On a broader level, this kind of evidence is used to support the 
meta-narratives of emotional evolution critiqued in earlier chapters. Physical 
violence in marriage is thus equated with greater tolerance of violence throughout 
society, and a more open disprlay of power than is characteristic of modern 'affective' 
relationships. 9 As Anthony Fletcher puts it, this was 'a society suff-used with 
personal relationships of dominance and subordination, a society in which the use of 
violence was accepted as a necessary means of maintaining order in hierarchical 
relationships, both within and outside the household'. 'O Despite evidence for the 
continuation of a privatised form of domestic violence in middle-class households 
well into the eighteenth century, (and indeed the continuation of violence in many 
marriages today), this argument has been broadly accepted. " So, too, has the idea 
that marriages were and are based on love, or on interest, with historians presenting 
the rise of sentiment, (and what they suggest was a corresponding decline in physical 
brutality) as evidence of the trends towards increased repression and/or greater 
civilit6 in post-Restoration England. 12 
chapter 6; E. A. Foyster, 'Male Honour, Social Control and Wife-Beating in Late Stuart England" " Transactions of the Royal Historical Societv, 6 (1996). pp. 215-225-, Idem, Manhood in Earli-MOdern 
P`hgland: Honour, Sex and Nfarriage (London, 1999). pp. 181-193; Anthony Fletcher, Gender, Nex 
and Subordination in England 1500-1800 (London, 1995). chapter 10; Stone, Road to Divorce, part 2 
and Idem, Uncertain Unions and Broken. Lives: . 1,1arriage and Divorce in 
England, 1660-185 7 
(Oxford. 1995), part 3. 
9 See Amussen. 'Punishment, Discipline and Power'. p. 29. Fletcher. Gender. pp. 192-3: Roderick 
Phillips, Uniývnkv the Knot: a Short Histoýv of Divorce (Cambridge. 199 1). p. 102. 
10 Fletcher, Gender, p. 192. 
11 See Hunt, 'Wife-Beating', pp. I 1- 12. 
12 The classic exposition is Lawrence Stone, The Fami4V, Sex and. 41arriage in England 1500-1800 
(London. 1977). p. 109. For a more recent discussion of early modern marriage as a *busmess 
partnership'. see Mary Abbot. Life (. 'Wles in England 1560-1720. - Cradle to Crrme (New York, 1996). 
p. 95. Sec also the discussion of marital history found in Leah Lencinan.. 1lienated. 1jections. - The 
Scowsh Experience qfDivorce andSeparation, 1684-1830 (Edinburgh. 1998). pp. 324-5. A crifiquc of 
traditional methodologies is provided in chapter I of this thesis. 
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In previous chapters this approach to the history of affective relations has been 
criticised in favour of a more meaning-centred and culturally situated mode of 
analysis. I have argued that the imposition of meta-narratives of chan, --je disguises the 
ambiguous relationship between emotional experience and expression, the conflictual 
nature of emotion beliefs and representations, and the complex and performatk, -e 
significance of discursive and non-discursive affect displays. This chapter de\ clops 
these themes through an examination of 40 separation suits brought before the York 
courts between 1660 and 1760.13 In so doing, it aims to refine the history of domestic 
violence and marital relations by exploring the symbolic, material and emotional 
meanings of marital conflict. Examining the narrative construction of separation suits Z17 
such as that between Margaret and Arthur Layer, this chapter draws attention to the 
oversimplified reading of court testimony found in many historiographical accounts 
of domestic violence, and exposes the legal and rhetorical conventions of separation 
evidence. In the process, it demonstrates that emotional suffermýý, not usuallv viewed '17, - 
as legally relevant to a woman's case until the mid- nineteenth century, was at the 
verv heart of individual and social interpretations of marital breakdown. Moreover, 
that suffering resulted not from the wounds and injuries inflicted by physical abuse, 
but from a more comprehensive blend of material. verbal and psychological cruelties 
and neglects which women claimed to experience on a day to day basis. 
This approach requires a more careful consideration of the relationships between 
e\perience and expression, materialltv and affect than characterises even the most 
nuanced historiographical accounts of early modern marriage. For despite Amanda 
Vickery's recent acknmý ledgernent of the opposition of interest and ernotion - or 
-, cc table 0 and appcndix 1. The nature of this sample is discussed in chapter 2. 
1711 
'cold-blooded arrangement versus idyllic freedom' - in courtshIp rituals to be an 
artificial dichotomy, her account treats material practices as reflecting, rather than 
Con, v/1 . luling emotional experience. 
14 
And although the world of goods is seen to 
have shaped identities of class and status -a claim commonly invoked by historians 
of the middling sorts and consumer culture - it is not accorded a role in shaping 
emotional or psychological structures and feelings. 15 In Vickery's work, emotion 
continues to occupy some pre-cultural or interiorised space, as demonstrated in her 
unproblematised reconstruction of parental affectton through letters and diaries. "' 
Importantly, this critique of the historiographies of marital relations allows us to 
draw together and refine many of the key issues of emotion history identified bv this 
thesis. In previous chapters, we have looked at the discursive and non-discursive 
articulations of anger, romantic love and sadness, focusin-g- on the perf II ormativity of 
each through the verbal utterances of slander, the written conventions of love-letters, 
and such somatic signifiers as tears. Redefining the limits of the soma through 
analysis of the material culture of affect, this chapter demonstrates the embodiment 
of emotion in and through the bodily practices and artefacts of domestic relations. 17 
For the kinds of rhetorical and gestural affect displays discussed in previous chapters 
were not contained or circumscribed by the boundaries of individual bodies, any 
Anianda Vickery, 7lic 6entlenion's Daughter: ffonien's Lives in (; eojWian England (London. 
1998). p, 40. 
ji See Anianda Vickci)-. 'Women and the World of Goods-. a Lancashire Consumer and tier 
Posscsslons, 17i 1-81' in Jolin Breiver and Rov Porter (eds. ). Consumption andthe 1V0rN(? f(; oO(A- 
(London, 199')), pp. 274-30 1 -, Loma Weatherill, Consiuner Behaviour and A laterial Culture in Britain, 
1600-1 -OO(London. 1988). Introduction, Jolin Sinail. 7he Origins qf. lfieklle-Class Culture: Halifax 
Yorksliire, 1000-1760 ýhliaca, Comell UniversaN Press. 1994). pp. 93-106, 
6 V1, Acv 
, 
N. 7he Centleman's Oat(ghter. pp. 97.123). 163. See also Vickcry*s discussion of Elizaboli 
oods. p. 16- Sliackleton's account of tier consinner v . 7, 
Scc dic discussion of (lie relationslup behiccii 'expressions' and *gestures' found in the prcx ious 
cliapter. This approacli uses and develops the anthropological and sociological pcrspccti\c,, on the 
II iflercsl/cniol ion rclat ion discusscd by H. Medick and D. Sabean (eds. ). Intercst an(I Emotion: Fý. va 
on [lie StIldl, of Vilmill, ond Kiii,, diij) (Cainbndoe. 197 7 ). Introduction. See also M C/AfentinfliAN i 
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more than those bodies were abstracted from the material or cultural world. 18 Rather, 
they were social performances, experienced and embedded in the dav to day 
experiences of fiving. 
Before we can evaluate the meanings of this approach for the reconstruction of 
individual marital relationships, and for the history of emotion, we need to turn again 
to the case of Margaret and Arthur Layer. For it is only by scrutinising the narratives 
of spousal abuse that we can begin to unravel the previously unexplored legal and 
social conventions influencing the construction of separation suits. And as in the 
deconstruction of slander litigation, this textual interrogation of the sources is a pre- 
requisite in any attempt to explore the verbal, gestural, material and symbolic 
significance of interpersonal conflict at the level of everyday practIce. 19 Moreover, in 
the case of separation litigation, this mode of analysis allows us to view the multiple 
levels on which spousal disaffection was figured and the enormous social and 
cultural significance of emotional and psychological abuse. 
2. Structure and Process in Separation Suits. 
Margaret's testimony provides graphic evidence of her physical sufferin-gs at the 
hands of Arthur and his son. As we read her account of their premeditated and 
remorseless attacks, and her pleas that she should not be forced to live x\ ith Arthur 
'to the danger of her life, we cannot fail to be moved by, even empathise ývith, her 
physical and emotional anguish. In this Margaret's account is not unusual. Each of 
and I -' Rocliberg-Hallon- AcI feaning (? t'7/wWs. - Dome. sti( S. 'vinhols and the . 1, 'eff(Cambridge, 198 1 
pp. 17 - '" See dic discussion In chapter 5 See also Judilli Butler. (; ender 1'rouble: heminisin andthe 
Subvey-simi w Idt, way ýLondon. 1990). p. 130 and P. Bourdicu. and L. J. D. Wacqimm.. In hivilarimi (() 
Rellexi i -t o, (Clnca, -, o. 1992). p. 36. 19 
Scc cimpter 
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the women who testified for separation at the York courts recounted the 
systematically violent nature of their relationships. In 1673, for instance, Jane Currer 
testified how her second husband, a gentleman she married ten years previously. beat 
her regularly 'with a strong bridle and bitt at the end of it... until] xý ith the violence of 
his blowes he knocked her down'. 20 Lady Mary Smithson reported that her husband 
Sir Jerome, 'did frequently throw knives at his fair lady as she has been sitting att 
table on purpose to mischieve her, & once in her dressing roome did cut his Lady's 
face with a pair of sissers from her eye brow to her lyp,. 
2 ' Elizabeth Halliday 
testified that her husband Walter, a gentleman from Hutton Cranswick in the East 
Riding did 'inhumanely beat, strike and bruise her... whipt her with a whip... and did 
tear her cloaths from off her back'. Moreover, 'continuing in such his fury he beate 
her upon the legs & her body with his feet & afterwards dragged her out of the yard 
ised very much i into his house by the hair of her head in so much that she was brul in 
many parts of her body and in danger of her life'. " 
As women described the levels of violence to which they had been subjected, they 
detailed the injuries sustained. Elizabeth Pighell testified that her husband John, the 
Rector of Patrington in the East Riding, punched her in the face 'with his hand 
doubled', so that 'her eye ran down with blood, in so much that she was in great 
danger of being blind of It ý. 
23 And Martha Brooke, the wife of a yeoman, told the 
court that her husband Timothy beat her 'in so much that he hath made her face and 
other parts of her body black and swell NvIth the blows he gave her so that she hath 
Libel in Bl. CPH 1 "'30 Jane Currer c. Henn Currer of Boardlc\. 
Libel in Bl. CPH ', 4o') (IOSO) LAN- %Liry Smithson c. Sir Jerome Smithson. 
L ibel in F31. CPI 4o I (1 18) Eli/abedi Halfidav c. \Val(cr HallidaN of Hutton Cransi% ick. 
Libel in Bl. CPH 4505 (169-) I-lizabeth Pipliell c John Pighell of Patringlon. 
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been forced to use and apply pultaises and ointments to cure the wounds and bruises 
which he gave her'. "' 
It is unsurprising that historians use similar accounts to demonstrate the narrowk, 
patriarchal nature of early modern marriage, or to suggest physical violence 
25 functioned as an 'instrument of men's day-to-day control of women in the home' . 
Echoingy Fletcher, Elizabeth Foyster has recently concluded that cases of extreme I- 
marital violence indicate 'the extremes to which patriarchal po, %ver could be taken, 
26 
and the lengths to which some men would go to gain control of their wives' . 
Other 
historians have highlighted the apparently random and spontaneous nature of attacks. 
From a recent study of London litigation, for instance, Margaret Hunt suggests that 
, in numerous cases there seems to have been no reason at all [for male violence] 
beyond a man's desire to beat up a woman and not be penalized for it'. 27 Such 
attempts to locate the 'causes' of domestic violence, to attribute it to a self-conscious 
exertion of household power, to a momentary loss of control resulting from 'refusal 
of a husband's sexual demands' or even to wanton sadism are simplistic. "' So, too, 
are discussions of the representativeness of separation suits, the focus on &, sical 
violence, and attempts to discuss individual episodes of abuse in broader accounts of 
psvcholo(_)ical evolution without reference to the uniqueness and specificities of 
marital conflict. 
2-1 thel in B1. CPH 5 16 (1693) Martha Brooke c. TiniothN Brooke. 
Is Fletclicr. Genek, r. p. 203. For modcni parallels see L. Gordon, Heroes of theit- Own Live. s. The 
Politic s and 1b., aorY qf-Vmmýv liolence, Boston, 1'0ý0-1 960 (NcN\ York. 1989). Introduction and 
chaptcr I 
lo Foý,, Icr. Afaiihood. p-192' Foýster"sintcrpretatioiiofmantalN, iolenccisc,, ýiltuitediiiiiioredetýilI 
[)CIO%%. 
Hunt, *\\'Ifc Bcatin, -, 
'. p. 10 
Fletcher. (rouler. 1) 195 
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For of course we can have no idea of the 'actual' levels of spousal abuse that existed 
in the past, even if we focus on physical violence alone. Perhaps more than any 
other form of inter-personal conflict, (partly because its criminal status was difficult 
to determine, and partly because of the specificities of the individual relationships in 
which it occurred, there is a 'dark figure' of unrecorded offences). 29 On a more 
pressing note, however, we must remember that no less than any other historical 
source, separation suits had a logic of their own, shaped by the needs and 
expectations of the court and its officials, ecclesiastical law and social custom. 'O 
Thus we cannot simply read separation suit material alongside Shakespeare's 
01hello, as Foyster has done, as evidence of subjective experiences of male anger oi- 
domestic violence .31 
For while both forms of evidence might indeed function as 
'texts', they are nevertheless subject to highly specific conventions of genre and 
style. - 32 And the (intentionally) emotive rhetoric of separation material must not blind 
Lis to the complex validation of spousal abuse as a social, moral and legal complaint. 
This is not to downplay the suffering endured by women like Margaret Layer, quite 0 
the reverse. For a recognition of the textual and linguistic conventions surrounding 
narratives of cruelty allows us to construct a more contextualised and comprehensive 
aiialysis of her allegations than is provided in existing historiography. 
To this end, let us return to the accounts of physical violence contained in women .s 
testimonies against their husbands. We have seen how the brutal and graphic 
descriptions of male brutality in marriage have led historians to make wide-ran(ying, 
29 The lerm denA cs froin J. A. Sharpe's discussion of crime more guicrally. Scc Crime in A'(Irýv 
A foderii F)ighmd, Li50-1 750 (London, 1984). p. 41 
3() Sce lite gcneral discussion in chapter -1 and iný analysis of slander suits in Atapter 3, 
Foystcr- A 1(mhood. csp. pp. 186.19,9. Scc also im criticism of Fo-Nstcr's treatment of an-cr in 
chapter 
K' F-oNqcrý A 1(mhood, p. 14. 
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assumptions about the legitimacy of male power in the household, and the 
assumption that a certain degree of violence was an accepted, even expected part of 
marriage . 
33 It was only when that violence became excessive that women like 
Margaret Layer petitioned against their husbands in the ecclesiastical courts of the 
period. And the subsequent accounts provide descriptions of extensive and frenzied 
cruelty inflicted by husbands on the bodies of their wives. Whereas other historians 
have viewed violence as evidence of patriarchal punishment or vindictiveness. 
therefore, others have focused on the levels of violence, and the manner of its 
expression. Thus Lawrence Stone has claimed that 'domestic cruelty often took 
bizarre and extreme forms bordering on madness', and Ingram has suggested that 
violent men displayed signs of 'mental disturbance or instability'. " When we read 
the testimony of women like Elizabeth Pighell, who claimed her husband 'informed 
her in a serious and thoughtful manner [that] there was something on his spirits that 
he could not possibly drive away or gett quitt of without having her heart's blood' it 
is difficult not to agree. " But as in the representation of anger in slander suits, the 
-16 narrative construction of marital conflict was not straightforward . 
When \, vomen came before the courts to allege cruelty on the part of husbands, their 
testimony was structured according to legal criteria. Historians have noted that under 
ecclesiastical law, husbands were allowed to physically chastise their wives, 
provided they did not do any 'bodily damage. otherwise than appertaines to the 
office of a husband for lawful] and reasonable correction ,. 37 Exactly what constituted 
Lreasonable' correction was vague. What it meant in practice, as Stone has argued, 
'0. ., 
\111tissen, 'Punishment. Disc pline and Powcr . pp. 
27-ýl 
;4 Slow. Rood to Otvorccý P. 199 and Im-m-ani. Church Courts. p. IS'i. 
Lilvi in CPFI 450-5 Pl, -')Icll C. Pi, -Illcll. 
,, cc Chapter 
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was that women had to prove that they had been threatened with or received 'life- 
threatening damage as a result of physical abuse'. 38 Stone does not consider the 
relationship between this definition and the shape of women's testimonies. Yet as the 
measurement of violence formed the crux of plaintiffs' and defendants' depositions, 
women necessarily elaborated the exact nature and degree of the maltreatment they I- 
had received. And their stories, illustrated by accounts of bodily scars and infirmities, 
were intended to demonstrate the 'unreasonable' and excessive nature of their 
husbands' behaviour. So, too, were women's descriptions of the emotional and 
psychological states exhibited by husbands at the time when that abuse occurred. In 
the suit brought by Catherine Ettrick against her yeoman husband William, for 
instance, Catherine told the court how William 'without any cause whatever 
suddenly fell into one of his passionate fits of frenzy or madness, which was 
frequently the cause', before he struck his wife. - 39 Other women, like Lady Grace 
Chaworth, daughter of the Earl of Rutland and wife of lord Patrick Chaworth, 
Viscount of Armagh, recalled how their husbands were overcome by 'passion or 
fury', or had 'falled into grevious passion, Rage and ffury against' them . 
40 And in 
Elizabeth Laughton's suit against her husband John, a gentleman from Tickhill, near 
Doncaster, Elizabeth's aunt testified that John was frequently in 'great wrath and 
wf 
. 
41 
passion as he 'railed at' and abused his 1e 
Hcnrý Smith- I Preparativc to. 11arriage (1-591). cited in Gowing. Domestic Dangers, p. 207- 
S Stolle. Ulliolm P. 5 
Libel in Bl. Trans C/P 1765/4 (176-5) Catherine Ettnck c. William Eunck. 
Libel in Bl. CPH 1000 (1672) Lady Grace Chaworth c. Lord Pamck Cliaworth- Viscount of 
., 
ýrmagh. Lady's Gmcc's brother Lord Roos. hiter Earl of Ruthind and heir to the Mmiers* esmics. 
Nvas divorced bN Ncl of Parliament. His petition for adultery against Anne Pier-repont. dau-1iter of the 
Marquis of Doncaster. %iiis Ilic first in the counm to dnaw attention to the poi%er of parlianictit to 
lcgall/c divorce. See the discussion in Stolle. Roa(I to Divorce. pp. 's 12-4. For further e\amples of the 
point in question. sce also Bl. CPI 101) 0 -02) Elizabeth Tinenian c. Sanwel Tineinan and CPH 450i 
PI'-'IiCll C. Plolicll. 
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As this evidence suggests, the descriptions of physical violence found in separation 
suits conformed to legal convention. The recounting of specific instances of injuries 
received, the place and times when those injuries occurred, and the language used by 
litigants and witnesses, were rhetorical strategies in the production of believable and 
actionable narratives. As Roland Barthes observes in his discussion of the 'reality 
effect': 'what does it matter that a detail has no function in the account so long as it 
denotes 'what took place'? 'Concrete reality' becomes a sufficient justification for 
what is said. 42 Yet the narrative construction of violent domestic incidents also 
conformed to a series of popular, gendered beliefs about anger, and its relationship 
with madness and reason. " 
As is discussed elsewhere in this thesis, there was nothing unproblematic about 
emotion beliefs in early modern England. As today, there were a range of different 
assumptions and interpretations placed on anger, and all emotions, as psychological, 
physiological, spiritual or diabolical phenomena. Yet the articulation of male anger 
in terms of brutality or a loss of reason was a common trope. One way of defining 
manhood was to view man's reasons as differentiated from that of women, and that 
o easts. 44 As George Savill-e-put it in 1688, 'there is inequality in the sexes,, 
and... for the better economy of the world the men, who were to be the lawgivers, 
had the larger share of reason bestowed upon them'. 45 Men's reason was tenuous. All 
" Testimony of Elizabeth Mainwaring in Bl. CPI 631 (172 1) Elizabeth Laughton c. John Laughton of 
Tickhill. 
4 Roland Barthes. 'The Reality Effect' in French Literarv, Theo)ýv Todqv: a Reader, trans. R. Carter, 
(Cambridge. 1987). p. 15. 
43 The verbal and physical conventions of anger displays do not concern us here. For a discussion. see 
chapter 3. 
44 1 have dealt Nvidi this thcrne in 'An Occonorny of Violencc9 Mani tal Conflict in Early Modern 
England. ' (M. A. York. 1996), chapter 2. For a more recent discussion of the rclationship bowcen 
manhood and reason see Foy stcr. A lanhood, pp. 186-7. 
45Georgc Saville. AakIce to a Daughter (London. 1688). reprinted in V. Jones (ed. ). fV9men in the 
Eighteenth Centurv: Constructions of Fenjininitv (London. 1994), pp. 167-8. 
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men could be 'hurried by sudden starts of passion into expressions and actions which 
their cooler reason will condemn 
7- 46 True madness, however, robbed nienof their 
reason, making them 'unmanly and unjust' and prone to bestial acts of violence. 
47 it 
is not insignificant in this context that insanity was also one of the grounds on which 
the courts allowed a marriage to be annulled. 48 In separation suits, as in petitions for 
annulments, women made recourse to the trope of madness, and the belief that there 
ý 49 was 'no beast so brutal, as a man depraved . 
Wherever there is an aggressor there must, of course, be a victim. Stone claims that 
4even more striking than the ferocity of some husbands' in separation disputes 'was 
the passive endurance of so many abused wives... amounting in some cases to 
masochism'. 50 Passivity certainly characterised plaintiffs' depositions. And women 
called on witnesses to verify that they were 'loveinge and obedient' wives, that they 
behaved 'with great Duty and respect and as a dutifull and affectionate wife' by 
endeavouring 'by all the ways and means [they] cou'd possibly use to please, content 
and avoy'd provoaking' their husbands. 51 Yet, again, this testimony was far from 
simple. In reading women's statements we need to be attuned to the rhetoric of 
suffering. 52 In the words of William Fleetwood, the late seventeenth-century Bishop 
of Ely, 'there is an unaccountable force in meekness, patience and forbearance 
-) 
. 
53 
46 'An Unfortunate Mother's Advice to her Absent Daughters in a Letter to Miss Pennington', in 
Vivian Jones (ed. ), The ) oung Lady's Pocket Librairy, or Parental, ifonitor ( 1790 ed., repr. London- 
1995), p. 102. 
" William Fleetwood, The Relative Duties ofParents and Children, Husbands and Wives, Masterv 
and Servants, Consider'd in Six Sermons (1705, facs. repr. London. 1995), p. 3 36. 
48 Stone, Road to Divorce, p. 19 1. 
49Daniel Defoe, *An Abused Wife's Appeal", Review, 96 (1705), in W. L. Payne (ed. ), The Best of 
Def(v's Review: an. 4nthologi, (Newcastle, 195 1)ý p. 237. 
"" Stone, Road to Divorce, p. 19 1. 
51 Libel in Trans CIP 1765/4 (1765) Catherine Ettrick c. William Ettrick and fibel in 131, CPI 88 (1704) 
Jane Greaves c. John Greaves. 
See J. Lamb. The Rhetoric ofSuffering: Reading the Book ofJob in the Eighteenth Centuýv 
(Oxford, 199-5). Introduction. 
53 Fleetwood, 'Discourse Xl: Duties of Wives to Husbands' in 7he Relative Duties. p. 234. 
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Janet Todd and Elaine Hobby have shown how seventeenth-century female authors 
urged readers to display qualities of selflessness and sensitivity, appearing to collude 
with women's cultural and economic subordination as they did so. At another level. 
however, these authors created a realm in which these qualities rendered women not 
impotent, but dominant. " The recognition of the moral advantac =Y)e women ga ned 
through the rhetoric of suffering should in itself be sufficient to refute Stone's 
charges of masochism. Yet this was also a legal concession. It is ironic that Stone 
acknowledged ecclesiastical courts could 'accept evidence of a wife's bad temper as 
a bar to a cruelty suit against her husband'. Given such legal and cultural factors at 
work in the court-room setting, it should not surprise us that women made a 'a virtue 
of necessity' by conforming to the trope of the long-suffering kvife. 
Aware of the power of such testimony in securing women a favourable outcome, 
men sought to negate it. Some men denied that any violence had taken place. Robert 
Dobby, a sailor, argued that he did 'never in his life time did strike' his wife, but 
Lalways treated her with kindness', a claim which had wide-reaching), implications. 
Other husbands acknowledged the illegitimacy of their behaviour, but laid the blame 
on such external factors as spousal incompatibility. Thomas Stradlino did not deny 
that he had used "harshness to.. his ... wife' 
but blamed his behaviour on Elizabeth's 
uneasiness with him, which provoked him into 'acts as otherwise he cou'd not haý-e 
been ý, Yuiltv of. Thomas's testimony may indicate that this was a collusive suit, for 
lie added that since 'thev live an uneasie and uncomfortable life to(4ether' and one 
r, I J. Todd. Ac Xi 
, gn of. 
bigellica. 11,01liell. Wrilmg alld Ficilmi, 1660-l', 00 (London. 19SN). p. 4-- Ela"le 
ýobbý. I irme o/ Acccssio,: Ellghsh H'Wneli'A It 1-iting 1641)-s's (London. 1988). Introduction 
" Stone. Road if Oworce. 
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which was 'in no wise becoming man and wife', he 'really [thought] the judge of this 
venerable court may justly by sentence separate them from bed and board and he 
earnestly desire[d] it may be So,. 
57 
More frequently, men responded to charges by redefining their wives' characters, 4D 
and the nature and extent of domestic violence. Men like William Ettrick denied their 
actions were 'without any cause or provocaton and appealed to the patriarchal right 
of legitimate punishment. William who had already been fined at quarter sessions for 
assaulting his wife, claimed Catherine Ettrick was 'a person of a proud haughty n I 
petted and forward Temper' who 'voluntarily and ... without any reasonable cause or 
provocation eloped' from him. ' 8 John Greaves, shopkeeper and Mayor of Beverley, 
denied that his wife had been a good wife, rather she had 'studied to provoake him 
59 &... to putt him into a rage and passion'. John Pighell charged that 'seldome did 
[his wife] demeane herselfe as a good wife ought to doe towards her husband'. On 
the contrary, she had 'studyed as still she does by all possible meanes how to 
disoblige vex and trouble' hi M. 6" And when William Idelle, a gentleman from 
Brantnigharn in the East Riding was charged with cruelty by his wife Elizabeth, 
William's brother, John, deposed that she had not behaved 'with that duty and 
respect as becomes a good and loveing ,, wife'. 
Instead, John claimed, she was 'all 
along of a morose and surly temper... provoking him with unbecoming and 
disrespectful] language & carriage'. 61 Whilst women attempted to declare their 
Libel in B1. CPl 582 Barbara Dobby c. Robert Dobby (1719). The significance of -kindness' ,, 
separation suits is considered below. 
Libel in Bl. CPI 291 (1 - P)) Elimbeth Stradling c. Thomas Stradling. 
Responscs in Trans CIP 1765 Ettrick c. Eltrick. 
Libel in CPl 88 GreaN es c. GrcaN es. On the coiitemporarý significance of Bcvcrlcý. scC D. New, C. 
*BeA crlcý 1700- 1 S-', 5'. in R. B. Pugh (ed-)ý A Ili stori ol'the Counýv (? f York 1, *a%l Ri(hiýg: 7he Borough 
and hherhc., ý of 13ever/cy. Victoria Countý History 0 (Oxford. 1976). p. 114 
60 CPH 4505 Pioliell c. Pigliell. I" 
Tcstimoný of Jolin Idelle in Bl. CPl 1-54 (IT, o4) Llimbeth Idelle ý William Idelle. 
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husbands mad, and hence not ýmen% men exploited the assumption that there was. in 
Richard Allestree's words. 'nothing more odious than a Woman-Tiger' to challenge 
their wives' conformity to the gender codes that made them 'women'. 62 
As this evidence suggests, separation suits were shaped and structured accorditili to '7' Z- 
the demands of legal process, and contemporary beliefs about the respective nature 
and duties of husbands and wives. To use them as evidence of female subordination 
and male aggression, or of a more general toleration of violence in early modem 
society without reference to these demands and beliefs, is deeply suspect. So, too is 
the exclusive emphasis on physIcal violence found in the historiography of marriage 
and divorce. Based on an over-emphasis on the narrow definitions of cruelty found in 
ecclesiastical law, this approach ignores the complex verbal, symbolic, and material 
abuses cited in church court testimony. And though they did not comprehend cruelty 
in any formal sense, the persistent cataloguing of such abuses suggests that a more I- 
context- situated and relational conception of marital disaffection - which prioritised 
I interpreted in society, emotional and psychological abuse - was being negotiated and i 
and in the courts. 
3. 'A Continuall Trouble and Misery': Redefining Conjugal Cruelty. 
As we have seen, ecclesiastical law held a narrow definition of conjugal crueltý' 
Stone has argued that until 1790 this was limited to a "life-threatening' degree of 
physical violence. After that date, this included 'a reasonable apprehension of ftiture 
bodilv harm', though not until 1860 would a judicial reinterpretation define cruelty 
63 1 
as 'mere verbal abuse and insults' . 
For this represented, accordino to Stone, 'a slo%ý 
75 Riclimd Allesirce. lhe LOII'C, 'ý'Calhng iii Two Parts, 3rd ed. (London- 16 p-70- 
S(one. l'im-crtain Illionv. 1) 5 
jxý 
concession by judicial pronouncements to the new ideal of the companionate 
marriage' . 
64 R. L. Griswold has concurred, arguing that not until 1849 could Justice 
Edward King recognize that 'a husband may, by a course of humiliating insults and 
annoyances... eventually destroy the life of health of his wife', for this reflected 
newly accepted ideas about illness in general, and female illness in particular. 
These statements fit neatly into the models of affective evolution and domestic 
relations outlined and critiqued above. So, too, do the judicial developments on 
which they depend. Yet, there is another side to the story. This exclusive focus on 
legal theory oversimplifies the relationship between the injunctions of ecclesiastical 
law and the idiosyncrasies and custom found in legal practice. 66 Of course the 
limited interpretation of conjugal cruelty found in ecclesiastical law doubtless 
informed lay and official evaluations of spousal abuse and, as we have seen, directly 
affected the construction of litigants' testimony. But in no case studied was physical 
violence tilotie presented as the motive for separation. Nor did it seem to be the sole, 
or in many cases, the most imptn'latil criteria by which spousal abuse was defined in 
everyday practice. For as Charles Arthur, vicar of Wadworth, near Doncaster, 
testified in the separation suit between Elizabeth and John Laughton in 172 1, 'there 
67 
were several ways of using a wife ill without beating her' . 
The discussion of these 'several ways' was integral to most women's testimony as 
thev described, as Margaret Layer had done, the varied forms of verbal, emotional 
and material abuses they had experienced. Moreover, such abuses. %\hate\, er the 
6-1 Stonc, I vi 
King cacd in R. L. Gnsi%old. 'The Evolution of the Doctrine ofMcmal Cmcliý in Victonan 
Ameficall Dlwrcýý. 1-90-1900 Journal or, 'ý)cial Ilistorv. 7( 1986-7 ). p. 13 2. 
"" On tills 111C111C. sec chaptcr 
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claims of progressivists, had long since been understood as deti-imental to an 
individual's 'life [and] health'. 68 Indeed, in 95% of cases studied, women detailed the 
verbal abuses they had received from their husbands, viewing them as inappropnate 
and psychologically debilitating. In 1704, for instance, Jane Greaves complained her 
husband John used 'most unbecomeing expressions towards her', calling her 'ývhore, 
bitch, Jade, drunken bitch and whore' which 'rendered her uneasle and 
-). 69 
1 ion uncomfortable Elizabeth Rowsby testi ted her husband did 'declare his avers' 
disaffection and hatred to her' by using 'most unbecoming expressionsi. 70 Elizabeth 
Pighell deposed the verbal abuse or 'chideing and brawling' of her husband John 
made her not only 'uneasy and uncomfortable' but 'the most miserable woman in the 
world' .7' 
Lady Grace Chaworth complained that soon after her marriaoe to Lord 
Chaworth he subjected her to 'barbarous language' such as 'Jade, whore arid the like' 
which caused her 'great disatisfaction and great trouble of mind'. 
7-1 
Martha Brooke 
deposed that her husband's 'base languages I were a 'great severity to her, and Z) _n 
Elizabeth Stradling complained that her husband called her 'whore, bitch, sow, great 
73 
ugly sow and Great Bear' . 
In a final example, Grace Allenson, a gentlewoman ftom 
Peasholme Green, York, testified that her husband Charles did 'quarrel] and brawl' 
ývlth her daily, calling her 'whore & bidd god damne her & other angry words 1=ý I 
74 
Ndiereupon she wept most bitterly' . 
Testimom- of Charles Arthur in CPI 6's I Laugditon c. Laughton. 
Justice King cited in Griswold. 'Evolution'. p. 1 332. 
6() Libel in CPI S8 , Grca% es c. Greaves. "0 Libel in BI, CPH 4253 (1691) Flimbeth Roi%sbN- c. W"illiam Rowsby 
'hell C. 
Pighc1l. Libel In CPH 45o4, Pig I 
hbel in CPH -3000 
Chai%orth c, Cliax%orth. 
LII)CI in CPH 1010 Brooke c. Brooke. libcl in CPH 291 Stradling c. Stradling. I 
Libel in BI. CPH ', -)64 ( 1675) 
Gracc Allcnson c. Charles Allenson. On the cultural ineanimp of 
Icars. , cc Chaptcl ý, 
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The verbal and aural significance of 'angry words' as a source of social disruption is 
discussed elsewhere in this thesis. 75 In separation suits their significance was 
grounded in their demonstration of disaffection, and their abilitv to cause emotional 
anguish. As Richard Thackwray, a linen weaver deposed on behalf of Grace 
Allenson, it was the persistent 'quarreling' and 'brawling' of her husband that made 
her life 'a continual] trouble & misery', and her 'grief & trouble almost 
insupportable' . 
76 
-calling but, in some This 'quarrelling' included not only name 
cases, men's constant criticism of women's housekeeping abilities, families and 
appearance. Thus Catherine Ettrick reported how her husband William would 
frequently abuse her 'before her children by calling her a Damn'd ugly old Bitch and 
an Idiot' . 
77 And Abigail Moor, wife of Henry Moor, a gentleman firom Leeds 
complained how her husband used to 'bid her took at the dogg & then sa[y] I love the 
taile of that dogg better than thy face I. 78 
As this testimony illustrates, then, the nineteenth century emergence of the doctrine 
of 'mental cruelty' did not correspond with any nm individual or social 
understanding of the debilitating impact of verbal abuse. Seventeenth-century people 
were, as Michael MacDonald argues, 'as convinced as we are that social and 
--, 79 
psychological stress disturbed the minds and corroded the health of its vI ct I ms . 
In 
Phvsica/ No, voni. v (1665) William Drage included 'discontents betwixt man and 
wit'C' as 'the most lacerating of all grief in his catalogue of the typically disturbing Zý ZN -I- 
Scc 
Chapter 3. 
Testimom of Richard Thackii raN in CPH 3264 Allenson c. Allenson. 
Libel in Trans C/P I 705ý4 Eunck c. Ettnck. 
Libel in BI, CPI 2741 (1-07) Abigail Moore c. Hcntý Moore of Lccds 
Miclmd %, UcDonald. AýV.,, tical Bedlam: InxioY ond Healing in Nevewccmh-Centuýv 
-9 ' 
Flýgland (Cambi-idgc. 198 U p. - ". 
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experiences that could produce fear, madness and even death. 80 And Fleetwood 
warned that there was 'a bitterness of language which everyone understands, and 
Words that wound to the quick ... are... 
Swords. And since such '111 useage' caused 
'much sadness, and much trouble, pain and uneasiness within', continued Fleetwood, 
it was entirely 'unbecomeing the Relation' of marriage, 81 
Fleetwood's implicit invocation of an appropriate mode of behaviour or 'right 
useage' within marriage is interesting, for it corresponds with the testimony of 
litigants themselves. We have seen how the term 'kindness' implied a range of I 
verbal, gestural and material behaviours. Equally meaningful was the term 'useage'. 
For as women recounted their husbands' treatment of them, they referred - in over 
70% of cases - to the 'useage' that they had received, describing it not only as 
'barbarous' and 'base', 'Inhumane' or 'cruel' - words which explicitly referred to 
F, 2 
physical violence - but 'unmindful' and 'unkind' . 
Explicitly invoking their 
husband's vows to love, honour and cherish them in marriage, women claimed that 
'these premises notwithstanding', their husbands were 'unmindful of their conjugal 
vow[s]', that they displayed no 'regard or conjugal love' for their wives, 
demonstratim-Y instead their 'Aversion and hatred' in words and deeds. 83 
Apin, the structure of this testimony was formulaic. In matrimonial separation suits, ý71 
as in matrimonial formation cases, the establishment that a valid, binding and 
inutually reciprocal commitment had been made between disputants was a socially 
80 \Vilhain Drage cited in MacDonald.. % ývshcal Bedlam. p. 73. 
Fleetwood. 'Discom-sc NIIý Dut ics of Husbands to Wi N cs *, i ii 7he Relative I)iwc pp.. ' , 7. 
'Sce libels in 
Trans C/P 109712 (1697) Anne Shaw c. Robert SliaNN. CPH 42S. 3 RoNN-sb,, c. RoNNsbN 
'Fl. "Ills C"'j) 1'7() j/ I r-4 Funick c Ettrick: CPH '000 Chai%orth c. Chaworth. 
s'l Sec libels in Trans C, P1 TwV4 Ettrick c. Funck. CPH 15 16 Brookc c. Brooke, CPH 12, () Cuffer c. 
Curr-cr-. CPI 88 Grem c, ý c. GreaN c-, ý CPH 1000 Chaworth c- Chaworth. CPI 5S I Dobby c. DoW. 
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and legally necessary part of the litigation process. 84 Nevertheless, it remains 
relevant that in criticising their husbands' behaviour. women's testimony juxtaposed 
their expectations of the marital state - particularly the displa-v of mutual regard and 
affection - with the disregard, 'aversion' and 'hatred' that their husbands bore them. 
To this end, women cited as evidence of the breakdown of their marriage not only 
the physical and verbal abuses discussed above, but also a lack of se\ual and 
physical intimacy on the part of husbands. Thus Mary Wilkinson, a gyenflewýonian 
from North Dalton, complained how her husband had 'entirely forsaken [her] 
company & society', and had long ceased to 'perform any conjugall dues or respects 
unto her'. '5 
This symbolic and functional lack of mutuality was concretised most frequently in 
the physical structure and artefacts of the household, which became the site of 
conflict for a series of negotiations and disputes over the respective rights and 
obligations of spouses. As the remainder of this chapter will demonstrate, this 
recognition brings a greater awareness and sensitivity of the construction and 
corri muni cation of affect. For the material culture of marriage was loaded with 
political import. As a moral issue, men were expected to provide for and extend 
economic mutuality to their wives, regardless of any legal obligations and 
responsibili t les. 86 In the words of the influential Royalist divine, Richard Allestree, a 
CPH 291 Stradling c. Stradling, CP1 154 Idelle c. Idelle. B1. CPH 4042 (1674) Anthonv Fletcher c 
Anne Fletcher. 
8.1 This reflected lite fact that pnor to lite MI'Mmonjal Act of I the means of contractIlIg 
niatrinionN, were diverse and contested. For a discussion see Stone. Uncei-rain Unims. Introduction. 
esp. pp. Ii-1,7. 
's.;, Libel in B1. S6" ý 1727) Mary Wilkinson c. John Wilkinson. See also the libel and responses in Bl, 
Traus CIP I 74S,, I( 1748) Gcorýýe Sunces c. Efizaboli Smices. 
Fraditionalk, histonans have chimed that cariv modern inamed N\oincii had 'no riolits at all* \\1111 
regard to properly. as seen [it Antonia Fraser. Me /I Caker I C1 t- xs (, /. - It Oman 'ý Lot in 
Ccwwý- h'ngland (London. 1984). p.;,. More recently. historians luive noted their leual potential III cs. 
See for mstancc Amy Enick-soti. 'Common Um Versus Common Practicc lite Use of \I; imi, -, c 
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husband was required to let his wife 'partake with him in those outward things. 
wherewith God has blest him', and 'have the very same care to sustain [his ýý ife] that 
he hath for himself. 87 Some years later., and from the other end of the political 
spectrum, the Whig bishop, William Fleetwood, concurred. He viewed this mutual 
exchange the only way to avoid 'all those contentions and brawling. ýý hich are the 
plague of families' and, even more significantly, as the prime means by which 'the 
88 love of Husbands is requird to shew itself . 
Fleetwood's words bring us to the heart of the matter. In marriaize the giviny 
exchange, sharing and withholding of material interests - as in the dispute between 
Margaret and Arthur Layer - was inseparable from, and cotislilulive (? f, affect. 
Through rituals and gestures of inclusion and exclusion, intimacy and alienation - 
the property and artefacts of marriage were significatory and performative agents in 
the production and communication of 'conjugal] love' and 'kindness' or, conversely, 
of 'aversion, disaffection and hatred'. 89 Thinking about love and hate like this allows 
us to move beyond the dichotornising of interest and emotion, discursive and non- 
discursive phenomena, critiqued elsewhere in this thesis. In the context of embodied 
practice, the matenal culture of affect structured and conveyed emotion no less 
effectl\, -ely than a love-epistle or physical punch, a flushed cheek or a falling tear. 
Scl I lements in Eariv Modern En-land'. Ecowmic Ilistoi-vReview. 43 (1995), pp. 21-39 and Idem. 
199, ) Introduction. On iAomen's 
renegotiation of the marriage contract into a separate maintenance contract, see Susan Staves. Alamed 
11,01114,11'A vin 1"Whind. 1660-18. i-, (London. 1990). esp. pp. 162-165. 
Richard Allestrec. The Illjole Out 
'v ()/'\ 
Imi (London, 16-59), pp. 32) 7-8. 
Fleetwood. 'Discourse XIF in Ylic Relauve Puties. p. 3 I i. 
Libcl iii Trans C/P 17(, 5/4 1 -. 1trick c. Ettrick, libcl in CPH 450-5 Pilghell C. 111" 
on the dictom: of IoN c. see chapler 4. Soniatic indicators recen c discussion in chapicr _5 
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In 90% of cases studied, women implicitly or explicitly aligned material deprivation 
with emotional dissatisfaction or trauma. These sufferings were not abstracted from 
the context of dispute, but embedded in the material and symbolic artefacts of union. 
Thus women testified they were denied access to, or control over household spaces 
and goods, that they and their children were reftised their roles and rights as members 
of a family, particularly with regards to shelter, warmth and food. In the 1675 suit 
between Grace and Charles Allenson, Frances Turner, the couple's servant, testified 
how Grace 'scarcely durst speak to' Charles, 'or goe to him to dinner... and many 
times has dined privately with her children in the nursery. '91 Other women reported 
being forced to dine with servants, or altogether denied sustenance. 92 In 1713, for 
instance, Elizabeth Stradling reported how her husband refused to let her dine at his 
table, or even to 'eat good and wholesome food but forc'd her and her children to eat 
mean and poor dyet not fit for christians'. 9' Elizabeth Halliday testified that she and 
her children 'want all manner of necessarys... and that if it were not for some good 
charitable friends and relations they lay out of doores and starve for want of bread'. 94 
Anne Fletcher testified that her husband Anthony refused his wife and children 'any 
manner of meat or of other substance and relief altho' she earnestly begged it of 
him'. 95Catherine Ettrick also testified that her husband told her he 'had a right to 
96 
Lock her upp and feed her on bread and water thro' a Grate' . 
Jane Currer testified 
her husband Henry actually carried out this threat, for 'severall times' he did 'locke 
her upp in a Room alone' and refuse her any sustenance. 
97 
QI Testimom- of Fr-, uicc,, Turner III CPH ', 204 Alicilson c. Allenson. 
- Libel in Trans CT 1765,4 Ettnck c. Ettnck. 
93 Ubel III CPH 291 Stradling c. Stradlint-,. 
QI Libel in CPI 461 Halhdaý c. Halliclav. 
Qý J-1t)j III CPH 4()41 Fletclierc. Fletchcr. 
96 Libel in Trans CP 176ý 4 Eunck c. Ettnick. 
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There are striking parallels between these complaints and those identified in other 
separation suits from the period. At the Court of Arches in 1675, Lady Anne Boteler 
complained her husband locked her in a room without fire or food and threatened to 
shut her 'in a dark hole and feed [her] with bread and water'. 98 And at London 
Consistory Anne Kendrick, the wife of a farmer, testified that her husband 'cooked 
victualls away from her refusing to allow her any food or sustenance". 99 The emoti\ e 
nature of such testimony cannot be denied. Moreover, the theme of the imprisoned 
and ill-treated princess was an increasingly common one in romance literature, 
identified by Hackett as structurally related to women's autobiographical writings. '00 
Such literary parallels are interesting, particularly in the light of the discussion of the 
relationship between emotional experience and expression found elsewhere in this 
thesis. '(" For whether or not women deliberately identified themselves with these 
fictional heroines, the image of the confined and malnourished wife was a convenient 
and recognisable trope for the articulation of embodied female suffering, and male 
cruelty. 
So, too, were accounts of women shivering with cold, and being denied the right to 
light fires or warm themselves in the conjugal household. Thus Catherine Ettrick 
complained that her husband expected her to 'Ive severall winters without any fire in 
her Roorn, [and] without any curtaines to her bed, so that she was cold and 
miserable. 102 The hearth was a persistent symbol of domesticity at this time (used for 
ýu-niing both people and food), and a convenient symbol of wealth (the hearth tax 
9- Libel In CPH ', 2. ', 0 Currer c. Cuffer. 
')"ý Cited in Stone. Oicertain I mons. p-302. 
QQ Cited in GoNving. Domc, ýtjc D(vigen. p. 2 10. 
loo See H. Hackelf. ' "Ycl Tell Me Some Such Fiction". Ladv Man Wroth's I'Mma and the 
Femminiv, of Romance' in C. Brant and D. Purkiss (eds. ). [Fomen, 7ext. N and Histories. 15 -00 
(London. 1992). pp. ',, )-(,, ). 
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assessments) Men's refusal to allow women access to the hearth and its comforis 
was therefore figured as a collapse of the most basic economic and emoti ional spousal 
responsibilities. Thus Peter Harmore, the 25-year-old servant of John Greaves. 
Mayor of Beverley, reported how his master abused Jane Greaves verbally and 
physically, and refused her the right to warm herself in his home. After one 
particularly vicious argument, John had cast Jane out of the house for the evening 
forbidding the servants to allow her back in. The following morning, Peter stumbled 
across his mistress in the stable, where she was 'sett upon an old Chest... vei-v niucli 
out of order & almost starved'. 103 The eviction of Jane Greaves clearly signalled to 
Peter Harmore his master's lack of interest in or concern for his wife's physical and 
emotional wellbeing. For though Peter worked for John Greaves at the time of the 
suit, he deposed such incidents led him to believe 'the arlate Jane Greaves cannot 
live with her husband peaceably or comfortably'. 104 The implication that eviction 
signalled a wider collapse of marital mutuality on the part of spouses - and 
epitomised an end to women's 'peace' and 'comfort' - was echoed elsewhere. 
In 1674, for instance, Anne Fletcher described how her husband 'did with a thick 
stick or cane 'beat [his wife] from and out of his dwelling house ... and 
did protest 
and swear that she should not abide there and that he would not maintain her'. 
'O' 
Anne sneaked back in every time his back was turned, but xN, as removed again as 
rapidly, 'sometimes by her Armes and att other time by her foot'. Finally, Anthony 
'took away or caused to be taken away all the greater part of his household goods I ZI 
WI Scc Chapter 4ý 
"2 Libel in Ti-ans C/P 176514 Eunck c. Eunck 
I(I. 1 Tcstimoin of Petcr I lannore in CPI 88 Grc; t\ cs c. Grem cs. The sý nibolism of c\ iction is di,, ciisscd 
beloNN. 
"' ýj, c,, ý1111join of Peter Hannore In CP1 GreaNcs c. Greaves. 
Libel III CPH 4042 Fletcher c. Flctcher. 
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that were in the dwelling house and without the consent of [Anne] did lock the outer 
door of his dwelling house and did carry away the key... so that Anne became 
destitute'. Anthony Fletcher subsequently set up home with one Jane Snawden, to 
whom he now expressed 'kindness' rather than his wife, forcing Anne to apply for 
maintenance through the Court S. 
106 And Barbara Dobby testified her husband 
threatened her with 'a case of pistolls' before his 'cruelty increased to be so great & 
barbarous' that he 'turn'd or forced his ... wife 
from him'. Finding herself 'destitute 
of a habitation [Barbara] was forced to take a room in Pickering, (where her parents 
live) to work for a living'. It is not insignificant that Barbara's libel described this 
treatment as more 'cruel' than his previous attempts to kill her with a brick and an 
iron fender. 
107 
As this evidence suggests, the early modern household was not a neutral structure, 
but a series of contested sites and spaces, each of which was invested with particular 
emotional and psychological resonance. And whilst early modern homes did not It) - 
necessarily have separate areas for its varied activities, certain regions of the 
household were more emotionally charged than others. Women's exclusion from 
particular domestic sites and possessions - such as food and the hearth - therefore 
sparked off a series of gendered ne, (gotiat ions and confrontations about the meanings 
of certain possessions, and the respective rights and responsibilities of men and 
xý omen as spouses. And central to such disputes was another pervasive symbol of 
domesticity and union-. the conjugal bed. 
Libel in CPH 4042 Fletcher c. Fletdicr. 
1,1bel In CPI DobbN c. DobbN. 
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In their testimonies. women claimed that they 'durst' not sleep with their husbands, 
or 'give [them] or perform conjugal duty or rites, for fear of abuse. 'O' In the dispute 
between Elizabeth and Charles Laughton, for instance, servants testified how theN, 
were sent to their mistress 'to desire her to come ffiendly to bed' with her husband, 
'to which she answered that she durst not'. 109 The bed was subsequently constructed 
as the site of much verbal and physical abuse. Elizabeth Pighell testified that she had 
been sleeping separately from her husband when he stormed into her chamber and 
slashed her bedclothes with a knife before 'takeing up a chaire and striking her 
therewith in such a violent and barbarous manner that he almost dasht out her 
eyes'. "" John Pighell admitted these charges, but argued he only did it 'to see if lie 
could cause her to come to his bed'. ' 11 Catherine Ettrick testified that soon after her 
marriage to William, he began to mistreat her by 'kicking her out of bedd at three, 
four or five o'clock in the morning, curseing & damning her for a lazy Bitch and 
saying that he hoped to see her bed ridd'. "' Barbara Dobby testified that she was 
staying with her in-laws when her husband 'came thither late in the night & ... pulled 
her violently out of the Bed ... 
& did then beat & abuse her very niuch'. ' 13 And 
Elizabeth Tineman deposed her husband had 'so abused [her] by ill wordes and 
threates' as they lay together, that in the middle of the night she went to share the bed 
of her landlady. 
114 
Elizabeth attributed his husband's aggression to his impotence, 
claiming that he 'could not raise his strength so as to enter his said ýýife's body', and 
had 'owned and said that he was one of the five in his own family that were 
''" Libel iii Bl. CPI 13 1-2 (1749) Mar) Bell c. William Bell - 
Festimom of Elizabeth Hole in CPI 63,1 Laughton c. Laughton. 
Libel m CPI-l 4505 Pighell c. Pighell. 
Responses in CPH 4i05 Pighell c. Plohell, 
hhcl inTrans G 11 F (, ", /4 Limck c. Eunck. 
Libcl in UPI iS I Dobbý c. Dobby. 
Libel iii Bl. CPI 169 (1 "021) 1: limbeth Tinciiian c Samuel Tinciiian. 
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stumblers and in his own case or condition'. " ý; George Jackson, a local upholsterer 
had built the bed in which the couple slept. and he recalled ho%% he had teased 
Samuel when he built it, telling him to 'gett his wife with an heire in the said bed'. 
Samuel had apparently told Jackson tersely 'he would doe what he could but he 
could not gett his prick to stand'. 
116 
Fhis kind of evidence has led historians to suggest that sexual intercourse was a 
central element in marital discord. ' 17 After all, as Richard Baxter explained. the 
marital bed was the site where husband and wives entered 'a bond and love and 
society' together for that 'loving affection [that] must pass betwixt husband and 
wife' and 'the bond of perfection'. "' From a survey of adultery cases at the London 
Consistory, Gowing found that bedroom scenes involving sexual confrontations were 
commonly central points of tension in individual relationships, as in fictional 
literature. "9Yet this focus on sexual conflict has detached the symbolism of the bed 
frorn the broader contemporary allusions to 'kindness', 'regard' and mutual respect 
tound elsewhere in church court testimony. Sexual intimacy, or its lack, was 
therefore always contextualised within broader patterns of physical and emotional 
abuse and disaffection, while the meanings of the conjugal bed were mutable. Z=) 
There is ample evidence in church court testimony that the conjugal bed was not the 
in privatised space that it usually is today. Men and women observed one another i 
their beds as they shared domestic and work spaces, servants and women slept 
Libel in CPI 10- 9 Thicinan c. Tincinan. 
116Tesumom- of George. kickson in CPI 169 Tuienian c. Tuicnimi. 
Scc Flel cher. (; cnek, r. p. 19 5- 
Richard Bamcv. A Chri., aian I)ireclm-v (London. 167 3s). extract in N. H. Kccble (ed. ). Pie Cultural 
'enlurv 11'0mun (London. 1 994)ý p. 1 -50. 
Scc Goming. Omnc. Niic pp. 
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together quite routinely in many households. and it was customary in some places for 
friends and acquaintances to see a newly married couple put to 'naked bedd' 
together. 120 Nevertheless., the central importance of the marital bed as a practical, 
symbolic and emotional space is undeniable. In marriage the acquisition of a bed 
marked the beginning of a union, and its functions changed with the lives of the 
couple. As an important site for the rites of passage, the marital bed was the place 
where an individual was conceived, born, made love, gave birth and died. What is 
perhaps significant in the context of separation suits, therefore, is not that disputes 
arose over the meanings of sex in marriage, but that they arose over the meanings of I 
the bed itself 
In the examples discussed here, men expected their wives to lie with them, and 
became hostile when they refused. Women retorted that thev were unable to lie with 
their husbands because for fear of 'great hazard and danger' whilst they slept. "' This 
fear of nocturnal abuse invoked the absence of trust, responsibility and compassion 
expected in marriage. This was exemplified by women's claims of spousal abuse at a 
time when they at their most supine and vulnerable: late pregnancy and childbirth. In 
1672 Lady Grace Chaworth testified to the great 'trouble of mind' induced by her 
husband's deliberate tormenting of her 'three or four days after she had been brou, ý) fit 1ý ZI 
to bed to be delivered of her child', when Lady Grace was 'much distemper'd and in 
a fever' 122 She testified that her husband brought 'into the chamber next which she 
lay... a company of musicians ... 
& caused them to strike up or play very loudly to 
the... clanger of her health & tho' requested bv the said Lady to take them away vet 
lie refused (N\ ith indignation) so to do, but ... sate 
drinking & making a grevious Z77 -1 
(Io77. docketed 16', 9). JereniN Bn,,,, s c. Ruth Foures. 
,, cc 
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noyse and caused the musik to play until twelve o'clock att night'. 123 More often, the 
conflict between husbands and wives focused on the specific needs and demands of 
women during childbirth. Thus in 1680, Lady Mary Smithson testified that her 
husband Sir Jerome refused 'to permitt either a physician or an Apothecary to visit 
her' during her labour, but subjected her to a series of physical and verbal abuses as 
she lay incapacitated in bed. 124 And Catherine Ettrick testified that her husband 
William similarly refused to fetch her help when she went into labour after the two 
had gone to bed. Instead, he 'curs'd and damn'd her, saying it was sufficient that he 
was disturbed, that in the morning he would send for somebody [and] that if it were 
her labour, many women were brought to bed under a hedge and went to work again, 
and what was one bitch more than another-. 125 When the day broke, William left 
Catherine alone in bed, screaming to the servants for help, while he went for his 
morning stroll. 
Such accounts of spousal conflict during childbirth are consistent with Wilson's 
assertion that the typical exclusion of husbands could result in domestic conflict. ' 26 
In addition to the gender-specificity and power dynamics of the pregnancy and the 
birthing ritual, pregnancy and childbirth redefined domestic spaces and relations, as 
it redefined female bodies. Pregnant women were often unable to engage in sexual 
activity, and the bed was subsequently redefined as an asexual female space. 127 And 
122 Libel in CPH 3000 Chaworth c. Chaworth. 
'2' Libc) in CPH 3000 Chaworth c. Chaworth. 
12" Libel in CPI 458 Smithson c. Smithson. 
125 Libel in Tmns CIP 1765/4 Ettrick c. Ettrick. 
12o See Adrian Wilson. 'The Ceremony of Childbirth and its Interpretation' in Valerie Fildes (ed. ). 
It Omen a. 0 k)lhers in Pre-Industrial h. `ngland- Essavs in. 1 femoty of DorolkVI fcLaren (LondorL 
1990). pp. 68-107. and Idenk 'Participant or Patient? Seventcenth-Century Childbirth from the 
Mother's Point of Vicil' in Porter, Patients and Practitioners, pp. 12944 
12' 1 Sharp's The, k fidwife's Book (London, 167 1) explicitly stated that husband and NN-Ifc should 
refrain frorn sex until afler the completion of the Iving-in penod. Citcd in Wilson. 'The Ceremony of 
Childbirth'. p. 77. 
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as the examples provided here demonstrate, spousal tensions and disputes over the 
respective duties of husbands and wives, and the practical and symbolic function of 
domestic spaces arose in the context of these redefinitions. 
In support of this claim is the fact that men also testified that their wives abused them 
at a time when they were incapacitated. The sounding of a discordant note \ý, ithin 
marriage - as in Lord Chaworth's introduction of a 'company of musicians' into the 
marital home - is echoed elsewhere. When Sir Thomas Stanhope of Nottinghamshire 
and his wife were experiencing marital difficulties, for instance, she deliberately 
disturbed him by 'singing all the day long to the lute' when he was sick in bed. 128 
And William Idelle claimed that when he was ill his wife, 'instead of keeping him 
company and comforting him ... endeavoured to 
disturbe him and make him uneasie 
by playing on her violin and other musical Instruments makeing a great noise on 
purpose as he believes to disquiet him'. "9 Like male harassment of women during 
childbirth, then, spousal abuse during sickness or incapacitation was a denial of the 
marriage vows, and a perversion of the gendered roles of husbands and wives. 
Moralists had long recognised that the well being of the household depended on the 
mutual support of husband and wife at times of illness. In seventeenth-century 
Etigland, these Ný, ýere never far away. Yet contemporary diaries demonstrate how the 
incapacitation of either spouse was likely to be a time of hostilities, as a result of the 
stress of being ill, or tile financial and psychological pressure of tendin(-) to, or 
compensating foi- a partner's ailments. Thus the Yorkshire yeoman Adam Eyre noted 
the %ar'ou-s and in his 'DVurnall' how his xvife suffered a pain in her 1q, and 11 1 
"' FelicitN II cýi I and CliNc Holmes. Ac Goan- in 1, Jighnitland I 1'01e. ý I iOO-1; 00 (London. 1994). p. 49. 
CPI 154 Idel le ý: IdelIc. On the significance of discordant music. see P. \V Cosgro\ c. - Affect IN c 
Uniticsý The Acsilictics of Music and Factional liistablllt\ in hghlccilth-Ccillurý Eiigl, -uid*. 
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expensive attempts at diagnosis. 130 More wearing, however, was the ill-temper and 
bickering which passed between the couple, particularly when Adam accidentallv 
stepped on his wife's 'sore foot'. Shocked by the way she 'braule[d] and revile[d]' 
him, Adam warned his wife that he might 'never to com in bed with her' again. 111 
4. Beyond theSoma: Bodily Practice and Emotional Embodiment. 
Though this chapter is based on a relativoy small number of cases, the themes it 
addresses occur with alarming regularity in separation suits of the period, as women 
sought to prove the 'unspeakable tyrannies' of 'fierce looks, bitter words, sharp 
tongue and cruel usage-). 132 Indeed, Stone has noted the frequency with which marital 
disputes centred on household goods and access in particular, as men kicked women 
out of bed, assaulted them with household goods and evicted them from the dwelling. 
Yet for Stone, such incidents illustrate only the ways men with a 'hair-trigger 
') assaulted their wives 'in all the usual ways ). 133 -s ignores the temper This analysi * 
complex meanings and symbolism of marital disaffection as articulated in and 
through material culture and the world of goods. It also neglects the complex 
construction of separation suits in accordance with legal and social expectations of 
mutuality and 'kindness" - emotional, psychological and material - within the 
conjugal union. And it heavily oversimplifies the graphic and brutal, but 
nevertheless stylised, accounts of physical violence found in court depositions. 
13o Adam Eyre. 'A Eýurnall, or Catalogue of All My Accions and Expences from the I" of January. 
1646 171'. Yorkshire Diaries and. 4 utobiographies in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centurl . es. 
Surtees Society. 65 (1877). pp. 1-118. See the crim, for March 20. when Evre pays 22s to Dr 
Browneloc. p. 22. 
13 1 Eyrc. '13-yurn. 0'. p. 43. Further examples may be found in Ralph Houlbrookc (ed. ). English Familv 
Li e, 15 76-1716: an. -Inthologvfrom Diaries (Oxford, 1988), passim. 
13 Anne Wentworth. I indication, extract in E. Graham et al. (eds. ). Her Own 1, ifie. -. 4utobiographical 
Writings kv Seventeen th-Cent ury Englishwomen (London, 1989), -pp. 
183-187. See also Bucher. 
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Of course the recognition of these problems, and the redefinition of spousal abuse 
presented here, is not to deny the pain or trauma of domestic cruelty in the past. or in 
the present. Nor is it to negate the complex and political function of physical abuse 
as an element in the production and maintenance of patriarchal relations. Rather, it is 
to explore the meanings and displays of affect in marriage, and the broader, 
psychological and emotional consequences of di. 5affection, however defined. And in 
so doing, it has been necessary to redefine the meanings of affect itself, as produced 
and communicated in the fields of social relations. For no less than the naturalised 
abstractions of 'gender' and 'patriarchy', emotions are always in a state of becoming, 
realised and concretised in the artefacts and processes of evervday life. 134 
Whilst other chapters have explored this theory through the analysis of love-letters, 
'angry words' and weeping, therefore, this chapter has focused on the performativItY 
of affect through a broadly defined concept of bodily practice. It has moved beyond 
the boundaries of the individual soma to explore the social function of affect 
displays. In so doing,, it has demonstrated that the contemporary concepts of C) 
'conjugal] love', 'regard' or 'kindness' were not separable from the sum of their 
parts. Rather, they were rooted in and communicated through a complex blend of 
verbal, material, linguistic and gestural performances that defined and structured 
everyday marital relations. And in the final analysis, this must have implications for 
the historicization of emotion as discursive atid non-discursive phenomena. 
S1011c, I'llcel-1,11/1 I flioll. N. P., )(R). 
For a critique along these lincs, In relation to gcndcr. see Judidi %J. Bennett. 'Feminism wid 
pp. ) -7 1 H islorý icittler and Ili, vion 
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Conclusion. Rethinking the History of Emotion- 
Performatlvltv and Practice. 
My topic of research has typically elicited one of two responses from academics 
and non-academics alike- 'why'9 or 'how"ý I hope this thesis goes some xý (tv to 
answer at least one of these questions. If nothing else, it should demonstrate the rich 
potentialities of emotion research. For many of the questl I "ons tackled bv this thesis 
have parallels in key areas of early modern historiography. Over past decades social 
and cultural historians have, in diverse ways, sought access to interior worlds and 
mentalities through letters and diaries, autobiographies and conduct manuals, 
depositions and interrogation material. ' And though their sources, ideologies and I 
agendas have differed, there is a remarkable uniformity in the methodologies Lised, 
and in historians' attempts to describe and account for subjectivity within broader 
narratives of change or continuity inemoti(ynal and psychological structures. ' 
Fhese characteristics of social and cultural history are symptomatic of a broader 
problematic in the histories of subjectivities and social relations. As Lynda] Roper 
observes in Oedipus a, -td Ihe historians 'often write as if social change 
ii-npinges directly and uniformly upon the individual's mental structure, as if the 
psyche were a kind of blank sheet for social processes to write upon'. 3 As was 
Lxamples include L. A. Pollock (ed. ). Fwyotfen (hihlren: I'arent-(hildRelati(in. v. 1l'-(ýi? i I-it)O t, ý 
1900 (Cambridge. 1983). passim: Sarah Heiler Mendleson, The Mentol Worl(I utNtuarl Women: 
(London. 1987), Introduction. J. Demos, --, hainc and Guilt in Early \cNý England', in 
C. I. Sicarns and P. N. Stcarns (eds. ), Finotion andNwial Change: Towards o New P. ývchohi., sioýv 
(New York. 1988), pp. 69-85: S. Hindle. Jlie Shan-ung of Margaret Knowsley Gossip. Gender. ind 
the I'Apuience of Atithorit) in Early Modern England'. CominuitY and Change. 9 (1994). pp. 391 - 
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argued 'In chapter one this treatment of psychological structures echoes broader 
historiographical tendencies to divide the discursive and non-discursive realms of 
experience, and to iron out conflict in the search for long-term narratives of change. 
By asserting the centrality of bodily experience in the subjective worlds ot'men arid 
women in early modern Germany, Roper exposes the analytical limits of accounts 
based primarily on the logic and influence of social structures at the expense of 
individual agency. Yet Roper's account similarly fails to satisfactorily 
conceptualize the interactions of the subjective and the social, the/ ý S. I 'Che and the 
soma. For in her use of psychoanalysis to explore the relationship between the 
cpsychical and the physical', bodily 'drives' and urges take on a logic and force of 
their own .4 
In asserting agency, we lose structure. %, leaning resides in experiences 
grounded in 'conscious and unconscious imagery' and the reality of the physical, 
for 'the body can convey what we find impossible to put into words'. ý' 
This historiographical split between structure and agency, discursive and non- 
discursive phenomena is replicated elsewhere. Consider the term 'emotionology' 
for instance, coined by Carol and Peter Steams to distinguish between emotion as 
'lived' or felt, and the language used to describe It. 
6 This relationship is not 
typIcally regarded as problematic. Most historians of social relations, particularly in 
the wake of the 'linguistic tum', are more than happy to nfle through literarv and 
anecdotal accounts of emotional expression, and to present these as evidence of 
II io r interior beliefs and constants. In a recent book on early modern masculinity, f 
instance. Elizabeth Foyster justifies this position on the grounds that 'traditional 
obýjectlons to the use of fictional literature in writing, history because it is partial and 
Roper. and the Devil. pp. 17, 
Roper. Oedipti., alid the IN, 01. p. 22. 
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not factual... no longer stand'. For the development of 'new historicism' has shown 
us that 'all written documents of the past are 'texts' which can only be read 
subjectively. i 
This position is a logical one, given the recent expansion in works which have so 
successfully explored the interplay between subjective and collective forms of 
expression, and the conventions of genre and style found in archival and literary 
sources. 9 Te problem arises, however, when historians fail to address those 
specificities, and attribute to all 'fictional' works - ballads, novels, plays, medical 
texts and depositions - the sarne ideological and literary status. 9 In the process, 
there is no real analysis of the specific and historically situated interactions between 
structure and agency or between experience and expression. Nor is there any 
consideration of the articulation of those expressions in particular discursive and 
non-discursive registers. Men and women emote, unproblematically, in and through 
the historical record, alerting us, in the process to a 'real' or 'authentic' self waiting 
to be discovered. Thus, citing John Tosh, Foyster concludes that 'it is perhaps from 
fictional sources that our search for the 'inner man I niay prove most useful'. 'O 
Ironically, this approach to interiority is even reinforced by Carol and Peter 
Stearns' discussion of 'emotionology'. For however useful it is to isolate a way of 
discussino forms and changes in emotion rhetoric without tiecessat-11v invokin(-) 
C-Z. Stearns and P. N. Stcams. 'Emotionology- Clarifying the Histon- of Emotions and Emotional 
Standards'.. -Ime)-ictm Ifistoricol Review. 90 (199, ý). p p. 8P -36. SeC also chapter 4. aboN c. 
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accompanying changes in emotional structures, this technique actually reinforces 
the implication that 'feeling' is something internal, pre-existing, and abstractable 
from its means of expression. " 
This thesis has argued against this approach by demonstrating that emotions cannot 4: ) 4: ) 
be disentangled from, but are produced in and through, a range of communicative 
practices. Moreover, those practices were subject to a vanety of conventions and 
formulas. As shown in the chapters on love-letters, slander narratives and such 
somatic indicators of sadness as tears and sighs, affective communication In 
conformed to, and drew meaning from, broader cultural registers and beliefs. 12 And 
as well as being structured in and through verbal and written signs, bodily displays 
and gestures, emotional experience was embedded in and articulated through 
material culture and the world of goods. 13 As this evidence suggests, therefore. it is 
insufficient to view early modern emotions as individuated or private entities that 
were shaped by such external forces as prevailing medical paradigms. '-' As physical 
and psychological, material and symbolic experiences, they were realised in and 
through specific day to day interactions and negotiations taking place between men 
and women as they lived and worked. 
In light of these findings, a potential solution to the opposition of mind/body, 
agency/structure approaches that dominate historiographical research might be 
tI OUnd in the principles of 'social selves' theory, an increasingly influential mode of 
Stcýirnsand Sicarns. I motiollolový'. pp,, 35-6 
. Sec c1laptus 
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analysis in the study of human personality. 15 As Ian Burkitt has explained, this 
mode of analysis destabilises the self/social opposition by placing emphasis on the 
social and constitutive nature of interiority. Rather than being distinct or separate 
from the social world, concepts of 'the self are produced and realised within it, 
(created in the active relationship between human bodies and their material 
environment'. 16 There are clear echoes here in the work of Pierre Bourdieu, whose 
influential discussion of 'practice' was set out at the beginning of this thesis. 17 
Indeed, Bourdieu's use of the term habitus is useful in rethinking the ways 
subjective psychological and bodily relations are shaped - through inscription, 
repetition and practice - by interaction with the social world. So too is Judith 
Butler's observation on the production of sex and gender as performances, stories 
that are realised in and through the telling. 18 
This does not, of course, deny the political significance of those stories in everyday 
lives. Nor does it reject the mental and bodily experiences of 'feeling'. But it does 
suggest that by focusing on the meanings specific emotional experiences take on in 
particular historical moments - as demonstrated through written, verbal, gestural, 
material and symbolic practices - we can reconcile discursive and non-discursive, 
physical and psychical influences at the point of individual experience and social 
realization. Indeed, as Butler's work demonstrates, this approach allows us to move 
beyond artificial dichotomies between reality and discourse. For it reveals that 
f. construction is not opposed to agency, it is the necessary scene of agency, the very 
15 See for instance Ian Burkitt, Social, '; Mvs: Theories oftheSocial Formation ofldentitv (Londom 
1991). Introduction. 
16 Burkitt. SixialSelves, p. 190. 
'- Picrre Bourdieu. Outline ofa Theory ofl"ractice. trans. R. Nice, (Cambridge. 1987). Introduction. 
See the conclusion to chaptcr 1. 
1" Judith Butler. Cender Trouble: heminism and the S'ubversion qfIdenti(i - (Londom 1990). 
conclusion. 
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terms in which agency is articulated and becomes culturally intelligible'. 19 To this 
end the recognition of splits and fissures, conflicts and instabilities in seventeenth- 
and ei ghteent h- century discussions of emotion subverts the meta-narratives of earIv 
modern historiography. But in so doing, it opens up new areas of enquiry. through 
the themes of performativity and practice, which are grounded in non-reductionistic 
and meaning centred modes of analysis. And this can only be of benefit in our 
attempt to comprehend the mental and physical worlds of men and women of the 
past. 
I" ; Bullcr. (hvidc, 14' 
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Appendix 1. 
Catalogue Listings of Sampled* Matrimonial Separation Suits from 
the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
I. CPH 3264 (1675) Grace Allenson c. Charles Allenson. 
2. CPH 5734 (1685) Elizabeth A%Nlie c. Daniel Awtie. 
3. CPI 1312 (1749) Mary Bell c. William Bell. 
4. Trans C/P 1737/2 (1737) Elizabeth Bowes c. Thomas Bowes. 
5. CPH 35 16 (1683) Martha Brooke c. Timothy Brooke. 
6. CPI 1414 (1760) Alice Chaworth c. Wil-liam Chaworth. 
7. CPH 3000 (1672) Lady Grace ChaNvorth c. Lord Patrick ChaNvorth. 
9. CPI 154 (1701) John Cunliffe c. Dorothy Cunliffe. 
9. CPH 3230 (1673) Jane Currer c. Henry Currer. 
10. Trans CIP 1730/6 (1730) Jane Currie c. James Currie. 
11. CPI 855 (1726) Margaret Coulston c. Thomas Coulston. 
12. CPI 581 (1719) Barbara Dobbv c. Robert Dobby 
13. Trans C/P 1675/4 (1765) Catherine Ettnck c. William Ettnick. 
14. Trans C/P 1688/3 (1674) Anne Fletcher c. Anthony Fletcher. 
15. CPI 88 (1704) Jane Greaves c. John Greaves. 
16. CPI 461 (1718) Elizabeth Halliday c. Walter Halliday. 
17. CPI 577 (1717) Eleanor Hird c. William Hird. 
18. CPH 
-5246 
(1682) Janc Hardy c. Gilbert Hardy. 
19. Trans C/P 1732/4 (1732) Robert Hollyinan c. Jane Hollynian. 
20. CPI 154 (1709) Eli/, abeth Idelle c. Willia-in Idelle. 
21. CPI 631 1 (172 1) Elizabeth Laughton c. John Laughton. 
22. CPI 187 (1711) Margaret Laver c. Arthur Laver. 
2. ). CPI 2741 (1707) Abigail More c. Heim More. 
24. CPI 699 (1719-22) Ajuic More of Lofiliouse c. Zachary More 
25. CPH542 (1709) Anne Mould c. Edward Mould. 
26. CPH 4-505 (1697) Elizabeth Pighell c. John Pighell. 
27. CPH 2779 (1668) Jolui Rickard c. Alice Rickard. 
28. CPI 51 (1700) Anne Robson c. Ebencezer Robson. 
29. Trans UP 1697/2 (1697) Anne Shaw c. Thomas ShaNN. 
30. CPI 2759 (1708) Emmanuel Siddall c. Sara SiddaU 
31. CPH 3469 (1680) Lady Maiý- Smithson C. Sir Jerome Smithson. 
32. CPI 291 (17 11) Elizabeth Stradling c. Thomas Stradling. 
Elizabeth Surtees. Trans C/P 1748/1 (1748) George Surtees of RN-ton c 
34. CPI 169 (1702) Elizabcth Tinciii,, m c. Samuel Tmernan. 
ý5 58 (1718) and CPI 661 (1715) Lady Jane Vavasour c. Sir Peter Vavasour. CPI 4- 
16, CPI 812 (1725) Margaret Walker c. Joseph Walker. 
)7. CPI 12) 59 (1743) Ma-r) Watson c. Alexander \Vatson. 
1737 (1600) Lady Katherine Webster c. Sir Jolm Webster. 318. CPH - -orth 
-)9. 
CPI l)76 (1756) Godfrey Wentworth c. Dorothea WenINN 
40. CPI 862 (1727) Man, Wilkinson c. John Wilkinson. 
* Sampic of 40. discussed in chapter -1. 
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Appendix 2 
Explanations of Socio-Economic Categories Used in this Thesis. 
Recorded Occupations and Definitions: 
ristocrats and Knights: Titled gentry and knights only 
Gent: Following cause-paper usage and assumed to refer to geiiti-N status. 
and income generated through land and rents. - 
Professions and Commerce: The 'middling sort' 'shop-keepers. 
3 manufacturers ... civil servants, professionals and lesser merchants'. As 
wealthier agriculturaJ members of the'middling) sorts yeomen are also 4 
included . Church Officials: e. g. Clerics, curates, rectors and vicars 
Textile workers: Primarily small-scale weavers, spinners, weavers, N\ ool- 
combers and cord-wainers, working in cottage industries, or employed b\, 4! ) Zn 
the larger-scale clothiers and manufacturers noted above. 
Metal workers: e. g. Blacksmiths and cutlers. 
Other Craftsmen: e. g. Carpenters, joiners, clockmakers, nailers and 6 
tanners. 
Agricultural Workers and Husbandsmen: Following cause-paper 1: ) usage. Though there were large differences in the economic and social 
position of husbandsmen as agricultural producers, and in relation to other 
agricultural workers, they are included here to distinguish husbandsmen ltý 
from the higher status and wealth associated with yeomen. 7 
Victualling Trades: e. g. Innkeepers, brewers, bakers and butchers. 
Military/Marine Trades: Soldiers, sailors and ship-w-ork-ers. 
Unknown: Unrecorded. 
' These categories are based on the groupings used by I Smail. The Origiii. s qJ'Aliddle- 
Oass ('Itlture: Halifax Yorkshire, 1660-1 -ýO (Ithaca, 1994), Chapter 1. and M. Hunt, 
AcA fiddlingSort: Commerce, Gender and the Famiýv in England, 100-1780 (London, 
1996), esp. p. 15. 
1 This category is problematic, as a result of the mutable definitions of 'gentry' status. 
and tile pernicability of professional and landed occupational groupin-s. Scc tile 
discussion in chapter 2. 
Hunt, 7he. 1 IicIcHi, 7g, I, 'ori. p. 15. Unlike those c\p)lcltl3- included in Hunt's definition, 
this categor), includes a rclatlwlý high proportion of wealthy clothiers. a phenomenon 
discussed in Smail'saccount of Halifav Sec Origins. esp. p. 50-70. 
Sce Keith Wrightson. English. Socie(v I iý'%O-IWNO (London, 1990). pp. "()-'N? 
Most such deponews came front the \N*c-, t Riding. and it is likely that, ; i,, a grouphw,. 
they experienced a dccline in fortunes owr tile period studied- iis sw-, ia. ý, Icd by S-Mail's 
account of commercial centrafiý, mion in contemporai)- Halifax. See Orýgin. s. pp. 191-2, 
The definition of skill in docrimnino status of crafts is difficult. ý--)cc Wrightson, ý7' 
1-)Wh. NI7 Xocieýv. p. -337. The crafts includcd here follow tile definitions used bN \Vri, -, ht,, oii. 
and in ý, mml's dis\: ussion of the craft indusm of Halifa\. Origins. esp. pp. 94-5. 
Sec \Vrwlilson. Fm,, li \17 Societv. pp. 136-- 
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Appendix 3. 
Catalogue Listings of Sampled* Matrimonial Formation Suits from 
the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
1. CPH 2628 (1662) John Adamson c. Man, Rawson. 
2. CPH 4070 (1682) Robert Armitage c. Anne Arrrutage. 
3. CPH 3838 (1684) Elizabeth Balgie c. William Wrightson. 
4. CPH 3094 (1672) Helen Browne c. John Browne. 
5. CPI 240 (1714) Elizabeth Buller c. Jol-m Toller. 
6. Trans C/P 1667/2 (1667) Henry BunbunI c. George Manley. 
7. CPH 813 (1725) William Carlisle c. Elizabeth Carlisle. 
8. Trans C/P 1663/5 (1665) Eli-zabcth Chapman c- Robert Smith. 
9. CPH 4298 (1692) Hester Colby c. John Garnett. 
10. CPH 2820 (1667) Gilbert Cowper c. Anne Skelton. 
11. CPH 2640 (1663) Jane Danbv c. William Charters. 
12. Trans C/P 1729/10 (1729) Elizabeth Dodgson c. Thomas Haswell. 
13. CPI 377 (1717) Sarah Goddard c. Thomas Goddard. 
14. Trans C/P 1669/6 (1669) George Grayson c. Margaret BccslcN-. 
15. CPH 3399 (1679) Jolinathon Lockwood c. An-ne Shenield. 
16, Trans C/P 1744/5 (1744) Thomas Mascal-I c. Ursula Watson. 
17. Trans CIP 1715/2 (1714) Edmund Massey c. Margaret Ogden. 
18. Trans C/P 1665/2 (1665) Amie Mastani c. Edward Starkey. 
19. CPI 3 (1702) Hannah Oliver c. Robert Northend. 
20. CPI 36 (1705) Thomas Pierson c. Elizabeth Hc%vison. 
21. CPH 2936 (1675) Thomas Raynor c. Anne Raynor. 
22. Trans CAP 1708/1 (1708) Robert Roskell c. Elizabeth Knipe. 
23. CPH 4755 (1688) William Rowland c. Margaret Winter. 
24. CPH 3695 (1686) Michael Rymer c. Francis Fairf, -Lx. 
25. CPH 2 544 (1662) Maria Slingsby c. Thomas Wigglcsx% orth. 
26. CPH 3437 (1678) James Storey c. Elizabeth Metcalfe. 
27. Trans CAP 1700/2 (1700) Sarah Tyndale c. Thomas Tvi-idale. 
28. CPH 3206 (167-5) Anne Wetten-lial. 1 c. Thomas Hcnsliall. 
29. Trans C/P 1709/2 (1709) Jane Wood c. Thomas Wood. 
30. CPI 795 (1723) Hannah Woodcock c. Joh-nat-lion ShaNN. 
* Sample of 30 as discussed in chapter -1. 
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Appendix 4. 
Catalogue Listings of Sampled* Slander Suits from the York Courts. 
1660-1760. 
I- Trans C/P 17335/4 (1734) Office pp. Richard Abbot c, Williarn Glasebrook. 
2. CPI 1241 (1742) Ma-n, AckerleN c. Martha Hartley 
3. CPI 85 (1704) Robert Allen c. George Lotherington. 
4. CPI 1277 (1747) William Armstrong c John Dalkin. 
5. CPI 2736 (1707) George Barrett c. Alicia Launston. 
6. CP1 2774 (17 1 ()) William Bayliffe c. George Brown. 
7. CPI 1269 (1744) Thomas Beecroft c Thomas Brewster. 
8. CPI 1268 (1744) T"homas Beecroft c William Marshall. 
9. CP1 13342 (175 1) James Bell c. Susanna Rollison. 
10. CPI 1389 (1757) Mary Bell c. John Pindar. 
11. CPI 1326 (1754) Susanna Bellas c. guardians of Joseph Webster. 
12. CPI 2784 (1710) Mana Breiving c. Anne Glover. 
13. CPI 1095 (1738) Elizabeth Butler c. Hannah Smithson. 
14. CPI 199 (1711) Office pp. Matthew ByNýater c. Sarah Jennings. 
15. CPI 1362 (1756) Elizabeth Calvert c. John Ward. 
16. CPI 395 (1717) Robert Carter c. Jane Taylor. 
17. CPI 893) (1730) Margaret Chadwick c. John Sinikinson. 
18. Trans C/P 1736/4 (1736) Grace Chambers c. Richard Cross. 
19. CPH 2976 (1670) Elizabeth Clavton c. Catherine Man(, c\. 
20. CPH 2805 (1666) Peter Col I ins C. Mattlicx% Walker. 
21. CPI 655 Tra, ns C/P 1722/2 (1722) Office. pp. Jane Cooke c. George Crow. 
22. CPI 13 10 (1749) Ell/, ibetli Crofts c John HeNvard. 
23. CPI 587 (1719) Office pp. John Dallon c. Anne Allen. 
24. CPI 168 (1702) Office pp. William Douthwaite c. William W1110LIghby. 
25. CPI 1138 (1738) Office pp. Elizabeth Dowthwaile c. Eli/ýabcth Pinckney 
26. CPI 892 (1730) Sarah Falconer c. William Thomas 
27. CPH 3834 (1684) William Farrand c. Joseph Oldroyd. 
28. CPI 866 (1727) Joan Forrest c. Elizabeth Harrison. 
29. Trans C/P 1692/5 (1692) Office pp. Sarah Fawcett c. Helen Moore. 
30. CPI 2745 (1707) Thomas Fletcher c Edward Wood. 
3 1. CPH -3456 
(1680) Lucilia Goodalph c. Joan Copley. 
CPH 4456 (1696) Marv Grayson c. Theophilus Young. Esq. 
CPI 908 Trans C/P 17 7/9 (1727) Charles Green c. Anne Lampshaw. 33 
)4. CPI 1000 Trans C/P 1732/6 (1732 William GreeniNell c. Anne Enimerson. 
CPI 2779 (17 10) James Haigh c. Thomas Leake. 
36, CPI 1297 (1748) Sarah Heap c Margaret Ward. 
)7. CPI 78 (1704) Office pp. Joshua Hill c. Joseph Beever. 
38. CPI 796 (17-)', ) Office pp. Natha-n Holdsworth c Samuel Moore. 
39. CPI 971 (1730) Elizabeth Horslev c. Thomas Lothering-ton 
40. CPH 43)21 (1693) James Howgill c. William Anderson. 
41. CPI 1366 (1752) Mary Hutchinson c Jane Appleton. 
42. CPI 308 (17 19) Sarali Hutton c. Benjamin Loxlev. 
4 'ý. CPI 1298 (1748) Cathenne Jackson c. George Mann. 
44. CPI 883 (1729) Elizabeth Jackson c. Isabel Cooper. 
4 5. CPI 1294 (1747) Anne Jcnkinson c William Freeman. 
46. CPI 220 (170'1) 
Hugh JoNwtt c. Susanna Clayton. 
47. CPH 4264 (101) 1) John KaN c. William Beever. 
48. Trans C/P 1740/1', (1740) Martha Kearsley c. Hannah Shuttleworih. 
49. CPI (172) Office pp. John Miner c. Nlarý MickictliNvaite. 
ý(). CPI I ()o (170-1) \1ar_\ Kingston c. Johnathon Broadhead. 
1. CPI 8,61 (1 -27) Officc pp. F11/abc1h Kilchin, -, iuan c Williani Faceby 
ý2. CPI 5()S (1705) Officc pp Charles Lister c. Wi lliain \Valkcr. 
5" CPI 7,48 (17-14) Office pp. Elizabeth Lister c. Anne Gill. 
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54. CPl 57 (170 1) Robert Little c. Francis Young. 
55. CPI 1337 (1755) Jane Lo-,, Cjo-, - c. Elizabeth Walton. 
56. CPI 2767 (1708) Sir \VIlliam LoNN-ther c. Thomas Taylor. 
57. CPI 200 (1711) Martha Mortimer c. John Parkin. 
58. CPI 83 (1704) Off-ice pp. William Mortimer c Miles Reynolds. 
59. CPI 132 (1700) Martha Patrickc c Elizabeth Wilkes. 
60. CPI 1265 (1744) Rachel Pilmoor c. Edward Dawson. 
61. CPI 174 (17 10) Office pp. Thomas Pollard c. John Brook. 
62. CPl 1356 (17-54) Elizabeth Porter c Thomas Caley 
63. Trans CP 1665/4 (1665) Office c. William Powdrell. 
64. CPI 790 (1724) Office pp. Roberl Proctor c. Thomas Ushenvood. 
65. CPI 2864 (1747-57) Jane Ramsay c. Barbara Robinson. 
66. CPI 680 (1722) William Redhead c. Thomas Hopper. 
67. CPI 195 (1711) Office pp. Richard Redman c. Samuel Brearscliffic. 
68. CPI 731 (1753) Office pp. John Redshaxv c. George Miles. 
69. CPI 1272 (1742) Ann Rhodes c Sarah Wilson. 
70. CPI 90 (1704) Office pp. George Ritschell c. John Rowell. 
71. CPI 1307 (1748) Alice Roberts c. Edward Youlc. 
72. CPI 2782 (1710) James Roberts c. Robert Ingleson. 
73. CPI 1097 (1739) Susannah Robinson c. Margaret Johnson. 
74. CPI 846 (1727) Sybil Seadlethorp c. John Ealand. 
75. CPI 2739 (1707) Robert Sedge-wick c Mana Garside. 
76. CPI 157 (1700) Office pp. William Skelton c. John Faber. 
77. CPH 43631 (1695) Anna Sinith c. Richard Jebb. 
78. CPI I 110 (1736) Mary Smith c. Ann Cottam. 
79. CPI 1363 (1750) Prudence Smith c. Johnathon Charlesworth. 
80. CPI 342 (1716) Mary Eve Sparke c. Robert Newhouse. 
81. Trans CIP 1701/4 (1701) Elizabeth Steele c. Marga-rct Raine. 
82. CPI 119 (1719) William Sterne c. Luke Williamson. 
83. CPI 1092 (1738) Mary Stork c. Bridget Purvis. 
84. CPI 1317 (175 1) Mary Sunderland c. William HalliNvell. 
85. CPI 50 (1700) Joseph Swinden c. William Popplewell of Warton 
86. Trans C/P 1723/4 (1723) Eleanor Tarran c. Anne MaNver. 
87. CPI 10 13 Trans C/P 1731/2 (173 1) Anne Taylor c. Richard Webster. 
88. CPI 2911 (1720) Elizabeth Taylor c. John Taylor. 
89. CPI 80 (1704) Off ice pp. John Thomson c. William Clarkson. 
90. CPI 1341 (175 1) Elizabeth Townley c. Richard Townsend. 
91. CPI 13-5 (1700) John Waddington c. Henry Clarebrough. 
92. CPI 963 (1729/30) Sarah Waters c. John Dennis. 
9 3). CPI 1392 (1757) George Watson c. Dorothy Cole. 
94. CPH 4350 (1694) Elimbeth Wharton c. Simon Weelby. 
95, CPH '1714 (1688) Francis Wheatlev c. Alice Everingharn. 
96. CPI 71 (170 1) John Wheatley c. John Curfliffe. 
97. Trans C/P 1727/8 (1727) Office pp. Anne Whishaw c. John Earl. 
98. CPI 914 (1726) William W`hitehcad c. Margaret Taylor. 
99. CPI 844 (1727-8) Susan Whitelev c. John Slake. 
100. CPI 1419 (1760) Sarali Worrall c. John Bentlev. 
* Sample of 100 as discussed in chapter 22. 
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Appendix 5. 
Transcription of the Letters of Ursula Watson. 
To Mr Thomas Mascall, Attorney att Law at Durham. No. I 
Dr Sir. by iný troubleing you with this you may easeally suppose the uneasyness I have fell since I 
parted from you. lest any. buseý insinuateing, false toung should make you so- but depend uppon 
lit- Imy futer conduct shall be allways to pleas you. and \\lien pleasing you III most pleas niý self For 
the height of a] I my hopes and happiness in this life depends on your love [ ]I could saN ten fliousand 
things more. but xvill conclude Nvith my Dearest in the most affectionate manner. Yours till Death do 
us part Ursula Watson. Houghton August 29h 1742 Pmv let me hear from you very soon. 
To Mr Thomas Mascall. Attomev at Law at Durham. No. 2 Dr Sir, as I fiend it is impossible to forcea 
I Inc from vou without rrrv NN-riting first. so f 1] cou'd have no longer patience when I had the means In 
niN power of hearing frorn you, for be assured when abcent from iny scight. you arc always in my 
thotcs. You perhaps will laugh at mN folly for making so frank a declarafion. but as iny heart dictated 
to my pen you may the easyer excuse it. from My Dearest yours U Watson Houghton October _5 
1742 
To Mr Thomas Mascal 1. Attorncv at Law at Durham. No. 33. 
Dr Sir. the favour of your obliging letter I reccIN"d. for which I return a oreal inanv thanks, but cannot 
lielp telling you I spent the neight I parted frorn you in reflections on your sevear letter. For I do 
assure you. sleep was a strainger to iny Eyes till Morning.. Doan't imagine mý concern is but what is 
commonly tin-n'd our sex's arts-, no. it proceeds from a real u-neasyness which you haN c but too often 
experienc'd. Sometimes I could almost have suspected vour Love for quarrelling I\\ ith I ilic on everý, 
frivolous pretence. but then I cou'd not accuse you for being the cause. but trac itress and such like ýire 
hard names to one who must ever be Yours U. Watson Houghton Novembcr 30 1742 
To Mr Thomas Mascall. Attorney at Law at Durham. No. 4 
Dr Sir, it gave me no small satisfaction to hear you got saif hoinc. but should have recciv'd infinitely 
more to havc licard vou Nvere xNcll. You return'd ine ftmks for the Justice I did you'. believe nic, I was 
far froin accuseing you. I only writt iny oNA n sentiments. which if they had the good forlime to 
correspond with yours. I it I would givc ine more pleasuer than I can, possibly express but as thcre are 
few or none who pass their whole lives without some unguarded moments. inipute not in. N fault then to 
infidility, but indiscrefion. I shall say no more but could %N ish Nvith your self to have it Burycd in 
eternall Oblivion. wid [youl may depend uppon the last promise of Yours. U. Watson Houghton 
December 7'ý' 1742 
To MrTlionias Mascall. Attorney at Lmx at Durham. No. 5 
Houghton December 18 1742 Dr Sir. the discontent you left me in makes linel allmost abandon my 
self to melancholy I am betwixt faint hope and reall despair. for I have never had one casy moment 
si ns, NN hen I reflect on your pain and in-, - self the cause. Think NN hat a situation of mind I was in to see 
you go from me in such a Condisson. If vou doubt my sinccrltý-. I NN-111 Testifve it by any way you shall 
desire. As for iny leiveing the room. I must confess it was highly blaineable. but if Tears and reniors 
N\ ill make you an), Satisfaction. you arc amply paid for all my faults. Let me beg let me conjour you. 
for love, for pitN's sake. to see or bear from you till I kno-w you are better. My own ii-neasyricss I tsi 
uicapable of receiving addition when I beg'd to see or hear from you land I you gave me no ans\\ er. 
Think then what secret -, mguisli I endc\\, er'd. - be assured I can love onely )-on, and N\ licn I cecs to love 
voti. I must cees to hN c. If I fail in iny request. I shall not blame you but iny own hard 
fait. But 
rcincinber I sliall be for vou-r sake the -reat-IN, wretched U. Watson. Bv the method I take of sending 
this. you may casyly gess at my concarn. 
To N/Ir Thomas Mascall. Attorney at Law at Durham. No. 6 
Oli Dearest. I dare not call you mv Dearest. for Fin Jraid I have lost ýoti- I thote rný uncasincss 
had been incapable of addision. but 0 Good God what did J not stiffer at the reading loq your 
loter. You bid me be casey. but know I neither c, -ui. xvill, or ever desire to be liappý without you. 
I call my God to AN-it ncss for nic that I have not a secret N% ish but in your love to throw im scl 
f at 
N our feet to test Ify It by all the marks of a sinmir. affectionate. and tender m' 
fe. Reflect on that 
nanic and think NN liat I crideNver. my heart has been lonj, acciistomed to love ý ou. and niý toting to 
tell vou , o. If cN cr ý ou loved nic. 
for Godj'sj sAc dont abandon me noNN. for life mthout ýou 
N% ill for cN er be hailftill to U. Walson. Houghton Dec 18 1742. 
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Fig-33. Total No. of Surviving Cause Papers from the York Courts, bv 
Year, 1660- 1760. 
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Appendix 7. Tables. 
2 23 
Date No of New Causes 
1664-67 292 
1682-84 192 
1692-95 9, 
1700-01 121 
Table I (a). No. of New Consistory Causes Initiated at York, 1664-170 1. 
Date No of New Causes 
1667-70 78 
1670-73 96 
1682-83 125 
1703-04 78 
Table I (b). No. of New Chancery Causes Initiated at York, 1667-1704. 
Dates 
No. of Instance Suits No. of Office Suits 
_ 1667-69 43 52 
1670-72 54 41 
1682-83 111 14 
Table 2. No. of Instance and Office Causes Initiated at York, 1667-1683. 
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Type of Cause No. of Causes % of total # 
Adultery 51 2% 
Assessments 87 4% 
Church Offences 54 2% 
Clerical Appointments 59 2% 
Fornication 3 < 1% 
Incest/Prohibited Degrees I1 1% 
Irregular Marriage 30 1% 
Matrimonial Formation 41 2% 
Matrimonial Separation 19 < 1% 
Neglect of Duties 48 2% 
Other 9 < IX 
Pension 28 1% 
Pew Disputes 96 4% 
Repairs to Church 20 1yo 
Slander 404 17% 
Testamentary 458 19% 
Tithe 746 31% 
Unknown 218 9% 
Wages as Parish Clerk 14 < 
Ix 
Total 2396 100% 
* Unspecified in the Borthwick Institute Catalogues 
# Percentages calculated to the nearest whole number 
Table 3. Surviving Cause Papers from the York Courts, by Nos. and 
Types of Cause, 1660-1699. 
Type of Cause No. of Causes % of total # 
Adultery 29 2% 
Assessments 78 6% 
Church -Offem-es, 13 1% 
Clerical Appointments 31 2% 
Fornication 13 1% 
Incest/Prohibited Degrees 7 < 1% 
Irregular Legal Proceedings 4 <A 
Irregular Marriage 8 < 1% 
Matrimonial Formation 14 1% 
Matrimonial Separation 34 2% 
Neglect of Duties 24 2% 
Other 5 < 1% 
Pension -- -- 
Pew Disputes 131 9% 
Repairs to Church 30 2% 
Slander 357 26% 
Testamentary 406 29% 
Tithe 141 10% 
Unknown 48 3% 
Wages as Parish Clerk 8 < 1% 
Total 1381 100% 
* Unspecified in the BortliNvick Institute Catalogues 
# Percentages calculated to the nearest whole number 
Table 4. Surviving Cause Papers ftom the York Courts, by Nos. and 
Types of Cause, 1700-1760. 
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Stated Residence No. of Defendants No of Plaintiffs 
Yorkshire 
North Riding 425 295 
West Riding 1233 1035 
East Riding 337 243 
Other 
Cheshire 108 84 
Cumbria 37 41 
Durham 75 77 
Flintshire 2 2 
Isle of Man 4 3 
Lancashire 138 129 
Newcastle 29 17_ 
Northumbria 10 9- 
Nottinghamshire 88 62_ 
Sub-total 2486 1997 
Unknown 1291 1780 
Grand Total 3777 3777 
* Unspecified in the Borthwick Institute Catalogues and/or Cause Papers 
Table 5. Stated Residence of Disputants in All Surviving Cause Papers 
from the York Courts 1660-1760. 
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Recorded Occupation No. % 
Aristocrats & Knights 4 10% 
Gent. qý 13 34% 
Professions and Commerce 16 40% 
Church Officials qý 1 2% 
Tex-tile Workers ýý 1 2% 
Other Cnflsmen qý 1 2% 
Military[Marine Trades 1 2% 
Unknown qý 3 8% 
Totals 40 100% 
* Based on 40 suits as discussed in chapter 2. Percentages are rounded to the 
nearest whole number. 
-ý- These occupational groupings are explained in appendix 2. 
Table 6. Recorded Occupations of Male Disputants in Sampled 
Matrimonial Separation Suits from the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
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Recorded Occupation No. % 
Gent. -0- 1-3 22% 
Professions and Commerce 10 17% 
Other Craftsmen qý 2 3% 
Agricultural Workers & 
Husbandsmen ýý 
9 15% 
Victualling, Trades 2 3% 
Military/Marine Trades qý 2 3% 
Widows 3 5% 
Servants 7 12% 
Unknown 12 20% 
Totals 60 100% 
* Based on 30 suits (60 disputants). Women's occupations are included with men's. 
as discussed in chapter 2. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
-C- These occupational groupings are explained in Appendix 2. 
Table 7. Recorded Occupations of Disputants in Sampled Matrimonial 
Formation Suits from the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
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Recorded 
Occupation 
No. of Litigants % of Litigants 
Gent. c. 8 4% 
Professions and Commerce 17 9% 
Church Officials 
9 5% 
Textile workers 10 5% 
Metal Workers iý I < 1% 
Other Craftsmen 13 7% 
Agricultural workers A 
Husbandsmen qý 20 10% 
Victualling Trades qý 5 3% 
Military/Marine Trades 4 2% 
Labourers and Servants 5 3% 
Wives 52 25% 
Widows I < 1% 
Spinsters, 8 4% 
Unknown qý 47 23% 
Totals 200 100% 
* Based on random sample of 100 cases (200 disputants). Unless specified separately 
(i. e. wives, widows, spinsters), women's occupations are included with those of men, as 
discussed in chapter 2. 
-o- These occupational groupings are explained in appendix 2. 
Table 8. Recorded Occupations of Disputants in Sampled Slander Suits 
from the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
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Terms * No of Cases % of Cases 
'Malice/Malicious' 45 45% 
'Anger' 33 33% 
4 Angry' 32 32% 
'Passion' 46 46% 
* Based on a sample of 100 cases discussed in chapter 2. 
Table 9. Frequency of Usage of Terms Employed in Sampled Slander 
Suits from the York Courts, 1660-1760. 
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